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THE CONCEPT OF DIVINITY IN MAYA ART: DEFINING GOD L

Publication No._____________

Michele Mae Bernatz, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2006

Co-Supervisors: Julia Guernsey and David Stuart

This dissertation aims at advancing our understanding of Ancient Maya
cosmology through the in-depth analysis of a singular, broadly-extant, and sacred entity
called God L. Focus is placed upon portrayals created in the Central Area of settlement
(lowland Guatemala and Mexico) and the timeframe of the Classic era. While seeking to
uncover knowledge derived from the Classic Maya epoch, data extends beyond this
temporal boundary in order to fix visual forms within the continuum of cultural
development.

My research is the first comprehensive study of the innovation,

characterization, function, and meaning of God L. Collected together within the pages of
this dissertation are numerous examples drawn from the corpus of Maya art.

The

examination of this deity, whose qualities and narrative exemplify a sacrosanct existence,
sheds light on the concept of k’uh, an indigenous Maya word used to describe holy beings
and things. Various depictions of God L are analyzed from the perspective of an art
historical methodology that is augmented by information drawn from other academic
disciplines.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION

This dissertation aims at advancing our understanding of ancient Maya cosmology
through an in-depth analysis of a singular, broadly-extant, and sacred entity: the Maya
God L. The deity known as God L, an alphabetical designation used in lieu of an
unknown indigenous name, stands amongst a number of divine beings that are pictorially
rendered in Maya art and called k’uh or ch’uh1 in hieroglyphic script. While it is difficult
to ascribe a precise and fully-inclusive characterization of k’uh, Stephen Houston and
David Stuart (1996) have expanded our knowledge regarding the relevance and context
of language used to signal divinity and rulership among the Classic Maya.

The

approximate meaning of the adjectival forms k’ul or ch’ul is “holy, divine, or sacred.”
Ch’ulel (roughly signifying “vitality” or “holiness”) is an abstract notion related to the
foundational ch’uh (Houston and Stuart 1996:292). The Maya worldview encompasses
many things within the concept of ch’ulel: various liquids like blood, semen, rain, and
tree sap; ephemeral matter such as smoke, mist, and clouds; substances like copal
incense, cacao, and masa (the maize dough that serves as the mainstay of life in
Mesoamerica)2; forms in the natural landscape, especially mountains, caves, and cenotes
(the watery sinkholes created as the porous limestone of this region collapses into the
1 The definitions of k’uh and ch’uh as well as the derivative forms discussed in this paragraph come from
Houston and Stuart (1996:291). The spelling and pronunciation is dependent upon the particular language
used, for example, whether text relates to the Yucatecan or Greater Tzeltalan branches of Maya linguistics
(Houston and Stuart 1996:291). Since the 1996 article, the original k’u has come to be spelled with a final
‘h’ in the form k’uh (Stuart, Houston, and Robertson 1999:138-140).
2 Throughout this dissertation, I use the term “Mesoamerica” to denote a portion of Central America
roughly defined by the latitudinal lines from 14 to 22 degrees north of the equator (Frontispiece a). This
definition is drawn, slightly altered, from M. Miller (2001:9). Miller explains that at the time of the
Spanish conquest, the tax rolls of Aztec ruler Motecuhzoma II showed tribute collected from across a vast
area including parts of modern day Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, and Honduras. This area was a locus for
the development of “New World” civilization and a region united by its use of the ritual 260-day calendar.
The term “Mesoamerica” comes originally from an article by Paul Kirchhoff (1943) in which he defines the
geographic limitations, ethnic composition, and cultural characteristics of this interconnected region.
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geological substrate below); atmospheric phenomena like wind, rain, and lightning; and
celestial bodies like the sun, moon and Venus. The concepts of k’uh, k’ul, and ch’ulel
were integral to nearly every aspect of Maya life. Yet we have far to go to fully
appreciate the ideological perspective that collects such diverse phenomena into a single
linguistic concept. More can be done regarding the transcendent figures that personify
aspects of divinity. At present our knowledge is general in nature and rudimentary in
scope since the substantive analysis of individual deity figures is yet to be accomplished.
A few key examples establish the prominence of God L3 within the field of Maya
mythology.

One critical image comes from the Temple of the Cross at Palenque

(Frontispiece b and Fig. A7). Here God L interacts with a real historical king, his
presence seemingly evoked to legitimize a change in rulership circa 692 AD. Amongst
other Classic-era representations is a portrayal of God L in a superior position vis-à-vis
six non-human creatures decorating a painted ceramic drinking vessel (Frontispiece d and
Fig. A21). Originating from circa 755-780 AD, the text accompanying the imagery refers
to the vessel’s owner and labels the otherworldly members of this group as k’uh entities
(Frontispieces c-d).

The interconnection of word and image in these and other

contemporaneous examples demonstrates the sanctity and exaltation ascribed to God L
by patrons/artists from across the Maya region.
Some 500 years after the Classic-period faded, the Yucatecan Maya continued to
produce representations of God L, although an alternative aspect of the deity’s persona
was given precedence. The Postclassic Dresden Codex illustrates God L as one of twenty

3 I use the phrase “God L” in the sense established by Schellhas (1904), who labeled many characters
represented in Maya art with alphabetical designations. That said I recognize the problem of applying a
word such as “god” to the anthropomorphic images and effigies created in the pre-Hispanic era. In fact,
one level of this dissertation attempts to determine whether “god” is or is not an appropriate term. To
clarify words that may intrinsically carry notions stemming from religious ideology in modern, western
culture, I have defined my usage of some key terms in Chapter 2 as part of a general discussion on Maya
religion.
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figures associated with the planet Venus.4 This indigenous Maya book was likely created
during the thirteenth century AD and may have been modeled after an earlier version.5
The screen-fold almanac apparently served in the prognostication of future events as it
contains calendrical tables, divinatory texts, and pictures a number of deity figures and
animal forms. God L is manifest in name or image at least six times, taking his place
amongst characters that embody the sun, moon and maize as well as the snake-footed
K’awiil, a complex being associated with many phenomena including lightning and the
authority of rulership (Grube 2001d:96-97; Taube 1992a:69-79).6
The methodical examination of an entity like God L, whose qualities and
narrative exemplify a sacrosanct existence, could help us to better understand the concept
of k’uh. The collection and perusal of a large corpus of imagery aid in visualizing both
the consistency and differentiation of characteristics across time and space, which in turn
optimize the analysis of local versus overarching perspectives. It is plausible in my
opinion that a more proximate view of the shifting emphases applied to deity attributes
brings us closer to the mindset and prerogatives of those responsible for creating sacred
imagery.

Moreover, understanding the context in which art is created helps us to

appreciate the cultural value placed upon the presentations that are deliberately manifest
according to some personal or communal need.
A consideration of Maya cosmology incites many questions, which serve as a
substrate for my research:

How did the Maya conceptualize these anomalous but

4

See Figures A70-A78 for illustrations of God L in the Dresden Codex. Reproductions of the entire
manuscript can be found in Villacorta and Villacorta (1976) or Villacorta and Villacorta (1930,
reproduction 1997). For an introduction to the content and functioning of the Venus almanac see Schele
and Grube (1997:97-138).
5 Thompson (1972:15) proposes a date from 1200-1250 AD for the Dresden Codex. He suggests the book
may be a revised edition of a much older document because the calendrical charts continue a tabulation that
began centuries earlier. Thompson also notes that others argue for an origin date after 1345 AD.
6 The K’awiil figure is also known as God K. Stuart (1987:15f) is attributed with the discovery of the
appropriate indigenous name.
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humanized entities they called k’uh? How did these entities relate to the everyday life of
rulers and commoners of ancient Maya society? How did something or someone become
k’uh? Were there differentiations in the level of sacredness ascribed to the diverse k’uh
entities? Why were these beings regularly nourished through activities such as blood
sacrifice, conjured in times of special need, carefully guarded and prized when captured
in war, occasionally disparaged through humiliating scenarios, and so beautifully
depicted on numerous works of art? While I do not expect to answer all the questions
listed above, it is my hope to make a positive contribution to this topic in the chapters that
follow.
My dissertation is divided into five sections of discourse and augmented by five
illustrative appendices. Part I contains the introductory Chapter 1 which sets out the
topic and scope of this project, summarizes the state of the field, and discusses the
methodology used for analysis. Chapter 2 of this same section takes up the question of
Maya religion. It reviews past and current approaches to the study of Mesoamerican
cosmology, and examines how myths might relate to the real life experiences of ancient
Maya people. Part II, including Chapters 3 and 4, outlines the various attributes of God
L. Here I attempt to separate individual components and comment upon the relevance of
the diverse motifs that join together in this highly complex symbolism. In Part III,
Chapter 5 highlights themes and motifs from the Formative era that may have contributed
to the conceptualization of God L. Following that is Part IV which incorporates two
chapters addressing the Classic era. Chapter 6 concentrates on the apparent emergence of
the deity during the Early Classic period while Chapter 7 tackles the dissemination of
imagery in the Late Classic epoch. Discussions within Chapter 7 focus on the localized
presentation of God L, especially those renderings made within the political spheres of
Palenque, Naranjo, and Calakmul. Finally, my work is summarized in Part V, Chapter 8.
4

This conclusion revisits the initial question regarding how divine beings were
conceptualized in ancient Maya culture, an assessment made from the viewpoint of what
I have learned about God L. Lastly, a catalogue of God L imagery appears partitioned
into the following five sections:

Appendix A: Probable Images of God L
Appendix B: Possible Images of God L
Appendix C: Other Figures Wearing Possible God L Attire
Appendix D: Alleged Images of God L
Appendix E: Comparative Study of Probable God L Headdresses

All the collected representations of God L appear within these five appendices.
References to specific renderings are made throughout the text using the appendix letter
and figure number (e.g. Fig. A1 refers to the first figure in Appendix A). For ease of
reading, I have elected to place related imagery needed to make comparisons or build
arguments within the chapter discourse. These pictures are referred to by a number
reflecting its place within a series and chapter.
Throughout my thesis the following terms will reference the timeframes
designated below7:

7 With minor alterations, I follow the temporal format outlined by Sharer (1994:44-48) in his treatise on
Maya culture. These dates should be understood as fluid since the civilizations of ancient Mesoamerica did
not change according to the abrupt divisions implied in this charting. For generalized descriptions of the
epochal divisions of Mesoamerican art see Coe and Koontz (2002), Evans (2004), or Miller (2001).
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Preclassic: circa 2000 BC to 250 AD
The term Preclassic broadly defines the early timeframe when complex
civilizations arose in Mesoamerica. I use the word Formative interchangeably with
Preclassic. The civilizations of this epoch exhibit evidence of social stratification, welldeveloped religious and economic institutions, a political structure focused on leadership
figures, and a sophisticated form of artistic expression. The Preclassic divides into three
parts: Early Preclassic (circa 2000 BC to 1000 BC), Middle Preclassic (circa 1000 BC to
400 BC), and Late Preclassic (circa 400 BC to 250 AD).

Classic: circa 250 AD to 850 AD
The division between Preclassic and Classic has typically revolved around the
appearance of hieroglyphic writing.8 Maya inscriptions are known from the Preclassic
era, but writing flourished in the Classic period when scribes from across the region used
hieroglyphic text to record calendrical information, historical names and events, and
native mythology. The Classic period also features larger concentrations of population, a
more complex political system and an increasingly diversified social stratification.
Authority figures become more prominent and military conflict more evident. This
timeframe separates into two major divisions: Early Classic (250 AD to 600 AD), and
Late Classic (600 AD to 850 AD). Recent scholarship has also added an era called the
Terminal Classic (circa 800 AD to 1000 AD), which denotes a transitional period from
Classic to Postclassic.
8 The advancement of Mesoamerican studies, especially the recognition of both written language and the
well-developed forms of Preclassic art, is forcing a reconsideration of these temporal markers. The
maturity of Preclassic civilization is evidenced by monuments like La Mojarra Stela 1 with its lengthy
hieroglyphic text attributed to the Epi-Olmec era (circa 143-156 AD; Diehl 2005:183-188), the complex
imagery rendered at the site of Izapa from circa 300 BC-250 AD (Guernsey Kappelman 1997, 2001, 2004),
and the recent discovery of painted murals and early Maya writing at San Bartolo dating circa 300-200 BC
(Saturno, Stuart, and Beltrán 2006; Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005).
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Postclassic: circa 850 AD to 1521 AD
The Postclassic overlaps somewhat with the Terminal Classic. This period is
characterized by a dispersal of settlements within the Peten region and the growth of new
communities in the northern Yucatan and central Mexico that seem to combine both
Maya and Mexican influences.

It was in 1521 AD when the Spanish effectively

neutralized native attempts to defeat the European invaders. The Postclassic can be split
into an Early Postclassic (circa 850 AD to 1200 AD) and a Late Postclassic period (1200
AD to 1521 AD).
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Chapter 1: Topic and Methodology
THE TOPIC AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH
The intention of this dissertation is to explore the conceptualization of divine
beings within ancient Maya cosmology.

Of great importance to the field of Maya

studies, the topic would be overly ambitious and unwieldy if not encapsulated within a
specific timeframe and directed towards the representation of a singular entity.

My

research is thus a comprehensive study of the development, characterization, function,
and meaning of the Maya God L, a focused probe within the larger issue defined above.
The entity known as God L appears to have originated during the Classic era and remains
conspicuous, though less frequently illustrated, in the art of the Postclassic phase of Maya
history. Imagery related to the visual expression of God L is geographically widespread;
associated art and artifacts discussed in this monograph originate from locations in
Guatemala, Belize, Honduras, and the Yucatan peninsula as well as the coastal and
highland regions of central Mexico.
To further tighten the broad framework that might render this research
unmanageable, I have chosen to concentrate on the depiction of God L during the Classic
epoch and to limit discussion to imagery produced within the bounds of the Central Area
where Maya culture flourished in this timeframe (Fig. 1.1). The representation of God L
is analyzed in relation to the socio-political environment of key Classic-era sites: Tikal,
Palenque, Naranjo, and Calakmul. Other prominent collections of God L imagery, such
as the Late to Terminal Classic Chocholá-style ceramics thought to originate in the
Northern Campeche/Yucatan region9 and important examples of God L, like the mural of
9

Arden (1996), García Campillo (1992), Grube (1990), and Tate (1985) provide information on the origin
and features of so-called Chocholá pottery.
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the Red Temple at Cacaxtla in central Mexico (created circa 700 AD), will be referenced
but not fully investigated. Similarly I use the Dresden Codex, a principal source of God
L imagery likely produced in the thirteenth century AD, to aid in the interpretation of
earlier works of art. However, I prefer to assign the comprehensive analysis of the
codical depictions and the question of dissemination beyond the lowland core to some
future project.
While my examination of God L imagery focuses on the Classic epoch and the
Central Maya Area, I have attempted to compile representations of God L from across
Mesoamerica beginning with the first occurrence in the Early Classic period and
continuing through examples rendered during Postclassic times.

The numerous

representations have been collected into groupings according to the probability of identity
(see Appendices A-E and the discussion of criteria later in this chapter). Probability is
based upon the existence of certain distinctive attributes that signal the appearance of
God L. Characteristics such as agedness, maleness, an owl companion usually placed
upon the head or hat, a broad-rimmed headdress, elite costuming, a tied bundle, staff,
jaguar markings/clothing, and black coloration allow recognition.
Unfortunately, these key characteristics are not always present in every example.
In fact there is a great deal of variety in the presentation of God L with regard to detail,
style, and narrative, a reality that makes this task both alluring and frustrating. The
artist’s intention may well have been clear to contemporary viewers, but the omission and
alteration of character traits make the task of secure assessment difficult for a modernday researcher. The chore is made ever more daunting since many of the artifacts
depicting God L have come to light as the result of looting and, more often than not, are
without archaeological provenience. Given the range and variability of characteristics, it
is certainly plausible that some of the imagery is wrongly ascribed to one or another
9

appendix. For example, some illustrations categorized under “probable” may one day be
determined to represent a deity other than God L. Others could eventually be understood
to indicate a locally-altered form of God L that was known only to a limited audience.
Likewise, some images collected in my “alleged” category may in time be viewed as
concrete picturizations of God L even though key attributes are lacking.

Regardless,

subtle changes made in the physical appearance, costume accouterments, and the visual
narrative of God L should not be considered inconsequential.

These details are

important: they may signal shifts in meaning that occur as channels of distribution carry
ideas outward from contact points to recipients who may choose to manipulate elements
according to new and different viewpoints.
Due to the fluctuation of critical traits, the task of identification is a highlysubjective, taxonomic exercise. As a result there will be valid reasons to challenge the
classification of some specific examples. However, in order to advance beyond our
current understanding of deity figures in Maya art, it is essential to re-evaluate the
superficial generalizations regarding God L that time and again are repeated in Maya
discourse.

We must delve deeper into the questions of identity and meaning, and

taxonomy is a useful tool in this process since it forces us to look closely at the
particulars that signal artistic intention and cultural significance.

The cataloguing

outlined in this dissertation will likely change as scholarship moves forward and our
understanding of God L advances. Ultimately, it is my hope that the compilation of
imagery as well as my attempt to assess identity will facilitate future research on this
topic.
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Fig. 1.1:

Map of Maya region (after Martin and Grube 2000:10). This research
focuses on imagery created within the Central Area.
11

STATE OF THE FIELD
In 1904 Paul Schellhas published his “Representation of Deities of the Maya
Manuscripts” in which he isolated the depiction of an aged, male figure painted black and
wearing a bird on his head (Fig. 1.2a). Schellhas labeled this figure God L, electing to
employ alphabetical designations to distinguish this and other entities appearing in Maya
books because the indigenous names were unknown at that time. The letter designations
are still utilized. However, these assignments are being replaced by native script as our
understanding of Maya religion and the decipherment of hieroglyphic inscriptions
advance.10

a)
Fig. 1.2:

b)

a) Image of God L from the Dresden Codex page 14c (after Taube
1992a:80, fig. 38b); b) Portrait hieroglyph naming the God L figure,
Dresden Codex page 14b (after Taube 1992a:80, fig. 38a).

Recently, a few authors have posited readings for hieroglyphs that pertain to the
original denomination of God L.

The most secure association linking nominal

hieroglyphs to the portrayal of God L occurs in the Dresden Codex. Here the God L

10

The following deity names are today more frequently referenced by the indigenous notation: God B is
Chaak (the spelling was first understood as chac, a decipherment attributed to David Stuart [Schele and
Miller 1986:60, footnote 55]); God G is K’inich Ajaw (Stuart and Houston 1994:12); and God K is K’awiil
(Stuart 1987:15f).
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naming phrase combines a prefix element with a portrait head (Fig. 1.2b). The first
portion of the name resembles the calendrical sign Imix, which refers to the water lily
plant. Drops of cascading liquid augment the floral Imix sign. Alfonso Lacadena (n.d.
[2002?]) interprets this first portion (T164)11 of God L’s naming phrase as ha’ or ha’al,
words that relate to rain and the rainy season. Unfortunately, the portrait hieroglyph of
God L cannot be read at present because it is not duplicated in syllabic form in any other
known Maya text.
One of the many mysteries surrounding God L is his Classic era name. From
their analysis of the “Vase of Seven Gods” (K2796, dated circa 755-780 AD),

12

Marc

Zender and Stanley Guenter (2003:102-117) offer the expression Ik’-(Y)ak’ab’-Ta[h]n
(Black His Dark Heart or Black is the darkness of the heart) as a God L appellation (Fig.
1.3a, cf. Figs. A21-A22). In their view, the owl companion of God L may be considered
a separate entity called Chanal-K’uh (Heavenly God), an idiom that is sometimes
augmented by a numeral prefix (Fig. 1.3b). But the peculiar listing of god names on the
K2796 vessel, each followed by the designation k’uh, makes the correspondence of name
to deity an unresolved puzzle (Fig. 1.3c). Eight deity denominations are listed in the
inscription while seven anthropomorphic figures are present in the painted scene. The
image also incorporates a saurian creature, possibly called Itzam-Kab’-Ahyiin (CaimanEarth), and the owl companion of God L, perhaps indicated by the phrase Chanal-K’uh as
mentioned above (Zender and Guenter 2003).

11

The number T164 corresponds to a catalogue of hieroglyphs organized by Thompson (1962) to facilitate
epigraphic research on ancient Maya writing. The Thompson (or T) numbers are a standard form of
reference when discussing specific hieroglyphs.
12 The “K” notation presented here (e.g. K2796) and numerous others contained in the chapters and
appendices of this dissertation are references to ceramics that can be viewed in Justin Kerr’s Maya Vase
Database at: http://www.famsi.org/research/kerr/index.html. High resolution photographs and more
information on Maya ceramics in general can also be found at this site.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 1.3:

d)
a) Possible name of God L: Ik’-(Y)ak’ab’-Ta[h]n K’uh (K2796, redrawn
after M. Coe 1973:109); b) Possible name of the bird companion of God L:
Chanal-K’uh (K2796, redrawn after M. Coe 1973:109); c) Hieroglyphic text
listing the names of eight Maya gods (K2796, after M. Coe 1973:109); d)
Image of probable God L with possible naming phrase or calendrical
notation above (K5359, redrawn after Miller and Martin 2004:59, fig. 21,
drawing by Simon Martin).

Appearing as the focal figure in the visual narrative of K2796, it is plausible that
the first moniker in the columnar listing corresponds with God L (as noted by Zender and
Guenter above). But it is equally feasible that some or all Maya gods were generally
understood as interrelated and inseparable, facets of an overarching concept of divinity

14

that was described through multiple designations such as those compiled here.13 In
addition to Ik’-(Y)ak’ab’-Ta[h]n (Black His Dark Heart or Black is the darkness of the
heart) and Chanal-K’uh (Heavenly-God), the hieroglyphic list of K2796 includes the
following text: Kab’al-K’uh (Earthly-God), B’olon-Yookte’-K’uh (Nine-Strides-God),
the still undeciphered “Palenque Triad” moniker; Jawan-Te’-Chi[j] (Deer with Mouth
Agape), B’a[h]lam (Jaguar), and Te’ (Tree) (Zender and Guenter 2003:102-117).
Drawing from other sources, John B. Carlson (personal communication 2005)
argues for the title May or Ch’ul May because of a purported interrelationship between
God L and tobacco use.14 Mary Miller and Simon Martin (2004:58-59, 281, footnote 17)
cite another possibility: uxlajuun muy chan (thirteen ? sky).15 According to Miller and
Martin (2004:58-59 and footnote 17), this phrase may be painted just above God L’s head
on a Late Classic polychrome ceramic (K5359), a placement implying correspondence
with God L (Fig. 1.3d, cf. Figs. A33-A34). As Miller and Martin note, uxlajuun muy
chan is remarkably similar to uxlajuun chan kuy (thirteen sky owl), a term associated
with the owl of the Dresden Codex.16
While all of these proposals are worth considering further, no one cognomen has
been fully accepted as a title of God L in either the Classic or Postclassic eras. The
existence of these various appellative possibilities may indicate that the deity was
understood and interpreted at a local level rather than in a consistent and encompassing,
13 This notion is drawn from a recent presentation by Simon Martin (2006), who suggests that Gods D, N,
and L are aspects of one divine entity.
14 David Stuart (personal communication 2006) assisted John Carlson in reading the may hieroglyph,
which appears on a number of small ceramics bottles featuring images of God L. In the Yucatecan Maya
region the word may can refer to a powdered form of tobacco that according to John Carlson (personal
communication 2005) is mixed with lime calcium and ground chili among other substances (see also
Barrera Vásquez 1980:513).
15 Brian Stross (personal communication 2006) suggests “cloud/cloudy” as a possible translation for the
term muy.
16 David Stuart (personal communication 2006) disagrees with Miller and Martin’s reading of the K5359
phrase. Instead of representing the words uxlajuun muy, Stuart suggests the first two symbols are
calendrical and stand for the date 13 Ok.
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pan-regional manner. The close and repetitive relationship between God L and the bird
called Chanal-K’uh suggests that if a nominal phrase for the deity were isolated in
Classic era texts, it would likely reference both entities.17 Our inability to clarify the title
of God L or to even make an undisputed correspondence between the deity and a
consistent set of hieroglyphic symbols prompts the question: can we ever really
understand the meaning of God L without determining his ancient name? As David
Stuart recently noted (personal communication 2006), the development of contextual data
on God L is severely limited by the lack of a cohesive and repetitive inscriptional
framework describing this character. With such meager evidence exposing the mindset
of ancient Maya devotees, our knowledge of the God L figure may remain mired in
uncertainty. Fortunately, the envisioning of God L through artistic imagery provides a
rich substrate from which to build understanding.

Because the name of God L is

presently obscure and contested, I have retained the alphabetical notation of Schellhas
throughout the chapters of this monograph.
Setting aside the question of endemic denomination, God L is certainly one of the
most important and mysterious entities in the Maya pantheon. Current data indicates this
being emerged during the Early Classic era. The first known image comes from an
incised ceramic box thought to originate in the northern Peten region (Figs. A1-A6). This
standing God L appears alongside five non-human figures including K’awiil (an entity
tied to the phenomena of lightning and dynastic kingship), K’inich Ajaw (the Maya sun
lord), GI (a still unnamed deity whose attributes include a spiral eye, fish barbell on his
cheek, a single pointed tooth emerging from his mouth, and a water bird in his
headdress), the Principal Bird Deity (one of the most prominent birds in Maya art and
possibly an aspect of God D or Itzamnaaj, a being linked to Maya creation), and a poorly
17

God L is not fully recognizable at present without his avian companion. See Chapters 3 and 4 for an indepth discussion of the characteristics of God L and his bird.
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understood entity dubbed the “Triple Bow Tie/Triangular Nose Plaque” character
(Hellmuth 1987a:353-354).18 Each of these distinct beings is repeatedly portrayed in the
text and imagery of Maya art, some beginning in the Formative epoch while others are
evident from the Classic period onward. The centuries of repetition and the manifestation
of imagery on precious objects and in prominent locations confirm the import of these
entities within ancient Maya culture.19
God L is perhaps best known from the sculpted panels of the Late Classic
Temples of the Cross Group at Palenque where two distinct representations occur (Figs.
A7-A10). An image of God L decorating the east door jamb of the sanctuary at the
summit of the Temple of the Cross witnesses an accession event of ruler K’inich Kan
B’ahlam II (Radiant Snake Jaguar), the apparent sponsor of this monumental building
project (Robertson 1991; Schele and Miller 1986:114-115). A unique and surprising
rendition of God L was created around the same time at the Mexican locale of Cacaxtla,
which is far from the core Maya region (Figs. A11-A12). Discovered in 1984 (Taube
1992a:85), the stairway mural of the Red Temple portrays a form of God L, who is
shown standing amidst the fecund environment of growing maize and cacao. A trader’s
pack belonging to the deity rests on the ground behind him. Adding to the mystery
surrounding his indigenous identity, this example of God L is labeled with the Mexicanstyle nominal “Four Dog.”20
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The identification of the characters on this ceramic box (K3801) comes largely from Parsons, Carlson,
and Joralemon (1988), who relate this work of art to the representation of God L at Palenque. Hellmuth
(1987a:353-354) considered “Triple Bow Tie/Triangular Nose Plaque” to be closely linked to GI and blood
sacrifice. Freidel, Schele, and Parker (1993:420-421 footnote 28) say the figure is a version of the rain
deity Chaak. Alternatively, this may be an early form of the maize deity per Justin Kerr (personal
communication 2005).
19 A more thorough analysis of K3801 can be found in Chapter 6.
20 Carlson (1993:239) argues that the image at Cacaxtla is not a representation of the deity himself, but a
local person named “Four Dog” who is dressed as a God L impersonator.
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Of great importance are numerous ceramic vessels produced during the Late
Classic period.

From the Central Maya Area come a number of fine polychrome

ceramics that represent God L in elaborate scenes of mythical origin. Some especially
interesting portrayals were made within the Peten and southern Campeche for patron
lords aligned with the sites of Calakmul, Naranjo, Xultun, and Motul de San Jose-Bejucal
(Figs. A13-A36). The Late Classic also gave rise to depictions of God L done in the
Chamá style of painted ceramics, a type originating in the Southern Maya Area (Figs.
A37-A40).
In the Late to Terminal Classic come many, diverse examples of God L imagery
that were fabricated through the incising, carving or molding of clay (Figs. A44-A66).
Most present God L alone or in conjunction with K’awiil. A bundled pack and/or staff
are sometimes included in these scenes originating from the northern area near the sites
of Oxkintok and Xcalumkin. Other ceramic vessels in “bottle” form have been found
dispersed in various locations across the Maya region. These were created as multiples
taken from the same or similar clay molds (Figs. A61-A64 and A65-A66). There is also
an example of monumental art created during the Terminal Classic: a sculpted stone
column from Santa Rosa Xtampak features God L holding a type of rattle staff and
carrying K’awiil on his back (Fig. A67).
Only two major illustrations of probable God L figures date to the Postclassic
epoch. One is the Maya mural at Santa Rita Corozal. Once again this work of art
emphasizes the closely-linked personalities of God L and K’awiil (Fig. A68-69). The
unusual style of Maya painting at Santa Rita Corozal (dated to circa 1300-1400 AD)
shows a melding of Mexican and Maya aesthetics, perhaps a result of interaction between
these cultural groups during the Toltec era. The Late Postclassic Dresden Codex, with its
integration of God L and Venus mythology, demonstrates the continued relevance of this
18

deity some 1,000 years after the first known representation appeared in the Early Classic
period (Figs. A70-A78). The limited number of examples dating to this final era may
suggest a fading interest in God L. However, many indigenous books and other works of
art were destroyed by Spanish conquerors who considered these objects threatening to
their preferred Christian ideology, a fact that has undoubtedly altered the record of
history forever.
The many and varied representations of God L created across ten centuries and
throughout a wide region of Mesoamerica show a distinct but malleable character. We
see, for example, a persona who is both celebrated and derided, both subjugated by and
superior to other actors who enter his mythological storyline. The subtle manipulation of
attributes, oppositional manner of presentation, and seemingly disjointed flow of visual
narrative make it difficult to ascertain the function of God L in Maya mythology. Yet
perhaps because of the richness of imagery, many scholars choose to postulate on the
nature of this being.
During his analysis of the Dresden Codex, Schellhas (1904:35) noticed the
“warlike attitude” of God L (see e.g. Figs. A71 and A78) though he did not speculate on
an overall significance. Schellhas also mentioned the similarity between Gods L and M,
both of which are painted black in the Maya codices. The merging of attributes is a
common feature of deity manifestations in Maya art, a factor causing difficulty with
regard to identification.21 Variable facial features led Schellhas to argue that God L was
distinct from God M and to warn about confounding the two entities. Despite this
admonition there is much confusion regarding the identity of God L and other “black”
deities. For example, Schellhas (1904) found God L only in the Dresden Codex while
Günter Zimmerman (1956:164-165) saw an image of God L in the Madrid manuscript
21

Gillespie and Joyce (1998) discuss the merging of traits and overlapping of identity in the representation
of the Maya God L.
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and called the deity a benevolent counterpart to God Z. Karl Taube (1992a:79) cited
examples in the Madrid and Paris books as well as the Dresden Codex. However,
Victoria Bricker and Gabrielle Vail (1997: fig. 1-19, pp. 23-25, 143) agree with
Schellhas: they find no God L in the Madrid Codex and label the questionable entities
Gods Y and Z, characters said to be associated with hunting deer. Because the issue is
still debated, I have placed the imagery from the Paris and Madrid codices in Appendix B
(Possible Images of God L; Figs. B23a-b).
Eduard Seler (1904) recognized that sections of two indigenous books represent
Venus almanacs: the Borgia Codex, a manuscript believed to originate in the central
highlands of Mexico circa 1500 AD (Díaz and Rodgers with Byland 1993: xiii-xiv), and
the Dresden Codex, a Late Postclassic Maya document. With this discovery came the
realization that God L, at least during the Postclassic era, was one of twenty beings
related to these prophetic charts. Scholar J. Eric S. Thompson (1970:250) agreed with
the Venus correlation for God L, but also “hesitatingly” called him a “Bacab”
(presumably meaning one of the mythical beings who were thought to hold the sky in
place). Thompson (1970:105-106) was somewhat reluctant to equate the codical God L
with Classic-period examples: in an earlier section of his book he suggested that the
representation on the Temple of the Cross at Palenque (Figs. A7-A8) might be an old
man impersonating a jaguar god rather than a definitive portrait of God L.
After the early efforts of Schellhas and Seler to understand deities pictured in
Mexican and Maya codices, many reviewers attempted with limited success to equate the
Late Postclassic and colonial-period representations to those of the Classic era. As was
noted by Nicholas Hellmuth (1987a:297; 1987b, Vol. I, p. 226), God L was relegated to
an insignificant position from about 1910 to 1970 because his figure was not prevalent on
monumental sculpture (with the exception of the Temple of the Cross at Palenque). Few
20

Mayanists were studying the corpus of Maya pottery in this era since only a small
number of ceramic vessels were published and imagery was hard to access.

The

situation changed dramatically thereafter.
In the early 1970s, Michael Coe (1973) organized an exhibition at the Grolier
Club in New York and published the corresponding catalogue The Maya Scribe and His
World, which has proven to be one of the most influential books on Maya ceramics. In it
he characterized God L as “one of the main Underworld rulers” in his interpretation of
K511 (Figs. A13-A15), a frequently published vase from the collection of the University
Art Museum at Princeton (M. Coe 1973:91-93; 1978:16-21). Coe suggested the women
who attend to God L in this visual narrative may be his wives or concubines. He also
drew a parallel between this scene and a Popol Vuh story regarding the sacrifice of Seven
Hunahpu.22 This view portrayed Gods L and N as the two principal lords of Xibalba, a
Quiché Maya word used to describe a place of the dead. Coe’s reading thus equated the
Classic-era Gods L and N with One and Seven Death of the Popol Vuh saga.
Michael Coe (1978:16-21, catalogue no. 1) also put forth a tenuous idea
identifying God L as a possible “Underworld counterpart of Itzamná.”

Although

repeated by Francis Robicsek and Donald Hales (1981:107), this observation has lost
credence over the past two-plus decades and no concrete bond between Gods L and D has
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The Popol Vuh is an indigenous Maya story about creation and the establishment of the Quiché Maya
kingdom. The book was likely created circa 1558 AD, but is known through a copy made between 1701
and 1703 AD by a Spanish priest named Francisco Jimenez, who lived in the highland Guatemalan town of
Chichicastenango (Christenson 2003a:22-23, 37; Tedlock 1996:27). Although it was documented in the
colonial era, some of the stories are thought to parallel Classic-period mythology. The character called
Seven Hunahpu is the uncle of the Hero Twins; he and his twin brother One Hunahpu were put to death in
the underworld after losing a ballgame. In contrast with M. Coe, the authors Robicsek and Hales
(1981:107) interpreted the captive figure of Kerr 511 to be One Hunahpu, the father of the Hero Twins
whose decapitated head was placed in a calabash tree. An alternative analysis comes from Miller and
Martin (2004:58-61): they say the figure about to be sacrificed is not one of the first pair of mythical twins,
but an underworld lord. According to this version the beheading represents a defeat of Xibalba lords, who
ultimately yield to the Hero Twins’ trickery. See Christenson (2003a; 2003b) for a recent translation of the
Popol Vuh text.
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yet been established.23

Coe’s linkage between God L and the underworld realm,

however, is often repeated in Maya scholarship. Researchers have followed Coe’s lead
too in their continuing attempts to connect God L to the Quiché stories of the Popol Vuh
even though no direct link to any specific character in the mythical account is securely
proven (see e.g. Miller and Martin 2004:58-65; Robicsek and Hales 1981:107; Schele and
Miller 1986:271, 286-287, plate 115).
The discovery and analysis of another important vase further impacted our
understanding of God L. According to Coe (1973:106-109), the “Vase of Seven Gods”
depicts a nighttime scene focused on the underworld throne of God L (Figs. A21-A22).24
A decorative band near the lip of the vessel, just below the Primary Standard Sequence,25
includes symbols interpreted as celestial phenomena such as clouds, water, and stars.
Crossed bones and disembodied eyes characterize the location as a place of death. God
L, separated into his own chamber and seated on an extravagant jaguar throne, faces two
rows of creatures who seem to be his subordinates in this narrative. A significant feature
pointed out by Coe is the mythical date 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u, which is known as a date of
creation in Maya cosmology.26

23 Martin (2006) has recently presented new research tentatively linking the Maya Gods D, L, and N
through epigraphic and iconographic evidence.
24 During the late 1990s, a ceramic box (K7750, Figs. A23-A27) came to light that largely duplicates the
imagery on K2796 (“Vase of Seven Gods”). This rectangular ceramic adds some red and brown color to
the scene, increases the number of figures, and augments the original text with historical information about
the vessel’s owner.
25 The Primary Standard Sequence (P.S.S.) refers to the row of hieroglyphs running near the rim on
numerous Maya ceramics. M. Coe (1973:18-22) devised the name for this textual sequence when he
recognized the frequency with which hieroglyphic symbols were repeated in a fairly consistent order.
Recently, Stuart (2005:114) proposed the renaming of P.S.S. text as the “Dedicatory Formula” because, as
was discovered in the decades since 1973, this more aptly describes its functioning on works of art.
26 The four dots that signify the running calendar date of 4 Ajaw on K2796 were largely unreadable when
this looted vessel entered the art market circa 1970 (Barbara Kerr, personal communication 2005). The
reconstruction of this number was made after researchers came to understand the significance of the
mythical date 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u. For discussions of the creation mythology mentioned in ancient Maya
inscriptions see Freidel, Schele, and Parker (1993), Looper (2003), and Stuart (2005).
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In Maya Cosmos, Coe’s interpretation of the “Vase of Seven Gods” was extended
by David Freidel, Linda Schele, and Joy Parker (1993:67-69), who were able to read
more of the hieroglyphic text. The writing mentions a list of gods participating in an act
of creation.27 Using textual references as well as iconographic analysis, Freidel, Schele,
and Parker (1993:68-69) speculate on the paramount importance of God L in this Maya
creation myth: perhaps it was his responsibility to oversee the setting of the first of three
hearthstones that mark the place where the sky would eventually be raised.
Related to Maya cosmogony is an earlier article by Martin Pickands (1980)
entitled “The ‘First Father’ Legend in Maya Mythology and Iconography.” In this essay,
Pickands (1980:128-129) argued that the aged body and jaguar markings of God L could
indicate his status as a primal ancestor from whom the Maya people descended.
Although Pickands’s ideas were not developed further, Freidel, Schele, and Parker
(1993:69) connect the birth of an ancestral deity they call “First Father” or “Hun-Nal-Ye”
to 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u as well as other mythical dates in the Maya creation epic.
The images present on the “Vase of Seven Gods” and the planetary tables of the
Dresden Codex compel researchers to investigate God L through the lens of
archaeoastronomy. For example, David H. Kelley (1976:75) argued that evidence could
only secondarily support a linkage between Venus and the deities of the Mesoamerican
codices. Instead, Kelley (1980) identified some of the so-called Venus deities with other
planetary bodies. Deriving calendrical information from base date calculations using 12
Lamat 1 Pop as the starting reference, Kelley (1980: S22) determined a tentative
association between God L and Saturn. In contrast with Kelley’s position, Michael Closs
(1979) maintained that God L was indeed a Venus deity and found a particular
27

The verbal context is not entirely understood. One possible reading suggests the gods act to bring order
to the universe. Another reading assumes a passive verbal construction in which the gods themselves are
put in order on this mythical day of creation.
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correlation between God L and the morning star station of Venus.28 Closs then went on
to draw a parallel between God L and the central Mexican Lord of the Dawn,
Tlauizcalpantecutli, although this idea has not been developed further.
In 1993, Dieter Dütting and Richard E. Johnson utilized textual and iconographic
evidence together with astronomical data in an extensive analysis of K1398, the so-called
“Rabbit Vase” (Figs. A18-A20). They noted the oppositional presentation of the deity in
Maya art: God L can be pictured as dominant in some instances and in others as
subordinate. Dütting and Johnson linked this dichotomy to the transformation of Venus
and the sun as these celestial bodies disappear at night and then rise again at dawn. As a
Venus deity and underworld lord, God L’s position according to this viewpoint might
reflect his weakness when near to the more radiant sun. Hence, a reduction of God L’s
power would occur during the sun’s nighttime passage through the darkness below the
horizon. His strength would subsequently return when at dawn the sun moved away from
God L’s resident underworld realm.29
Susan Milbrath (1999) investigated God L for her publication entitled Star Gods
of the Maya: Astronomy in Art, Folklore and Calendars. Like Closs (1979), Milbrath
(1999:170-174, 214) saw a connection between God L and Venus as a result of her work
with the Dresden Codex. According to Milbrath, the appearance of God L in the first
section of the Venus almanac emphasizes his warlike nature and therefore might relate to
the rapid ascent of the planet during late January through March in the year 1221 AD.30

28

God L is one of five deities related to Venus as morning star in the Dresden Codex. Fifteen other named
characters correspond to alternative positions of Venus in its celestial course. See Schele and Grube (1997)
for more information on this topic.
29 Stuart (1993) also wrote about the “Rabbit Vase” at this time. His reading of the dialog allowed the
assessment that God L was on his way to pay tribute to his superior (the sun god) when his clothing and
goods were snatched by a trickster rabbit, a symbol for the moon in Maya lore.
30 Milbrath (1999:170-174) utilized dates within the thirteenth century in order to test the efficacy of the
Venus tables by Postclassic Maya. The years 1219-1227 AD correspond with both the calendar round
dates listed and the proposed timeframe for the creation of the Dresden Codex.
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This part of the year would bring little rain to the Maya region.

As per Milbrath

(1999:170-174), the dry season was the most likely time for military activities
(presumably because people were not busy cultivating crops like maize). But God L was
not exclusively tied to morning star Venus and the dry season. His association with the
Moon goddess could instead refer to the rainy season and celestial events like the
conjunction of Venus and the moon, which take place in the western, evening sky
(Milbrath 1999:211-214). Rather than being tied to a particular segment of the Venus
cycle, the astronomical presence of God L in the guise of this planet may have signaled
the biannual changes of season that affected war, food production, and other communal
activities.
Beyond the questions of cosmogony and archaeoastronomy, a number of scholars
relate God L to others aspects of Maya life. For example, God L figures prominently in a
book by Francis Robicsek (1978) entitled The Smoking Gods: Tobacco in Maya Art,
History, and Religion. Frequently pictured with a smoking tube or cigar in his mouth or
hand, God L relates in some way to tobacco production and use (Figs. A4, A8, A22, A27,
A32, A41, A45, A55, A58). As mentioned earlier, John B. Carlson has worked on this
aspect of God L, although his research is not yet published.

Carlson (personal

communication 2005) contends that God L is the personification of tobacco. In support
of this argument are numerous, small ceramic bottles found to exhibit God L imagery
(see e.g. Figs. A61-A64). Carlson says the hieroglyphic inscriptions on some of these
vessels suggest they functioned as containers for tobacco products.31
In his research on the deity figures in Maya art, Hellmuth (1987b:259) kept his
analysis of God L to a minimum. But this author (1987a:297; 1987b:227) contributed an
31 Alternately, these small ceramic bottles (misnamed “poison bottles” for a time) may have contained
ground mineral pigments used in creating Maya ceramics (Reents-Budet 1994:214-215). A similar vessel
found by R. Smith (1955, Vol. I:90) is said to have held copal incense.
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important point through his recognition of the “tied bale” that is shown in a few God L
episodes on Late Classic ceramics (see e.g. Figs. A22 and A27).32

Hellmuth also

highlighted some “new” examples of God L that had come to light since the 1970s. One
was an image possibly originating from the Usumacinta River area, a stone panel first
published by Karl Mayer (1980: no.15). The sculpture displays a muscular, youthful
figure wearing the trademark headdress of God L (Fig. C6; Hellmuth 1987a:297;
1987b:226). Another was K3801 (Figs. A1-A6), which illustrates two deities (GI and
GIII) that were closely-related to the research interests of Hellmuth during this era.
Although he did not give an overall analysis of the ceramic box or emphasize the
importance of God L in the context of the Early Classic era, Hellmuth did provide some
analysis of various figures conjoined with God L in mythical narrative (Hellmuth
1987a:285-286, Abb. 636; 1987b, Vol. I: 216-217, and Vol. II, fig. 161). In addition,
Hellmuth (1987a:298, Abb. 658 and 661; 1987b, Vol. II, fig. 190a and 191a) published
two drawings not seen elsewhere, both dating to the Late Classic epoch. One illustrates
God L seated on a bench and holding some kind of plant (tobacco?) or feathery material
(Fig. A42). Another shows an elderly figure holding a bundle of goods and wearing a
broad-rimmed and feathered hat like that of God L (Fig. B13).
As mentioned earlier, Robicsek and Hales (1981:15, 35-37, 107-111) followed
Michael Coe in applying Popol Vuh stories to the analysis of Classic-period ceramics.
Their Maya Book of the Dead features a presentation of K1560 (Figs. A16-A17), a
Codex-style33 vessel displaying what is perhaps a scene of retribution. In this painted

32

The “tied bale” was later identified independently by both Stross (1988) and Taube (1989:42) as a
bundle or burden called icatz(i) [now spelled ikaatz]. For more information on the ikaatz bundle see Stuart
(2002).
33 The term “Codex-style” is applied to a group of ceramics originating in the Classic era and likely created
within the Nakbe-El Mirador region and/or under the authority of Calakmul rulers. These ceramics
typically have a cream-colored background and designs finely drawn in black. The vessel rims are often
decorated with red paint. They are called “Codex-style” because of the color similarity to ancient Maya
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image God L is shown undressed and without possession of his trademark regalia, a
probable state of humiliation in Maya culture (Robicsek and Hales 1981:107: Miller and
Martin 2004:60-61). The authors also introduce the idea that the elderly God L may be
the same entity as an old god who emerges from the maw of a snake on other ceramics
(see e.g. Fig. D3). According to Robicsek and Hales (1981:107), the old man reaching
for an undressed woman caught in the coils of a snake may represent the “amorous
adventures of God L.” The toothless mouth and flaccid body of many old men pictured
in the narrative scenes of Maya art peripherally recall the God L persona. Yet without
more precise symbolism, such as the inclusion of an owl headdress, the specific
correlation of these aged men with the God L figure cannot be made with reasonable
certainty.
Especially in discussions of the God L character, the impropriety of an old man
having sexual relations with younger women is implied by some authors (see e.g. M. Coe
1973:91-93; 1978:16-21; Miller and Martin 2004:58-60; Robicsek and Hales 1981:107).
This argument may be valid. However, it is generally put forth without secure evidence
of cultural mores that confirm this supposed impropriety as reflective of the social
structure of ancient Maya life.

For example, agedness may be used pictorially to

reference the general idea of ancestry rather than as a measure of the aging process.
Since the interaction between God L and these women is not explicitly shown to be
sexual in nature, it is equally plausible the deity represents a parent or ancestor rather
than a scheming lecher. Even if the artist intended to imply a sexual relationship, we
must question whether the ancient Maya considered intercourse between an elder man
and younger woman to be socially improper before drawing conclusions on this matter.

manuscripts. See Reents-Budet, Martin, Hansen, and Bishop (2000) and Hansen, Bishop, and Fahsen
(1991) for a more information on this topic.
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A critical resource for my dissertation, The Major Gods of Ancient Yucatan
(Taube 1992a) is the most thorough examination of the Maya gods published to date,
including God L.

Taube collected imagery from across the eras and regions of

Mesoamerica. As a result he was able to revise the Schellhas list and chart multiple deity
attributes. His book draws on the observations of numerous researchers to build a
complex picture of the mythological realm in which God L operates. The broad reach of
this research, which addresses nineteen Maya figures and others from Postclassic
Mexico, prevented Taube from looking extensively into the nature of any single
character. Nonetheless, the book is an essential reference on Maya gods. The chapter on
God L provides a good starting point for the identification of unique/shared traits, the
assembly of imagery, and the compilation of textual sources.
Taube highlighted a number of important observations in his essay on God L,
many of which are more thoroughly analyzed in the later chapters of this dissertation.
Firstly, he emphasized God L’s association with ceremonial bundles and the packs
carried by roving traders. According to Taube (1992a:81), the merchant-style backpack
shown in the Cacaxtla mural with possible market items attached (Figs. A11-A12) marks
God L as a patron of travelers and commerce.34 Taube (1992a:88) says the iconography
of elite lifestyle and itinerant trade reveals God L as both a lord and merchant, and he
speculates the Maya saw no contradiction between the trader’s milieu and rulership.35
The question of a celestial connection was also taken up by Taube. With regard
to the idea of a militaristic alignment with certain cycles of Venus, Taube was unable to
determine when/how God L entered this mythical relationship. In Classic-era works God
34

The idea that God L is a patron of merchants was independently recognized by Carlson (1991:46-49;
1993:239-241) and Taube (1992a:79-88).
35 According to Helms (1993) the interrelationship between rulers and traders may have developed from
the need of community leaders to attach themselves to both the inside world of resident citizens and the
outside world of exotic goods, foreign knowledge, and foreign bloodlines. The dichotomy effectually
connects a ruler to the local community at the same time it distinguishes him/her from common folks.
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L occasionally carries an obsidian weapon or lightning-like staff, objects that imply his
participation in the aggressive behavior of warfare. But Taube (1992a:79) found little
explicit symbolism tying this deity to the planet Venus in examples from the Classic
period. If, as is evidenced by the circa thirteenth-century Dresden Codex, God L was
indeed considered a Venus deity, the starting point for this unification of god and myth
remains an unsolved mystery.
Another issue of import is the baseline characterization of personality.
Diverging somewhat from the earlier assessment of M. Coe (1973:91-93), who
characterized the deity as a lord of the underworld, Taube (1992a:81-85) drew an
ambivalent picture of God L rather than one solely based in death and evil. There is of
course a mortuary aspect to the sacrificial scene of K511 (Fig. A13). Yet the persona of
God L also encompasses life-affirming attributes through his wealthy lifestyle and
symbols of verdant plant life (Taube 1992a:79-81). The cascading foliage included in his
headdress illustrates agricultural fertility and abundant harvest (Figs. A4, A8, A19; Taube
1992a:81-88). A dualistic nature is likewise embodied in the owl of God L: it can be
considered a marker of death at the same time it is identified with maize and water,
commodities that sustain life (Taube 1992a:81). Finally, Taube (1992a:85-88) discussed
the repetition of a prominent narrative that combines God L, a female entity (the Moon
Goddess), and a rabbit (see e.g. Figs. A30, A32, A33, B11-B12). Unfortunately, the saga
behind these representations remains poorly understood.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1.4:

d)

a) Detail of kuy owl (after Coe 1982, no. 15). According to Grube and
Schele (1994:13), the text reads kuy u way chan yo-?-b’ah; b) Detail of kuy
owl from Dresden Codex page 10a (after Grube and Schele 1994:12, fig.
4b). The second line of text above figure reads uxlajuun chan kuy (Grube
and Schele 1994:12); c) Owl companion of God L with marker reading
uxlajuun chan (detail of Fig. A19, K1398, redrawn after Taube 1992a:87,
fig. 43b); d) Muwaan bird head with suffix ni (after Grube and Schele
1994:11, fig. 2f). Note the feathers of a second bird in the mouth of the
muwaan.

The advancing decipherment of Maya hieroglyphic writing increases our ability to
interpret the symbolic language of art. Using text associated with imagery, Nikolai
Grube and Linda Schele (1994) developed a more specific identification for a kind of owl
called kuy (Figs. 1.4a-b), a bird that may equate with the God L companion. In early
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Maya scholarship references are repeatedly made to a bird termed moan, muan, or
muwaan, all of which designate a species of hawk per the Grube and Schele argument.
Rather than a hawk, the avian headdress of God L (Fig. 1.4c) more likely represents a
type of owl due to its spotted feathers, horned appearance, and black coloration over the
eye (Grube and Schele 1994). Reinforcing this idea is the naming phrase uxlajuun chan
(thirteen sky) seen both in conjunction with the kuy owl of the Dresden Codex and the
bird familiar of God L (Grube and Schele 1994). Epigraphers presently correlate the
words kuy and ikim with various owls in Maya art although a clear distinction of use has
not yet been made.
As opposed to the kuy bird, the muwaan is normally pictured with the feathers or
feet of a smaller bird extending from its mouth as if the predatory hawk is eating a justcaptured meal (Fig. 1.4d). A differentiation was indeed made between the two avian
raptors in Maya language since the bird-head hieroglyph for muwaan generally carries a
ni suffix to illustrate an intended final letter ‘n’. Unlike the kuy designation, which has
been found elucidating the pictorial imagery of polychrome ceramics and indigenous
books, the term muwaan is most often used in calendrical passages where it stands for the
fifteenth Maya month given this same appellation.
There is a general acceptance of Grube and Schele’s assertion that God L’s avian
companion is indeed an owl and not a hawk.

However, the function and nominal

designation of this particular bird remains unresolved.36 Some scholars have embraced
the Grube and Schele argument and incorporated the kuy designation into current
36 The bird headdress is a standard element in depictions of God L however a correlation to the uxlajuun
chan kuy of the Dresden Codex cannot be confirmed. The problem of identification derives from the
following issues: 1) the chan sign is not always present; 2) the numerical affix to the chan hieroglyph is not
always included and even when it is, it is not consistent (for example, the numbers 13, 12, and 9 are used in
different cases). This discrepancy could result from the deliberate intention of a Maya artist, damage that
obscures the details of original art or the inaccurate transcription of eroded areas; 3) While a bird-head
hieroglyph is found in the text of K1398 (the “Rabbit Vase”), there are no examples of an actual syllabic
spelling of kuy in any representations of God L that would bolster the case for this identification.
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discourse (Miller and Martin 2004:59 and footnote 17; Zender and Guenter 2003:104,
footnote 3, 111). Others are dissuaded by the contention that hawks and owls can be so
cleanly separated. Karl Taube (personal communication 1998), for example, is still
inclined to consider the muwaan bird as some kind of owl. Coming from a different
perspective, David Stuart (personal communication 2005) suggests that an ideological
link between the two predatory birds may preclude a clear partition. Perhaps the avian
companion of God L was understood only as an aggressive type of bird rather than
specifically an owl or hawk, an understanding that would conceivably produce the varied
renderings present in Maya art.37 It will remain the task of future research to determine
whether the avian familiar of God L was understood amongst the ancient Maya as kuy
and if so, to define what kind of ideas were intended by this particular designation.38
In contrast to the taxonomic scheme initiated by Schellhas long ago, Susan
Gillespie and Rosemary Joyce (1998) consider Precolumbian Mesoamerican gods as the
metamorphic representation of a “living” universe rather than discrete and unchanging
entities. The sharing of features and obscure distinctions regarding function make certain
classification difficult, perhaps even impossible. The gods of ancient Mesoamerica had
multiple aspects; they changed over time, merged with one another and even traversed
societal boundaries (Gillespie and Joyce 1998:279). Researchers within the field of
Maya religion are thus harnessed by confusion and disagreement when attempting to
identify deity figures.
As an alternative to an individuated taxonomy, Gillespie and Joyce view God L,
God M, and B’olon Yookte’ K’uh as a triumvirate of deities with God L functioning as
the central element and the other two as peripheral. While each may have certain unique
37

Similarly, an uncertainty with regard to species assignment characterizes the portrayal of the Principal
Bird Deity (Julia Guernsey, personal communication 2006).
38 See Chapter 4 for a more extensive discussion on the owl headdress of God L.
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characteristics, other attributes and associative contexts are shared amongst the entire
group. All three appear to function within the realm of travelers moving through time
and space. If approached as an inter-deity relationship within the emic category of
“travelers” and the concentric spatiotemporal organization of Mesoamerican cosmology,
the triumvirate becomes a fluid entity, shifting from center to periphery as would real life
travelers in ancient times. Thus, the meaning of each of the three members as well as the
triad itself could fluctuate according to the era/region in question.
Gillespie and Joyce make a vital point regarding the need to consider deity
relationships when searching for overall meaning.

But the outright dismissal of

taxonomy would be unproductive in my opinion. A careful classification of attributes
exposes both unique and shared traits, which in turn aid in distinguishing central versus
peripheral representations within a deity complex.

This is especially helpful when

considering the development of imagery over time and the distribution of deity figures
across cultural boundaries. Taxonomic evaluations coupled with an analysis of the sociopolitical context of an era or region could perhaps disclose more details about how, for
example, the “black” gods of the codices came into being. Using a combined approach
may also produce useful data regarding when and where God L’s identity lapses and the
persona of God M or B’olon Yookte’ K’uh becomes more visible.
Recent discourse on the meaning of God L can be found in the exhibition
catalogue entitled Courtly Art of the Ancient Maya by Miller and Martin (2004). The
authors recycle many familiar comments at the same time they add some new and
important ideas to the ongoing discussion of God L. Capitalizing on the dramatic flair of
Maya art and our cultural need to see bad guys get their just reward, God L is portrayed
as a model of arrogance and greed (Miller and Martin 2004:58). He is foremost amongst
the “Underworld enemies of the Maize God and the Hero Twins,” a “god of trade, tribute
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and tobacco” and “the precursor to either the One or Seven Death of the Popol Vuh”
(Miller and Martin 2004:58). Old, wealthy, and ruthless, God L smokes tobacco and
wholeheartedly enjoys the attention he receives and possessions he acquires from vassals
paying homage (Miller and Martin 2004:59).
According to this view, God L seems to embody the worst characteristics of a
materialistic society. Accepting the deity as a patron of merchants, Miller and Martin
(2004:59) draw a parallel between the Maya God L and the behavior of Aztec traders:
these commercially-driven travelers functioned as informants to Aztec rulers. Merchants
traversing into far-flung territories were allegedly the first wave of a military campaign.
Their behavior provoked conflict, but when a battle started they would quietly melt away
(Miller and Martin 2004:59). Once Aztec warriors were successful at suppressing a
community, these merchants would re-enter the area in order to strike self-advancing
deals and collect punitive taxes (Miller and Martin 2004:59).
Drawing further parallels between Classic-period imagery and the Popol Vuh,
Miller and Martin (2004:59-61) restate an interpretation of K511 (Figs. A13-A15) first
published by Schele and Miller (1986:271; 286-287, plate 115): instead of depicting a
sacrifice of the uncle Seven Hunahpu, as was suggested by M. Coe (1973:91-93), it may
be an underworld cohort of God L who is about to lose his head in an act of retribution
delivered by the triumphant Hero Twins. With regard to the narrative of this wellpublicized ceramic, Miller and Martin (2004:59-60) reiterate Coe’s (1973:91-93) earlier
implication that lasciviousness is a key part of the God L persona, saying the deity is
distracted and even aroused by the women who attend to his needs. A footnote mentions
the interrelationship between Gods L and M, both of which have merchant characteristics
and are painted black in the Maya codices.39 They also discuss tentative links between
39

For comparative imagery of Gods L and M see Taube (1992a).
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God L, God M, and the Jaguar God of the Underworld, a correspondence that leads them
to propose some combination of these entities could be a prototype for One and Seven
Death of the Popol Vuh story.
Miller and Martin (2004:58-65) also present the idea that God L may have
overseen the collection of tribute and marketing of cacao and/or maize. Both of these
commodities were highly sought for tribute payment, nourishment, and the ceremonious
feeding of kings and gods (Miller and Martin 2004:58-65). According to Miller and
Martin (2004:65), the narrative of an entity like God L models kingly life with respect to
the behavior of elites and their access to worldly resources. Unfortunately, wealth and
power breed trouble through unchecked avarice and the tenuousness of privilege in Maya
society, and so the author’s argue, we periodically find God L in a position of humility
before more powerful deities (Miller and Martin 2004:58-65).
While many of these observations may prove correct, Miller and Martin do not
provide much critical evidence to support their analysis. The authors do sketch out many
interesting parallels between Classic period art and the sixteenth-century Popol Vuh.
However, no firm hypothesis exists that addresses both consistencies and discrepancies in
connecting God L to any particular character of the mythical creation story. It may also
be inaccurate to assume Maya merchants of the Classic era functioned in exactly the
same manner as the much later Aztec traders or even that all merchants were such
disreputable characters. Surely trading brought many useful benefits to both common
and royal people. The dramatic encapsulation of the God L narrative provided by Miller
and Martin is at the very least entertaining and thought-provoking, even while it
expounds a perhaps too simplistic view of Classic Maya mythology.
In his most recent public presentations, Martin (2005a; 2005b: 2006) analyzes the
merging of God D (Itzamnaaj), God L, God M, God N (Pawajtuun), and the Jaguar God
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of the Underworld. The linkage between God L, God M, and the Jaguar God of the
Underworld centers on the religious ideology of maize and cacao in ancient
Mesoamerican culture (Martin 2005a; 2005b). One aspect of this investigation involves
the “black” gods of Maya myth and elite control/use of sacred agricultural commodities.
Looking at details like the netted headdress, aged corporeal form, and hieroglyphic
tagging (especially the aat “penis” title), Martin (2006) sees a relationship between
Itzamnaaj (God D), God L, and Pawajtuun (God N). These preeminent gods may have
been viewed anciently as diverse aspects of a singular and overarching concept of divine
existence (Martin 2006). Martin has compiled some interesting data from across diverse
regions and timeframes. However, I can offer no further commentary here since Martin’s
newest research is not yet published.
Barbara Kerr and Justin Kerr (2006) revisit the imagery of K511 in a newly
published article written for the Princeton Art Museum in which they propose that the
armadillo is a way (animal co-essence) of God L. The assertion is based on the graphic
resemblance of the woven design of God L’s cape and the natural shape and patterning of
an armadillo shell. Like God L, armadillos in Maya art can be seen dressed in a broadrimmed hat and cape (Fig. D5; Kerr and Kerr 2006:77-79). Additional evidence is
provided by two Codex-style ceramics that replicate the action of tying a bracelet on the
wrist of a woman: one vessel pictures God L in this action and the other, an armadillo (cf.
Figs. A13-A15 and D4-D5). While the resemblances outlined by Barbara and Justin
provide fodder for thought, we must await further research on the nature of deities and
way creatures to access the accuracy of this proposed relationship.40

40

For commentary on the meaning of way figures in Maya art see Calvin (1997), Grube and Nahm (1994),
Houston and Stuart (1989), and Stuart (2005b:160-165). Houston and Stuart (1989) are attributed with
deciphering this Maya term.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF THIS RESEARCH
My dissertation advances the field in several ways. Firstly, I have collected
together a larger corpus of imagery than any previous study on God L. Appendices A
(Probable God L) and B (Possible God L) include over forty distinct examples shown in a
number of views and detail drawings.

As a supplement to my essential corpus of

imagery, I have compiled Appendix C in order to highlight the ancient phenomenon of
godly impersonation, a category of imagery that has received little attention to date. I
have additionally chosen to include Appendix D and its “alleged” images of God L. My
motive here is to initiate discussion about methods of identification. Appendix E is a
group of detail drawings that accentuate the pictorial variations of the God L headdress.
Working from the large corpus of images amassed in these pages allows for a careful
analysis of variable features, aids in the recognition of supplements and omissions, and
advances detection of essential characteristics.
Secondly, the images are considered diachronically and synchronically to the
extent this is possible given current knowledge regarding calendrical markings,
hieroglyphic statements, and the analysis of paste samples/typology for ceramic
specimens. I place emphasis upon locality of origin and move methodologically from the
past forward in order to identify formal similarities with precedent imagery and to
correlate meaning with timeframe. When utilizing references from a later era, I try to
reconstruct a succession of examples that follow continuities in both form and meaning.
Through this more critical method of examination I hope to limit unsubstantiated
supposition and speculation based on disjointed or meager evidence, and when
hypothetical proposals are made, to state clearly the tentative nature of my ideas. In
defense of the many excellent scholars in this field, I should point out the difficulty of
providing indisputable evidence. With the damage that occurs when ancient objects are
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buried under layers of accumulated earth, the extensive looting of works of art, and the
vast areas of settlement that are still unexplored archaeologically, context is frequently
unknowable and therefore analysis always includes a degree of speculation.
Thirdly, my focus is on one god within the broader field of Maya religion. This
concentration permits a deeper, more refined analysis; it allows for the detection of
discrepancies that might otherwise go unnoticed. Of course, the interaction of God L
with various members of the Maya pantheon necessitates some consideration of other
characters. But God L is involved with a relatively small selection of figures, so the
arena is considerably abridged from Taube’s (1992a) earlier study.

This channeled

attention opens contemplation of both local and overarching narrative.
Finally, my study benefits from the findings of earlier research. Many worthwhile
observations are outlined in the paragraphs above. These ideas can now be tested against
the expanded corpus assembled here in order to ascertain which hold firm or come up
short. My investigation attempts to join evidence drawn from archaeology and epigraphy
with art historical analysis. The goal is to delve further into the social and political
history of the ancient Maya and the representation of God L within this context. My
methodology allows historical studies to take a larger role in setting the stage for artistic
innovation and the societal use of visual art. The contextualizing of imagery penetrates
deeper into the substrate of Maya culture and uncovers nuances of meaning that are tied
to locality and timeframe.

This type of research can provide a more substantive

evidentiary trail that can itself be examined in future studies. Ultimately, I hope to
connect the imagery more closely to the creator’s intent and to limit bias generated by the
inherent perspective every modern-day reviewer brings to the analysis of ancient life.
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METHODOLOGY
The development of a useful and respectable methodology is one of the critical
issues facing students of Maya art. Much of the discourse regarding God L is lively and
thought-provoking, though not based securely within a scholarly framework that builds
escalating levels of proof. A sound methodological approach includes sequential phases
of discovery and synthesis: for example, observation, hypothesis, data collection,
identification, interpretation, and finally, the re-evaluation of a research hypothesis which
cycles back again to observation.41 In my view, the analysis of Maya art has relied far
too frequently on subjectivity and conjecture, ideas that evolve over time and through
repetition into “certainty,” even though the substantiation of claims has never been fully
undertaken or realized.
If we are to advance this field in a meaningful way and to raise the level of
discourse to a higher plane, we must develop methods of analysis that are transparent,
traceable, and tested. Transparency comes from the instructive elaboration of hypotheses
and not the mere stating of them as though fact.

Traceability occurs through the

consistent citation of source material from which ideas and details derive.
assertions

are those

accompanied

by supporting evidence

as

well

Tested
as

the

acknowledgement of factors that may contradict or diminish the resoluteness of an
argument. This is not intended as a groundbreaking observation but a statement of the
foundation of well-conceived scholarship.
Besides being mindful of good scholarship, my methodology derives from a
number of sources. Since this is an art historical project, I work first and foremost from
the objects themselves. Maya works of art transmit a particular worldview through the

41

This listing is derived from course material I received as a student of Steve Bourget in his year-2000
class entitled Topics in Pre-Columbian Art.
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motifs, symbols, compositional narratives, and texts that are incorporated into their
designs. Individual objects are inherently static as the manifestation of a particular
person and moment. But as a corpus of research collected according to a specific theme
(the Maya God L), these works of art represent a complex and fluid reality, wherein the
artists and societies addressed vary over time and across space. Each work of art is like a
point within the much larger web of culture, which is itself a construct based on the
concerns of humans whose needs continually fluctuate. It is my goal as an art historian
thus to understand both the object as well as the network that supports it. My approach is
interdisciplinary, incorporating ideas and methods from a number of prominent scholars.
The analysis of ancient art, especially art that elucidates cosmological principals
over everyday history, depends heavily on the study of iconography (the identification of
objects, symbols and themes) and iconology (the derivation of meaning from identified
elements). My iconographic method comes from Erwin Panofsky (1939), who argued for
a deliberate, step-by-step process leading to the discovery of intrinsic meaning or content.
According to this method, the first challenge is to identify Primary or Natural Subject
Matter (factual or expressional) that is presented in a work of art as motif and gesture.
The correct identification of motifs and expressions is critical to further analysis since an
error here can significantly alter one’s comprehension of both the theme presented and its
intrinsic meaning. Secondary or Conventional Subject Matter is apprehended through the
interconnecting of artistic motifs and compositions with likely themes or concepts. In
this step, one seeks to understand on a relatively basic level what is being portrayed
through the images, symbols, and actions comprising a narrative scene. Lastly, one
attempts to ascertain the Intrinsic Meaning or Content that is reflective of the beliefs
fostered by a particular social group within a given time frame and location. This phase
is more synthesis than analysis since its aim is the discovery of symbolic value and even
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the unconscious meanings that art can communicate. Overall, it is important to treat the
process as an organic whole, rather than to approach each step as an independent and
differentiated sector. The three levels of meaning are simply tools of interpretation
leading to the understanding of a whole and integrated work of art.
Panofsky (1939:9-10) rightly warns against assumptions. Practical experience
does not guarantee correctness since motifs, events, expressions, and meanings can be
intentionally or unintentionally hidden.

One can use practical experience to guide

identifications, but it is critical to examine ideas for consistency against a larger corpus
and to widen one’s range of experience through the consultation of varied sources.
Panofsky (1939:13-15) advocates correctives and controls that test assertions through the
observation of other similar examples within the historic period and region, tracking the
alteration of types according to shifting cultural conditions, and looking for analogous
usage in related fields of study. In Panofsky’s words:
The art-historian will have to check what he thinks is the intrinsic meaning
of the work, or group of works, to which he devotes his attention, against
what he thinks is the intrinsic meaning of as many other documents of
civilization historically related to that work or group of works, as he can
master: of documents bearing witness to the political, poetical, religious,
philosophical, and social tendencies of the personality, period or country
under investigation….It is in the search for intrinsic meanings or content
that the various humanistic disciplines meet on a common plane instead of
serving as handmaidens to each other (Panofsky 1939:16).
Beyond Panofsky and the art-historical study of iconography, my research method
incorporates elements of the structural anthropology championed by Claude Lévi-Strauss
(1955). In his essay entitled The Structural Study of Myth, Lévi-Strauss borrows ideas
from Ferdinand de Saussure’s linguistic method to develop a more “scientific” means for
discovering the significance of legendary narrative. His methodology begins with the
breakdown of a myth into its “gross constituent units.” Lévi-Strauss (1955:174) uses this
term to differentiate between smaller components of meaning (such as the phonemes,
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morphemes, and semantemes of linguistic study) and the higher complexity expressed in
a fully-constructed sentence. These gross constituent units are charted according to
temporal sequence and commonality of theme. Once charted, the constituent elements
are evaluated in concert with the analyzed units of other related stories to reveal relational
patterning.
Lévi-Strauss (1955:174) stresses the importance of approaching mythology at a
more complex level rather than to seek understanding from individual components.
According to Lévi-Strauss (1955:174), “If there is a meaning to be found in mythology,
this cannot reside in the isolated elements which enter into the composition of a myth, but
only in the way those elements are combined.” Although he does not provide a highly
specific definition of what might comprise a “gross constituent unit,” Lévi-Strauss
(1955:174-175) says it is not a single concept or motif. Constituent units are more like
the bundled ideas that come together in the construction of a sentence. The units may
appear in abbreviated form, but they are understood to communicate a larger, more
complex message.
While I agree it is important to ultimately seek overarching messages conveyed
by myth as Lévi-Strauss suggests, one cannot discount the primary elements of
composition especially when the structure of a language utilized is unfamiliar. For
example, to comprehend the intention of a complex sentence written in foreign symbols,
one must first understand the individual words from which it is constructed as they too
contain and convey meaning (Brian Stross, personal communication 2006). With each
word reasonably understood, one can then contemplate the larger, overall message
communicated through a complete sentence.
Regardless, the structural model Lévi-Strauss enumerates is useful for several
reasons. A systematic isolation of the individual elements presented in a mythological
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scene is an important step in the discovery of meaning. In a sense mirroring Panofsky’s
search for Primary and Secondary Subject Matter through the identification of artistic
motifs, the isolation of constituent narrative units is a prerequisite in the search for a
broader significance. As with written or spoken tales, myths communicated in visual
form, like those portrayed on Maya polychrome ceramics, can be separated into basic
components of meaning. This exacting process reveals ideas, bundled together, that are
repeated, added, omitted or changed.

Tracking these repetitions and alterations in

accordance with the place and time of origin helps to contextualize the messages
conveyed.

The system also allows an otherwise timeless message to be occasionally

associated more closely with era and locality through knowledge of historic persons
mentioned in text and the formal qualities that link a work of art to a particular sphere of
production.
While my dissertation benefits from certain aspects of Lévi-Strauss’s
methodology, I do not attempt such far-reaching goals as he professes are possible. LéviStrauss sees his studies of mythology as a key to unlocking the fundamental structures
common to all cultures and to proving the universality of the human mind (De George
and De George 1972: xxiii-xxix). He also maintains that a myth exists in all its versions
and thus all variants should be taken into account (Lévi-Strauss 1955:181-183). Rather
than to seek the earliest or truest version, Lévi-Strauss (1955:180-181) argues that each
variant, unique to its own time and place, is equally authentic. Contrary to the grand
scheme of universality, I have cast a much smaller net. My interest lies mainly in
discovering the significance of God L within the central settlement area and during the
Classic epoch of Maya history. Since I have opted for temporal and regional restrictions
in order to appropriately contain my research project, it will not be possible here to
consider every variant of this myth. I have deliberately elected to limit the number of
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variants analyzed in order to focus on the details presented and to understand these details
within a specific historical context.
My more restricted methodological approach acknowledges the contributions of
George Kubler to the study of ancient Mesoamerican art. Kubler is an important critic of
structural studies too broadly aimed at discovering the “central psychic metaphors of
cultural history” (Kubler 1967:3, footnote no. 1). Instead, Kubler advocates (1962; 1964;
1967; 1969; 1970; 1977b) analysis that defines cultural manifestations within a specific
geographic context and timeframe.

This approach minimizes disjunction between

evidence and object, and presumably comes closer to the foundational structure of the
society in question. The notion of disjunction within art history derives in large part from
Panofsky (1939; 1960), who in his studies of European art found new meanings applied
to the revived forms of Classical antiquity. One of the tenets of Panofsky’s iconographic
method is to test the interpretation of intrinsic meaning using documents generated by the
civilization in question (Panofsky 1939:16).
When this approach is applied to the study of Mesoamerica, we find a rich corpus
of material available that can aid in interpretation. But most of this material dates to the
colonial era, be it the manuscripts made by native people of the region or the chronicles
written by Spanish observers. It was the embrace of ethnographic/ethnological analogy
during the 1960s and beyond that Kubler especially disliked. According to Kubler
(1970:143-144; 1977b), “continuous form does not predicate continuous meaning, nor
does continuity of form or of meaning necessarily imply continuity of culture.” Taking
the argument closer to the art of Mesoamerica, Kubler argues:
…disjunction between classic and post-classic form and meaning can be
supposed in highland Mexico…Such disjunctions make it improbable that
Aztec texts can be used to explain classic Maya continuities of form or
meaning. Continuity of form, or of meaning, cannot be assumed to prevail
without disjunction where durations on the order of a thousand years or
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longer are involved. Thus it is misleading to suppose uncritically that
classic Maya sculpture and post-classic Maya manuscripts belong to the
same cultural duration. They belong to different religious frames of
reference, and the formal continuities between them cannot be assumed to
imply continuity of meaning without further proofs (Kubler 1969:8-9).
Kubler’s admonitions lead squarely to the question of continuity and the
usefulness of arguments built upon broad cultural consistencies. The question was taken
up by Henry B. Nicholson in 1976 in his article entitled “Preclassic Mesoamerican
Iconography from the Perspective of the Postclassic: Problems in Interpretational
Analysis.”

Nicholson concludes that both strategies have value: “There were

undoubtedly many partial or complete iconographic-conceptual disjunctions between
Olmec and Aztec, but at the same time, evidence can be adduced that there were probably
many continuities as well” (Nicholson 1976:161). It is thus correct to view disjunction as
a serious issue affecting how interpretations are drawn.

However, as Nicholson

(1976:171) points out, “…if pursued with critical restraint and disciplined imagination,
[the direct historical approach]42 can yield positive results of great value.” Caution is
nonetheless advisable since even discipline and restraint can not necessarily prevent
unconscious suppositions that lead to serious analytical errors.
Exploiting the idea of continuity can certainly generate thought and discourse. In
Maya Cosmos, Freidel, Schele, and Parker (1993) argued for an extraordinary degree of
stability in Mesoamerican culture from its ancient beginnings to modern existence.
While the wide-reaching construct elucidated in Maya Cosmos has been criticized for
being anecdotal and non-scientific,43 this book demonstrates how the direct historical
42

The direct historical approach is another way of describing ethnographic/ethnological analogy. It refers
to the method of working from the known to the unknown: “utilizing knowledge of the culture flourishing
in the area at the time of European Contact to interpret archaeological finds in that same area” (Nicholson
1976:159). Willey (1987:51-57) also mentions the value of comparative historical and ethnographic data in
the analysis of ancient cultures.
43 See the Cambridge Archaeological Journal ([1995]5:1, pp. 115-137) for a critical review of Maya
Cosmos.
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approach can facilitate new ideas.44 The value of material presented in Maya Cosmos is
still debated,45 but the book has stimulated much discussion and fomented more
investigation.
Some scholars view the comparison of symbols across the cultures of
Mesoamerica as methodologically weak because of the possibility that disjunction
invalidates evidence. But as Lévi-Strauss (1966) demonstrated in his study of numerous
world cultures, and Houston and Taube (2000:290-291, footnote 5) recently observed
with regard to the interconnected but diverse people of Mesoamerica, comparisons can
and do work if graphic conventions and local context are carefully taken into account.
According to Houston and Taube (2000:290-291, footnote 5), “common ideas had their
origin anciently, as part of a deep conceptual substrate associated with the beginnings of
agriculture (and probably long before) and as a consequence of intense interaction among
Mesoamerican peoples.”
Following the observations of Kubler, I do not assume continuity.

But like

Nicholson, I do not presume disjunction. Rather I view both continuity and disjunction
as phenomena that are possible and potentially determinable through the evidence at
hand. As noted by both Panofsky and Kubler, there are many permutations of continuity
with regards to the study of form, style and meaning of works of art. Good art historical
analysis requires one to consider whether traditions exist that continue to influence
thinking over time, whether the repetition of theme is intended to communicate a similar
message, and whether changing forms reflect a changing culture. In Maya studies,
ethnographic and/or ethnological analogy are simply tools of discovery that must be
utilized together with evidence derived from several disciplinary fields such as epigraphy,
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The authors of Maya Cosmos used their experience with modern day Maya to develop new
interpretations of ancient art.
45 Critics of Maya Cosmos might say the book’s popularity has validated a highly questionable
methodology and lowered the standard for scholarship.
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archaeology, and anthropology as well as the natural sciences and astronomy. Foremost
are of course the works of art and the evidence they provide through word and image. A
larger quantity of pertinent, supportive material found affords a greater possibility of
devising a correct conclusion. In my work, I look first for evidence within my specified
timeframe and region. But I also investigate what precedes and follows this data, and try
to present the material collected in a chronological system that does not rely on the
random interjection or “up-streaming” of evidence to prove a point.

THE DIAGNOSTIC ATTRIBUTES OF GOD L
The first step in deciphering the meaning of ancient iconography is to precisely
identify the symbol in question and ascertain which variations of this symbol can be
reasonably assumed to be correspondent with it. Admittedly, classifications have limited
utility in the decipherment of a complex mythological system such as that of ancient
Mesoamerica, a point made by Gillespie and Joyce (1998).46 Classification is, however,
an important first step and a tool that can aid in the discovery of patterning. In my
opinion, it is also a methodology that has not been used to its fullest extent with regard to
the characters of Maya art. As mentioned previously, the most comprehensive study to
date is the highly useful treatise by Taube (1992a), which takes the classification system
of Schellhas (1904) to a more meaningful level.

Taube moved beyond the Late

Postclassic and colonial-era codices and reached back in time to collect many examples
of deity figures from different regions of Mesoamerica. He revised the Schellhas list,
summarized the characteristics of significant beings, listed associations with social and
natural world phenomena, and outlined areas of conflation between otherwise separate
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See pages 29-30 for more on the Gillespie and Joyce article. The difficulties posed by taxonomy are also
expressed by Vail (2000) in her research on the deity representations of the Madrid Codex.
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entities. But this broad study does not examine the development of each individual
character in sufficient depth.
Thus, two important objectives in my study are the collection of a large corpus of
imagery and a determination of the relative likelihood that an entity is indeed an example
of God L. The researcher of this topic will find many (sometimes quite doubtful) figures
referred to as God L in the books and databases that are the sources for Maya art. Rather
than to join together diverse imagery in a random order I have elected to differentiate the
higher probability selections from those of less certainty. This categorization allows me
to concentrate on the details of the most distinguishable (and likely most important)
images in my search for meaning. It is my hope that this taxonomic exercise will reveal
essential motifs and highlight discrepancies that mark important diachronic and
synchronic changes in signification. It will also aid in the recognition of crossover
between the deities of a related group where the merging of attributes obscures definitive
identification. Perhaps through a clarification of pictorial development, a larger and more
succinct understanding of God L will emerge. Future studies in turn may move forward
from this collection to investigate the shifting boundaries of identity and the complex
relationships between Maya deities. In time, as new imagery emerges and our knowledge
grows, the usefulness of a strict taxonomy may decline.
I have chosen to employ the self-explanatory terms probable, possible and alleged
to distinguish between levels of consistency. The imagery has been assigned to various
categories as follows:
Appendix A: Probable Images of God L
The following attributes establish the probability of the God L persona: agedness,
maleness, a broad-rimmed and sometimes feathered hat, elite accoutrements (such as fine
clothing; beaded ornaments at nose and/or around neck or waist; ear flares; belt
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assemblies; regal thrones; and other symbols of leadership), and an avian companion that
is in direct contact with or shown as belonging to the figure in question.47

These

characteristics must be visible to achieve the highest certainty of identification. Jaguar
markings or clothing are usually part of God L’s attire, but these elements are not always
present. Other “bonus” features like a smoking tube, tied bundle, staff or weapon are
occasionally visible yet appear much less frequently.48 The presence of bonus items
serves to strengthen probability, but when these characteristics appear alone or apart from
the basic traits, they do not signify a probable classification. While the images in
Appendix A epitomize a relatively consistent symbolism, there are many differences
amongst the examples in this group. These differences may underscore changes in
signification and/or shifting regional interests.49
Appendix B: Possible Images of God L
These representations include many key elements of God L attire, but are lacking
some critical trait or illustrate a symbol that is fundamentally altered. For example, many
of my possible images lack the characteristic owl but include a broad rimmed and
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As noted earlier (see pp. 29-32), the bird motif may represent an owl called kuy (Grube and Schele
1994). However, because the artistic intention appears not to have been the naturalistic portrayal of any
particular owl, there is great variation in the corporeal form of this bird. Therefore, I identify it here only as
an “avian headdress or adornment.” For an in-depth discussion of the individual attributes of God L,
including the owl, see Chapters 3-4. In an effort to judge the limitations of imagery and likelihood of a
positive classification, these chapters isolate and examine key features paying special regard to variation of
the motif, the relevance for identification, and possible cultural significance.
48 For a compendium of elements see my Chart of Attributes in Chapter 3.
49 The Postclassic Dresden Codex forms a special and problematic case with regard to the identification of
God L. Some of the Dresden images said to represent this deity lack vital characteristics (see Figs. A70A78). For example, these figures do not have clear evidence of agedness and although spots are sometimes
present around the mouth, there are no distinct jaguar markings. The entities are painted black, a feature
that may be connected to jaguar symbolism through an association with creatures of the night, but this is
not strictly proven. The warrior aspect of God L shown on Dresden 46b (Fig. A78) is depicted without an
avian headdress. Were it not for the understanding gained through epigraphy these figures might not be
recognized as examples of God L. However, except for the image on Dresden page 74 (Figs. A70-A71),
they appear in concert with a hieroglyphic tag identifying them as one-and-the-same deity figure. Because
Schellhas (1904) specifically utilized the Maya codices to generate his original taxonomy and due to the
correspondence of portrait hieroglyphs, I include the Dresden examples within Appendix A.
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feathered hat. In others, a bird is present but it appears disconnected from the God L
figure. To err on the side of caution, I have placed these more questionable examples in
Appendix B. It is possible the ancient creators and viewers of this art understood the
symbolic shorthand as a resounding picture of God L. However, even if seemingly
trivial, these deviations must be viewed as a potential marker for an alternative
expression.
Appendix C: Other Figures Wearing Possible God L Attire
In these representations a probable human figure wears a headdress or other
costuming that resembles the regalia of God L. A number of these images feature a cape
of intricate patterning, ballplayer paraphernalia, military garb, and symbols of ceremonial
tribute. The human dressing in godly attire may symbolize an attempt to access/control a
perceived supernatural realm or the specific powers of one or another deity figure
(Houston and Stuart 1996:291, 297-300).

As such, the ritual context and distinct

paraphernalia utilized in imitation events could shed light on the meaning of
impersonated entities like God L.
Appendix D: Alleged Images of God L
This appendix collects a few typical examples of figures that are (quite tenuously
in my opinion) called God L in some Maya scholarship.

Although a physical

resemblance is evident, the visual clues are not sufficient to make a positive
identification. It is unlikely these images can be ascribed to the probable God L corpus
without a better understanding of ancient Maya mythology. I include them here to clarify
my view regarding the recognition of God L and to promote a generalized discussion on
the identity of deity figures.50
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More discourse on this topic of “Alleged” imagery can be found in Chapter 3.
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Appendix E: Comparative Study of Probable God L Headdresses
Inside this appendix are detail drawings of the avian headdresses worn by various
representations of God L, extrapolated from the context of larger depictions and collected
together to facilitate comparison.

I have categorized my corpus in the appendices outlined above as an aid to further
discovery. It is my hope these configurations help to establish a range of meaning and
shed light on the temporal and regional variation of the symbol. At the same time, I
acknowledge the impossibility of defining a single, pan-Maya value for God L. Any
attempt to classify iconography that is the product of a diverse and changing culture is an
inherently feeble game of relativity.

The boundaries between the descriptive terms

probable, possible, and alleged are admittedly obscure and artificially contrived. Yet
because of a recognizable consistency of portrayal, it is apparent that some illustrations of
God L fall more tightly together than do others. It may not be possible to determine with
certainty that an image is intended to be God L when a depiction includes some important
characteristics at the same time it lacks others. But subjectivity does allow one to judge
the relative proximity or remoteness of an illustration and to use this information
critically.
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Chapter 2: Myth and Reality in Ancient Maya Religion
ON RELIGION AND MYTH
Let me begin with a definition of the term religion. Readers will inherently
understand this word according to their own life experience, and thus it is important for
the sake of clarity to designate how the term is used in this thesis. Here religion means
“a set of shared beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe,
especially when considered as the creation of an other-than-human agency or agencies,
usually involving devotional and ritual observances, and often containing a moral code
for the conduct of human affairs.”51 This definition is appropriately vague as it is written
with the intention of encapsulating a broad range of experience.

The definition is

particularly useful for my purpose since relatively little is actually known about Classic
Maya religion. Without doubt, the spiritual beliefs of the ancient Maya are quite distinct
from the modern-day practices of Christianity, Judaism, or Islam, all of which proclaim
faith in a unitary creator agent (known through different prophetic sources) and stress the
possibility of attaining paradise through proper devotion. Indeed, the religious acts of the
Maya appear to have been much more concerned with the here and now than with
personal salvation or the achievement of some heavenly realm (Houston 1999:57).
Setting differences aside, ancient Mesoamerican religion is treated today as a
theological study deserving the serious consideration given to other world religions.
Theology encompasses the investigation of belief systems that may or may not
incorporate a god or gods but which express cultural ideas about divinity, truth, and the
nature of the cosmos (Monaghan 2000). In the past, reviewers of Mesoamerican religion
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The definition of religion is drawn, slightly altered, from Webster’s Universal College Dictionary
(1997:666).
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focused on identifying the roots of ideology at the expense of meaning, whereas now the
concern is to uncover structural principles that inform social thinking and behavior
(Monaghan 2000:24). Increasing specialization has produced more in-depth, culturespecific analysis and fomented recognition of the complex, subtle, and progressive nature
of religion as well as the variability of religious thought even within the overarching and
customarily-linked region of Mesoamerica (Monaghan 2000:24-25).
When considering an ancient religion such as that of the Classic-period Maya,
there is a danger of carrying to the inquiry the observer’s socially-encapsulated and
therefore, perhaps stereotypical, view of what constitutes religion, a point noted by Colin
Renfrew (1994:47). While much is unknown, we can be certain the elite Maya were a
profoundly devout people judging from the wide-ranging evidence of ceremonial activity,
countless representations of supernatural beings,52 and inscriptional references to divine
(k’uh) entities and occurrences (Houston 1999; Houston and Stuart 1996).53 The Maya
were also a literate people capable of producing well-defined (book-written) religious
principles like those generated by the followers of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.
Unfortunately, no such doctrine is currently known to exist for the Classic-period Maya
although it is possible ancient, sacred scripts were amongst the many indigenous books
deliberately destroyed by the Christian colonists who subjugated Mesoamerican people
after the Spanish conquest.54 What remains in explication of their religious beliefs are
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See pages 65-66 for a definition of the term supernatural.
Houston and Stuart (1996) draw mainly on the evidence of inscriptional text, art, and artifacts generated
by a presumably elite sector of ancient Maya culture. However, the ceremonial activities of commoners,
and especially the veneration of ancestors within kinship groupings, suggest a widespread interest in this
shared religious practice (McAnany 1995). More research is of course needed to ascertain the
commonality of beliefs within and amongst the various socio-economic spheres of Maya society.
54 Bishop Diego de Landa wrote (circa 1566) of the intentional elimination of Maya books: “We found a
large number of books of these characters [hieroglyphic writing] and, as they contained nothing in which
there were not to be seen superstition and lies of the devil, we burned them all which they regretted to an
amazing degree and which caused them much affliction” (in Tozzer 1941:78).
53
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the crumbling ruins of great ceremonial architecture and numerous works of art decorated
with text and image.
The mythical narratives that come to life in ancient Maya art represent important
ideological concepts. Sometimes comical and bizarre, the imagery portrayed especially
on Maya ceramics may seem highly inventive from the vantage point of a twenty-first
century viewer, far from our own idea of cosmic or spiritual truth. Yet to the ancient,
elite Maya, whose ideology is communicated on extant works of art, their mythical
stories were both real and sacred. Myths are not fables, inventions or fictions says the
renowned scholar of religion Mircea Eliade (1963:1-20), but stories that reveal truths
about the world and all it contains. Myths explain the phenomenon of life, the necessity
of death, and exemplify the obligations humans must fulfill in order to sustain their
existence. Consistent with the generalized observations of Eliade, Stephen Houston
(1999:50) writes, “[Classic Maya] religion was not a matter apart from everyday life but
rather one that explained it, undergirded it, enveloped it, and provided an idiom for
appropriate behavior.” The Maya did not compartmentalize religious rites as formalized,
sacred acts separate from other life activities.

Indeed, this was a society in which

planting corn and building a house were acts with as much ritual significance as burying
the dead (Houston 1999:50; Monaghan 2000:30-32).
Eliade (1959a; 1959b; 1963; 1969) studied the religious beliefs of numerous
cultures across the world and during many different eras.

Even so, he admits the

difficulty of sufficiently defining myth, a concept of vast complexity and importance that
interconnects with nearly every aspect of human life (Eliade 1963:5-8). Myths can
characterize both the sacred and profane; enunciate real history within a larger
cosmological truth; and explain things, places, people and actions. According to Eliade
(1963:11), “Myths…narrate not only the origin of the World, of animals, of plants, and of
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man, but also all the primordial events in consequence of which man became what he is
today—mortal, sexed, organized in a society, obliged to work in order to live, and
working in accordance with certain rules.”
With regard to the function of myth within social context, Eliade (1963:20)
particularly liked the description enunciated by Bronislaw Malinowski (1948:101, 108):
Studied alive, myth…is not symbolic, but a direct expression of its subject
matter; it is not an explanation in satisfaction of a scientific interest, but a
narrative resurrection of a primeval reality, told in satisfaction of deep
religious wants, moral cravings, social submissions, assertions, even
practical requirements. Myth fulfills in primitive culture an indispensable
function: it expresses, enhances and codifies belief; it safeguards and
enforces morality; it vouches for the efficiency of ritual and contains
practical rules for the guidance of man. Myth is thus a vital ingredient of
human civilization; it is not an idle tale, but a hard-worked active force; it
is not an intellectual explanation or an artistic imagery, but a pragmatic
charter of primitive faith and moral wisdom…. These stories…are to the
natives a statement of a primeval, greater, and more relevant reality, by
which the present life, fates, and activities of mankind are determined, the
knowledge of which supplies man with the motive for ritual and moral
actions, as well as with indications as to how to perform them.
While I do not consider the ancient Maya to be a “primitive” society,55 a word that was
perhaps more acceptable in 1926 when Malinowski originally penned this segment, his
description elucidates the tremendous significance of myth within the development of
civilized society.
Claude Lévi-Strauss (1955; 1966; 1978) has written extensively on the structure
of myth and developed strategies for deconstructing meaning. Beyond providing a useful
model for analysis, he makes several important observations regarding the phenomena of
myth and its relation to humankind. For example, he rightly acknowledges the intricacy
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Lévi-Strauss (1978:15-24) criticized Malinowski for his use of the word “primitive” with regard to
anthropological study of ancient societies. Cultures without a recognized system of writing were
particularly distinguished as being “primitive.” Lévi-Strauss argued that the intellectual capacity of
mankind throughout the history of human civilization has remained the same. Instead the circumstances of
various lifestyles result in a differing focus for intellectual activity.
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of myth and the sophistication of humans who have created mythological narratives in
cultures throughout history (Lévi-Strauss 1955; 1966; 1978).

In an attempt to

demonstrate the complexities a researcher can expect, Lévi-Strauss likens mythical
narrative to a musical score where various discrete voices play differing phrases at once
creating an overall effect that is multifaceted but unified (Lévi-Strauss 1955: 176-177).
Temporality in myth is even more complicated than the progressive construction a
musical score implies, since it is multidimensional and can be simultaneously historical
and a-historical. Myths are in a sense everlasting, explaining the present, past and future
(Lévi-Strauss 1955:172-173). Lévi-Strauss (1955:188-193) contends that myths work
from the awareness of opposition towards mediation, a process that theoretically
continues until the contradiction is resolved.
Myths must be understood within the context of a specific culture and
timeframe.56 It is possibly true that some aspects of mythical thought are ageless and
certain notions are repeated in cultures across time and space. However, the details of a
generalized mythical narrative can change dramatically even when the basic framework
remains intact (Lévi-Strauss 1978:25-33).

In the study of myth one must look for

essential structures that reflect the overall organization and ideals of a given culture as
well as explicit content signaling individual or local concerns. Looking locally for
factors that may be detailed in myth does not imply there were necessarily discrete and
bounded communities existing out of contact with other regional settlements. Indeed,
interregional trade is a major factor in the distribution of commodities as well as the

56 Both Eliade (1959a, 1959b, 1963) and Lévi-Strauss (1955; 1966; 1978) found the comparative study of
myths from diverse locations and time periods to be a fruitful endeavor for discovering overarching
similarities of human thought. As discussed in Chapter 1, this dissertation is not concerned with the
detection of correspondences between the Maya and other world cultures, but with the saga of a unique
regional figure called God L. Since relatively little on this topic is currently known, the most promising
approach in my opinion is a concise and directed investigation into how this figure functions within the
parameters of Classic-period Maya mythology.
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proliferation of knowledge and ideas (Helms 1993; Masson and Freidel 2002: see
especially pp. 31-86; Rathje 1972).

But it is also true that a unique communal

syncretism can exist even within an intensely interactive zone such as that of
Mesoamerica (Monaghan 2000:25-26). Some religious ideas were undoubtedly held by
the Maya people collectively, but these ideas were always viewed in local ways and
expressed according to local needs (Houston 1999:51).
The participants of an ancient society like the Maya develop their sacred stories in
relation to native beliefs and experiences. Myths, however, are not a mere analogy of
mortal life.

They recreate human knowledge through the actions of gods or other

supernatural creatures. Reality is emphasized in myth and the inexplicable is made
accessible.

Mythical stories elaborate absolute social necessities and the specific

priorities of the culture that produces them (Eliade 1987:263). According to Eliade
(1987:264), “each society, culture, or historical epoch has nothing but its own vocabulary
to tell even its most basic myths.” Thus, to understand the mythic narratives pictured in
Maya art, one must attempt to comprehend this specialized vocabulary, to decipher the
forms, symbols, colors, and words that communicate this culture’s worldview and fix its
living history within the larger cosmic order.

So as to complement and extend an

investigation of the emic cultural experience, one must also consider the actual remains
of human life unearthed through archaeological excavation as well as the climatic and
ecological systems of Mesoamerica that served as a framework for daily and seasonal
activities. Phenomena like changes in royal lineage, regional alliances, and warfare are
equally important since all of these issues can affect shifts of political power and alter
social structure.
The contextual examination of myth leads to a critical question: how do the
sacred tales of a culture relate to real history as it is known through oral or written
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traditions? Eliade (1969:52) writes that “A pure religious phenomenon does not exist. A
religious phenomenon is always also a social, an economic, a psychological phenomenon,
and, of course, a historical one, because it takes place in historical time and it is
conditioned by everything which had happened before.”

Similarly, Lévi-Strauss

(1978:40) explains, “What we discover by reading these [history] books is that the
opposition—the simple opposition between mythology and history which we are
accustomed to make—is not at all a clear-cut one, and that there is an intermediary
level.” Anthropologist Stanley Tambiah (1985:259), who studied the religious concepts
and political organization of kingdoms in Southeast Asia, also expresses this notion:
The so-called cosmological schemes can be seen dynamically as serving
as frames for political processes and outcomes of a pulsating kind.
Furthermore…the cosmological idiom together with its grandeur and
imagery, if read correctly, can be shown to be a realistic reflection of the
political pulls and pushes of these center-oriented but centrifugally
fragmenting polities. In this instance myth and reality are closer than we
think.
As each of these statements suggests, the inseparable connectedness of religious myth,
political necessities, and historical reality makes distinguishing between them a
challenging task.
Myths arise partly through the recounting and embellishing of historical events.
This process makes it possible for multiple versions of the same story to reflect opposing
viewpoints and at the same time to provide truthful details of that occurrence. According
to Lévi-Strauss (1978:41-42):
Now, we would think that it is impossible that two accounts which are not
the same can be true at the same time, but nevertheless, they seem to be
accepted as true in some cases, the only difference made is that one
account is considered better or more accurate than the other…. So if you
take two accounts by historians, with different intellectual traditions and
different political leanings, of such events as the American Revolution, of
the French-English war in Canada, or the French Revolution, we are not
really so shocked that they don’t tell us exactly the same thing.
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It follows from this statement that the recounting of history is bias in any age, as is the
elaboration of myths built upon that history. Moreover, multiple and possibly changing
biases can ultimately affect the development, communication, and/or significance of a
cultural narrative whether it is historical or mythical in nature.
Ordinary objects, places, people, and actions can reach mythic proportion. This
elevated value is acquired according to the perception of connecting to some unique
circumstance. In Cosmos and History: the Myth of the Eternal Return, Eliade (1959a:34) writes:
If we observe the general behavior of archaic man, we are struck by the
following fact: neither the objects of the external world nor human acts,
properly speaking, have any autonomous intrinsic value. Objects or acts
acquire a value, and in so doing become real, because they participate,
after one fashion or another, in a reality that transcends them. Among
countless stones, one stone becomes sacred—and hence instantly becomes
saturated with being—because it constitutes a hierophany, or possesses
mana, or again because it commemorates a mythical act, and so on. The
object appears as the receptacle of an exterior force that differentiates it
from its milieu and gives it meaning and value. This force may reside in
the substance of the object or in its form; a rock reveals itself to be sacred
because its very existence is a hierophany: incompressible, invulnerable, it
is that which man is not. It resists time; its reality is coupled with
perenniality. Take the commonest of stones; it will be raised to the rank
of “precious,” that is, impregnated with a magical or religious power by
virtue of its symbolic shape or its origin: thunderstone, held to have fallen
from the sky; pearl, because it comes from the depths of the sea…. Now
let us turn to human acts—those, of course, which do not arise from pure
automatism. Their meaning, their value, are not connected with their
crude physical datum but with their property of reproducing a primordial
act, of repeating a mythical example.
Thus, a real historical person can become immortal through involvement in special acts,
as in the ceremonious impersonation of a god or the killing of a threatening beast (Eliade
1959:34-36). Transcendent actions can also be ones that serve to maintain the status quo
of life (alimentation, procreation, hunting, fishing, war, work) for without them existence
and therefore reality would dissolve (Eliade 1959:35-36). Eventually, through collective
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memory, the real person and event fades and history is transformed into myth (Eliade
1959:34-48).
The process can be illustrated using a modern-day example: the Iraq war.
According to the perspective of the President of the United States, this all too real
historical event is necessary to protect our national security. Depending on point of view,
the war may be considered in a number of ways: for example, as an essential and just
activity, a disastrous and ill-conceived folly, or a menacing threat to the formation of a
cohesive Islamic state. The American soldiers fighting this war are collectively viewed
as “heroes” by a majority of United States citizens at the same time they are thought of as
pawns in a political game by others, and infidels by members of extremist Islamic groups.
American military personnel are almost immediately treated as mythic upon leaving
United States soil for their “willingness” to die in order to protect and maintain the reality
of life we Americans know and expect. While this may be true for some, another truth is
that many soldiers joined the service for the financial and educational benefits they were
promised rather than due to a profound belief in the justification for this war.
We prefer to consider our “hero” soldiers as upright and moral people who act
according to the highest ethical standards. Yet a situation like the Abu Ghraib prison
scandal demonstrates these pre-conceived standards are all-too-frequently broken either
by aberrant individuals or as a result of deliberate military indoctrination (choose your
own version). Soldiers who are killed in action are said to have fought the good fight, to
have unselfishly given of themselves in the name of our cause. But we often do not know
the actual circumstances of these deaths. Some soldiers certainly are heroic in the sense
of having placed themselves in danger in order to save their comrades. Others die as a
result of inability to act (frozen in fear), poorly made choices, friendly fire, or accidental
occurrences over which they have no control.
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Relating the development of myth to what is almost solely an historical (and fairly
current) event charged by differing viewpoints may be a bit too reductive. However, this
example is intended to highlight the mechanism of “mythification”: the gradual building
of a storyline that is rooted within some real situation even while it is perhaps only
loosely connected to historical facts. Regarding the explication of culturally significant
phenomena, myths can serve, for example, to solidify some group or agent through the
communication of political, ideological, and/or symbolic messaging.
To illustrate how history and myth combine in a Classic Maya example, consider
the Temple of Inscriptions at Palenque.57 This monumental structure sits atop the burial
tomb of this site’s most celebrated king, K’inich Janaab’ Pakal I (reigning 615-683 AD).
Hieroglyphic panels, mounted within the private chamber at the summit of this pyramidal
construction and representing one of the longest inscriptions found intact to date,
celebrate the life of the king. Most of the texts seem to have been generated with Pakal’s
approval during the last eight years of his life, although some were undoubtedly made
after his death under the supervision of his son and heir K’inich K’an B’ahlam II (Schele
and Mathews 1998:95-132). The writings recount real historical “facts” such as the birth
and death dates of Pakal, information about his lineage group, accession into kingship
and life achievements. There is even mention of a wartime event prior to Pakal’s reign:
the defeat of Palenque by Calakmul in 611 AD. Similar to the spirit of modern-day
political spin, this loss is treated not-so-much as failure, but as substantiation of Pakal’s
extraordinary distinction for having overcome adversity and restored Palenque, and its
gods, to a place of honor. The inscriptions also describe the mythical founding of this
kingdom in the far distant past.

The series of events narrated include the birth of

Muwaan Mat in 3121 BC, who at the age of 761 produced three children viewed as the
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See Martin and Grube (2000:154-168), Robertson (1983), and Schele and Mathews (1998:95-132) for
more extensive descriptions of the Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque.
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special, tutelary deities (Palenque Triad) of this locality.

The elaborate timeline

presented even predicts the immortal impact of Pakal’s reign, which remarkably is said to
continue beyond 4772 AD. Clearly, both truth and fiction combine in this emic Maya
account.
The point of providing these examples is to exemplify how a collective
understanding of historical events incorporates aspects of truth at the same time it
includes fabrications generated through predisposition. Human beings from every era
and culture in the history of mankind have taken a viewpoint regarding the reality of
life’s occurrences and believed this version to be true. However, as time moves forward
and takes us further away from the actual events experienced, truth becomes obscure.
With regard to the myths of the Classic-period Maya, one must assume the numerous,
distinct political entities, each ruled locally by a royal family but united at times with
other polities through subjugation or alliance, and frequently brought to hostility over the
control of resources or other matters, would present unique biases in the mythic
narratives that recount important religious and social events.

ANCIENT MAYA RELIGION
Serious examination of Maya religion began with Seler (1886; 1887) and
Schellhas (1897; 1904), who attempted to isolate the figures pictured in three Maya
codices known at that time (Dresden, Paris, Madrid).58 Both identified these figures as
gods in accordance with the language of Spanish chronicles like one written by Bishop
Diego de Landa (see Tozzer 1941) that describes a large number of native deities
worshipped during colonial times in the Yucatan region of Mexico. Schellhas catalogued
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A fourth Maya book is now known to exist. The pages of the Grolier Codex published by M. Coe
(1973:150-155) represent portions of a screen-fold manuscript of unprovenienced origin thought to date
circa the thirteenth century.
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fifteen entities typified by iconographic features. Each was assigned a neutral letter
designation (e.g. God A, God B, etc.) to codify distinctions. The Schellhas system
remains in use today since the actual names of many figures are uncertain, as is the case
of God L. Further advancement with regard to the taxonomy of individual deities was
made by Taube (1992a), who recognized connections between the Postclassic imagery of
the codices and representations of the earlier Classic period.
Extensive ethno-historic research on Maya culture was done in the mid-1900s by
J. Eric S. Thompson (1960; 1962; 1970; 1972). His book entitled Maya History and
Religion outlines thirteen characteristics of Maya gods (Thompson 1970:198-200).
Thompson’s list follows in condensed and paraphrased form: 1) most Maya gods exhibit
both animal and human attributes; 2) there is a quadruplicity of gods with each one of a
four-set assigned to a different world direction and color. Although representative of
multiple beings, this conglomerate is actually viewed as a single entity; 3) Maya gods
have a duality of aspect (e.g. benevolent/malevolent, male/female, young/old); 4) gods
could belong to more than one category, even when the characteristics of a group were
oppositional; 5) gods interconnect with time periods (day/month designations as well as
the larger temporal divisions of the Maya calendrical system); 6) with regard to the
functioning of deities, inconsistencies and duplications arise from the imposition of
outside concepts on the structure of local belief systems; 7) merging between local and
foreign deities can occur; 8) clan ancestors were at times deified, especially during times
of intense militarism; 9) inanimate objects were imbued with a spiritual essence and
could achieve a god-like status; 10) animals like the jaguar were worshipped; 11) a
hierarchy of deities existed and was patterned after the social organization of ordinary
humans; 12) a single god could have multiple manifestations and names; 13) evidence
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from the Classic period suggests religious belief approached monotheism with regard to
the worship of one important deity complex that incorporated earth/sky/water symbolism.
The analysis of Maya gods generated by Thompson was informed by a strong
belief in the cultural continuity of Mesoamerican peoples:
Maya culture, then, has a continuity from the first centuries of the
Christian Era to the present day; the correlation of all the data from
colonial writings and observations of survivals among the present-day
Maya with the information archaeology yields alone will give us a true
picture of Maya life. Admittedly, there are dangers in this approach:
Maya culture was never static, but, in view of Maya conservatism, the
danger of error in interpreting past history from colonial or present-day
practices is diminished (Thompson 1970: xviii).
The results of Thompson’s study epitomize both the advantages and detriments of the
direct historical approach.

His listing of godly characteristics seems to enumerate many

worthwhile observations that can serve as a basis for further analysis. However, the
evidence from which these observations are drawn leaps broadly from era to era and
across dispersed regions of Mesoamerica. Thompson essentially tried to piece together a
story of religion for all Maya people from the Classic period onward. One must now ask
whether the generalities he outlined are relevant to the viewpoints expressed in a specific
time and place. It is also important to test the applicability of his ideas to the particular
case of one or another deity. A larger and perhaps more enlightening pursuit would be to
consider the ideological orientation and sociological reality that gave rise to the unique
religiosity of Maya culture.
The subject of Maya religion has been addressed by many scholars since
Thompson. During the 1960s and 1970s, the term god itself came into dispute when
Tatiana Proskouriakoff (1965) and Joyce Marcus (1978) argued that ancient
Mesoamericans venerated inanimate forces of nature, lineage founders, and ancestors
rather than true gods. A beneficial result of this dispute was the elimination of reckless
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attribution of godliness. Instead, a more thoughtful consideration of the nature of divinity
followed. In 1988, the decipherment of the glyph k’u[h], which translates as holy,
sacred, divine, abated disagreement about the existence of gods in ancient Maya
culture.59 The Classic Maya language clearly provides for the concept of sacrosanct
beings. Remaining obscure, however, is the exact nature of these gods as well as the
relationship envisioned between human life and divinity. How, for example, do ancestor
figures and deceased historical kings fit into this religious worldview? Questions also
arise with regard to determining the presence of one or another entity since multiple
figures can share important attributes. Further confusion occurs because characteristic
animal companions (like the owl in the case of God L) can appear in conjunction with or
entirely apart from a divine counterpart. Were the animal familiars of deities understood
as abbreviated forms of an attendant god? More refinement is also needed in the defining
of terms such as god and supernatural since it is not at all clear the Maya perceived their
deities as somehow separate (above and beyond normal life) rather than as one, albeit
special, component of a complex and interconnected universe (Houston 1999:57;
Monaghan 2000:27).
With regard to this point, I use the words god and deity interchangeably in this
monograph to signify “a being of other-than-human attributes and powers, an entity
conceived as an embodiment of some aspect, attribute or department of reality and to
whom worship is due and acceptable.” The sense implied by “other-than human” is not
intended as disconnected from human beings, but rather as an extension, amplification, or
differentiation from the ordinary forces of human nature. The term supernatural is
utilized as “pertaining or attributed to a god or deity; something that exhibits a power that
59 John Carlson, William Ringle, and David Stuart are credited with the simultaneous reading of the Maya
words k’u and k’ul (Macri and Looper 2003:70). Houston and Stuart (1996:291) defined the term in the
manner shown here.
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is different from human capacity and/or qualities divergent from actual forms visible in
nature.”
On the nature of godliness and supernatural phenomena, Houston (1999:57)
notes:
The Classic Maya interacted with gods who were not abstract but tangible
beings. However, these gods were not exactly supernatural, at least not in
our sense of that word: to the Maya, godly nature combined a material
presence with powers beyond human capability, if not beyond human
control. It seems that the gods of the Classic Maya were at once revered
and confined. They were beings who, at some point in Maya conceptions
of history, came from other locations, perhaps remote mountain homes
[and]…after being “lured” and “captured”…were housed under the care of
particular dynasties.
The Classic Maya visualized an animated, material world in which gods had a tangible
physicality—a scenario “where something like a stone or a hill may be as alive as a
human being or where the carved image of a god may, in fact, be that god” (Houston
1999:52). Perhaps this is why Houston (1999:57) is persuaded by the contention that
Maya gods were not considered “above humans but were directly involved in a ‘single
moral community,’ as members of the same civic society.”
Beginning in the 1970s and continuing to the present day, numerous authors have
made attempts to access Classic Maya religion (circa 250-900 AD) through the mythical
accounts of creation recorded in the Popol Vuh, a circa-sixteenth-century manuscript
written by the Quiché Maya of highland Guatemala. This approach was initiated by M.
Coe (1973; 1978; 1982) who recognized similarities between the painted scenes of Maya
ceramics and the ethnic stories told by the later extant Quiché civilization. Without a
doubt, the correlation between Classic-era ceramics and Colonial-period mythology
provides an avenue for more detailed research into the transformation of Maya lore. But,
one must be cautious of seeking direct and uniform correspondences where they do not
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exist because in addition to some striking parallels, there are also great lapses and
inconsistencies between these two bodies of evidence.
To give an example, a large number of Classic era texts record dates through both
the Long Count and Calendar Round systems.60 One particular day, set at 13.0.0.0.0 4
Ajaw 8 Kumk’u, is essential in Classic Maya accounts of the cosmogonic epic.61 It
represents the numerical base for temporal cycles denoted in Classic-era script and marks
discourse related to creation mythology. This date appears within inscriptional texts from
Quirigua (Stela C), Palenque (Tablet of the Cross), and Koba (Stela 1) along with various
unprovenienced monuments and ceramics originating from the Central Maya Area
(Freidel, Schele and Parker 1993; Schele 1992). During the Postclassic timeframe, the
exacting Long Count system was largely abandoned except for the K’atun designation,
which was celebrated through Period Ending rituals.62 By the colonial epoch, it seems
the critical date of 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u held little relevance for the Quiché Maya since this
day is not once mentioned in the Popol Vuh creation account, which speaks only of the
beginning, the manifestation, and the sowing and dawning of life. If a date of such
profound significance could retreat into obscurity, surely other ideological traditions were
also lost or altered as centuries passed and people faced new and different challenges.
Another example comes from the epigraphic research of Alexandre Tokovinine
(2005), who searched for parallels between Popol Vuh descriptions of ballgame
60

The Long Count is a tally of days moving continuously forward from the day of creation. The Calendar
Round includes the Maya Tzolk’in and Haab notations. The Tzolk’in calendar is a cyclical count of 260
days while the Haab records a 365-day year. This system includes numbered units, named days and
months that revolve like the intermeshing gears of a mechanical timepiece. The calendrical system of the
ancient Maya is described in numerous books. For a good basic introduction to the topic see Schele and
Miller (1986:317-322) or Sharer (1994:556-581).
61 The date 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u is a mythical day of creation, which took place on August 13, 3114 BC in the
Gregorian calendar. See Freidel, Schele and Parker (1993:59-131) for an interpretation of Maya creation
mythology.
62 The K’atun (7,200 days) designation equals a 20-Tun period. A Tun can be thought of as the Maya
“year,” a segment of time that contains 360 days. Period Endings mark the completion of a calendrical
cycle.
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mythology and hieroglyphic inscriptions elaborating gaming events of the Classic era. In
the Popol Vuh version, both the initial pair of ancestral twins (One Hunahpu and Seven
Hunahpu) and the second generation Hero Twins (Hunahpu and Xbalanque) are said to
have been avid ball players. The noise of their running, jumping, and bouncing disturbed
the underworld lords who ultimately challenged first one and then the other set of twins
to mythic life or death ballgame matches.

Eventually the younger Hero Twins

outsmarted their unsavory challengers, metaphorically defeating death and ensuring the
survival of humankind.
Tokovinine (2005) found Classic-period texts from ball court markers and
staircases that record hux ‘ahaal (three dawn or conquest) events and other ballgame
traditions.

Some inscriptions mention the Maize God (called Ju’n Ajaw, a likely

candidate for One Hunahpu), but there is no indication of any pair of twins taking part in
the action. In fact, according to the hieroglyphic texts and corresponding imagery, the
players of the ballgame are typically kings of various lowland polities and Classic-period
deities that have no Popol Vuh counterpart. Inscriptional evidence also shows that many
of the ballgame events functioned as dedicatory ceremonies to consecrate a ball court or
other building project rather than as a sporting match or a re-creation of the mythic Hero
Twin struggle. In his conclusion, Tokovinine suggests the ballgame metaphor could have
served as a framing device for numerous kinds of social (though not necessarily secular)
traditions involving engagement and competition. It is essential thus to acknowledge the
correlations between Classic-era activities and the Popol Vuh accounts as less direct than
previously thought, and perhaps even concealed within a symbolic rather than literal
parallelism.
Although there are many inconsistencies between the Popol Vuh narrative and
Classic-era inscriptions/imagery, the two cases noted above illustrate my point: we must
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take a more cautionary approach to the study of Classic Maya religion. While it would
be unwise to ignore the Popol Vuh and its narrative analogies, it is imprudent to assume a
limitless correspondence. We cannot simply pass over incongruities in order to select
details that fit a proposed argument. Instead, it is the charge of current researchers to
address both similarities and discrepancies when reconstructing the principles and
meaning of Classic Maya mythology.
If, as I argue, we utilize the Popol Vuh as a secondary rather than primary data
source, how then can we access Classic Maya religion? The integration of epigraphic,
ethnological, and archaeological research coupled with the careful study of artistic
imagery provides one of the most promising avenues. In a recent essay, John Monaghan
(2000) reviews advances in the study of Mesoamerican religion and outlines a number of
common themes that exist amongst groups native to this region. Monaghan bases his
thematic listing upon ethnographies written by modern-day anthropologists who have
studied the native cultures of Mexico, Belize and Guatemala. According to Houston
(1999:52), hieroglyphic texts reveal that a number of Monaghan’s themes are specifically
relevant to the Classic Maya culture. For example, from the people of Mesoamerica
comes the idea that “reality is a unified whole, with a single divine principle responsible
for the nature of the cosmos” (Monaghan 2000:26). This orientation, which can be called
monism, contrasts with “a thoroughgoing dualism, where reality is divided into
fundamentally opposed entities (good and evil, heaven and hell, spirit and body, mind
and matter), or pluralism, which would hold that no single system or view of reality can
account for all phenomena of life” (Monaghan 2000:26).
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Fig. 2.1:

Hieroglyph for witz (mountain, hill) with maize foliage as hair, frontally
staring eyes, nose, and teeth (after Stuart 1997:15, drawing by David Stuart,
Temple of the Foliated Cross at Palenque).

In a dualistic system, hard substances like stone may be assumed as incorporating
a material essence or inanimate form, qualities that are distinguished from that which is
spiritual and animate (Houston 1999:52). In contrast, the monistic viewpoint of the
Classic Maya culture is expressed by imagery of mountains, buildings and altars that
picture these items as living, breathing creatures rather than inanimate forms (Houston
1999:52; Stuart 1997). The natural landscape and built environment have vitality just as
humans do. Mountains (witz)63 grow hair resembling maize foliage, exhibit deep and
menacing eyes that seem to watch over the activities of humans, and feature craggy teeth
that at times recall the bony mandible of a centipede or the calcareous growths of a damp
cavernous environment (Fig. 2.1). The monistic belief system is also present in the
notion that representations of an individual or deity contain the essence of that being. A
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Stuart (1987:18-23) deciphered the substitution spelling of wi-ts(i) for wits [now witz], meaning hill,
mountain (Macri and Looper 2003:217).
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physical depiction, whether created in wood, stone, clay or bone, forms part of the reality
and shares in the identity of the thing it pictures (Houston 1999:53; Houston, Stuart, and
Taube 2006:72-81). Thus, monuments and artifacts depicting people and gods require
special attention, even nourishment and shelter.

a)

b)

Fig. 2.2:

a-b) Detail drawings of K6547, circa 300-600 AD, earthenware vessel with
tripod base (redrawn after Kerr 1994: MVB vol. 6:972, drawing by Steve
Houston). For an image of the vessel shape, see Appendix B, Fig. B1.

The idea of a single divine principle is also demonstrated in imagery showing the
recycling of human bodies. Death does not end the utility or vitality of human form
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when a corpse is understood to develop into plants that nourish further life (Fig. 2.2a). A
detail drawing of an Early Classic ceramic shows a lush tangle of foliage including kakaw
(cocoa) growing at the center of three sprouting trees, all of which are fed by a
decomposing skeleton. The corpse lies in the watery band along the baseline of the
image underneath a stepped pyramid likely representing the burial tomb. This scene is
preceded by one on the opposite side of the ceramic in which a fabric-wrapped body lays
on top of a stone slab (Fig. 2.2b). The deceased is mourned by the attendants present at
this lush, mountainous location from which a monkey and jaguar stare out at the viewer.64
A similar idea is articulated on the sides of the sarcophagus of Pakal, discovered at
Palenque in 1952 by archaeologist Alberto Ruz (Fig. 2.3).

The carved stone box

illustrates ten ancestors of the renowned king sprouting upwards in the form of orchard
trees, each bearing fruits ready for harvest.

Fig. 2.3:

Detail drawing of Pakal’s sarcophagus (side view), Palenque, 684 AD,
limestone (after Schele and Miller 1986:284, plate 111e, drawing by Linda
Schele). The ancestors of Pakal are depicted as fruit trees, marked left to
right as guanavana, chico zapote, and avocado.
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Taube (2004b) argues this kind of environment is a Flower Mountain, a place of flowery sweetness that
is linked with the concepts of death and rebirth.
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Perhaps even more unusual is the ancient Maya conviction that written words
actually speak, blurring any true separation between scripted or spoken language. The
beautiful, carved and painted hieroglyphs of Maya art exist physically as a manifestation
of the divine at the same time they give voice to the sacred words of kings and gods
(Houston 1999:53). The idea of a unified cosmos is also inherent in Classic Maya
language through the pairing of words, which express at once distinct yet interlinking
concepts intended to be understood as something complete (David Stuart, personal
communication 2005). One of these couplings is chan/kab’ (sky/earth), which when
presented as a unit signifies something like “all that is above/all that is below.” Other
examples follow:

yax/k’an (green/yellow), chan/ch’een (sky/cave), ek’/[moon]

(star/moon), te’/tuun (tree/stone) and k’in/ak’ab’ (day/night). The ideological joining of
words involves more than the coupling of opposites since sequential actions are also
written together as though two parts of a single action (Robert Wald, personal
communication 2005). This phenomenon is typified by the first two hieroglyphs of the
repetitive P.S.S. or Dedicatory Formula that appears along the rim of numerous Maya
ceramics.

The words alay t’ab’-ay (roughly meaning “came into being” and “here

ascends”) refer to the initial presentation and subsequent consecration of a man-made
ceramic.65

In addition, the words for things that are inherently similar are sometimes

joined in Maya texts (e.g. ha’/muyal or water/cloud) as are objects and substances that
“belong” together such as a stingray spine and sacrificial blood [stingray spine]/k’ik’)
(David Stuart, personal communication 2005).
Monistic energy was not perceived to exist everywhere all at once (Houston
1999:53). Instead it was viewed as encapsulated within the material manifestation of
tangible forces like wind or rain and specific, vital substances like blood. According to
65

Barbara Macleod and Yuriy Polyukhovich independently deciphered the initial sign of the Dedicatory
Formula, the word alay (Stuart 2005:166-174). The second term t’ab’-ay is not fully vetted to date.
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Houston (1999:53), holiness was a distillation of the vital spirit that “did not pertain to
everyone or everything but only to two kinds of beings—gods and royalty.” With regard
to the nature of these “holy” beings, the advancement of hieroglyphic decipherment has
aided significantly in the interpretation of pictorial imagery thought to represent Maya
gods and their royal followers. Again, I quote from Houston (1999:53-56):
Two kinds of gods existed or, to put this more accurately, two dimensions
of gods. There were major gods, often expressing natural forces such as
rain or the sun. These beings rejoiced in names like Chaak, K’awiil,
K’inich Ajaw, and Ik’ K’uh and represented primordial forces and creative
agencies…Their actions and properties, told as stories often narrated on
scenes from Maya ceramics, explain why the world is as it is.
Also, we have recently learned of a plurality of other gods, usually
of a localized sort. They remain in shadow and mystery, but do play a
role. These local gods lived tangibly among the Maya; their
carvings…occupied temples, where they could be entreated and even
bullied. The local, city-based deities seem to have been aspects of major
gods lodged in particular places to suit local needs. More to the point,
these tutelary gods were tended carefully by rulers, who served as
intermediaries between their subjects and these almost tribal deities. In a
few instances, the relationships between ruler and god seem entirely
personal—that is, the gods pertain only to one ruler and are enthroned at
the same time he is.
The Maya referred to their gods as k’uh to communicate their sacrosanct nature,
but these special beings were neither considered all powerful nor without fault (Houston
and Stuart 1996:289). They were perceived as existing amongst ordinary people, as
undertaking similar activities, and in need of basic human requirements like clothing,
nourishment and shelter (Houston and Stuart 1996: 291-295; Houston, Stuart, and
Robertson 1999:133-206). Hieroglyphic texts and artistic compositions describing the
activities of k’uh entities indicate they were believed to be born and could die, were
essential witnesses at special events, and even participated in ritualized bathing and
dressing ceremonies. Maya gods could be possessed in the sense of ownership and given
away or released to the custody of others. They were sometimes triumphant, other times
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vulnerable, and on occasion even remarkably unintelligent making it possible for human
trickery to bring about godly defeat.
The Maya devised special rituals to facilitate communication with their gods.
They created places where humans could interact with them and provide the protection,
sustenance and tribute the deities required. Inscriptions tell us that gods themselves could
own things, and that their spirits were embodied in sacred temples, monumental stelae,
ceramic vessels and other objects of art. In fact, some hieroglyphic texts indicate that the
creative act of making and consecrating a deity image could somehow precipitate the
ensoulment of a particular god within the thing created (Stuart, Houston, and Robertson
1999:154).
Two key points should be emphasized here. One is the nature of ritual. Maya
rituals were neither impractical nor purely symbolic: they were considered essential to the
continuation of existence (Monaghan 2000:30-32). Certain, specific ceremonies were
undertaken to consecrate, indeed to bring life to, the places and things of social import.
There was surely a responsibility attached to the performance of rituals, which, according
to circumstance, might include both repetitive and/or spontaneous elements (Monaghan
2000:30-32). The second point lies in the manifestation of sacred imagery: the built,
sculpted, and painted forms of Maya art and script were understood as living things, the
ensoulment and embodiment of gods. So, for example, the ownership, utilization, and
perusal of a narrative polychrome ceramic may have allowed one to participate in, be
present at, and validate an event that was pictorially realized (David Stuart, personal
communication 2005). This kind of literal embodiment provided a powerful mechanism
for the propagandistic display of kingly authority in Maya culture.
Mentioned in the paragraphs above is the feeding, washing, dressing, and housing
of gods. These activities are part of what Monaghan (2000:38) calls the “covenant” of
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Mesoamerican religion: a deep and enduring pact of mutual obligation where both gods
and humans are responsible for maintaining balance and order in the universe. This idea
has most often been expressed in the term reciprocity, an arrangement where humans
receive health, protection, and prosperity as a result of the nourishment, care and
ceremonial attention given to gods. But Monaghan (2000:37-39) suggests the benefits
and obligations of this relationship are not as commensurate as the word reciprocity
implies. It is more like a phagohierarchy with humans positioned in a level below gods,
ancestors, and cultural heroes, at the same time they are above all other animals
(Monaghan 2000:37). In this system the humans devour the subordinate animals and
themselves become food for the gods.
Even the idea of a “cosmic food chain” is not entirely satisfactory (Monaghan
2000:37). While humans are essentially god food, a divine being like the maize deity is,
in a metaphorical sense, viewed as human food. Corn, cultivated since at least circa 2800
BC in Mesoamerica, represents the most essential element in the everyday diet. As a
result a vast and complex mythology developed around the agricultural cycle of maize
and the sustenance it provided to humankind. Maize god imagery pictures the deity as a
beautiful, youthful, strong, and succulent being, a quintessential or primordial human,
like a fruit at the peak of ripeness (Figs. 2.4a-b). Depictions like the mural of the Red
Temple at Cacaxtla, which portrays growing ears of corn topped by the head of the maize
god, suggest that the Maya understood the consumption of corn as eating the flesh of a
god.
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Fig. 2.4:

a) Ears of corn decorated with head of maize god, detail drawing of mural
from the Red Temple, east wall, Cacaxtla, circa 700 AD (redrawn after de la
Fuente 1999:129, fig. 59).
b) Compare the vitality of the maize god at right with the diminished
physique of God L on the left. Detail drawing of K1560, [Nakbe/Mirador
region] circa 672-830 AD (redrawn after Taube 1992a:82, fig. 39a).

In ceremonious tribute, and perhaps to temporarily forestall the sacrifice of actual
human life in satisfaction of godly hunger, the deities could be given substitute food like
blood drawn from the human body, tamales made of corn dough, and smoke created from
the burning of copal incense (the congealed sap [blood] of the Protium copal tree).
Taube (1994:669-674) calls this substitution a k’ex (payment) sacrifice. This kind of
exchange must be provided when an infant is born, for example, if the parents want their
child to survive and grow into adulthood (Houston 1999:58; Taube 1994). Eventually,
the k’ex may not be a sufficient payment to ensure the continuation of existence and real
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human sacrifice is required. For this purpose, high-ranking captives from antagonistic
polities were especially useful to the Classic Maya (Houston 1999:57).
The decipherment of inscriptions has provided a clearer understanding of the
relationship between gods and royalty. According to Houston and Stuart (1996), Maya
rulers aligned their kingdoms with patron deities to satisfy social and political needs. The
frequent use of divine titles to glorify royalty and the development of sacred emblems to
denote control over territory substantiate this assertion.66 Kings associated themselves
with particular divinities in order to promote their own security within the community
hierarchy.

Claiming a special communication with beneficent gods, rulers could

transcend mere human existence and protect their own vulnerabilities by casting
themselves as part of a sanctioned otherworldly authority (Houston and Stuart 1996:289291).

Prestige could be further enhanced by establishing descent from a primeval

ancestor whose existence occurred centuries (even millennium) in the past. Because
royal blood possessed the vitality of divine essence, tracing the bloodlines of kings to
mythical ancestors brought greater status to a ruling family (Houston and Stuart
1996:297).

Another means of promoting the legitimacy of a local dynasty was to

glorify progenitors through artistic representation and written accounts of their
achievements (Houston and Stuart 1996:296). Already considered “holy” by dint of their
royal blood, the forbearers of living kings enjoyed an intensified, seemingly eternal
reverence when their images were produced in stone. Indeed, portrayals of deified
ancestors crafted in various media were symbolic of community independence and
integrity, emblems of luck as well as fate (Houston and Stuart 1996:297). With regard to
divine kingship and public displays of family lineage, it is important to note that these
66 Royal naming phrases frequently celebrate a king’s purported connection to divine entities such as
Chaak or K’inich Ajaw. The standard format for emblem hieroglyphs includes the phrase k’uhul ajaw
(holy lord [of]), which appears in conjunction with the name of a political sphere.
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constructs were not just the self-serving exercises of a ruling elite, but when embraced by
all levels of Maya society (as they appear to have been), provided a means of maintaining
an overall social stability (Steve Bourget, personal communication 2006).
The vitality of divine essence was managed in part through the creation of
buildings, monuments and objects wherein the ensoulment of a god might take place
(Houston and Stuart 1996:295-309). Related ideologically to this religious practice, the
destruction of godly creations meant nullifying their power.

It is plausible, given this

way of thinking, that military defeat involved the appropriation, capture and destruction
of foreign god effigies and other religious monuments.67 Rulers in possession of a god
portrayal could presumably control its perceived force through correct attention to ritual.
Alternatively, an enemy’s advantage could perhaps be limited through desecration of a
contender’s patron/protector (Houston and Stuart 1996:302-306). The ancient demolition
of stelae, deliberate burning of temples, and “kill” holes drilled through numerous
ceramics provide plausible evidence of this assertion. However, the original intention
behind these kind of transformative activities remains in question.
The characteristics summarized in the preceding paragraphs make clear the need
to discard certain Western notions of religion when trying to access the cosmology of
Mesoamerica. For example, crisp, black-and-white valuations tied to the idea of dualism
do not necessarily jive with a monistic point of view. As Monaghan (2000:33) remarks,
“Transgressions are not identified through a moral calculus of good and evil.”
Wickedness in this light may have been understood more as irresponsibility than as
something like sin (Monaghan 2000:33). There is an emerging agreement that the term
pantheism better describes religiosity in Mesoamerica than the structures implied by
monotheism or polytheism. Pantheism seems to account for the merging together of
67

This observation was apparently first made by Simon Martin and Nikolai Grube, with whom Houston
and Stuart (1996:294) say they agree.
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gods, since inherent in this term is the idea that all things, including deities, are
manifestations of a single, unifying principle (Monaghan 2000:27). It also accounts for
the vitality perceived in works of art since all objects and creatures would have divine
potentiality.

Although Classic Maya religion is still not satisfactorily defined, our

knowledge is continually growing. Monistic and possibly pantheistic, the world view of
the ancient Maya accommodated all perceived reality within a complex, immediate, and
interconnected universe.
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PART II: ATTRIBUTES AND MEANING

The two chapters of this section address specific visual qualities that allow
recognition of God L. Essential characteristics are first observed and then defined within
the chapter discourse. In order to facilitate comparisons and track the frequent alterations
that occur, I have charted key components of physical stature, costuming, and setting.
Inventories appear in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 includes an in-depth discussion of the
agedness, masculinity, elite status, godly attributes, divine interactions, and mercantile
affiliation of God L. Analysis of God L’s avian companion has been separated into its
own Chapter 4 because of the symbolic and rhetorical enormity of this topic.
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Chapter 3: The Diagnostic Attributes of God L, Section I
ESSENTIAL AND VARIABLE TRAITS
How do we know we are looking at an image of God L? The answer to this
question may seem rather simple at first: the deity is a wrinkled, old man who smokes
cigars, wears clothes made from jaguar skin and a broad-rimmed hat, carries a bird on his
head, totes a pack full of trade goods, and enjoys the pleasures of wealth as much as the
company of women. This generalized description reflects the symbolism of a few wellpublished examples of Maya art, and parodies oft-repeated discourse on the personality
of God L. Ancient Maya mythology is of course much more complex and opaque, and as
personifications of divine essence, so too are Maya gods. It quickly becomes apparent in
viewing a large corpus of imagery that the behavior of God L vacillates across a range of
distinct, yet variable representations from pretentious to demure, from wholly regal to
pathetic, and from dangerously aggressive to passively recumbent. In order to initiate a
deeper discussion on the nature of this deity, Chapters 3 and 4 scrutinize the appearance
of key features. I investigate the frequency and changeability of important elements, and
attempt to ascertain the essential characteristics that determine a positive identity. My
analysis also recognizes irregular components, the items that suggest an alternative
understanding and bring both variety and depth to this mythic figure.
Chapter 3 begins with a charting of attributes (Fig. 3.1a-c), the physical and
narrative parameters that define the existence of God L. Even a quick perusal of my
diagram reveals the consistency of certain features and the alterability of others. Four
characteristics stand out as absolutely essential to the God L persona: agedness, maleness,
the accoutrements of elite existence, and an avian familiar. The evocation of jaguar
attributes (a gauge of both elite and divine status) is a fairly regular event achieved either
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through feline costuming or special bodily markings.

Less reliable are the scroll

patterning that symbolizes foliation/water/smoke and the associative presence of the
divine K’awiil. While these last three characteristics present themselves in fewer total
cases, they are frequent nevertheless and factor significantly into overall meaning.
Some surprising patterns (or lack thereof) are revealed through the inconstancy of
certain expected items. Remarkably, a number of character traits said to typify God L,
turn out to be quite variable both in incidence and form. Attributes defining a packtoting, on-the-road mercantilism stand out in this regard as occurring less frequently than
one might expect within the pictorial corpus of a deity described as a patron of merchants
and travelers. In many representations we find instead that transient commerce surfaces
indirectly through the portrayal of wealth, the accessibility to an abundance of exotic and
precious goods marking regal status in ancient Maya culture.
The most important elements of the God L character are analyzed in the pages
that follow. Beyond those listed above, my research inventories the presence/absence of
tobacco rolls, evocations of the maize deity, tied bundles, walking sticks/staffs,
weaponry, “godly” (mirror and other) markings on the body, symbolism of cacao, and the
bearded face.

These various iconographic symbols are compounded into sets or

constituent units that communicate larger messages. The core groupings that have arisen
in this exercise are: agedness and maleness; the symbolism of wealth and trade; the
representation of elite and godly lifestyles; the hierarchy of Maya gods; and the shared
characteristics of God L, the Jaguar God of the Underworld, and K’inich Ajaw. Because
this last thematic category is closely related to the overall issue of distinguishing identity,
it seems appropriate to end Chapter 3 with commentary on my Appendix D: Alleged
Images of God L. This final section references the sources of some unusual imagery said
to represent God L and explicates my observations on these controversial identifications.
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a)
Fig. 3.1:

a-c) Chart of Attributes. Figure numbers refer Appendices A-D.
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b)
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c)
86

BASIC BODY FORM: EXTREMELY AGED AND MALE
There is little doubt regarding the age and gender of this deity: God L is an
elderly, male being. More than merely old, however, this aged figure communicates
longevity beyond the norm.

His is the realm of ancient, perhaps even primordial

ancestry, the elders of a distant era whose actions and relationships effected all
subsequent generations. In rendering the deity, Maya artists give God L a largely human
physique.

But through the emphasis of his geriatric qualities, they demonstrate a

distinction from the experience of ordinary humans who, during the Classic era, achieved
an average lifespan of only 25 to 35 years.68
Representations of a standing God L display a hunched-over appearance of
impeded physical strength and flexibility (Figs. A4, A12, A17, A19, A32, A55, A67,
B13, B18-B21). The body is generally limp, having lost the firmness of a youthful
musculature. The abdomen is sometimes swollen from fat gained over time, while
advanced age has caused it to droop and form wrinkles in the once-taunt skin. The
markings of old age are quite distinct when the image of God L is compared with the
virile maize god, whose handsome facial features, erect height, and toned muscularity
contrast with the skinny-legged, stooped, and sagging God L (Fig. A17).
Body ailments and age are less easy to detect when the deity is fully dressed or in
a seated position because posture and muscle tone are mostly concealed (Figs. A10, A14,
A22, A23, A29, A31, A38, A40, B2, B6, B10, B15-B17). Nonetheless, the implication
of an advanced maturity is achieved through the illustration of wrinkled skin, a slumping

68

From archaeological research conducted at the site of Caracol, Chase (1997:23) found a majority of
ancient Maya people reached somewhere between 25 and 35 years of age. Data gathered at Cuello by Saul
and Saul (1997:30-33) indicates that only two of 166 skeletons belonged to persons potentially 55 years or
older. Judging from this data, it may be accurate to assume that in ancient Maya culture the status of “old
age” could be ascribed to a person living beyond 40 years.
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posture, and the sunken cheeks resulting from tooth loss.69 Wizened facial features in
two examples make it appear as though the skin of God L was made leathery or scarred
from lengthy exposure to bright sunlight, harsh weather conditions or perhaps even the
experience of combat (Figs. A23, A61). The swollen knobs of flesh and deeply furrowed
wrinkles insinuate an outright familiarity with the ravages of life.
There are only a few exceptions to the usual portrayal of agedness. One is the
monumental sculpture at the Temple of the Cross at Palenque (Fig. A8). Here God L is
shown with strong legs and torso, even while the sunken flesh of his chapfallen mouth
denotes advanced age. The abnormal muscularity of God L’s body at Palenque is more
likely an aesthetic choice than an alternative statement of identity since it corresponds
with the elegant and fluid artistry of other sculpted monuments made at this site during
the Late Classic era.
Another exception comes from a ceramic vessel of the Peten region (K5359, Figs.
A33-A34). In this scene God L looks more middle-aged: his physique is softly muscled
and seemingly limber though augmented by extra body fat. The departure from norm
may or may not signal a divergent message or understanding of the God L personality.
While there is too little evidence to draw conclusions, it is plausible the change was
consciously made to de-emphasize the idea of an elder or ancestor (e.g. old age) in order
to underscore some intended association with a person of more ordinary age (e.g. a living
king). On the other hand, this diversion may simply be the result of craftsmanship, a less
precise and articulate rendering.

The pictured action reiterates a story variously

presented on at least five other ceramics (Figs. A19, A31, A32, B11, B12). It shows God
L lacking his cloak, hat, necklace and staff, an apparently uncomfortable state brought
69 Skeletal analyses such as those done at Preclassic Cuello (Saul and Saul 1997:39-43) and Classic-period
Santa Rita Corozal, Caracol, and Tayasal (D. Chase 1997:23-24) show that a number of dental problems
existed in Maya populations that could lead to this kind of antemordem tooth loss.
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about by the action of a rabbit and/or the moon goddess. While K5359 exhibits a
fluctuation with regard to the agedness of God L, the consistency in presentation of the
“rabbit” narrative suggests this basic mythological storyline was shared by artists/patrons
of different sites.
The gender of God L is explicitly stated through inclusion of sexual organs in
only two resounding cases (Figs. A17, A20).70 In these instances maleness as opposed to
a virility may be the intended message since the body is gerontic and the penis is not
clearly erect. God L’s masculinity is more often implied through his manner of dressing
and especially the tied loincloth, which is a steadfast marker of masculine gender in
Maya art.71 It is even used on occasion to highlight male genitalia through the addition of
long fabric extensions that drape in front of (and sometimes behind) the wearer’s body
(R. Joyce 2000:66; see e.g. Figs. A4, A8, A12, A22, A23, A29, A32). Exposing the chest
is another means of specifying masculinity. In contrast to the flat chest of the male God
L (A8, A17, A19, A20, A31 A34, A40, A58), women in Maya art are frequently pictured
with a curvaceous and buxom torso (see e.g. Fig. A31).
Of course breast size is not always a conclusive marker of gender. Rosemary
Joyce (2000:65) argues that an exposed chest lacking any sign of breasts indicates the
performer is non-female, whereas a covered body with or without breasts positively
signals the female gender. Breasts are generally not depicted for female performers in
monumental art, but are often shown in representations of women on small-scale
ceramics. One painted vessel shows the female attendants of God L with relatively flat
upper bodies (Figs. A13-A14). The wide swaths of cloth covering their torsos specify
70

Though not clearly defined, the representation of a penis or some costume appendage may be intended in
four other examples (Figs. A46?, B17?, B19?, B20?). Rather than the sexual organ, the odd feature present
in Figure A34 may be an extruded belly button (Houston, Stuart, and Taube 2006:30-32).
71 See R. Joyce (2000:54-89) for a discussion of gender markers in Maya art of the Classic period. I use
the word implied because, as Joyce points out, costume can facilitate the performance of gender type but
does not in all cases indicate the actual sex of the performer.
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femininity in this case as does the crescent design on the fabric of one of these women.
The semi-circular decoration is a motif associated with the moon goddess and may have
been included here to designate this individual firstly as a woman and perhaps
secondarily as the personification of the female deity (see e.g. Fig. A31).

Moon

symbolism, however, is not confined to female performers: it occasionally occurs in
association with the maize god, a somewhat ambiguous persona with regard to sexual
identity (R. Joyce 2000:60-61, 79; Looper 2002). Regarding the cross-gender issue, there
is one unusual instance of a “breasted” God L although the dangling, withered nipple
reflects old-age as much as gender (Fig. A46).
The representation of facial hair and certain kinds of hairdos can denote a state of
manhood.

Indeed the hair styles of both men and women were significant in

Mesoamerica. R. Joyce (2000:8, 32-33, 120, 153-155) suggests that a particular cut and
treatment of hair could specify a person’s gender, social status or regional affiliation.
With regard to the treatment of bodily hair in the figuration of God L, multiple variants
occur. Artists at times chose to portray his face with a manly, bearded chin (Figs. A4,
A46, A53).

Baldness too was a favored option, probably because of a desire to

communicate agedness (Figs. A17, A32, A34). More often, however, God L is portrayed
with a distinctly masculine hairstyle: a folded knot of hair pulled forward to extend above
his forehead (Figs. A4, A12, A19, A22, A38, A40, A61, A67). The doubling-over and
tying of hair was a fashion appropriate for gods, kings, and warriors (Figs. 3.2a-c). It is
likely this style developed to mimic the appearance of silk extending out from a sheathed
and ripening corn cob (Figs. 3.3a-b).
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 3.2:

Examples of folded and bound hair in Maya art:
a) King Shield Jaguar II, detail of Yaxchilan, Lintel 57 (after Graham 1979,
Vol. 3 [II]:123); b) Note deity figure in upper portion of Piedras Negras,
Stela 5 (after Stuart and Graham 2003, Vol. 9 [I]:33); c) Warrior with
bound tresses holds a captive by the hair, detail of Yaxchilan, Lintel 45
(after Graham 1979, Vol. 3 [II]:99).
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a)
Fig. 3.3:

b)
a) Tonsured maize god as mature corn cob, detail of mural from the Red
Temple at Cacaxtla (after Taube 1992a:45, fig. 19e).
b) Tonsured maize god growing out of foliation pictured on an ear spool
assemblage, detail of Quirigua Stela H (after Taube 1992a:45, fig. 19c).

According to Schele and Miller (1986:67) this particular kind of hairdo was
especially suited to warriors because it declared the wearer’s courage. Since one form of
humiliation in Maya culture was to hold a captive by his hair, the deliberate display of a
hair knot may have signaled a lack of fear (Schele and Miller 1986:67).72

The outright

display of weaponry is another masculine indicator as there is little iconographic
evidence for the participation of women in the physical act of warfare (R. Joyce 2000:63,
68, 80).73 The picturing of God L with weaponry occurs in less than ten percent of my
probable/possible imagery (Figs. A4, A12, A70, A78, B23b), which is not a particularly
strong showing of the assumptive military aspect.74 Weapons do turn up in the action of
72 On the practical side, the binding of hair may also have simplified the positioning of headdresses and
kept long tresses from falling into one’s face or eye’s.
73 Noble women are shown standing on captives of war but they are rarely depicted in possession of
weapons such as the spear or spear thrower.
74 A military aspect is ascribed to God L because of his armed and aggressive portrayal in the Postclassic
Dresden Codex. Interestingly, the one clear representation of weaponry (a spear) in Classic era works
occurs in the first known image of God L (circa 425-500 AD). The symbolism of military involvement
both begins and ends my Appendix A grouping, but disappears in between. However, I should note here
that the unusual curving staff of God L (sometimes called a Xiuhcoatl, see pp. 337-357) was not
incorporated into my tabulation above because its purpose and utility is uncertain. The staff, which may be
a weapon of divine origination, is visible in Figs. A17, A19, A32, A34 and possibly A67. It is plausible
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three additional works, though not specifically attributed to the God L character (Figs.
A9, A13, B7).
The notions of extreme agedness and masculine procreation are further supported
by hieroglyphic evidence. Inscriptional text on K1398 or the “Rabbit Vase” (Figs. A1820), describes conversations between God L, a rabbit, and K’inich Ajaw. In the rare,
first-person dialog, the rabbit calls God L an aat (meaning “penis”), a word that can join
with other syllabic forms to explain elderly, male deities (Pawajtuun).75 The text on this
vase also features conversations in which the honorary title mam (“grandfather, ancestor,
grandson”) is exchanged between the characters (Stuart, Houston, and Robertson
1999:47). This designation alludes to the primordial age of God L and his status as a
important progenitor.

Admittedly, the text and image of this ceramic are not fully

understood, but the descriptive nouns mentioned above reinforce the elderly, male status
attributed to God L.
The painted imagery of the Late Postclassic Dresden Codex is less helpful with
regard to assessing age and sex because these depictions tend towards abbreviation.
Here, as before, advanced age is manifest through a chapfallen mouth and knobby facial
features (Fig. A73). Although his regalia and loincloth metonymically suggest the male
gender, the aggressive stance of the war-ready God L more convincingly imparts agility
than a man who is weakened with age (Fig. A78).

Fortunately, these conflicting

representations can be better understood through textual references that verify the identity
of God L even when his physical body diverges from normal. Variation in his portrayal
may be partly due to an association of God L with the latent power of Venus. As one of

that instead of displaying outright weaponry, the staff and/or owl symbol relayed the military aspect of God
L during the Classic period. At the Mexican site of Cacaxtla, a saw-bladed lance is present but turned
upside down to support the pack.
75 The reading aat is a tentative assignment since part of the glyphic phrasing of K1398 remains uncertain
(Wald and Carrasco 2004).
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the Venus deities who rise and fall with the passage of time, his physical nature would
vacillate (Schele and Grube 1997:97-138). The hieroglyphic inscriptions also reveal a
belief in this deity’s antiquity. According to the interpretation of Schele and Grube
(1997:137-38), the Maya viewed God L as one of their true ancestral gods: a deity whose
origination is wholly Maya (not derived from central Mexican ideology).

Their

translation of the Dresden text describes the existence of God L at the mythical time of
creation (circa 3114 BC).
The evidence overwhelmingly supports the characterization of God L as an
extremely aged, masculine entity. But what are the implications of this attribution within
the societal context? Monumental sculptures from many Classic-period sites confirm the
social importance of old age within the political sphere. At Naranjo, for example, the
reign of Aj Wosal was one of the longest of this era, lasting more than 69 years (from 546
AD to at least 615 AD; Martin and Grube 2000:71). If the inscriptions are taken as
historically accurate, we learn that Aj Wosal acquired the throne of Naranjo around the
age of twelve. He ultimately reached at least 78 years of age and probably even more.
The monuments commissioned during his kingship mark in stone the passage of K’atun
endings celebrated by the ruler. One of his last markers, Naranjo Stela 27, calls the
leader a Jo’ K’atun Ajaw (Five K’atun Lord). This title highlights the octogenarian age
of Aj Wosal, a public manner of boasting about this king’s extraordinary longevity and
political imperviousness.
A similar proclamation was made at Copan regarding Ruler 12 (Smoke Imix)
whose sovereignty lasted from 628 to 695 AD (Martin and Grube 2000:201-202). Altar
Q memorializes the lineage of Copan’s kings from the founder K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’
through the sixteenth ruler Yax Pasaj Chan Yoaat (Fash 2001:24-25).

Each of the

pictured kings sits upon hieroglyphic text that spells his personal name. But, instead of
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adhering to the standard format utilized with other rulers, the more prestigious notation
Jo’ K’atun Ajaw characterizes the long-lived Smoke Imix (Fig. 3.4).
Likewise, the Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque and the sarcophagus of
K’inich Janaab’ Pakal proclaim the value of agedness and ancestry. More importantly,
the monuments illustrate how these social phenomena are manipulated in a visual context
to construct links between ordinary humans and the divine realm. Images of male and
female ancestors emerge from various types of fruit trees sculpted along the sides of
Pakal’s sarcophagus to visually trace his royal lineage six generations into the past
(Schele and Mathews 1998:119-122).

The pictorial composition on the coffin lid

positions Pakal at the center of this illustrious group, confirming his royal bloodline and
legitimacy. While imagery such as this draws a continuum from past to present, text in
the sanctuary above the tomb tells of the advanced age of the 80-year-old Pakal and his
oversight of four K’atun endings. The text further projects the importance of the king’s
reign more than 4,000 years into the future (Schele and Mathews 1998:106-07). This
prophetic statement as well as the construction of an air channel reaching from the
sanctuary at the top of the pyramid down into the tomb below (and providing access to
his ephemeral spirit for years to come) ensure that even in death, the count of years for
Pakal will continue. This complex blending of history and myth regarding the elder
status, ancestral lineage, and contemporary achievements of Pakal, weave his lifespan
into the overarching pattern of Maya timekeeping and metaphorically elevate his human
persona to the level of deification (Houston and Stuart 1996).
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Fig. 3.4:

Detail of Altar Q, south side, Copan, Honduras (after Fash 2001:24, fig. 12).
Second from the right, king Smoke Imix is declared a Jo’ K’atun Ajaw.

Elements of this Classic-period view regarding agedness and social ranking
continued into later colonial times. In the sixteenth century the elderly were thought to
possess special wisdom gained through life-long experience. According to Bishop Diego
de Landa’s account of post-Conquest Yucatan, “The young people had great respect for
their elders, and they asked their advice and so they boasted of being old. And they said
this to the young men that, since they had seen more than they, they must believe them;
and the rest gave them the more credit when they did so” (Tozzer 1941:124). Of course,
veneration of the knowledge held by aged persons is certainly not unusual nor a
sentiment that is exclusive to Maya culture. Perhaps more revealing of the Maya mindset
is the profound fear elders could generate in a younger population, if we believe the
account of Avendaño regarding the Itza Maya. He claimed “they had the custom of
beheading the older men when they reached the age of fifty ‘so that they shall not learn to
be wizards and to kill’” (see Tozzer 1941:20).
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a)
Fig. 3.5:

b)
a) God D (Itzamnaaj) with a bowl of maize tamales, detail of a Late Classic
ceramic (after Miller and Taube 1993:101); b) God N (or possibly
Pawajtuun), detail of a Late Classic stone bench at Copan (redrawn after
Fash 2001:164, fig. 101).

Beyond the importance of aged men in ordinary human life, a number of Classicperiod deities possess the characteristics of masculine elders (Figs. 3.5a-b). God L
conforms to this group of aged figures whose actions are tied not only to the genesis of
humankind but also to the deep time workings of the Maya universe. Two prominent
examples are God D (Itzamnaaj), a deity associated with creation, scribal arts, and
divination, and God N, the quadripartite entity believed to hold aloft the four corners of
the earth (Bassie 2002:22-37; M. Coe and Van Stone 2001:110-15; Miller and Taube
1993:59-60, 99-100, 106-07, 132; Schele and Mathews 1998:410-16; Taube 1992:31-41,
92-99). Costuming and weaponry also intimate that the rain deity Chaak and the sun god
K’inich Ajaw should be considered male even though the age of these beings is less
clearly defined. It is true that the Maya considered many things to be divine including
inanimate objects, living things from the natural world, and both female and male entities
of varying ages. Yet within this complex mythological system, a distinct and overarching
reverence was consigned to aged, masculine beings.
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The personification of elderly, male gods is tightly interwoven with societal
beliefs such as patrilineal succession and primogeniture. To be aged and male in Classic
Maya culture marks the highest social status. Whether encapsulated within an average
family or at the level of kings, authority most often passed from father to eldest son and
on occasion shifted laterally from older to younger brother (Martin and Grube 2000:14;
McAnany 1995:107; Schele and Miller 1986:84 and footnote 44; Sharer 1994:139-143).
There are, of course, instances of female leadership, but this seems to have occurred only
when the male dynastic line was threatened with extinction (Martin and Grube 2000:1415). The reign of Lady Six Sky, who traveled to Naranjo from Dos Pilas in the late
seventh century AD, is one example of a noble woman who became dynastic regent. Yet
in this case the queen’s influence was overshadowed by the need to produce a legitimate
male heir, and thus her first son K’ak’ Tiliw Chan Chaak acceded the throne at the
remarkable age of two years.
Classic Maya society tended towards patrilineal organization however, it is
important to note that both complementary and interdependent relationships existed
between women and men. According to Gustafson and Trevelyan (2002:71), a separation
of labor was necessary because of the “interaction of biology, longevity, child mortality,
and economic development.” The various subdivisions of Maya culture may not have
functioned in exactly the same hierarchical manner as the political or governmental
spheres (Gustafson and Trevelyan 2002:1).

A more equivalent state of affairs is

expressed by the creator couple of the cosmogonic myth laid out in the Quichéan Popol
Vuh with its dual-gendered, Mother-Father figure (Christenson 2003a:60-66; 2003b:1316). Although gendered relationships of the Classic era remain opaque (Houston, Stuart,
and Taube 2006:51-56), some see the embodiment of a combined male-female spirit in
the maize god, who exhibits a youthful, male physique but is occasionally portrayed
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wearing the “netted skirt,” a costume worn by various kings and deities as well as royal
females and goddesses (R. Joyce 2000:60-65, 79; Looper 2002:173-177; Taube
1992a:64-69). The so-called “gender fluidity” of figures like the maize god may be
analogous to the idea of a combined female-male progenitor (Looper 2002:173-177). It
is important thus, when attempting to understand the contextual significance of a deity
such as God L, who is associated with primordial ancestry, to acknowledge the intricate
ordering of ancient Maya society including its patrilineal hierarchy and its
complementary recognition of the feminine role in existence. This approach is especially
valuable for visual narratives that reveal interaction between the God L figure and the
female moon goddess, a prominent yet still obscure topic of Maya ceramic art.

THE SYMBOLISM OF WEALTH AND TRADE
In their 1999 forum on Classic Maya Language and Gods, Stuart, Houston and
Robertson (1999:134) stated: “All religion is local.” This straightforward declaration
conveys the notion that the context of local community is essential to our developing
knowledge of Maya gods. Some religious ideas were undoubtedly shared amongst the
people of differing regions. However, the specific needs of a particular locale could
cause the alteration of widespread beliefs (Stuart 1997). In the representation of deities,
an area necessity or focus might result in the emphasizing of one or another aspect of a
broadly-worshipped deity. The processes of community life can even create purely
independent variants. This is the case at Copan where a number of unique entities were
memorialized: inscriptional texts describe a Mo’ Witz’ Ajaw (Macaw Mountain Lord)
and a Tu-Kun Witz’ Ajaw (? Mountain Lord), deities seemingly linked to specific local
places (Stuart, Houston, and Robertson 1999:190). Even when certain figurations or
aspects are shared across regional boundaries as were the triad of deities favored at
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Palenque, the manner of evocation in text and image is rarely if ever exact (Stuart,
Houston, and Robertson 1999:185-189). Thus, we cannot assume that the gods known in
Palenque were conceived in precisely the same way as those at Tikal or Naranjo or
Calakmul or any other Classic-era polity.
Four observations based on my research support the premise that locality affects
the identity and conception of God L. Firstly, the physical appearance of God L varies
from place to place. While there is sufficient repetition of attributes to recognize the
deity, individual renditions focus on alternative aspects of personality and differing
spheres of influence (see Appendices A and B). Secondly, this deity was not well
represented in every Maya site, an observation that is puzzling given the ever-widening
corpus of Maya art. The polities of Naranjo, Calakmul, and Palenque produced some of
the finest renderings of God L. Yet, it is unclear whether the people of nearby Tonina,
Yaxchilan, Piedras Negras and Tikal acknowledged this deity’s existence.76 Thirdly, the
characterization of God L does not remain consistent even within the body of art made at
a single polity. Two important depictions originating from the site of Naranjo present
contrasting interpretations of God L’s symbolic domain (compare Figs. A18-A22).
Fourthly, illustrations from the Early Classic vary considerably from with those created
during the Late and Postclassic eras (compare Figs. A1-A6 and A70-A78).

A

comparison of this initial and final imagery suggests that the perception of God L evolved
over time. Associations with militarism and Venus are obscure in the Classic period, but
these aspects of the God L persona became a major focus in representations created
during the Postclassic epoch.

76

An incensario figure within my Appendix B is a possible God L image deriving from Tikal (Fig. B1). If
the object should be accepted as a rendering of God L, this would become the only extant example
currently known from that site.
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The notion of local identity with respect to God L is especially visible in the
iconography of mercantilism.

For close to two decades, God L has been broadly

considered a patron of traders and commerce. While there is surely some accuracy to this
assessment, merchant characteristics are less consistent and widespread than one might
expect. The mercantile attribute is generally defined by the presence of a “trader’s pack,”
a tied bundle that is worn on the back of the God L figure or appears elsewhere in the
scene. Of the 51 distinct images in my Appendices A and B, only thirteen examples
illustrate tied bundles (see checklist in Figs. 3.1a-c), although these are of differing types
and not exclusively presented as portable items containing goods intended for market. In
addition, my corpus of imagery tentatively suggests that the earliest representations of
God L, and those of later date but deriving from the Central Maya Area, have less direct
evidence of mercantilism than do depictions originating from various Late Classic
(Maya) sites in the Yucatan peninsula77 and the outland settlement of Cacaxtla (a
community of seemingly mixed ethnicity).78
From the Early Classic era comes only one secure example of God L, which,
through a footprint motif decorating the loincloth, suggests that he was conceived as a
traveler though not specifically a merchant (Figs. A1 and 3.6a). This same feature turns
up again in a Late Classic rendition created at Palenque (Fig. A8). In these two cases
there is neither a merchant’s backpack nor a presentation of trade goods. While travel is
certainly connected with the notion of long distant mercantile exchange, a journey might
be undertaken for reasons beyond commercialism: persons may venture to foreign places
for religious pilgrimage, to transport tribute owed to an overlord or to enact political
alliances with administrative partners. Movement in the sense of rising upward in status
77 Originating in the Northern Maya Area, from sites like Etzna, Xcalumkin, Oxkintok, and Chocholá are
several renditions including God L with a tied bundle.
78 This observation must remain tentative at present as there exist so few examples of God L from the Early
Classic era from which to draw conclusions.
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to the level of kingship is occasionally symbolized by footprints ascending a scaffold or
pyramid (Fig. 3.6a).

Of course there are also metaphorical journeys such as the

transitions made during a drug or otherwise induced trance, serious illness, and death.

b)

a)
Fig. 3.6:

a) Detail drawing of God L, K3801-1, circa 250-450 AD (redrawn after
Robicsek 1978:118). Footprints rise up the loincloth of God L, suggesting
he is a metaphysical or literal traveler; b) Detail drawing of Stela 6, Piedras
Negras, circa 700-800 AD (after Stuart and Graham 2003: [9]36).
Footprints ascending a scaffold demonstrate the upward movement of a king
taking the ruler’s throne.
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The strongest example of mercantilism, inferred by the profession of itinerant
trading, is the mural of the Red Temple at Cacaxtla (Figs. 3.7 and A11-A12). Created
circa 700 AD, this painting features a remarkable image of God L standing alongside a
back-rack assembly that is resting on the ground behind him. With God L’s trademark
headdress attached, the back pack is held up by a saw-tooth, flint-bladed lance and loaded
with tradable goods such as feathers, a turtle shell, and other miscellaneous items
(Carlson 1991:46-50). The wooden-frame pack of the Cacaxtla mural, clearly designed
for the long-distance hauling of heavy loads, is unique in the God L corpus. Its existence
begs inquiry regarding the conceptual basis for imagery created at this site.

Fig. 3.7:

The trader’s pack of God L. Detail drawing of Fig. A12, mural from the
Red Temple at Cacaxtla (redrawn after de la Fuente 1999:129, fig. 59).

By most accounts an eclectic place during its peak of activity, Cacaxtla is located
in the Tlaxcala region of Mexico, far away from the lowland Maya area where the God L
myth seems to have originated.

Its buildings and paintings combine stylistic features
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from diverse locations including the Maya region, Teotihuacan, Xochicalco, Cholula, El
Tajín and elsewhere (Carlson 1991, 1994; García Cook, Merino Carrión, and Mirambell
S. 1995; López de Molina 1995; Uriarte 1999a). Like other central Mexican sites, this
ancient settlement remained insignificant until after the Teotihuacan decline. By the Late
Classic era it was a thriving city with an extensive building program positioned on a high
platform mound. The painted murals created to decorate its interior spaces focus mainly
on the themes of kingship, warfare, Venus, and trade.
The origin and ethnicity of the Cacaxtla people remain enigmatic even after years
of extensive archaeological excavations.

Two possibilities are hypothesized: 1) the

diverse elements that come together at this site may be due to the settlement and
integration of various ethnic groups from Mexico and elsewhere; 2) the unique crossregional identity of Cacaxtla may derive from strong and distant trade associations,
perhaps led by Olmeca-Xicalanca merchants (López de Molina 1995). Aspects of both
ideas may prove accurate since this area would have been attractive to many types of
settlers (López de Molina 1995). The region surrounding Cacaxtla is rich in fertile soils
that could facilitate the production of commodities for household and market. The site
also lies within a significant trading corridor that connects central Mexico with the Gulf
Coast region (López de Molina 1995).
If trade were indeed a major occupation of this population center and a means of
communal prosperity, one might expect to find evidence in the artistic record of Cacaxtla.
This is of course one possible interpretation of the Red Temple mural program. The
painting places God L within a verdant environment of growing maize and cacao at the
same time it emphasizes a merchant aspect through the heavy load of cargo ready for
distribution.

While the idea remains speculative, it is plausible that the unique

appearance of God L at Cacaxtla is the result of an integration of local beliefs with a
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broader mythic story. In particular it may communicate the special need of this site to
prosper from merchant trade. The unique vision of the Cacaxtla mural incites questions
regarding the relationship of kings and traders. Can a mythical figure such as God L
signify the status of royalty and simultaneously reflect the more labor-intensive class of
merchants? In what ways do the symbols of elite lineage and peripatetic commerce
coexist in the God L model?

b)

a)

c)

d)
Fig. 3.8:

The netted or rope-entwined bundle: a) Detail drawing of Fig. A51a
(redrawn after Tate 1985:129, Fig. 10); b) Detail of Fig. A56 (redrawn after
Taube 1992a:83, fig. 40d); c) Detail drawing of Fig. A41 (redrawn after
Taube 1992a:83, fig. 40e); d) Chaak in canoe with avian headdress and
bundle of God L (after Taube 1992a:87, fig. 43a). For other examples of
this bundle type see also Figs. B13 and B19.
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The aged, male God L is a divine persona of high standing, a mythical progenitor,
and apparent king. Yet artistic narratives do indeed show him transporting or possessing
a variety of bundled objects (Figs. A22, A23, A41, A45, A51, A55, A56, B13, B19).
Unfortunately, the contents of these packages are less clearly discernable than the
commodity-laden rack visible in Cacaxtla example. The most consistent style is a netted
or rope-entwined pack with indistinguishable contents (Figs. 3.8a-d). It is certainly likely
the ancient viewers of this art understood what was carried inside. Did they contain
cacao beans, jade, maize or feathers? How do we determine the meaning of this object?
Although unmarked hieroglyphically, it is plausible that two of the packs enclose feathers
(Figs. A51, A56). According to Karl Taube (personal communication 2006), a bird
seated upon a rope-entwined pack symbolizes the general idea of commodities bundled
for trade, especially the cargo of colorful and highly-prized feathers.79 The pack of God
L in another example appears to hold a seated bird and numerous small, rounded objects,
perhaps cacao beans or precious stone beads (Figs. A54-A55).
There are occasions in Maya art when the contents of bundles are labeled. A
painting from Classic-era Campeche shows K’awiil holding an open bag of cacao beans
(Fig. 3.9a).

The inscription at the upper left denotes the word wi’il (meaning “an

abundance of food”) and text in the band below the scene includes the Maya word kakaw
(cacao; Miller and Martin 2004:75). A glyphic label on the bag itself (reading “nineeight thousands”) indicates the extraordinary amount of cacao beans contained within this
sack (Miller and Martin 2004:75). We have not been so fortunate in the God L corpus
with the inscriptional labeling of bundles. However, two painted ceramics linked to the
lowland site of Naranjo picture a package that is hieroglyphically tagged ikaatz (Figs.
3.9b-c, A21 and A23).
79

This symbol of mercantilism is especially visible in the Borgia Codex of central Mexico (Karl Taube,
personal communication 2006).
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a)

b)

Fig. 3.9:

c)

a) Capstone with K’awiil, Campeche, Mexico, 600-800 AD, painted
limestone, 67.5 cm [h] x 36.5 cm [w], Museo Amparo, Puebla, Mexico
(after Miller and Martin 2004:75); b) Detail drawing of ikaatz bundle from
Fig. A22, K2796 (redrawn after M. Coe 1973:109); c) Detail drawing of
ikaatz bundle from Fig. A27, K7750-1 (drawing by author).

The ikaatz bundle is no ordinary item. In his early analysis of this topic, Brian
Stross (1988) suggested the knotted bags that appear in Maya art might relate to the
insignia of civil/religious office holders as well as the social obligations undertaken by
leadership figures. More recently, David Stuart (2002) has interpreted the ikaatz bundles
as gatherings of highly-prized stone, probably jade beads.

The large-sized and

prominently marked bundles relate to the “display, presentation, and deposition of wealth
in the Classic Maya court systems of tribute, exchange and gift-giving” (Stuart 2002).
The notion of wealth is inherent in the portrayal of these bundles but it is not entirely
clear how the ancient Maya viewed the possession of material abundance (Stuart 2002).80
80

Chocolate and jade were apparently the two most important commodities in the Classic Maya era (Stuart
2002).
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Nevertheless, we can be certain the ikaatz bundles are culturally important objects as they
occur in representations of kingly accession, elite gifting, and tribute presentation as well
as dancing and dressing ceremonies (Stuart 2002).
The symbolism of ikaatz is certainly related to the trader’s milieu since tribute
goods would have to be both collected and transported. But the abundant, exotic, and
highly-sought contents of these tied bags would presumably be beyond the realm of an
ordinary market exchange, reserved for special occasions and high-ranking persons. The
representation of an ikaatz bundle in the possession of God L clearly communicates the
superior wealth and status of this deity. Seated in front of his package of riches, he
appears to protect this legacy item acquired through lineage and rank. However, one
must further question the utility of this particular ikaatz. Will God L keep the jade and
other items for his own personal delight? Or is the function of this deity to guard and
transport the ritual pack of wealth to some other deserving recipient, who may then
utilize the bundled goods in the fulfillment of a sacred observance?
There are a few other types of objects possessed by the God L persona.
Likewise, the significance of these items seems to diverge from the standard trader’s
milieu. One oddly-shaped and wrapped package carries the dotted markings of a feline
pelage (Fig. 3.10a). It has a distinct division at the center that may emulate the irregular
edging of a stretched animal hide and carries a different sort of linear patterning on the
right side. This representation compares more readily with hieroglyphic imagery of regal
thrones and Maya codices than with the netted merchant pack (Figs. 3.10b-c). The object
connected to God L is most likely a throne seat as it is closely resembles one that is
pictured within the environs of a royal Maya court (3.10d). The visual evidence shows a
Maya king or possible Itzamnaaj (not God L) seated upon a cushion placed atop a raised
stone platform. This regal seat has jaguar spots on top, a saw-toothed motif along the
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center, and a linear pattern along the bottom akin to the God L example. A second
cushion of like format rests behind the regent. In front is a tied bundle of tribute (folded
cloth?) while underneath the platform sits what looks like a closed screen-fold book.
In a separate image we find another unusual item linked to God L, this one
resembling a tripod ceramic vessel (Fig. 3.11a and A42). The spiral motifs along the top
indicate the frothiness of a contained beverage, probably kakaw (David Stuart, personal
communication 2006; Karl Taube, personal communication 2006).

Once again, the

pictorial context of this image emphasizes the regal status of God L. The chocolate drink
rests behind the deity as though guarded by his presence. A leafy or feathery substance
(tobacco?) held in his right hand is perhaps another tribute item or commodity to be
ceremoniously or otherwise enjoyed.
A different form, resembling a ceramic or wooden throne or drum, is incorporated
within the narrative scene of K1507 (Figs. 3.11b and A57-A58). The hide- or clothcovered and footed container is placed in front of a standing God L. He holds what may
be a collection of feathers above it.

Most likely a drum, the object resembles a

percussion instrument that is actively played by a supernatural creature shown in the
painted narrative of K530 (Fig. 3.11c).

The carved scene of K1507 includes an

elaborately costumed and masked figure involved in the performance of some kind of
ritual that includes an enema bag (located at lower left-hand corner of scene) and a single,
long-fingered glove. K’awiil watches the happening from a separate space to the left.
Unfortunately, no inscriptional tagging reveals the ultimate purpose of the object placed
in front of God L.
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Fig. 3.10:

Other related possessions of God L: a) Detail drawing of Fig. A45, K154
(redrawn after Robicsek 1978:122, fig. 137). This bundle closely resembles
a royal throne; b) Possible tz’am [throne?] hieroglyph (after Macri and
Looper 2003:195, XHA); c) The hieroglyphic hu’un or hun [headband,
paper, book] (after Macri and Looper 2003:195, XHB); d) Detail of K7821,
[Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel,
24.6 cm [h] x 13.2 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin
Kerr).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3.11:

Other related possessions of God L: a) A foamy beverage contained in a
ceramic vessel, detail of Fig. A42 (redrawn after Hellmuth 1987:298, fig.
661); b) Possible ceramic drum or throne, detail of Fig. A58, K1507
(drawing by author); c) Detail of K530, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD,
polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 24 cm [h] x 16.7 cm [diameter]
(after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr). A footed drum is played
by a supernatural musician.
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a)

b)
Fig. 3.12:

a) Detail of Fig. A45, K154 (redrawn after Robicsek 1978:122, fig. 137).
God L holds the head of K’awiil, which appears to have been exhumed from
the container below; b) Detail of K3827, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD,
polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 16 cm [h] x 18.3 cm [diameter]
(after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr). A K’awiil figure with
“mirror” marked forehead is attached to a throne cushion resting behind a
possible Itzamnaaj, who presents a lidded vessel to a subservient
companion.

Yet another container is visible in Figure 3.12a, here positioned in front of the
seated deity. The pictorial action suggests God L has recently exhumed the head of
K’awiil from inside a box-like form. If this reading is accurate, the container may
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represent an otoot, a kind of “god-home” or man-made vessel created to house a divine
spirit or enclose the rejuvenating force that is personified by a god effigy (Brian Stross,
personal

communication

2006;

Stuart

1998:394-395;

David

Stuart,

personal

communication 2006).81 There are a number of representations in which God L is shown
to transport K’awiil (see below pages 140-145). Within the still obscure covenant of
Maya religion, the visual metaphor of transport may in cases such as this communicate
the mutually beneficial relationship enjoyed by these two sacred entities: the successful
kingship of God L may be determined in part by his accommodation of K’awiil. As the
embodiment of power itself, the K’awiil figure intermeshes tightly with the display of
regal paraphernalia. The presentation of power symbols in K154 (such as God L’s throne
cushion and head of K’awiil) are duplicated, in a slightly different format, by a possible
Itzamnaaj deity on K3837 (Fig. 3.12b).
In summary, the symbols of elite lineage and peripatetic commerce do coexist in
the God L model. However, it is far from clear that the literal notion of mercantilism was
a preeminent feature of every example of God L. Certainly this attribute is strongly
represented at the Mexican site of Cacaxtla. But, this particular interpretation may have
resulted from the unique circumstances of this possibly inter-ethnic and commerciallydriven community. In contrast, imagery of God L from the Northern and Central Maya
Areas shows less convincing evidence of such an emphatic interest in communicating the
message of trade. The ceramic art of the Chocholá region (Northern Area) illustrates
netted or tied packs that have undistinguished contents. While the symbolism of these
packages evokes the general idea of mercantilism, this evocation is unfortunately not
reinforced by inscriptional labeling that would clarify artistic intention. Conversely, the
hieroglyphic labeling on two images from the site of Naranjo (located in the Central
81

On the other hand, it is equally plausible the container pictured in this example appears for some other,
still unknown purpose unrelated to the concept of otoot.
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Maya Area) does describe one important bundled possession of God L as an ikaatz, a
hefty gathering of precious stone or jade that signifies great wealth.
The sacrosanct ikaatz, though related to both trade and acquisition, may more
accurately denote the benefits and responsibilities of high-ranking office rather than the
more secular notion of merchant exchange. Given the array of ritualistic scenarios in
which ikaatz bundles are pictured in Maya art (e.g. scenes of tribute presentation, elite
gifting, accession, dancing and dressing), we cannot at present ascertain the exact
purpose of the various bundles possessed by God L. Could other bundled packages
associated with God L contain goods necessary to the fulfillment of an undisclosed
ceremony of local origin? Beyond designating the elevated status of this deity, the ikaatz
bundles in particular may infer a responsibility that was mythically attributed to God L.
His charge within the covenant of Maya religion may have incorporated, at least in part,
the security and transportation of sacred objects to be used in the public/private
ceremonies of Maya royalty.
Inextricably bound together in ancient Mesoamerica were notions of commodity
and duty. The covenant of Maya religion necessitated the acquisition of goods for
nurturing both kings and gods. Objects traded and accumulated were used for tribute
payments to royal administrators as well as for guarding the force of patron deities.
Because regal legitimacy required a public display of abundance, mercantilism cannot be
separated from the prosperity and political stability of kings. But, within the corpus of
God L imagery, symbolism of commerce is primarily linked to this deity’s position as
royal agent. It secondarily moves outward from there to encompass other cultural aspects
such as the sphere of traders themselves. The unmatched emphasis placed on commerce
that is visible in the Cacaxtla mural seems to evoke a focal endeavor of this particular
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community.

Thus, it is crucial to consider the local origin of works of art in the

interpretation of God L and his mercantile attribute.

REPRESENTING ELITE AND GODLY LIFESTYLES
Some notable aspects of the God L persona mimic elite society, the royal persons
and activities that are the main subject of Maya art.82 As touched on in a previous
section, imitation can revolve around the personification of gender and age.

The

paralleling of social hierarchy can also be communicated through costume components
and the content of narrative scenery. Ancient Maya society invested extensive labor in
the crafting of distinctive costuming and the production of specialized architecture to
accommodate the daily activities of community leaders. High-ranking males dressed in
elaborate apparel crafted out of cotton cloth, the pelts of jaguars, sea shells, feathers, jade
and precious stone.

Appropriate attire included beaded necklaces, dangling ear

ornaments, intricately designed and finely-woven fabrics, arm cuffs, anklets, and sandals
as well as heavily-decorated belt assemblies, headdresses, and back racks (Joyce
2000:65-67; Schele and Miller 1986:66-67). Members of a royal family were housed in
palatial compounds, and honored in death through magnificent tomb structures and
plentiful offerings. The luxury experienced and riches acquired by elites rose to a level
of quantity/quality that was presumably beyond the scope of ordinary people. These
manifestations of communal society served to highlight the status of nobles: the
procurement of architectural monuments, finely-crafted items and foreign goods
exemplified a willful, labor-intensive devotion to an established social order. Indeed,
such acquisition and display provided decidedly visible evidence of one’s ability to bring
82

Inomata and Houston (2001) and Miller and Martin (2004) provide extensive commentary on the royal
courts of ancient Maya culture.
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about transformation, to understand and manipulate both the inside (local) and outside
(foreign) worlds (Helms 1993:4, 81-82, 138-140, 163-170).
The costuming of God L imitates his human counterparts in a myriad of ways (see
Appendix A and Fig. 3.13a-b). However, it never reaches the dramatic proportions of the
sometimes heavily bejeweled maize god or the most ostentatious of Classic-era kings.83
Regardless of proportion, the repertoire of garments utilized to animate God L point
securely to his positioning within the upper echelon of society. Individual costume
elements do vary considerably, but in every example of God L there is at least some
degree of finery. Fully one-hundred percent of the pictures in Appendix A display
beaded necklaces and/or ear ornaments, a standard part of elite attire. Of the thirty-three
works of art included in my “probable” corpus, ten show God L wearing clothing made
from jaguar skin (cloaks, loin coverings, mittens or socks). This type of regal costuming
is demonstrated visually through a dotted feline pelage as in the sandals of Itzamnaaj
B’ahlam and the skirt of Itzamnaaj K’awiil (Fig. 3.13a-b). Highly decorative fabrics are
distinguishable as shoulder mantles in at least fourteen examples, a royal fashion repeated
on Yaxchilan, Lintel 24. Like his kingly counterparts, God L exhibits wrist bands, ankle
cuffs, and belt assemblies that protect/enhance the abdomen.

83

See for example the maize god as “Holmul dancer” on K4464 and the elaborate regalia of the two kings
shown on Yaxchilan Lintel 3 (Fig. 3.21).
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a)

Fig. 3.13:

b)

a) Yaxchilan, Lintel 24, 725 AD, limestone, 110.5 cm [h] x 80.6 cm [w]
(after Schele and Miller 1986:187, plate 62a, drawing by Ian Graham).
Notice the lengthy beaded necklace extending down the chest and back,
woven fabric cape, arm and leg cuffs, and belt assembly of Itzamnaaj
B’ahlam II; b) Naranjo, Stela 8, 800 AD, limestone, 187 cm [h] x 92 cm
[w] (after Graham and Von Euw 1975: Vol. 2[I]:27). Amongst the finery
worn by Itzamnaaj K’awiil are a belt of woven (pohp) design, jaguar pelt
with tail, long ear assembly, nose emanation, cord-like adornment
underneath the eye, and seashell attached above the ear.
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a)

b)

Fig. 3.14:

c)

The woven motif (putative pohp [mat] or jäl [to plait or weave]):
a) Detail drawing of the façade of a popol nah (meeting house) at Uaxactun,
circa 100 BC (redrawn after Schele and Mathews 1998:44, fig. 1.16,
drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy Foundation for the
Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org); b)
Hieroglyphic form of woven motif (T0615; jäl, after Macri and Looper
2003:228, ZQ8); c) Detail drawing of woven motif worn by God L (after
Robertson 1991: fig. 43, drawing by Merle Greene Robertson).

In a number of cases a woven patterning augments the costume of God L; the
design may occur in the form of a necklace (Figs. A4, A8, A10), extend out from a loin
cloth (Fig. A22) or be applied to his headdress, belt or other possessions (Figs. A23, A51,
A60).84 This particular kind of patterning mimics the weaving together of reeds into a
cushioned throne or mat (the putative pohp, in Spanish: petate).

A sign of ruling

authority, the motif can be found as a component of glyphic text, decorating costume
elements, and incorporated into the facade sculpture of buildings. At Uaxactun for
example, a popol nah (meeting house) was decorated with false, curtain-covered

84

The woven reed base of a jaguar throne is visible in Fig. A23.
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doorways sculpted in stone to resemble interwoven bull rushes (Fig. 3.14; Taube
1998a:429-431, fig. 2). The wearing of this symbol presumably sets one apart from other
members of society because it implies an active role within governmental organization.
A ranking official within a particular lineage group might, for example, possess this
status marker.
Art of the ancient Maya animates through visual representation the locations and
activities of courtly life. Part of a monistic worldview that focused artistically on elite
behavior, the public/private spaces of royalty formed the thematic basis for a great deal of
creative expression. The endeavors of divine beings, modeled in some aspects after their
earthly counterparts, happened in extraordinary places and in special moments of time.
For instance, the polychrome ceramic K511 shows a palatial setting of exceptional
comfort (Figs. A13-A15). Presumably the abode of God L, this throne room is populated
by attendants who look after his whims and necessities. A thatched-roof structure of
another portrayal has a less extravagant feel, but nevertheless communicates the
eminence of God L through the positioning and deference visible in the doings of his
subordinates (Figs. A28-A29). God L is evoked in the literal space of ceremonious
architecture at Palenque where a rendition of the deity is sculpted onto the sanctuary
panels of the Temples of the Cross and Sun (Figs. A7-A10), and again at the site of
Cacaxtla where his form decorates the staircase of a structure called the Red Temple
(Figs. A11-A12). Interestingly, a probable God L also shows up near a staircase on a
ceramic vessel from the western Peten (Figs. A35-A36), however the setting in this case
is more like the interior of a damp, stone temple than the verdant field of growing plants
visible at Cacaxtla.85

85

Alternatively, the figure noted here as a probable God L may represent the sun god K’inich Ajaw
wearing an eagle headdress (Karl Taube, personal communication 2006).
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Sometimes the figure of God L occupies a fully cavernous setting deep within the
living-mountain or witz (Figs. A21-A27).86 The crossed bones and disembodied eyes
above the royal seat may hieroglyphically name this location as a ch’een (Vogt and Stuart
2005:159).

Besides carrying the approximate meaning of “cave” or “spring,” this

fundamental word can encompass notions of both a sacred place of creation and the
sacramental founding of a communal living space, especially when it is near a natural
fountainhead or subterranean opening (Vogt and Stuart 2005:159-163).87 The Maya
viewed caves as entrances to the underworld, liminal places where communication could
occur between gods and humans. Indeed, caves may represent the perceived source of all
water and by dint of its essentiality, the source of life itself (Saturno, Taube, and Stuart
2005; Vogt and Stuart 2005). That God L performed in such a setting bestows upon the
deity an important cosmogonic role. This idea is accentuated further by text specifying
the great significance of certain moments in time. The mythical date of creation (4 Ajaw
8 Kumk’u), an essential day with regard to ancestry and timekeeping in the Classic era, is
the temporal setting for the activities of God L pictured on two polychrome vessels (Figs.
A21, A23-A24).
The actions and environs of gods encapsulate aspects of courtly culture (Miller
and Martin 2004:51-65). Yet Maya artists did make some distinctions between beings of
divine stature and those of the earthly realm. Godly personifications were identified
through certain graphic conventions that communicated an amplified sensory ability and
an interface of character elements with other forms of existence. A number of these

86

Caves have long been recognized as locations of special ritualistic interest in Mesoamerican culture.
Among the many sources on the use and meaning of caves in Mesoamerica are Bassie-Sweet (1991); Brady
and Prufer (2005); Heyden (1975, 1981); and Stone (1995).
87 Many Maya polities were sited at certain locations because of an extant cave/spring (Vogt and Stuart
2005:163). The word ch’een can combine in forms such as chan-ch’een (sky-cave) wherein it possibly
implies the larger meaning “world” or refers to the built environment of a temple pyramid (Vogt and Stuart
2005:160-163).
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mannerisms are visible in the repertoire of God L: a cord-like, beaded feature attached
below the eye sockets, a spiraling line within the eyeball, a jaguar ear or sea shell
positioned near the aural cavity, emanations exiting from various bodily locations, and
markings that expressed a state of liminal suspension (Figs. 3.15a-d and Figs. 3.17a-c).
A heightened sense of sight is established through the graphic alteration of
ordinary physique.88 In the corpus of Maya art, there are a number of figures whose eyes
are adorned by a string of droplets and/or a cord-like element, sometimes extending up
into a twisted loop positioned between the eyes, a feature nicknamed the “cruller”
because of its likeness to a coiled form of doughnut. These graphic inclusions accentuate
the ocular cavity and thereby insinuate an unusual or superior visual ability in the wearer
of such a device (Figs. 3.15a, c, d). But the appearance of subtly changeable, ocular
augmentations plausibly suggests broader notions of seeing, abilities perhaps unique to
one or another entity or shared across a certain category of existence. Are the droplets
intended to communicate a watery field of vision or blood pulsing through the optical
nerve? Do the beaded and corded elements represent the idea of nourishment, a kind of
ocular umbilicus that feeds godly vision? Were the eyes of multiple deities perceived as
bound perpetually together, allowing each participant the benefit of a paramount optical
experience?

88 Houston and Taube (2000) discuss numerous references made to sensory perception in Maya art and
text. According to their research, the ancient Maya and other Mesoamerican peoples showed an intense
interest in communicating the procreative and projective value of sensory experience.
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a)

b)

d)

c)
Fig. 3.15:

The markings of divinity and life: a) Detail of Fig. A7, Temple of the Cross,
Palenque (after Robertson 1991: fig. 44, drawing by Merle Greene
Robertson). Notice the spiral used to represent the pupil of God L and his
bird. Attached to the owl’s forehead is a mirror with the same swirling line.
This image also includes a beaded, cord-like feature underneath the eyes
(God L and bird), a spotted jaguar ear attached above the earring, a smokelike emanation exiting the forehead, a burning tobacco roll and smoke, water
or foliation extending from the headdress; b) Detail of Fig. A20, K1398
(drawing by author). God L here has a spiral eye, an emanation rising from
his headdress, jaguar spots around the chin, a seashell near the ear, and a
speech scroll linking his mouth to text above; c) Detail of Fig. A21, K2796
(redrawn after Schele and Miller 1986:54). Note the spiraling eyeball, the
cord-like, beaded eye motif, nose emanation, tobacco roll, jaguar markings
at the mouth and above the ear assembly, and maize-form foliage arising
from the headdress; d) Detail of Fig. A32 (after drawing provided by David
Stuart). This figure of God L smokes tobacco and displays a jaguar ear,
forehead emanation, and [possibly] a beaded, cord motif under the eye.
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Fig. 3.16:

K688, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic, 22.5 cm [h]
x 12 cm [diameter], Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr. A twisted cord
interlinks deity figures.

The notion that Maya gods might have been envisioned as endowed with a
common and interconnected eyesight pushes beyond available evidence. However, the
contiguousness of supernatural entities is illustrated on at least one Maya ceramic. The
cordage that interlinks deity figures in K688 does not specifically denote an ocular
attachment but rather suggests a scaffold-like network that both connects and supports
(Fig. 3.16). The dark milieu here portrayed is equated with the watery underworld of
Maya lore, a mythical place in which the cord might represent a mechanism for intertransport between the cosmic realms.89 The twisting, turning rope is likened to the
human intestines and umbilicus, and because of bodily functioning, to notions of birth,
death, and rebirth (Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993:99-107, 423 footnote 56; Taube
89

This idea is drawn from the Kerr Maya Vase Database item K688, accessed 5 February 2006.
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1994). This “cosmic umbilicus” is further interpreted as a floral metaphor for the source
of life, a graphic convention intended to depict the vivifying force of gods and humans
alike, the sustaining nourishment supplied by blood shed in the context of sacrificial rites
(Looper and Guernsey Kappelman 2001).90
Although not present in every example, various forms of the rope-like eye
adornment surface in the characterizations of eight Maya gods including Chaak,
Itzamnaaj, K’inich Ajaw, Jaguar God of the Underworld, K’awiil, Goddess O, God N,
and God L (Figs. A8, A10, A19, A22, A37, A40, A53, A67, A70, A78, B1, B3, B10?,
B17, B19?, B23a-b).91

Not unexpectedly, human elites emulate godly vision in

renderings of deity impersonations, fire drilling ceremonies, and the exhibition of
captives (see e.g. Fig. 3.13b).92 While the questions posed above remain unresolved for
now, we can reasonably assume that Maya artists accentuated the eyes of certain figures
in order to relay important information about transcendent modes of visual perception.
An essential point touched upon in the preceding paragraphs is the ancient Maya
construct of godly capability. As Houston and Taube (2000) convincingly argue, the
senses of sight, smell, and hearing were given considerable attention in the manifestations
of art and speech created in Mesoamerica. Judging from the descriptive tagging that
occurs in the script and image of Maya art, gods were conceived as living, breathing
creatures of sensory perception. Godly acumen may have been somewhat different than
humankind and generally in excess of ordinary experience. Yet the vulnerability of
deities proves, at least upon occasion, even godly judgment failed. Of course in the

90 See also Arthur Miller’s commentary on the cordage portrayed in the murals at Tulum, cited in Looper
and Guernsey Kappelman (2001:3).
91 See Taube (1992a) for examples of other deities wearing the corded motif. Further discussion on the
discrepancies of the corded eye motif in relation to depictions of God L, K’inich Ajaw and the Jaguar God
of the Underworld appears later in this chapter.
92 Stuart (1998:402-409) discusses the Jaguar God of the Underworld in relation to Maya fire rituals.
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manner of other social conceits, certain elite humans could share in the potential for
heightened sensory awareness and possess an inherent condition of pleasing sensibility.
The acts of seeing and breathing were apparently the most compelling of the
senses (Houston and Taube 2000:264). As is exemplified by the corded, ocular motif
described in the preceding paragraphs, artists employed distinct graphic conventions to
differentiate the sensory insights that were possible in their world. In Maya art, an
alternative way to represent sight was through variable eyeball treatments. Eyes could be
drawn as more human-like and rounded or more god-like and square. Within the ocular
socket, pupils can look relatively normal or be rendered in such a way as to draw
attention to distinction. One example of this phenomenon is the severely cross-eyed
appearance typical of the sun god K’inich Ajaw (see e.g. Fig. A20). Closed eyes were
utilized to suggest sleep or death. Some were even extruded from the orbital and made to
dangle gruesomely from an optic cord.
Another important device employed by Maya artists is a swirling line drawn
within the eyeball. This particular form is prevalent in representations of God L (Figs.
A8, A10, A18, A21, A23?, A31, A39?, A43, A44?, A56, A70?, A75?, A78, B1, B3, B17,
B19). In the inventory of Maya gods, the spiraling type of pupil seems less widespread
than the exteriorly-attached, beaded-cord motif.

However, portrayals of Chaak,

Itzamnaaj, K’awiil, and GI demonstrate the spiral feature.93 About eighteen cases within
my Appendices A and B show the swirled line. Alternately, the eye of God L can be
depicted closed (Figs. A4, A55), decorated with jaguar spots (Figs. A51, B15), or appear
distinctly cross-eyed (Fig. A46). Other instances of the deity either display a normal eye
or are too obscure to detect.

93

See examples in Taube (1992a).
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Vision was considered a procreative act (Houston and Taube 2000:281). Not only
does the eye receive information from the outside world, Maya people believed the power
of sight could affect and change that world. Vision had an agentive quality: like an
“emanating eye” it could establish communion between an inner will and some external
result (Houston and Taube 2000:281).

The fascination with eyes in Mesoamerican

culture may have derived in part from the physical characteristics one can readily
experience. For example, the eyeball has a reflective quality, a mirror-like brilliance that
seems at times to contain light itself; one need only imagine the iridescence of a jaguar’s
eyes at night to picture the strangeness of this phenomenon (Houston and Taube
2000:282).
According to Houston and Taube (2000:283-285), there were two kinds of godly
eyes: one was drawn with a pair of curving lines personifying the hard, yet highlypolished surface of stone mirrors or celts. The other, a spiraling form, represented the
muted, opaque reflection of a watery underworld. If Houston and Taube are correct in
their assessment, the swirling line inside the eye of God L marks the condition of his
sight: it is vision that looks in to or out from a darkened, aquatic environment, a place of
marginality between two opposing realms. Both God L and his owl companion display
the spiraling eye in the representation at the Temple of the Cross at Palenque (Fig. 3.14a).
A mirror attached to the bird’s forehead also contains this graphic device.94
Houston and Taube (2000:283) posit important questions regarding the
differentiation that was applied to godly vision: perhaps a particular type of eye allowed
for a unique sensory experience. The physical act of seeing was integrated into societal
beliefs about personal status and knowledge (Houston and Taube 2000:286-287).
Referential acts of seeing in Maya text and image imply that “sight discharged an
94

Taube (1992b) discusses the iconography of mirrors in Mesoamerican art.
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authorizing function in Classic society” (Houston and Taube 2000:287). Events achieved
validity not only because they happened but because sight allowed others to participate as
co-creators of an event (Houston and Taube 2000:287). Indeed, to see was to discern and
to understand; the act of visual perception was regarded as physiological, cognitive,
intellectual, and in extraordinary cases, visionary and spiritually omniscient (Houston and
Taube 2000:287).
Perhaps it was their view of visual perception that persuaded Maya artists to blend
the liminal quality of mirrors with ephemeral states of being.

In fact, reflectivity

symbolism provided an effective means of communicating the liminal state of gods. The
so-called “mirror” motif, with its pair of curving lines, imitates the hieroglyphic sign for
nen, a word that designates a hard, reflective surface (Houston and Taube 2000:384).
Compare, for example, the scripted nen with the emblem drawn halfway around the arm
of God L (Figs. 3.17a, c). Just as the eyes of gods were treated in differing ways,
reflectivity motifs (also called “god markings”) were used to decorate the bodily surfaces
of ancestors and deities. These graphic insignia, which do not show up in renderings of
humans, specify both brightness and darkness (Schele and Miller 1986:43).95 The mirrorlike brightness indicated on the K154 ceramic can be seen on God L’s body in two more
representations (Figs. A10, A11). Instead, alternate views of God L features the ak’ab’
“darkness” symbol (compare Figs. 3.17b and A36), and a stepped design of unknown
meaning (Fig. A53).

95 Schele and Miller (1986:43) suggest the markings of brightness and darkness might carry positive or
negative connotations or be associated with the celestial or underworld realms. While humans are not
shown with “mirror” markings on their body, actual mirrors are worn as part of military and other
costuming.
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a)

b)

Fig. 3.17:

c)

Types of bodily markings: a) The nen or brightness [“mirror”] sign used to
signify hard, reflective surfaces (after Houston and Taube 2000:285, fig.
19a); b) The ak’ab’ or “darkness” sign in hieroglyphic form and shown in
half view as if wrapped around an arm (after Schele and Miller 1986:43, fig.
20, here spelled akbal); c) Detail of Fig. A45, K154 (redrawn after Robicsek
1978:122, fig. 137). Notice the “mirror” symbolism on the arm of God L.

A few observations are pertinent here. With only six, varying instances occurring
in my corpus, “mirror” or god markings must be considered a secondary trait, one that is
not essential to the manifestation of God L. The lack of consistent labeling with regard to
reflectivity type indicates this deity was able to encompass both brightness and darkness
according to his mythical situation. It was apparently not contradictory to signify a
darkened, watery vision through the application of a spiraling eye at the same time
another emblem showed a bodily state of brightness (both features are present in Fig.
3.17c). Indeed, the meaning of reflectivity symbolism may have been nuanced in many
ways.

However, one probable intention for the inclusion of such emblems was to

emphasize the interstitial fluidity of beings like God L.
Beyond his special vision and liminal state of being, renderings of God L
demonstrate an ability to hear, speak, smell, and breathe. We can reasonably assume that
gods had the capacity for a heightened auditory experience if the characteristics of
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hearing run parallel to those of sight. Sensory perception is loaded, both semantically
and emotionally, with experiential data, and when presented in works of art, the visual
details of this data become deeply encoded with cultural meaning (Houston and Taube
2000:262-263). According to Houston and Taube (2000:263), representations of sight,
smell, and hearing utilize a graphic synaesthesia in which the evocation of one sense
inherently conveys concurrent knowledge of other sensory perceptions. Thus, the sight
of written language in Maya culture automatically incorporated the auditory experience
of hearing those words spoken aloud (Houston and Taube 2000:263). With regard to the
portrayal of sound, we find elites and gods alike wear heavily-jeweled ear assemblies.
When seen in works of art these ear adornments are meant to be understood as beautifully
visible objects (sight), as producing lovely tinkling sounds (hearing), and as representing
the pleasant auditory state inherent to the wearer (elites/gods create and understand
beautiful sounds).
Returning to the specifics of God L, artists certainly drew attention to his special
sense of hearing. His ear was not just costumed in the jeweled flare assembly: it was
deliberately adorned with a seashell or jaguar ear (see e.g. Figs. 3.15a-d and 3.17c).
Drawing on the idea of synaesthesia, these extra added features were intended to convey
a cross-modal perceptivity. It is therefore plausible that God L was believed to be
capable of hearing the sounds of watery places and of verdant forest environments. But
this deity also comprehended the manner in which each of these separate, living creatures
experienced the auditory world. He could, for example, hear ocean/forest sounds and
hear like ocean/forest creatures. Representations of royalty do include this costume
element: a sea shell is worn by Naranjo king Itzamnaaj K’awiil (Fig. 3.13b) and a lord of
Seibal wears what looks to be a combined shell/jaguar ear (Fig. 3.18a).
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a)
Fig. 3.18:

b)
a) Detail of Seibal, Stela 14 (after Graham 1996, Vol. 7[I]:39, drawing by
Ian Graham). This Seibal king wears a combined shell/jaguar ear; b) Head
of K’inich Ajaw (combined with aspects of other gods) from a belt
assembly, detail of Tikal, Stela 31 (after Taube 1992a:53, fig. 23c).

In the imagery of God L, the jaguar ear is more prominent than the seashell motif.
A jaguar ear attachment is visible in ten representations (Figs. A8, A10, A12 [God L dons
entire jaguar head], A17, A22, A23, A32, A33, A40, B10), and a seashell in only one
(Fig. A45).96 Of course, all deities wear long ear assemblies as a standard part of
costuming, but the inclusion of a shell or jaguar ear is far less consistent. Jaguar ears are
worn on occasion by K’inich Ajaw (Fig. 3.18b), Goddess I, and the spotted Hero Twin
(for additional illustrations see Taube 1992a:102, 114). The deities Chaak and K’awiil
share the seashell element (Taube 1992a:77).
Speech in Maya art is inherently designated whenever an inscription appears.
Text was meant to be read aloud as though at the very moment of viewing it, one could
hear a vocal narration (Houston and Taube 2000:263).

Artists at times even

demonstrated an active first person speech. This was achieved through the graphic
96

Extra ear attachments are also visible on Figures A19-A20, A35, and A67 but these are not clearly
distinguishable as either jaguar ears or sea shells.
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mechanism of linearly connecting an open mouth to hieroglyphic script. In the manner of
cartoon imagery, characters were given indicator lines pointing towards a relevant
statement. As Houston and Taube (2000:273) explain, the utterances of Maya lords were
unlike ordinary discourse. Speech was the oratory privilege of kings and perhaps the
basis for the title ajaw (lord), since this term may derive from aj-aw meaning “he of the
shout” or “shouter” (Fields 1989:75; Houston and Taube 2000:273). Words spoken by an
ajaw were hot and solar; they could be felt as well as heard (Houston and Taube
2000:273).
The visual renderings of Maya art transform ephemeral speech into something
concrete and imperishable (Houston and Taube 2000:273). Energetic, scrolling lines
designate sound projecting from the mouths of orators. Twisting and turning, the lines
climb upward and shoot forth with their own emanations. The effect is one of animation
as though the words themselves are alive, burning or spoken with a musical tonality. Not
surprisingly, this visual device materializes in a few images of God L where artists have
designated him as the origin of certain [partially deciphered] vocalizations (Fig. 3.15b
and see also Figs. A13-A14, A16-A17, A20).
Equally important, the speech of God L could both imitate the sound of a jaguar
and flowing water. A number of images evidence the feline sonance through a spotted
pelage surrounding his mouth (Figs. 3.15b-c and A12 [God L’s head literally emerges
from the mouth of a jaguar], A18, A22, A31, A41, A75).97 A variant from the Dresden
Codex shows instead a beaded line encircling the mouth of God L, a device used in Maya
art to demonstrate water (Figs. 3.19a-b). The intention here may be to communicate the

97

Alternatively, the jaguar pelage around God L’s mouth may indicate an appetite for fresh meat.
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muffled and distorted quality of God L’s voice, like sounds one might hear in an
underwater environment or alternately, the thunderous acoustic effect of pounding rain.98

b)

a)
Fig. 3.19:

a) Detail of seated God L, Dresden Codex page 14c (after Taube 1992a:80,
fig. 38b). Notice the water beads surrounding the mouth; b) Detail of
K2085, Naranjo region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic, 13.3 cm
[h] x 15 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr). A
long-beaked aquatic bird sits alongside a line of flowing water.

Related to speech are the intertwined notions of breath and smell. Smell in
Mesoamerican art was readily equated with flowers, a sweet and fragrant essence that
brought gladness and joy to being (Houston and Taube 2000:265). To manifest the idea
of a floral scent, precious stone beads, made from jade and sometimes sculpted in a
flowery form, are shown to hover before nose or mouth. Positioned as such, the beaded
adornments (sometimes quite elaborate) emulated the acts of smelling and breathing.
The jade beads or floral tokens may have marked “some refined quality of royal and
godly breath or some reflection of status” (Houston and Taube 2000:265). For characters

98

As mentioned on pages 12-13, the naming phrase of God L in the Dresden Codex includes a sign related
to rainwater.
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of elite/divine standing, the essences entering the nose as fragrance and exiting the mouth
as breath were only of the sweet smelling kind (Houston and Taube 2000:267).99
Maya symbols of flowery breath encompassed other ideas as well.

The

positioning of a precious, jade bead at the nasal opening in effect represented life itself
because death would extinguish all breathing. One might ask in this regard whether the
inclusion of nasal exhalations in artistic portrayals indicated only the literal state of life or
whether it might also denote a perpetually suspended breath soul, a continuation of
existence after death. Evidence suggests Mesoamericans believed that one could secure
the fleeting “breath soul” at the moment of expiration, and perhaps eternally contain it
within a piece of jade (Houston and Taube 2000:265-273). According to Houston and
Taube (2000:267, 270-271), the Pokom Maya believed it was possible to capture the
breath soul of a dead ruler by placing a stone jewel in the mouth of the deceased and
during funerary preparations, sweet-smelling flowers were utilized “to negate the reality
of death and reinforce the continued presence of the king.” For the Classic Maya, the
vitality of the breath soul was manifest in art by a jade adornment placed in front of the
nasal opening and in funerary practice, by the customary placement of a jade mosaic
mask onto the face of a deceased king (Houston and Taube 2000:265-270).
The filth and stench of death are literally and metaphorically negated by aromatic
perfume (Houston and Taube 2000:270-271).

Extending beyond the negation of a

odorous decomposition, one might envision the dead to be in a sense “fed” by fragrance,
whether provided in the mode of a scented bouquet, smoking copal incense, or the smell
of cooking food (Houston and Taube 2000:271). Indeed, Houston and Taube (2000:271)
suggest that the incense burners of Maya art and culture may have served as hearths for
feeding aromas to the gods and ancestors (Houston and Taube 2000:271; Taube
99

The Maya did distinguish foul smelling odors like flatulence (Houston and Taube 2000:267).
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1998a:446-454). If this idea proves viable, copal and other types of smoke issuing forth
from a burning effigy urn might have been perceived as the visual sign of a living,
breathing god (Houston and Taube 200:271).
The hot ash and fragrant scent of tobacco may have served a similar purpose in
Maya life and art.100 The ability to draw in from a roll of burning tobacco and to exhale a
puff of smoke is visible proof of life. The smoky essence is an ephemeral food that can
be used to nourish the gods, and an aromatic fragrance that sweetens and cleanses the air.
As a mainstay of godly character, possessing a roll of tobacco might signify an eternal
state of nourishment and life. In this light the tobacco rolls rendered in imagery of Maya
Gods L and M, who are linked to the realms of travel and trade, may be intended to
communicate the ritualistic importance of ingesting an ethereal refreshment such as
tobacco during long excursions where substantive food might be scarce. Interestingly,
tobacco is recorded as an important component in Aztec ceremonies held in honor of
merchants returning to Tenochtitlan (Taube 1992a:92).
Other unique qualities of the strong, aboriginal leaf could only have augmented its
utility for religious ceremony. Belonging to the nightshade family (Solanaceae), native
Mesoamerican tobaccos (Nicotiana rustica and Nicotiana tabacum) are mildly
psychoactive; intake can stimulate energy and bring a sense of euphoria (De Smet 1985;
Robicsek 1978; Schultes and Hofmann 1992:17, 29).101 Excessive ingestion, as is known
in South America but not fully established for the ancient Maya culture, can even induce
a kind of visionary experience (Wilbert 1972). Tobacco is a medicinal plant effective in
pain reduction and desirable for its antibiotic qualities (Roys 1931:259). These real
100

Robicsek (1978) compiled extensive research on tobacco use in Maya art, history and religion. See also
Houston, Stuart, and Taube (2006:105) for a discussion on various practices and terms related to tobacco.
101 Tobacco can be taken internally in various ways: smoking the leaf, snuffing the dried and ground plant,
placing leaf or a leaf mixture onto the skin, ingesting orally, and through an enema concoction (De Smet
1985; Robicsek 1978; Roys 1931:259). K1507 shows God L participating in an event that includes an
enema clyster (Figs. A57-A58).
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applications could plausibly intertwine with the meaning of tobacco portrayal in art,
signaling a kind of transience as would occur in a state of induced vision or of
sickened/cured health. Finally, tobacco is a portable incendiary device that would allow
for the transportation of fire from one place to another. With careful and consistent
attention, the spark of a lit cigar that is continually fed with another roll, could
hypothetically last forever.102
From the research cited above we learn that bodily emanations, graphically tagged
as flowers, jade, wind, smoke and fire, indicate a fundamentally living condition. The
vitality of the divine God L is realized artistically in a similar manner. For example, the
nose exhalations of God L liken his scent and breath to the sweetness of flowers (Figs.
3.15c and A22, A27, A29, A31, A34, A35, A38, A51, A53, A56, A66, A67, A69, B2,
B4, B16 [right side figure]). Smoky/fiery emissions surface from God L’s forehead
(Figs. A32, A67, B17), headdress (Figs. A4, A8, A19-A20, A35, A78), foot (Figs. A30A31), staff (Figs. A17, A19, A34), clothing (Fig. A4, A8, A37), and items held in the
hand (Figs. A37, A45, A51). Breath, heat, nourishment, the curing of ailments and
transient states of being are ideas linked to smoldering tobacco, another prominent
attribute of the deity (Figs. A4, A8, A22, A27, A32, A41, A45, A55, A58). Other
picturizations place the God L figure within elaborate whorls imparting an essence of
smoke, fire, water, or foliage (Figs. A43, A48, A50, A66, A69, A71, B15).103 One
unusual and somewhat contradictory case from my corpus shows a companion looking in
the direction of God L whilst holding his own nostrils tightly closed (Fig. A16). The
implication is one of stench, perhaps originating from God L.
102

A strong parallel to this idea comes from a Popol Vuh tale of the Hero Twins in the House of Darkness.
They are challenged to keep cigars lit all night while conserving the tobacco roll (Christenson 2003a:123124; Tedlock 1996:119).
103 The difficulty of determining the specific type of undulation (smoke, fire, water, foliage) in images of
God L may not be a critical failing. Instead the similarity of form may express an artistic viewpoint: the
essential connectivity of a life force that was believed to exist within each of these various substances.
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The various renditions discussed throughout this section divulge the ancient Maya
conception of God L: the divine essence of this being was drawn not from the finality of
death but rather understood as a suspended state of life. The representation of diverse
corporeal releases and augmented sensory perception reveal certain basic aspects: God L
was a living, breathing entity, a generally sweet smelling, hotly pulsating, well-nourished,
and vital spirit. Moreover, he was considered to be the possessor of a vision that could
penetrate darkness as well as obscure underwater environments, of speech likened to the
sound of jaguars and flowing water, and of a profound auditory ability equating him with
creatures of both forest and sea.

A HIERARCHY OF GODS
Ancient Maya society was organized hierarchically with royal family members
and various courtiers occupying an uppermost echelon.104

Reflective of human

civilization, varying levels of influence could position certain deities as dominant over
others. However, the power structure of Maya gods was not rigid and inflexible. This
fact is likewise observable in the elite Maya community where the changeable structure
of power was managed through ritualistic observances, political maneuvering, and
military actions.

Nevertheless, certain large population centers such as Tikal and

Calakmul enjoyed long term independence and a domineering role over lesser,
subservient polities. Within the divine realm, some gods fluctuate in stature depending
on the circumstances of a given temporal moment. The storyline of God L, for example,
incorporates instances of supreme authority as well as the recumbence of this deity before
his divine superiors (compare e.g. Figs. A13 and A18).
104

For discussions regarding the structure of ancient Maya society see: Chase and Chase (1992); Fox,
Cook, Chase and Chase (1996); and Marcus (1993).
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The hierarchical relationship between the deity figures of Maya art can be
understood through artistic conventions involving left/right and up/down positioning of
figures, the rendering of body language in gesture and posture, the narrative setting of
performance, and the kinds of actions portrayed. As Joel Palka (2002) notes, Maya
artists overwhelmingly incorporated a left to right viewing pattern into the composition of
their work. The position of prominence in this arrangement was generally towards the
right, while subordinate personalities/activities were typically assigned a left-side
placement. Similarly, a right-handed gesture carried greater import than a movement
with the left hand (Palka 2000:438). In addition to left/right symbolism, the order of
importance can often be discerned from size differentiation (larger is greater) as well as
up/down distinctions (higher up is greater). Social ranking was also communicated
through body posturing and the gesticulations of hands and arms (Ancona-ha, Perez de
Lara, and Van Stone 2000). To honor a superior, for example, submissive personalities
might take a kneeling stance and/or wrap their arms around the torso. The narrative
setting of performance can provide telltale signs of status.

Hieroglyphic elements

occasionally describe earthly and celestial places as well as locations of divine
distinction. Finally, narrative action itself can visually relay levels of authority.
A single Maya ceramic exemplifies a number of these hierarchical distinctions.105
The first vignette of the “Rabbit Vase” shows an interesting interaction between a rabbit
and God L (Fig. A19).106 Standing on the right, the position of God L would normally
distinguish his superiority in this scene. However, this is no ordinary narrative. In a
105

I should emphasize that the bulk of my corpus derives from three-dimensional, pictorial ceramics.
Although appearing here in a flattened form, these objects were actually created in the round and viewed in
revolution. The “roll-out” photography of Justin Kerr has greatly facilitated our ability to access/read
imagery. But when analyzing ceramics, we must not overlook the shape of objects and the manner in
which they were handled.
106 The starting point of this pictorial narrative is indicated by the alay hieroglyph (meaning roughly “came
into being”), which is inscribed in the Dedicatory Formula around the rim of this ceramic vessel. An
extended analysis of the “Rabbit Vase” can be found in Chapter 7.
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clever artistic rendering, the higher-standing rabbit on the left elegantly trumps the rightside, but lower placement of God L, reversing the normal hierarchy. The switching and
interplay of left/right and up/down symbolism here is not a mistaken feature; it is more
likely an intentional device used to impart both humor and oddity. This is a tentative
subordination, substantiated not only by composition but by bodily gesturing as well.
The arm crossed over the chest of God L shows a degree of respect even while his
upright body carriage communicates only partial deference. The overall body language
of God L here suggests the type of greeting exchanged between figures of equal status
(Ancona-ha, Perez de Lara, and Van Stone 2000:1077-1078).

The “confused”

hierarchical message is partly explained by the action taking place: the rabbit possesses
things that rightfully belong to God L (his headdress, staff, and necklace). Perhaps the
deity, who may normally be aloof in interactions with underlings, is driven to constraint
and even congeniality out of a particular need.
The second setting pictures a more straightforward ranking (Fig. A20). Here the
sun god K’inich Ajaw, clearly the supreme agent in this scene, is positioned both on the
right and at a higher level. The outstretched, right-hand motion of this deity indicates a
willing reception of his vassal. On the left, God L is fully recumbent, now wrapping both
his arms tightly around the chest.

This bodily gesture leaves no doubt regarding

deference: it is a stance of submission used by lower-ranking individuals to greet a focal
figure (Ancona-ha, Perez de Lara, and Van Stone 2000:1078-1079). We can infer too
that the “stolen clothing” of scene one was an event somehow linked to the prerogatives
of the sun god, behind whom the rabbit now hides. While not completely understood,
deciphered text reinforces the presumed scenario: God L solicits his superior for the
return of his possessions and complains about the misdeeds of his rabbit acquaintance.
The graphic visualization of this mythological story provides a glimpse into the
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hierarchical conception of ancient Maya gods. We see, for example, that God L is not
almighty. Though supreme in other cases (see e.g. Fig. A21), he can be dominated by
K’inich Ajaw and even, by dint of circumstance, through the antics of a rabbit.107
The imagery of Maya art portrays the intermingling of God L with numerous
other characters of both supernatural and human origin. At Palenque a representation of
God L stands alongside the image of the human king K’inich Kan B’ahlam II (Fig. A7).
However, the majority of renderings consign God L to a divine realm. Interactions with
other figures include the following personalities, ordered by highest incidence and having
at least two episodes: K’awiil, God E (maize god), Goddess I (moon goddess/rabbit),
K’inich Ajaw (along with the interconnected Jaguar God of the Underworld/B’olon
[Y]okte’ K’uh), the Principal Bird Deity, and possibly the Hero Twins.

Artistic

representations connect God L with various other figures, but these are rare occurrences
or tentative identifications: amongst this group are GI, the so-called “Paddler” gods,
Goddess O, God Q, Chaak, Itzamnaaj, and a few dwarves. Finally, there are at least ten
representations of God L alone (with the exception of his bird/birds).
As mentioned above, one intriguing God L tale discloses his ultimate subjugation
at the hand of a rabbit. In some contemporary Maya lore the rabbit is considered a
trickster, an idea that mirrors the comical narrative of K1398 (Brian Stross, personal
communication 2006). Maya mythology also interlinks rabbit symbolism with that of the
moon goddess, who can be seen holding the animal in a number of portrayals (see for
example Figs. A30-A31, B12).108 In my corpus of God L imagery, there are at least
seven examples that include a rabbit and/or the moon goddess (Figs. A13-A15, A18,
107

According to Brian Stross (personal communication 2006), deity fallibility is a theme found elsewhere
in Mesoamerican lore: from the Oaxaca Chontal, for example, comes a tale of a god’s inability to get
human beings to reproduce; another deity tries thrice to bring rain and failing in each attempt, asks the
mountain for help. Fallibility of deity figures may illustrate a cultural expression regarding the
“appropriateness of realm of domain” (Brian Stross, personal communication 2006).
108 López Austin (1994) discusses the “Rabbit in the Face of the Moon” and other Mesoamerican myths.
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A30-A31, A32, A33-A34, B11, B12). The God L figure takes a submissive posture in
six of these cases (all except Fig. A13). The visual rendering of this narrative repeatedly
incorporates the loss of God L’s possessions, especially his regal clothing, headdress, and
staff. These representations leave little doubt regarding divine hierarchy: the power of
the Maya moon goddess (and her rabbit familiar) usually outrank God L.
In the storyline of the maize god, there is less consistent control over the behavior
of God L. Of the eight possible illustrations where the two pair up in Appendices A and
B, most disclose a commensurate authority or an uncertain interrelationship (see Figs.
3.1a-b for a listing). Indeed only one representation distinctly pictures the maize god in a
supervisory position (Figs. A16-A17). A hierarchical assessment here derives from the
aggressive manner in which the maize god handles God L, as though there is a forced
insistence that God L should arise or sit down. One contrasting image shows God L and
K’awiil in control of agricultural resources like maize and cacao (Figs. A28-A29). A
cacao plant growing upwards from the body of a conflated maize-cacao deity appears,
through the cross-armed gesture, to be submitting to their desires.109
The primary associate of God L is the K’awiil character. These two deities
interconnect in sixteen or more examples from Appendices A and B (see Figs. 3.1a-c for
a listing). This phenomenon is significant and deserving of further attention. The deity
K’awiil (Figs. 3.20a-d) is closely-related to the organization of Maya society, especially
the power inherent in royal ancestry, lineage, and kingship (Coggins 1988; Grube 2001d;
Stuart 2004:238-239; Taube 1992a). The K’awiil figure may also connect to rituals of
transformation and conjuring, especially on Maya ceramics (Alexander 2006).
Represented with a smoking mirror on his forehead and a skull-impacted celt, K’awiil is

109

This interpretation is drawn from recent presentations given by Simon Martin (2005a; 2005b).
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thought to personify the combined force of a lightning bolt and ax blade (Taube
1992a:69-79), and perhaps to embody power itself (Stuart 2006:88).
While a comprehensive study on K’awiil is yet to be accomplished, this deity
appears to have developed during the Late Preclassic era. Stela 1 from Takalik Abaj, for
example, illustrates a prototypical composite figure with features of both the long-nosed
Chaak and the serpent-footed K’awiil (Taube 1992a:76-77, fig. 37c).

The first

monumental image of K’awiil seems to occur during the Early Classic era on Tikal, Stela
4 (Coggins 1988:126-129). The deity appears as a partial figure floating above the king
pictured on a limestone sculpture that dates to the reign of Yax Nuun Ahyiin I (reigning
dates 379-404[?] AD; Fig. 3.20a). This Tikal ajaw was the first of several to link his
personal ancestry to figures of “foreign” origin.110 On the monuments commissioned
during his sovereignty are iconographic elements derived from central Mexico. Less than
three decades later, the son of Yax Nuun Ahyiin would incorporate K’awiil into his regal
naming phrase, Siyaj Chan K’awiil (“Sky-born K’awiil”; Figs. 3.20b-c). It is around this
same era (circa 425-500 AD) when the first known rendering of God L was created (Figs.
A1-A6). The representation joins a full-figure K’awiil with a like-sized and postured
God L (compare Figs. 3.20b and A4).111 The K’awiil entity became an essential emblem
of kings as the centuries moved from Early to Late Classic, an insignia that evoked
legitimate and authoritative rulership. As described above, the symbolism of K’awiil is
depicted artistically as a hand-held scepter or in various other formats (Figs. 3.20-3.21).
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I include quotations around the word foreign because the ethnicity of this royal Tikal lineage is still in
question. Stuart (2000) discusses the political implications of a cultural exchange between Tikal and
Teotihuacan using evidence from both iconography and script. Braswell (2003) also addresses the topic of
lowland Maya-central Mexico interaction.
111 According to Parsons, Carlson and Joralemon (1988:86), this may be the earliest full body K’awiil.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 3.20:

d)
a) Detail drawing of Tikal, Stela 4 (redrawn after Jones and Satterthwaite
1982: fig. 5). The first monumental image of K’awiil appears as a floating
head near the top of this stela; b) Detail of Fig. A4, K3801 (after Robicsek
1978:118). This is possibly the earliest full figure K’awiil; c) Detail
drawing of Tikal, Stela 31 (redrawn after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982: fig.
51). K’awiil is incorporated into the headdress as part of a royal name; d)
Enlargement of the naming phrase from Stela 31: Siyaj Chan K’awiil.
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Fig. 3.21:

Yaxchilan, Lintel 3 (after Graham and Von Euw 1977 [3]:17). Note the
K’awiil scepters held by these two kings.

Works of art pairing K’awiil and God L communicate their roughly equivalent
status. As can be seen in Figure A4, the two deities are of similar size and posture, both
standing and facing each other.

In this initial example from the Peten region, the

presentation is especially interesting since there is no real interaction between them.
Instead, both entities act like discrete witnesses to a critical event taking place: the
gathering of deities and oration of inscriptional text. The placement of the right-sidepositioned God L might infer his superiority over K’awiil, however both deities are of
similar size, facing each other, and serving as the visual end points on this the most
prominent surface of the earthenware box. A Postclassic mural from Santa Rita Corozal
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exhibits a similar setup: the two deities watch as a figure emits hieroglyphic elements
referring to place and date (Fig. A68; Stuart and Houston 1994:80). However, the hands
of God L are bound in this scene and K’awiil may hold the rope. The structure of power
reverses in the Postclassic Dresden Codex, which pictures a temporarily superior God L
ready to spear the K’awiil below him (Fig. A78). In a summary view, it seems that
neither God L nor K’awiil takes precedence over the other.
Reinforcing the idea of an equivalent status, God L and K’awiil work together.
One portrayal shows them directing the harvest and alimentary preparation of
cacao/maize (Figs. A28-29).112 In others they seem to perform rituals (Figs. A37-A38
and A57-58) or engage in a face-to-face conference (A61-A64). At least five renderings
illustrate a peculiar but symbolically important event: God L holds or carries K’awiil as if
his possessor and protector.

The imagery suggests the idea of pilgrimage or the

resettlement of a king with his lineage patron. Indeed, the legendary migration of people
from place to place was a regular feature of Mesoamerican culture, which included the
transportation of god effigies.113
The idea of pilgrimage highlights the distinct but interrelated spheres of these two
figures. While both are members of a divine realm they function in differing ways. God
L performs in the manner of kings whose fortunes come and go. K’awiil, on the other
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Karl Taube (personal communication 2006) suggests the deity figure in K631 may not be an example of
God L, but rather of K’inich Ajaw wearing an eagle headdress (Figs. A28-29).
113 From the Olmec era onward with the establishment of San Lorenzo and then La Venta, settlements
were built and later abandoned as Mesoamerican people searched for locations that would meet their needs.
In the Maya realm, Classic-period cities of the Peten region were largely de-populated during the ninth
century AD, while new settlements concurrently developed in the Puuc and other regions of the Yucatan
peninsula. Similarly, the Aztecs are known for a migration legend that brought them with god
Huitzilopochtli in tow from their native land in Aztlan to the new capital of Tenochtitlan, a place they
would recognize by an eagle perched on a prickly pear cactus. Although many Mesoamerican sites were
left behind as populations shifted, they may not have been forgotten. Teotihuacan, which was deserted
after 700 AD, became a place of pilgrimage for the later Aztecs who believed this is where good
government was created and from where some ancestral people had dispersed across the region (Boone
2000).
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hand, represents the more consistent authority of long term dynastic rule. One possible
explanation for the roles of these two characters and the interaction that occurs between
them may be the mythical imitation of human kings, whose triumphs and downfalls were
so much a part of ancient Maya history.

In the realization of their cosmological

viewpoint, the Maya undertook a number of ritualistic observances that, if performed
appropriately, might secure one’s hold on power. A correct devotion and management of
K’awiil seems to have been one of these observances.

In a mythical parallel to the

struggles of human rulers, God L was a king of the supernatural realm whose grasp of
power was fleeting and irregular. Considered divine but not omnipotent, God L would
have similar responsibilities towards K’awiil, for example, to continually protect,
nourish, and transport this important effigy of power.

In this light, it is interesting to

note that many real Maya kings seem to have been familiar with the God L character and
even solicited renderings of the deity for personal/public use. But God L was not
amongst the widely favored divinities, those whose powers were frequently sought and
emulated through the use of personal monikers and costumed impersonations. Instead,
the preference of Maya kings was to align themselves with the protracted force of beings
like K’inich Ajaw, Chaak, Itzamnaaj, and of course K’awiil (Houston and Stuart
1996:295-297).114

GOD L, THE JAGUAR GOD OF THE UNDERWORLD, AND K’INICH AJAW
Looking at details of facial and corporeal form, one will note that God L relates
closely to the divinity known as the Jaguar God of the Underworld, who in turn meshes
with the sun god K’inich Ajaw. Although a more in-depth study must be undertaken to
unravel the differences and similarities between these supernatural figures, an effort that
114

For a listing of the names of Maya kings see Martin and Grube (2000).
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is beyond the scope of my current project, I can share a few preliminary observations.
God L, the Jaguar God of the Underworld, and K’inich Ajaw are three high ranking and
widely recognized deities of the Classic Maya era. All share a few features while each
has its own idiosyncrasies. There is at times a merging of characteristics, suggesting a
blurred rather than uniquely clarified conceptualization. However, in most of the varying
renditions that occur in Maya art, a separation exists between the three personalities and
their associated spheres of influence. Thus, even within the monistic viewpoint of Maya
religion, which envisions a unified and connected universe, certain distinctions were
apparently important.
Let me first discuss the features of God L in relation to the Jaguar God of the
Underworld (or JGU, see Appendices A-B and Figs. 3.22-3.23). God L and JGU share
many qualities such as a corded eye, aquiline nose, and knobby facial appearance. Both
are frequently portrayed with jaguarian characteristics: a spotted pelage around the
mouth, a jaguar ear, and clothing made from jaguar skin. An enlarged and spiraling eye
motif is common in personifications of both deities and as is a bound hank of hair drawn
up to the forehead area.
While these like characteristics seem to bind the two together, a number of
significant divergences demonstrate separation. Firstly, the corporeal form of God L is
much more gerontic than JGU, his face usually chapfallen due to tooth loss while the
body slumps from a weakened muscularity (cf. Figs. 3.23a-c and A8, A12, A17, A19,
A32). JGU in contrast has a stronger, younger appearance and a protruding tooth that is
often T-shaped or pointy. Secondly, fiery emanations exit from JGU at the corners of the
mouth and are sometimes accompanied by piscine barbells attached to the cheeks (Figs.
3.22-3.23). The exhalations of God L generally take the alternative form of a jade bead
of flowery breath or smoke produced by a roll of burning tobacco. The cording drawn to
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emphasize ocular perceptivity highlights a third dissimilarity. Although both God L and
JGU exhibit this corded device, that of JGU more consistently represents the “cruller”
form which loops into a fully circling twist between the eyes (Fig. 3.22). Conversely, in
imagery of God L, the cording seems to terminate at the bridge of the nose and/or
surmounts it without the extra upward loop. Occasionally, God L is shown with a “knob”
attached to the forehead (possibly a smoky expulsion or a jade bead attached on a strand
of hair?), but the motif is unlike the twisted cruller and may serve a different purpose
(Figs. A8, A10, A29, A32, A38, A40, A42). Both gods can appear with water-like
droplets along the ocular cording, although this is more prevalent in depictions of God L
than of The Jaguar God of the Underworld. Of course the most visible and important
difference between these two deities is the bird familiar of God L. As argued in Chapter
4, the avian attribute is in fact the quintessential feature of the God L persona.
Amongst the three deities mentioned above, there is also differentiation in the
operative realms of influence though all are associated with concepts of rulership and
rituals of consecration. For example, my prefatory investigation indicates that JGU is
evoked during “fire-entering” ceremonies, censing, and sacrificial rituals performed at
important stations of the calendar and in special architectural spaces (Stuart 1998). God
L, on the other hand, appears to have a narrative storyline that renders him within a
variant array of mythic contexts. One critical function of the God L persona is to partake
in rituals of accession and the presentation of tribute. K’inich Ajaw represents a greater
and more consistent command of power, and is critical to the visualization of kingly
authority.
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a)

b)
Fig. 3.22:

a) Incense burner fragments from Seibal with visages of the Jaguar God of
the Underworld (redrawn after Stuart 1998:408, fig. 25); b) Face of Jaguar
God of the Underworld as war shield, detail drawing from the Temple of the
Sun at Palenque (after Schele and Miller 1986:50, drawing by Linda Schele,
© David Schele, courtesy Foundation for the Advancement of
Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org).
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 3.23:

Probable examples of Jaguar God of the Underworld. a) Young deity burns
an aged jaguar deity (after Martin and Grube 2000:82); b) Detail of K5978,
circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 18.4 cm [h] x 9.5
cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr); c) Detail of
K4598, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 23.5 cm
[h] x 13.5 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr).
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Fig. 3.24:

e)
Probable examples of K’inich Ajaw. a) Portrait hieroglyph of K’inich
Ajaw, Yaxchilan Lintel 46 [B1] (after Graham 1979: Vol. 3 [2], fig. 3.101);
b) K’inich Ajaw conflated with aspects of other deities (after Schele and
Miller 1986:50, drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy
FAMSI); c) Drawing of pectoral worn by figure on Yaxchilan Lintel 24
(after Schele and Miller 1986:50 drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele,
courtesy FAMSI); d) Detail drawing of K1398 (after Taube 1992a:51, fig.
22g); e) Detail drawing of K3801-side 3 (redrawn after Hellmuth
1987a:286).
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Certain characteristics do crossover in representations of God L and the Jaguar
God of the Underworld. The merging of these two entities is visible in Figure B1 of my
“possible” appendix, which carries the fully-looped cruller, barbed mouth, and t-shaped
tooth of JGU. But, in a manner uncharacteristic of JGU, it also includes a spotted bird on
the top of the head, a symbol that strongly suggests the God L identity. Conflation of a
different type may be present in a Classic era example created at the site of Palenque and
showing the head of JGU attached to a war banner or shield (Fig. 3.22b). This sculpted
tableau from the Temple of the Sun features both God L and JGU, a phenomenon that
supports the assumed distinction between them. The frontally positioned JGU displays
the typical attributes. However, the forward-staring visage is surrounded by four Imix
signs as though the deity emerges from a watery portal, a symbolic arrangement that
parallels the depiction of God L in Postclassic times; in the Dresden Codex, we find the
Imix symbol used in conjunction with a portrait hieroglyph to name the God L entity (cf.
Fig. A72).
Moving now to the comparison of JGU and K’inich Ajaw, we find these two
deities exhibiting a similar treatment of the mouth: an extruding tooth with pointed end,
and barbells or emissions at the corners (Figs. 3.22-3.24). Both gods demonstrate the
corded ocular device but representations of K’inich Ajaw generally lack the extra
“cruller” loop at the forehead and more frequently include the globular beads dangling
below that may indicate a watery quality of vision. Like JGU, the facial structure and
corpus of K’inich Ajaw suggest a more youthful age than God L. The chief components
of separation are the squint-eyed expression of K’inich Ajaw (as though the deity is
severely cross-eyed) and distinctive tattooing of the body: the k’in (sun, day) hieroglyph
is placed on the god’s cheek, forehead, arms and/or legs. The hank of hair pulled
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upward, prevalent in imagery of God L and JGU, is largely absent in depictions of
K’inich Ajaw.
A deity conflation occurs in one prominent example joining characteristics of
JGU (jaguar pelage and ear, twisted cruller at forehead) with typical markings of K’inich
Ajaw (squint eye and k’in sign; Fig. 3.24b).115 God L does not merge with K’inich Ajaw
in any known examples. Indeed, these two deities can appear together in one scene
where their personalities are portrayed as distinctly separate and even antagonistic to one
another (Figs. A18-A20). As mentioned previously, discrepancies also emerge within the
contextual framework of image utilization.

The sun god figure seems to have been

widely emulated by Maya royalty, who created naming phrases and costuming in
celebration and/or impersonation of K’inich Ajaw (Taube 1992a:54-55). This deity, in
particular, is profoundly tied to ideas about social power, leadership, and dynastic
privilege. In an interesting contrast, God L and JGU are less frequently imitated by
human kings. It seems these last two deities are even treated badly on occasion through
acts of inflicted pain and humiliation.116
A rudimentary summation highlighting the similarities and differences between
the three named deities named above includes several key points. God L, the Jaguar God
of the Underworld, and K’inich Ajaw are major Classic era deities that share attributes
while remaining largely distinguishable in physical form and sphere of activity. God L is
a form of jaguar god, replicating the jaguar ear, pelage and costuming that characterizes
JGU. However, God L is accompanied by a bird, given a different type of mouth and
appears much older and less muscular than JGU. The treatment of the eyes also differs
115

Taube (2001:267, fig. 418) notes that this figure combines the attributes of K’inich Ajaw with those of
the Wind God and Fire God.
116 A probable Jaguar God of the Underworld is deliberately bound and burned by a younger deity in
Figures 3.23b-c. As discussed earlier in this chapter, God L is humiliated by a rabbit and/or the moon
goddess on a number of painted vases.
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slightly, especially with regard to the cord-like motif running underneath and the upwardlooping cruller feature. God L and K’inich Ajaw have little in common aside from the
watery beads that are often attached to the eye cordage of both deities. K’inich Ajaw is
largely distinct from JGU and easily recognized from his squint-eyed appearance and k’in
markings on his body. Conflation does at times occur between these two characters,
especially with regard to the application of jaguar ears and spotting. While God L, the
Jaguar God of the Underworld, and K’inich Ajaw can be considered largely separate
entities, they are nevertheless tied together through contextualization: each of the three
functions mythically in the demonstration of a divinely-sanctioned social order.

COMMENTARY ON APPENDIX D: ALLEGED IMAGES OF GOD L
Over the decades of scholarship that have accumulated on the topic of Maya art,
numerous researchers have applied their skills to the interpretation of imagery, including
the assessment of deity figures. Some of these commentaries have over time proved solid
while other assertions have lost validity.

In the study of Maya religion, one finds

substantial contradiction with regard to deity identification. Appendix D collects together
diverse figures of Maya art that are said to represent God L. Other tentative examples
could be added to this section. However, those included exemplify my position on
classification and provide adequate coverage of character types. There is of course some
resemblance between the characters of Appendix D and the imagery that typifies God L
otherwise no correlation would likely have been drawn between them. Yet in my opinion
the visual clues are not sufficient to infer with a high degree of certainty that a positive
identification can be made. As our understanding of Maya art and myth expands, some
of these images may be ascribed with confidence to the God L corpus while others may
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be negatively confirmed. Regardless, my observations on this topic are included here in
order to provoke further discussion on the parameters of deity recognition.

Fig. 3.25:

Classic era representation of Itzamnaaj with peccary, detail of Tepeu 1
vessel (K1774; after Taube 1992a:32, fig. 12g). Notice the knobby, curving
feature extending from the top of the deity’s headdress (a yax symbol?) and
the flaming ak’ab’ (darkness, night) hieroglyph attached to the forehead.
Both of these attributes help to characterize representations of Itzamnaaj
(Bassie n.d.:22-25; Taube 1992a:31-41).

Figure D1 represents a character called the “bird dancer.” This type originates in
the Preclassic era and can be seen on painted pottery from Early Classic Tikal. The detail
shown in Figure D1 comes from a polychrome vase that is listed as an example of God L
within Justin Kerr’s Maya Vase Database (K5001).117 The vessel shows a collection of
seated and standing figures, including an elder male, who is dressed in bird costuming
and undertaking a ritual dance. The chapfallen face, bulbous nose, bound hair pulled up
to the forehead, and gerontic body call to mind the aged God L. The squared form of the
eye, which exhibits the cord-like attachment underneath, is also strongly characteristic.

117

A large number of images are tagged within the Kerr Maya Vase Database as representing God L and
some of these are quite tenuous in my opinion. It is important to note in this regard that the massive Kerr
data base is an extremely valuable resource compiled through years of effort and the observations of
numerous researchers. As a result, the notations that accompany each image may or may not reflect the
personal opinions of Justin Kerr. Some questionable assertions within the database are undoubtedly errors
of a clerical nature.
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What is lacking is the avian headdress, here replaced by one that is more consistent with
the costume of Itzamnaaj (cf. Fig. 3.25).
It is possible the avian dancer of K5001 represents an anticipatory form of God L:
could the winged costume of this aged figure have been later reinterpreted as an avian
headdress? K5001 epitomizes the difficult issue of distinguishing between the “old gods”
of Maya art. Like the avian dancer of K5001, the aged figure of K1774 wears the
headdress of Itzamnaaj though the form of his body and face mimic God L (Fig. D9).
This painted setting features avian motifs such as a full figure bird and feathered (owlfaced?) shield resting behind the alleged God L. Are we to understand these (nearby)
avian references as relative to deity identification and perhaps belonging to God L? Does
the presence of an owl-like bird in any scene, whether or not it is directly connected to an
aged male figure, communicate oneness with God L? The highly uncertain response that
is presently elicited from these important questions compels the assignment of both
K5001 and K1774 to my “alleged” category of images.
Indeed, determining the parameters of identity is the crux of the issue in all the
Appendix D imagery. How much information is enough to draw a firm conclusion? As
my earlier discussion on the similarities between God L, K’inich Ajaw, and the Jaguar
God of the Underworld reveals, several gods may share corporeal features such as body
type, eye treatments, and costuming elements, especially jaguar markings and clothing.
Yet close scrutiny of images can reveal significant distinctions. Look for example at
Figure D2 (K4598), which is listed as God L within the Kerr archive. This jaguarian
entity certainly resembles the God L type, albeit without his familiar bird headdress, a
feature that would, if present, cement the identification. But beyond the deficiency of
headdress, the narrative context of this art seems to orient the viewer still further from
God L: the theme of ritualized burning coincides instead with the Jaguar God of the
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Underworld.118 The confusing dilemma of this aged jaguar type is demonstrated by yet
another ceramic vessel listed within the Kerr archives as belonging to the corpus of God
L (Fig. D10; K4934). Here multiple, repeating images of a jaguar-man carry the general
body type and facial features of both God L and JGU. But the cross-eyed visage of this
entity equates more readily with K’inich Ajaw. Thus, without more visual or textual
information, a specific classification is impossible.
One of the best indicators of identity is inscriptional text. Identification is most
certain when associated hieroglyphs (either as part of a related textual segment or
headdress element) describe the name of a deity. Unfortunately, in the case of the Classic
era God L, a nominal phrase has not been securely isolated and read. We are forced as a
result to rely solely on visual clues. Aside the aged, male type appended by an array of
jaguar attributes, the owl headdress is, in my opinion, the most critical component of the
God L persona.119

Within the bounds of current knowledge on Maya writing and

iconography, the identity of a potential God L figure pictured without the characteristic
headdress will be mired in uncertainty.
Most of the representations in Appendix D are assigned to this section because
they lack the distinguishing headdress of God L.

Figure D3 (K5164), for example,

depicts an aged male emerging from the open maw of a coiled snake and reaching out
towards a recumbent female before him. Francis Robicsek and Donald Hales (1981:107)
viewed this theme, prevalent within the corpus of Codex-style pottery, as “the amorous
adventures of God L.” This idea was based in part on the visual relationship between this
painted scene and the well-known Princeton Vase (K511): both show an aged male
reaching towards a young female (cf. Figs. D3 and Figs. A13-A15). K511 is one of the

118
119

Stuart (1998) discusses the association of the Jaguar God of the Underworld with fire ceremonies.
Chapter 4 addresses the importance of headdress in Maya art and culture.
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most secure images of God L and effectively one that is considered a template for the
God L persona. Given the similarity in terms of character and gesture, the assertion of
Robicsek and Hales is not necessarily far-fetched.
As noted in Chapter 1, the themes of promiscuity and lecherous behavior surface
repeatedly in discussions of God L, stemming largely from interpretation based on K511.
The promiscuity theme comes into play for example in the hypothesis of Justin and
Barbara Kerr (2006) that certain armadillos in Maya art represent the way (animal coessence) of God L (cf. Figs. A13, D4, D5). A similarity of setting and gesture is visible
in K511 and K1227, both of which show a figure tying or untying the bracelet of an
associated female (cf. Figs A13 and D4). The argument draws additional evidence from
the unusual design of the God L cape, which is likened to the shell of an armadillo.
Extending from these hypothetical assertions, some figurines from Jaina Island are also
grouped within the God L corpus (e.g. Fig. D11). These ceramic figurines likewise
picture an elder male and youthful female in an amorous interaction. While each of the
items listed in this and the previous paragraph may one day be firmly assigned to the
realm of God L, I include them in Appendix D because none show the headdress that
would clarify identity. Without the avian familiar of God L, a strong plausibility remains
that the figures in these amorous narratives represent some other deity or generalized
category of elder men within the Maya pantheon.
Other variant figures are also linked to God L through the attributes of agedness,
mercantilism, and belligerence. For example, a standing male in Figure D7 (K1377) has
some likeness to God L and is listed in the Kerr archive under the God L tag line. While
a long-beaked bird flies above this “old god” (a possible Principle Bird Deity?), there is
no owl companion to solidify the God L association. One of the merchant traders of
Figure D6 (K593) has been called a combination of Gods L and N (M. Coe 1978: fig. 9).
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God L is known as a patron of trade and it is not unreasonable to expect his persona to be
included in a scene such as this. But once again, the God L identity cannot be ascribed
with confidence due to the absence of the avian headdress. M. Coe (1982: fig. 37) draws
a parallel between God L and a black-faced, standing male on a polychrome platter from
the Yucatan region. This character holds a shield and spear, and wears a broad-rimmed
and feathered headdress decorated with two circular forms. While, the regalia of war and
the feathered headdress do mesh with attributes of God L, the youthful figure is far
removed from the gerontic appearance one expects with God L. The headdress, though
coming close to the God L type, lacks the definitive quality an actual bird would impart if
it were incorporated here.
To summarize briefly, one finds many references to God L within the broad range
of Maya scholarship. These references associate the deity with an array of character
types. As scholarship moves forward in the area of deity identification, a closer scrutiny
of visual symbolism and narrative context may assist in the development of parameters
for classification.

In my opinion, the identification of God L must be based on a

consistent set of visual clues drawn from the communication of narrative context as well
as corporeal form and costuming, and particularly including the characteristic avian
headdress.120 Until a better understanding of nominal hieroglyphs is achieved, visual
clues will remain the most useful tools for the process of classification.
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I should acknowledge the incorporation two, somewhat problematic images within my “possible”
appendix (Figs. B2 and B23b). While these deity renderings do not incorporate the characteristic headdress
of God L and should possibly have been collected among the “alleged” imagery, they present somewhat
stronger arguments for association with God L than do the representations of Appendix D. Figure B2, for
example, shows an aged, jaguar deity whose uniquely designed cape mirrors the God L type. More
importantly, the narrative context of B2 is the presentation of regal paraphernalia during an accession
ceremony, a theme that strongly relates to the imagery of God L at Palenque (David Stuart, personal
communication 2006). Figure B23b pictures a deity from the Madrid Codex, which has long been linked to
God L because of the belligerent attitude and black coloration of this figure (Taube 1992a:79). In addition,
the headdress may be an abstracted version of the broad-rimmed and feathered hat worn by God L.
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Chapter 4: The Diagnostic Attributes of God L, Section II
THE IMPORTANCE OF HEADDRESS
Clothing and regalia are essential to identity in ancient Mesoamerica.121 Aside
the necessary functions of warmth and protection, the costumes of Maya art demonstrate
wealth, prestige, and ideology. Elite attire was elaborate, created out of finely woven
textiles, animal parts, and exotic materials such as feathers, seashells and jade. Through a
highly complex and dense symbolism, costuming told of a person’s family history as well
as contemporary achievements. Regalia were a major part of religious rituals, believed to
facilitate access to godly force and even perhaps to contain that force once removed by
the wearer. Maya costuming, it is argued, was structured to mirror the universe (Baudez
2000). When dressed in such regalia, Maya kings made a palpable statement about their
identity, lineage, and religious beliefs. Elite costuming included garments fashioned
from animal skins and fabrics, long necklaces, heavy belt assemblies, ornate masks and
back racks. But according to Miller and Taube (1993:67), “The headdress is the most
significant part of any costume.”
During accession rites, for example, kings donned the three-pointed headdress
called hu’unal, a symbol representing a headband of sprouting vegetation and flowers
that originated in the Preclassic era (Fig. 4.1a). This flowery garment later became a fullbodied and long-nosed deity with a head shaped like a jester’s hat (Fig. 4.1b; Grube
2001a:96-97). An example of a corporeal version can be seen in the panel from the
Temple of the Cross at Palenque, where it is held in the hands of the king and soon to be
tied on his head (Fig. 4.1c). In the Classic period, the conscious use of this symbol
provided a visual link to the past and by dint of its archaism, promoted the legitimacy of
121

For an introduction to Maya costuming see Schele and Miller (1986:63-75) and Uriarte (2004).
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newly-installed kings (Grube 2001a). Some Maya headdresses were believed to embody
divine force and because of this belief, were treated with such profound respect that we
find them at times portrayed in art as enthroned within their own temple structures
(Taube 1998a:463-466).
The most ornate Maya headdresses contain information such as the wearer’s
given name, references to prominent family members and statements about religious or
political patronage. One case in point is Stela 31 of Tikal, which represents a king
dressed in a bony headband fronted by the piscine hu’unal (Fig. 4.2). The elaborate
headdress shown here uses both iconography and script to equate K’awiil with a human
called Siyaj Chan K’awiil (or “Sky-born K’awiil”).122 The deity is symbolically born
from an open-sky motif positioned within the king’s headdress, a display that not only
names the costumed performer, but celebrates his personal loyalty to this god. The
headdress further highlights this king’s descent from Yax Ehb’ Xook, the original
founder of the Tikal polity. Held aloft in the king’s right hand is a second headdress
belonging to his grandfather. This dramatic action explicates the special legacy of this
king: he is descended from a renowned progenitor and perhaps linked to the great city of
Teotihuacan.123 The replication of this heirloom display demonstrates the extraordinary
importance of headdresses within Maya art and culture.

122
123

For more on this king’s reign see Martin and Grube (2000:34-36).
See Stuart (2000) and Braswell (2003) for contrasting viewpoints on the origin of this Tikal lineage.
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b)

a)

c)
Fig. 4.1:

a) Mask with hu’unal motif from the North Acropolis of Tikal, Burial 85,
circa 100AD, verdite and shell, 12.3 cm [h] (after Grube 2001d:96, fig.
149); b) Head of the god Hu’unal, provenance unknown, 600-900 AD,
jadeite, 13.5 cm [h] (after Grube 2001d:96, fig. 150); c) Full-bodied Hu’unal
figure held in the hands of king K’inich Kan B’ahlam, detail of sanctuary
panel from Temple of the Cross, Palenque, circa 692 AD [see Fig. A7]
(redrawn after Schele and Miller 1986:115).
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Fig. 4.2:

Siyaj Chan K’awiil wearing a royal headdress, detail drawing of Tikal, Stela
31 (redrawn after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982: fig. 51). The double line at
upper left encircles a family heirloom held aloft: the headdress of this king’s
grandfather, Spear-Thrower Owl. Within the dotted line (above right) is the
deity K’awiil incorporated into the royal name of this king. The dashed line
near the center highlights the jester-like hu’unal diadem, worn as part of a
bony headband. Circled at lower right is a costume reference to Yax Ehb’
Xook’, the founder of Tikal. A deity head known as the Jaguar God of the
Underworld is held in the crook of the arm.
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Given this cultural context, the costuming of God L’s head must be considered
critical to identification. Of course, the most remarkable attribute of the God L headdress
is in fact a bird. Scholars have long noted this unique avian element and used it to
classify imagery (Schellhas 1904; Seler 1886; M. Coe 1973; Taube 1992). Without it
God L cannot be distinguished from a number of other aged, male figures that are present
in Maya art.124 The bird, often carried upon a broad-rimmed and feathered hat, is
pictured as head only or in full body form. It is generally static, a symbol that is critically
present but does not actively partake in any narrative action. Some examples may depict
the flapping of wings or the action of taking off or landing but this is not defined with
clear intention (Figs. A13, A45, A51, A53, A56, A67, A68, A70). Although largely
inanimate, the bird does support life signs such as smoky emissions, flowing water or
growing vegetation, which can be seen emanating out from the bird’s head (see e.g. Figs.
A4, A8, A12, A19, A22, A23). The contradiction of the bird’s inert behavior and the
effervescent cascades of smoke/verdant growth calls to mind the dichotomy of life that is
nourished by death and decay.
The avian companion of God L exhibits several distinguishing traits. These
include a raptor’s beak, a spotted/banded appearance, black-tipped feathers, ear tufts, a
feathery

emanation

exiting

above

the

bill,

a

scrolling

motif

resembling

foliage/water/smoke attached to the body or headdress, black markings around the eye,
and a fringe around the jaw. Occasionally the bird will display a spiraling line within the
eyeball and a chan sign on top of the head. Minimally represented is a snake (kan)
wrapped around the neck or carried in the bird’s mouth. Many variations occur in the
portrayal of the size, shape, coloration, and bodily features of this bird, a phenomenon
that was similarly noted regarding the costuming and physical body of God L himself. A
124

The so-called “old gods” include God L as well as Itzamnaaj, the Jaguar God of the Underworld, God
N/Pawajtuun and the Paddler Gods.
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chart of attributes geared specifically to the representation of the bird companion of God
L appears in Figures 4.3 (a-c).
The characteristic avian headdress is especially important in the analysis of
Classic-period imagery because, for representations that predate the Dresden Codex, no
other indicators point with relative certainty to the presence of God L. While visual clues
are essential in a majority of cases, the Postclassic Dresden Codex represents an
exception: it provides identification through inscriptional markers. This indigenous book
includes a portrait hieroglyph denoting the identity of God L on several manuscript pages
(Fig. A72 and see Figs. A74-A78). Nominal references to the deity occur within text on
pages 14b-c, 21b, 24, and 46 of the Dresden Codex, both with and without an
accompanying image (Villacorta and Villacorta 1930, reproduction 1997:28, 42, 48, 92).
The portrait hieroglyph allows us to understand that God L is part of an action even when
no figural illustration is present (Figs. A76-A77).

Although it is possible a highly

abstracted bird is pictured in the headdress, one rendition of the deity displays no clear
bird at all (Fig. A78). Regrettably, for all representations outside of the Dresden Codex,
visual details rather than hieroglyphs remain the primary line of evidence.
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a)
Fig. 4.3:

a-c) Characteristics of the God L owl and headdress. Figure numbers refer
to Appendices A-C.
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b)
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c)
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IDENTIFYING THE GOD L BIRD
Identifying the type of bird carried upon his head is critical to understanding the
significance of God L. Given the intense interest paid to the representation of the natural
world in both epigraphy and art, we can surmise the Maya were keen observers of many
flora and fauna. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume that when a natural element
like a bird is repeatedly linked to the depiction of a deity, this element contributes to
overall meaning in some important way. The unique characteristics of a coexisting
creature were likely viewed as united in way with the personality of the entity itself.
Taking God L as a case in point, we find him associated with a raptorial bird, possibly an
owl, hawk or eagle. The anatomy and behavior of the largely nocturnal owl would vary
considerably from that of hawks/eagles, which are active only in daylight (Howell and
Webb 1995:177-211, 353-54). While all feed on insects, rodents, snakes, and other birds,
the ocular mechanism, body structure, coloration, and hunting technique of each species
differ. Perhaps more importantly, the mythology surrounding diurnal creatures might
relate to the daytime activities of humans such as planting or harvesting crops, while that
of a nocturnal animal might develop from beliefs about death and afterlife. Thus, the
significance of God L, carrying a bird as part of his diagnostic attire, would be dependent
upon the specific characterization of the bird itself.
But can the companion of God L be aligned with a particular category of raptor
and how precise can this determination be with regard to genus and species?

As

mentioned in Chapter 1, there is a general acceptance that the avian companion of God L
is a species of owl rather than a diurnal predator such as hawk or eagle.125 This is largely
125

See pages 29-32. An identification of species was taken up by Grube and Schele (1994). While many
scholars accept the owl idea, Brian Stross (personal communication 2006) points out some interesting
parallels between the mythological associations of eagles and the visual narrative of God L: both interlink
with ideas about the sky, wealth, lineage, and warfare. For a quick comparison of avian headdress types
rendered on “probable” God L figures see Appendix E.
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due to the physical qualities of the bird depicted, especially the presence of feathered ear
tufts extending out from near the eyes but above the facial area. Feather tufts or horns are
without a doubt a strong feature of certain owls. However, some hawks/eagles also
exhibit banded coloration and dramatic feathery extensions protruding from the head.126
Diurnal raptors with an especially pronounced cresting include the Ornate Hawk-Eagle
(Spizaetus ornatus vicarius), Black Hawk-Eagle (Spizaetus tyrannus serus), the Crested
Eagle (Morphnus guianenis), and the Harpy Eagle (Harpia harpyja) (Howell and Webb
1995: plates 5-6). It may be significant that the cresting of these diurnal birds originates
from the high rear of the head rather than near the face/eyes as do the horns of owls (c.f.
Howell and Webb 1995: plates 5-6 and Figs. 4.5-4.7). This anatomical phenomenon
might help to differentiate raptorial species if artistic expressions remain close to
observed reality.
Unfortunately, it is not at all clear that a precise anatomical accuracy was the
intention of Maya artists in the rendering of animals and birds. Mary Helms (1977:109113; 1979:97-108) suggests that the alteration and embellishment of natural forms
imparts a greater, perhaps even spiritual power to otherwise ordinary creatures. As put
by Peter Joralemon (1976:33) with regard to Olmec art, “Natural creatures were used as
sources of characteristics that could be disassociated from their biological contexts and
recombined into non-natural, composite forms.” George Kubler (1967:4) also notes that
“the iconography of Teotihuacán advances in symbolic complication more than in
naturalistic description.” With the ultimate intention of communicating a force of divine
origin, Maya artists may well have combined aspects of various raptors in the creation of
God L’s supernatural companion.

It is likewise plausible the ancient observers of

raptorial birds may have intuitively understood the modern-day observation of
126

See Howell and Webb (1995) for imagery and commentary on the birds of Central America.
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ornithologists König, Weick, and Becking (1999:19) that “owls are ecologically the
nocturnal counterparts to diurnal birds of prey.” This experiential relationship, which
links owls, hawks, and eagles together within the category of predatory birds, may have
resulted in the merging of these raptors within ancient Maya art.
Notwithstanding my suggested merging of raptorial attributes, the generalized
acceptance of an owl classification for the bird associate of God L compels further
analysis of this topic. In order to determine how the avian symbol may enhance the
meaning of God L, I compare the visual evidence of Maya art with observed knowledge
regarding owl morphology and behavior. As mentioned earlier, Grube and Schele (1994)
argue that kuy rather than muwaan is the intended moniker for this owl. Drawing
evidence from Postclassic codices in comparison to Classic-era ceramics, the authors say
the following characteristics announce the appearance of a kuy bird: feather horn;
additional feather extending from the forehead; raptor’s beak; feather-fringe around the
jaw; and black-tipped wing/tail feathers (Grube and Schele 1994:12). A black shape
around or near the eye also occurs in some imagery from the Dresden Codex.
An analysis of traits shows some striking parallels between the avian companion
of God L and the kuy type of owl. The defining attributes of the God L bird are given
below in number and order of frequency:
Characteristic (number of possible cases drawn from 51 total entries in
Appendices A and B):
1) Raptor’s beak (37)
2) Spotted plumes (37)
3) Black-tipped wing/tail feathers (34)
4) Ear tufts (26)
5) Extra quill above beak (23)
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6) Scroll motif symbolizing foliage/water/smoke attached to bird (23)
7) Black markings around the eye (21)
8) Fringe around the jaw (21)
9) Spiral eye motif (12)
10) A chan sign attached to bird (8)
11) A snake (kan) wrapped around the neck or in the mouth of the bird (2)
It is apparent from this listing that all of the features of the kuy as outlined by Grube and
Schele are indeed duplicated in numerous examples of the God L bird. However, these
attributes are not consistently portrayed. There are only eight images of the fifty-one in
my Appendices A and B that include all six of the Grube and Schele characteristics (Figs.
A18-A20, A21-A22, A23-A27, A39-A40, A70-A78, B3-B4, B7-B8, B9-B10). Of course
the strongest evidence derives from the Dresden Codex, which forms the basis for the
attribute list compiled by Grube and Schele.

The other images originate from the

Naranjo region (three), Chamá (two), and the Nakbé/Mirador area (one), while one is
unassigned (somewhere within the Peten). Eight renderings exhibit at least five of the six
attributes associated with the kuy type bird, and ten carry only four. Even within the
relative certainty of my “probable” collection, there are eleven examples with three or
less of the kuy characteristics.
Another aspect of the codical kuy is its nominal phrase 13-sky or uxlajun chanal
(Fig. 4.4; Grube and Schele 1994:12-13; Zender and Guenter 2003:105-109). In only two
instances does this text actually occur in relation to the owl of God L (Figs. A19, A23).
However, deviations of the motif are visible in five additional renderings. In these
variant examples the chan sign carries a different numerical prefix or none at all (Fig. A8
[prefix of twelve]; Fig. A22 [prefix of nine]; no numerical prefix appears in Figs. A4,
A31 [damage to this vessel may obscure a number], and B5-B6 [there is no number but a
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chan sign appears in sky band just above the bird]). Thus, the nominal chan sign that is
linked to the kuy bird in codical text appears in only seven out of fifty-one examples.
Even in these few cases, the prefix numbering varies.

13-sky or uxlajun chanal

Fig. 4.4:

Detail drawing of Fig. A19 (K1398), the nominal motif shown attached to
the bird’s head links it with the kuy owl of the Dresden Codex (redrawn
after Taube 1992a:87, fig. 43b).

In addition to the protean insignia mentioned above, non-uniformity happens in
the depiction of God L’s hat, which can be presented as broad-rimmed or not, feathered
or not, and is at times excluded when artists have opted to position the owl directly on
God L’s head (see Appendix E). Alternatively, the owl can sit on the deity’s back (Fig.
E9c) or be attached to a tied bundle (Figs. E2a, E9a, c). Some “possible” God L
examples render the owl within the same scene but separated from the deity (Figs. B6,
B10). There is even one artist who envisioned a God L-like figure emerging from the
mouth of a Maya owl (Fig. B3). Size is another changeable feature: the bird can be
shown as relatively small or unusually large, especially when rendered solely as a
cranium (compare e.g. Figs. E1b, E2a-c). The avian beak can be long or short (Fig. E7),
and tail feathers get quite lengthy, unlike any natural owl (Figs. E2b, E9a). Variability is
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also apparent in the scrolling motif that symbolizes foliation, smoke, and/or water. This
element can take many different forms or be left out entirely.
Given the changeability of attributes, it is premature to drawn a strong conclusion
regarding an inscriptional designation for the God L owl. Indeed, there are significant
resemblances between the Postclassic kuy and certain Classic-era works. On the other
hand, several important discrepancies prevent an assured and overall equivalence. In my
view, a resolution of this issue must address a number of questions: is a consistency of
form (e.g. physical attributes like coloration, the representation of bodily parts, etc.)
necessary in order to characterize the God L owl or is identification possible even when
an attendant bird exhibits variant qualities? How does the kuy moniker, which describes
a specific kind of owl in Yucatec Maya,127 relate to the identity or meaning of God L?
What is the significance of the numerical prefix that may/may not conjoin with the chan
hieroglyph? How did the God L figure come to be associated with an owl in the first
place?
While it is not now possible to answers each of these questions, some
observations follow. Firstly, an acceptance of Appendix A imagery as representative of
the God L deity necessitates an acknowledgment that the owl can and indeed does vary
with regard to physicality. Secondly, providing the kuy moniker (although an important
hieroglyphic detail for the creators of the Postclassic codices) was viewed as nonessential in Classic-era renditions of God L; the avian familiar of this deity must have
been known and recognized irregardless of hieroglyphic labeling. Thirdly, the blatant
and repetitive interconnection of God L with his owl companion inherently
communicates some larger, cosmological notion. As a result, the putative owl must be
viewed as a critical marker in the identification of God L.
127

The word kuy also means “to believe” in Tzeltal (Brian Stross, personal communication 2006).
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DEFINING AN OWL SPECIES: IS IT POSSIBLE?
Ending my analysis of the visual parameters for the representation of the God L
owl, we can now explore the possible species depicted. In their assessment of the kuy
bird, Grube and Schele (1994:10-11) mention three different types of owls, all of which
are contenders for the bird familiar of God L: Horned Owl, Screech Owl and Ferruginous
Pygmy Owl. These raptors fall under the same family grouping (Strigidae) but exhibit
distinct vocalizations, sizes and appearances, and have somewhat varied behavioral
patterns (Howell and Webb 1995:354-370, plates 25-26). There are in fact more than
thirty owl species separated into two family groups (Tytonidae and Strigidae) that are
identified in Mexico and northern Central America (Howell and Webb 1995; König,
Weick, and Becking 1999). Fortunately, this large species pool can be narrowed through
the comparison of physical features with the God L owl and a review of resident
populations within the Central Maya Area.
Based on the range of owl populations that nest in the Central Maya Area, the
most likely candidates to serve as a model for the God L owl are: the Great Horned Owl
(Bubo virginianus), Spectacled Owl (Pulsatrix perspicillata saturata), Barn Owl (Tyto
alba), Stygian Owl (Asio stygius), Crested Owl (Lophostrix cristata striclandi), Mottled
Owl (Strix virgata), Black-and-white Owl (Strix nigrolineata), Vermiculated Screech
Owl (Otus guatemalae), Central American [Least] Pygmy Owl (Glaucidium griseiceps),
and the Ferruginous Pygmy Owl (Glaucidium brasilianum) [Figs. 4.5-4.7].128 Of course,

128

Range maps as well as full descriptions of habitat and behavioral patterns are given in Howell and
Webb (1995) and König, Weick, and Becking (1999). König, Weick, and Becking (1999:370-373)
separate the Glaucidium brasilianum (a strictly South American pygmy owl) from the closely related
(allopatric) Glaucidium ridgwayi (Ridgeway’s Pygmy Owl), which is native to parts of Mexico and Central
America and hence, the most likely species for the Maya region. While prior scholarship classifies G.
ridgwayi as a subspecies of G. brasilianum, König, Weick, and Becking consider them allopatric species
based on DNA evidence and vocalization patterns.
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several other species not named here live in the central highlands of Guatemala or
elsewhere in Mexico and Central America.129

a)

Fig. 4.5:

b)

Large owls of the Central Maya Area: a) Great Horned Owl [Bubo
virginianus] (redrawn after Howell and Webb 1995: plate 26, no. 1);
b) Spectacled Owl [Pulsatrix perspicillata saturate] (redrawn after Howell
and Webb 1995: plate 26, no. 8).

129

One should also note that the population ranges given in current texts on the birds of Mexico and
Central America may be altered or reduced from the actual range of these birds during the Classic and
Postclassic eras. The continual destruction of the tropical rain forest and other ecosystems through modern
industry and human population expansion threatens the natural environment of birds and other creatures.
The now extinct Tyto ostologa, an oversized representative of the barn owl family that once lived in the
Caribbean region and probably grew larger than the horned owl, is an example of a species that may have
existed in the Precolumbian era (Sparks and Soper 1989:170).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4.6:

e)

Medium size owls of the Central Maya Area: a) Barn Owl [Tyto alba]
(redrawn after König, Weick, and Becking 1999: plate 2, no. 1m);
b) Stygian Owl [Asio stygius] (redrawn after Howell and Webb 1995: plate
26, no. 2); c) Crested Owl [Lophostrix cristata striclandi] (redrawn after
Howell and Webb 1995: plate 26, no. 7); d) Mottled Owl [Strix virgata]
(redrawn after Howell and Webb 1995: plate 26, no. 3); e) Black-and-white
Owl [Strix nigrolineata] (redrawn after Howell and Webb 1995: plate 26,
no. 6).
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a)

b)

Fig. 4.7:

c)

Small owls of the Central Maya Area: a) Vermiculated Screech Owl [Otus
guatemalae] (redrawn after Howell and Webb 1995:plate 25, no. 9; b)
Central American [Least] Pygmy Owl [Glaucidium griseiceps] (redrawn
after Howell and Webb 1995:plate 25, no. 5); c) Ferruginous Pygmy Owl
[Glaucidium brasilianum] (redrawn after Howell and Webb 1995:plate 25,
no. 6).
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Fig. 4.8:

Comparison of the God L bird with owl species of the Central Maya Area.
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to interconnect a single, definitive species with
the owl representations of Maya art. There is no one-to-one correspondence between
actual owls of the Central Area and the ten key characteristics of God L’s avian
companion. For example, owls of the natural world do not exhibit a hieroglyphic chan
sign and foliage, smoke or water emanating from the body. Neither do real owls carry
snakes around their necks, have an extra quill attached to the upper part of the beak or
display a spiraling line within the eye. These are of course artistic conventions used to
communicate culturally-applied meanings, aspects of owl behavior that were understood
as accurate even if not part of an observable, physical reality. The chan/kan (sky) sign
most likely references the flight capability of owls and serves to communicate realm of
existence. The phonetically related chan/kan can also denote the broadly-present skyserpent motif of Maya art and name the earthbound creature (snake) that is a food of
raptorial birds. In parallel to the features of anthropomorphic Maya deities, the scrolling
emanations resembling foliage, smoke or water that exit from the God L bird probably
symbolize the landscape in which owls dwell and/or the vital essence of their life and
breath. Much like its godly familiar, the spiraling eye of the bird may signify the
obscured quality of nighttime light in which owls typically hunt.
Less easily understood is the extra feather extending from the upper mandible of
the God L bird. This iconographic feature is quite mysterious and without a convincing
explanation at present. The feature may simply be an artistic device used to suggest a tuft
on the opposite side of a profile head, a motif that transformed over time to be placed in
an anatomically incorrect position.

Alternatively, the element may derive from the

observation of owls with distinct bristles around the bill or a light-colored supercilium
between/above the eyes (Figs. 4.5a-b, 4.6b-c). Either of these features, when viewed
from afar, might resemble a protruding feather. Emanating from the beak as it does, the
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motif may refer to breath, smell or even food, as for example a marker of this raptor’s
appetite for other smaller birds. If accurate, this would differ from the norm since the act
of bird consuming bird is more typically rendered within the mouth itself as the partiallyswallowed but protruding feathers or feet of an unfortunate avian victim (see the muwaan
hieroglyph, Fig. 1.4d).

Interestingly, the single feather motif can function

hieroglyphically as the syllable “o.” Could this be an intentional phonetic clue that acts
to spell some word? If the term ook (foot; o-ki/ku = ook) were intended to cite an
instance, the combination of bird head and feather could be an alternative reference to the
footprint motif shown in at least two God L examples (Figs. A4, A8).

For now

regrettably this question will remain unresolved.
Setting aside the visual motifs that are absent from bird physique, a comparison
can be made between the artistic rendering of God L’s bird and the morphology of actual
owls. All owls resident to the Central Area of Maya territory carry at least four requisite
characteristics: a raptor’s beak, fringe around jaw, spotted quills, and darkly-colored tips
on wing/tail feathers (Fig. 4.8). Of the nine species listed on my chart, four display all of
the tangible physical traits that are linked to the God L bird. These six, total, concrete
traits include feather ear tufts and black markings around the eye in addition to the items
noted above.
The feather horns of owls are arguably the most important, distinguishing feature.
The prominent ear tufts point only to the following bird types: the Great Horned Owl
(Bubo virginianus), Stygian Owl (Asio stygius), Crested Owl (Lophostrix cristata
stricklandi), and the Vermiculated Screech Owl (Otus guatemalae). Of these, the Great
Horned Owl is the most striking because of its extraordinarily large size (average height
is 19 to 22 inches) and its thick, bushy ear tufts (Fig. 4.5a). This owl, however, is not
native to the lush, humid rainforests around the site of Tikal since it prefers a more open,
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woodland habitat (Howell and Webb 1995:359-360; König, Weick, and Becking
1999:289-290).130 Somewhat smaller are the Stygian Owl and Crested Owl at 15 to 17
inches in height. The white forehead of the Stygian Owl stands out and contrasts greatly
with the blackish facial disks that encircle this bird’s eyes (Fig. 4.6b). These features are
quite distinct and could plausibly be linked to the odd feather extension and strong black
markings around the eye that are noted in the God L bird. Similarly, the Crested Owl has
long, conspicuous, white feather tufts that could conceivably be taken as a feather
emerging above the bill, especially if viewed in profile (Fig. 4.6c).
Although less awe-inspiring than the larger owls, the Vermiculated Screech Owl
is another strong contender (Fig. 4.7a). This bird is widespread in both the Central and
Northern Maya regions and fully adapted to the tropical forest as well as the semi-arid,
deciduous, and scrubby woodland zones. It has small yet visible ear tufts and is only 8 to
9 inches in height. It is important to note that ear tufts, although frequently portrayed, are
not a noticeable part of every rendition of the God L owl (for a listing see Fig. 4.3a-c).
In addition to feather horns, other observable characteristics such as size and
coloration may have influenced artistic portrayals, and if shown accurately, could provide
clues of species type. Let me first explore the phenomenon of size. Comparing the bird
in relation to the God L head, one will notice that size varies. The length of the smaller
birds rendered are almost twice the diameter of God L’s head, a length of perhaps 14
inches (see e.g. Figs. E2b, E7a-b, E8a, E12b).131 This visual approximation of size points
towards the imitation of medium size owls. But many of the birds shown to accompany
God L are noticeably larger than this. Portrayed from the neck up without an attached
body and equal in size to the deity’s own head, some birds must have been visualized at
130

In the Classic era, during active settlement of expansive sites like Tikal and Calakmul, clearing of the
jungle canopy may have encouraged the residence of Great Horned Owls in the Peten region.
131 This estimation is derived using my own head size (7 inches in diameter) as a reference.
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more than 21 inches in length if a natural proportionality was followed (see e.g. Figs.
E1b, E2a, E4a, E6a-c, E10b-c). In these last examples only the Great Horned Owl, which
reaches 22 inches in length, could possibly fit the bill. Unfortunately, we do not know
the reasons behind the aesthetic choices that resulted in these portrayals. We also cannot
assume that true size proportionality is represented. Thus, this line of reasoning leads
nowhere.
With regard to coloration, some owls display a closer proximity to ancient Maya
depictions. Of those with visible ear tufts, the Crested Owl, with its overall gray-brown
coloration and white spotted scapular feathers, is not a strong candidate (Fig. 4.6c). The
color tones of the hornless Black-and-white and Spectacled owls also deviate from the
characteristics of the kuy type bird due to less apparent dotting of dark-on-light color
combinations (Figs. 4.5b, 4.6e). The appearance of these three bird types is less blatantly
variegated than that of the Great Horned, Stygian, and Vermiculated Screech Owls, all of
which show the distinct light/dark bands of color that are typical of Maya renditions
(Figs. 4.5a, 4.6b, 4.7a). Unfortunately, a natural physicality is not always rendered
perhaps because of artistic limitations such as color, material, and process.

More

importantly, Maya art is not focused on exact reproduction but on communicating other
cultural ideas.
Maya writing and linguistics affords little further help. In the Classic Maya era,
the words kuy and ikim denote types of owls, but neither has been closely linked with a
particular class of bird. Modern research of related Maya languages does account for a
number of differing names that are associated with owl species. For example, the Tzeltal
language recorded by Eugene Hunn (1977: xxiii, 25) recognizes the Screech, Pygmy,
Barn, Mottled, and Great Horned Owls, each with a separate nominal (kurunkuc, toytoy,
šoč’, škuh, and tukulum pukuh respectively). Thus, the names of Mottled (škuh) and
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Great Horned Owls (tukulum pukuh) have some phonetic elements in common with the
Classic Maya kuy. In her study of modern Yucatecan bird names, Helga-Maria Hartig
(1979:34) found numerous variants for native owls, many of which cross-over in use
between individual species. Amongst her listing are the Barn Owl called xoch’; the Great
Horned Owl: akab ch’ic’, tunculuchu’, or ikim; the Mottled Owl: coakab; the Pygmy
Owl: t’oh cah xnuc; and the Vermiculated Screech Owl: culte’ or coakab.132 In this
Yucatecan listing, it is instead the name for the Vermiculated Screech Owl (called culte’
or kulte) that comes closest phonetically to the inscriptional kuy.133

Fig. 4.9:

The hieroglyphic ch’een meaning cave/spring pictures a spotted and trefoileyed owl (after Coe and Van Stone 2001:163). Perhaps because of the
mythical relationship between caves, owls and the underworld theme, the
ch’een hieroglyph is believed to portray an owl (Macri and Looper 2003:97,
BT6).

The pictographic nature of ancient Maya linguistics offers evidence of owls in
relation to natural habitat.

One hieroglyphic expression uses an owl head to

communicate the word ch’een, a term signifying “cave” or “spring” (Fig. 4.9). Likely
derived from the experience of observing nature, this word projects the conception of
owls within the cavernous setting. Indeed, two of the ten owl species native to the
132

Hartig (1979:34) includes divergent spelling of these various owl terms.
Owls in the Chol language are divided only into the large (xcuj) and small (xjoch’ or xtutuy) varieties
(Aulie and Aulie 1978:167, see lechuza). I should also note the findings of Roys (1931:330, 328-329), who
in a survey of Maya names for various fauna, collected these similar notations: Ah-Cuy (a species of owl),
Ah-chuy-tun (hawk, osprey or kite), and Ah-hun-kute (a type of eagle). These word resemblances indicate
that at least in the Modern period, terms for both nocturnal and diurnal predators were somewhat
interchangeable.
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Central Area are known to roost in caves. These are the Great Horned Owl and the
smaller, hornless Barn Owl (Figs. 4.5a, 4.6a; Howell and Webb 1995:353, 359-60).134
Moving now to the data of archaeology we find additional but limited information
regarding the species of owls used in a ceremonial context. Although included in the
rendering of Maya art and script, owls are not a major item within the milieu of elite
burials or dedicatory caches. Nonetheless, three Ferruginous Pygmy Owls (Glaucidium
brasilianum) were found in the undisturbed archaeological context of Tikal Burial 10,
Structure 5D-34 (W. Coe 1990, Vol. II: 485).135 According to Peter Harrison (2000:86),
“The evidence of birds as funerary equipment appears here for the first time at Tikal.”
This instance is especially significant because Burial 10 is the tomb of Yax Nuun Ahyiin
(First ? Caiman), the son of a possible “foreigner” named Spear-Thrower Owl (Martin
and Grube 2000:29-33; Stuart 2000:465-513). The implication, though unproven, is that
owls were sought for this burial because of the familial namesake.136
Two pygmy owls (Glaucidium brasilianum) were also found in a cache deposit at
the site of Copan, one of which was covered with red pigment and placed in a Spondylus
shell (Pohl 1983:84). The other was discovered in a carved and polished brown vessel
dating to the Late Classic period (Pohl 1983:84). At Chichen Itza, the wing and leg
elements of a Pygmy Owl were deposited together with a Finch (Saltator); both were laid
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Smithe (1966:80) reports that Barn Owl bones were collected from the debris of temples and other
structures at Tikal. He speculates the birds may have nested inside these darkened, abandoned spaces.
135 I should point out a discrepancy regarding the number of owls found in Burial 10, although the body
count does not affect my argument to any significant degree. According to W. Coe (1990, II: 485), the
remains of three owls were recovered in Burial 10 and as per Harrison (1999:86), the count was only two.
Smithe (1966:84) states that at least six individual Pygmy Owls were found in the burials and caches
throughout Tikal, although I have not been able to verify this information elsewhere. Smithe also mentions
the rarity of Pygmy Owls in the tropical Peten region and speculates that Pygmy Owls may have been
imported for ceremonial purposes. Another explanation is that these small owls, which are usually found in
open areas, disappeared from the Tikal region after it was abandoned and jungle growth began to cover
cleared spaces.
136 The headless body of a crocodile (Crocodylus moreleti) or Ahyiin, representing part of the naming
phrase of the king buried here, was laid alongside the primary skeleton of Tikal Burial 10.
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upon and around remnants of textile as well as a turquoise mosaic (Pohl 1983:84). These
archaeological findings are especially provocative since the size and physicality of the
Pygmy Owl makes it the least likely candidate for representation in Maya art. The
Pygmy Owl lacks the prominent ear tufts of its relatives, and as the smallest bird of the
resident group, would be less impressive overall to view in nature. It is also primarily a
daytime hunter, unlike the larger owls. This particular behavioral trait would seem to
disconnect the Pygmy Owl species from the mythology of underworld places and caves, a
mythical association that is prevalent in certain God L renditions.137
A summary of visual evidence coupled with data from linguistics, archaeology
and ornithology ultimately comes up short in the search for a definitive species. The
variegated color and ear tufts of the Great Horned, Stygian, and Vermiculated Screech
Owls most consistently match renderings of both the kuy bird and the avian companion of
God L. However, sizing and coloration are variable elements in the renderings of Maya
art and therefore provide little substantiation of type. Also inconclusive are the limited
details derived from ancient and modern linguistics.

Finally, actual bird remains

discovered in the context of archaeological sites contradict other lines of proof by
revealing a ceremonial interest in the smallest, non-horned owl rather than those of closer
physical resemblance to the corpus of artistic depictions.
As a result of this inquiry, the model species for the God L bird is left
undetermined. However, my inability to ascertain a species should not be assumed to
reflect a disinterest in clarity. Surely the particular characteristics of certain birds were
important to Maya artists and used with deliberation to communicate specific ideas.
Unfortunately, our grasp of artistic intention is limited at present. In the case of God L
137

One important trait that could conceivably entwine Pygmy Owls within Maya myth is their willingness
to interact with humans: some will respond to a mimicked call or whistle and follow the caller quite a
distance as he/she moves along a pathway (Julia Guernsey, personal communication 2006).
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the intent may have been to portray a general predatory type (including eagles, hawks,
and owls) or to associate the deity more specifically with the habits and disposition of
nighttime raptors.

The evidence strongly suggests that the representation of God L

necessitated the inclusion of a characteristic bird, a putative owl, and that this symbol
relayed a cohesive message. Though drawn from the observation of nature, mythological
creatures must inherently reach beyond the parameters of normalcy in order to be
connected to the mysteries of existence and larger concepts of cosmic order. Setting
aside the question of species assignment, it may prove productive instead to search for
meaning within the behavioral patterns of owls in general and to explore their overall
depiction in Maya art.

THE HABITS AND DISPOSITION OF OWLS138
Surveying the broad characteristics of owl behavior may help to explain the
portrayal of this creature in Maya art and myth. While each individual species has a
unique vocalization and varies in terms of size, coloration, habitat and preferred diet,
owls share many anatomical features and patterns of behavior. Owls are reputed killers
and flesh eaters, carnivorous predators adapted to capturing prey in flight or by pouncing
after a rapid dive from the perch. They have keen vision and hearing, powerful talons
and a deadly, curved beak. Their aggressive nature and appetite for insects, scorpions,
fish, reptiles, rodents and even other birds indicate the dominance of the owl over many,
less forceful creatures.139 The biggest owls prey on animals such as rabbits, hares,
opossums, ducks, geese, and herons. Some owls are especially fierce, willing to attack
138

Unless noted otherwise the information cited in this section is drawn from Howell and Webb (1995:
353-370) and König, Weick, and Becking (1999:15-37, 59; see also discourse on individual species).
139 Control of the rodent population through the predation of raptorial birds may be an especially important
characteristic within an agricultural society such as the Maya, where maize production and storage is
critical to survival.
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creatures larger than themselves and even humans who come too close to nestlings. Once
making the catch, owls kill by crushing the skull of its victim and kneading the body with
its powerful talons. The prey is then carried to the perch where it will be swallowed
whole or ripped apart into digestible portions. When hunting is good, owls stockpile an
extended food supply in the nest itself or somewhere nearby. All owls reject indigestible
remains of food as pellets that drop to the ground below the perch. The pellets are
curious finds containing hair, feathers, chitinous parts of insects, and of course bones.
An unusual attribute amongst their avian breed, owl eyes are directed forward and
set into a frontal, rounded face, making it tempting to draw parallels between owl
behavior and that of humankind. Like humans, owls have highly developed vision.
However, their eyes are designed to maximize sight during periods of low intensity light
as at dusk and dawn, a time when our eyes tend to blur distinguishing outlines beyond
recognition. Owls see better than humans in any degree of light, even in the brightest
sunlight. But contrary to popular lore, they cannot see in total darkness. Even within the
reduced visual field of near darkness, the owl’s keen sense of hearing allows it to
successfully target prey.

Unlike humans, owls cannot roll their eyeballs to follow

movement within the visual field. Instead, they bob and turn their head to achieve a
better optical and auditory depth perception. Owls also have the remarkable capacity to
rotate their heads as much as 270 degrees, which allows them to keep prey in sight
throughout an extensive visual range without shifting the body. Owls have two eyelids
per eye. The outer normal eyelid may be bare or finely feathered. The inner is an
opaque, nictitating membrane that is pulled across the eyeball for protection in certain
circumstances.140 All but one of the resident owls discussed in the previous section have

140

I have personally seen the use of an owl’s nictitating eyelid. The effect is a darkened eyeball that
appears mirror-like or blind.
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vivid yellow irises and distinctive facial discs that accentuate their large, staring eyes.141
As a protective adaptation, Pygmy Owls developed an occipital face (false eyes) on the
back of the head that creates the peculiar appearance of seeing in opposite directions at
once (Fig. 4.7b).
The daytime nesting and nighttime hunting of most owls reverses their pattern of
activity from that of human beings. During daylight most owls rest motionless and
hidden with eyes closed to a thin slit. But as nighttime approaches, they begin to preen
and call in preparation for flight to a preferred hunting ground. Owls perch and fly in
silence, watching for potential victims and when making the strike, move with speed and
stealth. The darker upper wings contrast with lighter belly feathers, giving owls an
“unreal” quality when seen on a moonlit night (Sparks and Soper 1989:36). Owl wings
are adapted to noiseless flight because of the serrated edge of outer web feathers. Their
acoustic sense is so acute owls can hear even the slightest rustle of an insect amongst dry
leaves.
Although they are largely nocturnal, the nightly activity of owls is concentrated in
the hours surrounding dawn and dusk. The diminished light of these transitional periods
allows the owl to hunt unnoticed by potential prey. Owls are especially active on moonlit
nights with little or no wind as this type of setting enhances the clarity of sight and sound,
and provides the best success in hunting. While they nest in the concealment of caves,
high forest branches, rock outcroppings, and the hollows of trees or cacti, owls stalk in
open spaces either diving onto prey from the perch or giving chase in flight. The edge of
ecological regions such as between forest and scrubland or land cleared for agricultural
purposes and roadways are preferred hunting grounds.
141

For color imagery see Howell and Webb (1995:358-60, plates 25-26) and König, Weick, and Becking
(1999: plates 2[1], 22[82], 25[92], 26[94], 37[118], 25[92], 43[136], 44[141], 47[152], 49[160-161], and
63[206]).
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The mating period of owls corresponds with an increased visibility and more
frequent vocalizations as individuals search for reproductive partners and care for young
nestlings. Owls can live from six to twenty years. Some species breed for life, returning
regularly to the same nesting area. Special vocalizations signal the mating process. Owls
do not visibly open their bills when singing but rather inflate the throat into a swelling
ball. When singing occurs, the light-colored feathers of the owl’s throat shine distinctly
enough to be seen at dusk. Both males and females duet in song during the breeding
process. Some, like the Great Horned Owls, utter strident and penetrating screams.
Mating of owls occurs during the last month of the dry season in the tropics, just before
heavy rains bring new life to desiccated foliage (in the Central Area this is from March to
April or April to May). Owl eggs are pure white and incubated by the female only.

Fig. 4.10:

Barn owl in threat display (after König, Weick, and Becking 1999:29, fig.
34)

Once nestlings are hatched the male catches and delivers prey for the female and
her brood. It is said that on occasion parents bring live snakes to the roost and allow
them to live unharmed for the purpose of eating insects that would otherwise consume
cached prey intended for the owls themselves (Schlesinger 2001:217). If a potential
enemy approaches, owls assume a threat posture with ear tufts erect, body feathers
ruffled, the body bowed forward and wings outstretched (Fig. 4.10). Hissing and bill189

snapping noises may be made and if necessary, the talons and beak are used in aggressive
strikes. Owls can be very belligerent against intruders coming too close to the nest or
fledgling young. When the rainy season arrives, owls can be seen enjoying the water,
bathing in raindrops or a puddle on the road. Later, as the planting season progresses and
the corn is picked and stored, owls provide the beneficial service of ridding the fields of
hungry mice that could devastate the harvest.

THE OWL IN MAYA ART AND MYTH
An important phenomenon of Mesoamerican art is the representation of owls. Of
course, God L and his avian companion exemplify this category of imagery. There are,
however, other circumstances in which artists have rendered the bird. To achieve a
higher degree of clarity with regard to the meaning of God L, it may be helpful to
examine the artistic context of various owls within the Classic era and central Maya
realm. Judging from works of art that are currently available for review, employment of
the owl motif was relatively limited during the Early Classic epoch. As time moved
forward use of the symbol grew steadily so that in the art of the Late Classic period, the
incidence of owls is much more frequent and widespread.
At least partly drawn from the experience of nature, the evocation of owls likely
relates to some of the behavioral patterns mentioned in the preceding section. But
mythical stories are inherently complex and obscure, created over time through the
layering of ideas and occurrences that connect one symbol to another. As a result the
ideas infused within a symbol may incorporate aspects of natural behavior based on
human observation as well as cultural ideas that are imposed upon the symbol through
relational thinking. Within the Maya realm, owl depictions generally reference five
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overarching but interrelated notions: foreigners and foreign lineage; the kingly regalia of
warfare; travel and messaging; positive/negative prognostication; and transient states of
existence. No one of these conceptual notions is distinct from the others; they reflect the
mythical entwining of knowledge about the natural behavior of owls and larger human
perceptions deriving from cultural phenomena like the history of Maya settlements and
beliefs about the supernatural realm.
Owls are connected with foreigners and foreign insignia.

This conceptual

relationship may have been facilitated by the owl’s nocturnal habits which make them
inherently “strange” in the eyes of diurnal humans. But the association is also due to
incidents of cultural history. One of the first and most prominent instances of owls in
Maya art relates to kingship and politics in Early Classic Tikal. Perhaps of highest
intrigue is the so-called “arrival of strangers” during the late fourth century (Braswell
2003; Coggins 1993; Martin and Grube 2000:28-31; Schele and Freidel 1990:130-64;
Stuart 2000).142 This contentious episode is known from the text and imagery of several
Peten monuments. In a shift from the framework of earlier artistic works, new sculptures
portray warriors with foreign regalia entering the Maya region. According to some
scholars, the affair caused upheaval in Tikal, a notion that is evidenced by the puzzling
death of ruler Chak Tok Ich’aak, and the subsequent establishment of a new dynastic
lineage.143 The arrival is said to have effected changes in the ruling order across a wide
region of the central lowlands including locations such as Uaxactun, Yaxhá, Becan, and
Río Azul. Although the nature of the exchange and the relative importance of this event
are hotly debated issues, no one doubts that some kind of interaction took place in the
142

Early Classic monuments that reference possible foreigners are Uaxactun Stela 5, the Tikal El
Marcador, and Tikal Stela 31, to name a few. Stuart (2000:478) places the date of the “arrival” at 16
January 378 AD. Martin and Grube (2000:29) post the date as 31 January 378 AD using the Julian
calendar.
143 Following the change in royal lineage, stelae erected by previous Tikal rulers were purportedly
destroyed or dispersed to peripheral locations (Martin and Grube 2000:29-30).
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Early Classic period between the central lowland Maya and people claiming links to
ancient Mexico (Braswell 2003).144
Around the time of the arrival, works of art such as the “El Marcador” monument
at Tikal began to record the name of a “foreign” regent called Spear-Thrower Owl and to
claim this agent as the patriarch of a new ruling lineage established at this site (Fig.
4.11).145 As overlord of the newly-installed dynasts, this entity is the perceived instigator
of a political transformation, which was carried out by his underling Siyaj K’ak’ and
included a new kind of combat fought in the manner of Mexican traditions.146 There are
many uncertainties surrounding the arrival event and Spear-Thrower Owl character such
as whether this nominal phrase signifies a real historical person, a title of political office
or an emblem for a military order; whether the name represents a local or foreign entity;
whether the fourth-century interaction was congenial or belligerent; and whether the
overall impact of the cultural exchange was extensive or relatively minor (Braswell 2003:
topic summarized on pp. 1-43; Martin and Grube 2000:31; Stuart 2000:481-90).
With regard to consequent portrayals of owls in Maya art, it ultimately does not
matter whether Spear-Thrower Owl was foreign or local, and whether the name
represents a military order, king, real person or propagandistic invention.

What is

important, however, is that a significant legend existed about a patriarch named with owl
and weaponry, and that this legend tied foreign elements to the political and military
success of Tikal. The range of material produced to recount the arrival event proves the
legend was visible, repeated, and repercussive upon social thinking. From this point
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Further discussion on the political events of the Early Classic period can be found in Chapter 6.
The accession of Yax Nuun Ahyiin I took place on 12 September 379 AD (Martin and Grube 2000:32).
See Stuart (2000) or Grube and Martin (2001) for a more extensive discussions of the inscriptions on El
Marcador and other Early Classic monuments.
146 See the following essays regarding the new symbols and methods of warfare: Martin 2001a; Martin
2000b; Schele and Freidel 1990:130-215; Stone 1989; Taube 1992b.
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onward, the owl in Maya art became a potent religious and political symbol carrying a
connotation of foreign origin, military prowess, and unassailable authority.
The owl forms inscribed on the “El Marcador” monument from Tikal are
relatively straightforward, naturalistic renderings.

However, one can see even in these

early representations the merging of owl traits with those of other raptors like the eagle.
This conflation, which obscures the interpretation of Maya art, could be the product of
several factors: a confused understanding about the origin/meaning of the symbol
resulting from the relay of information between differing human communities, the license
of artistic interpretation and subsequent reinterpretation by Maya artists, and/or a desire
to communicate broader concepts about raptorial birds in relation to perceived social
phenomena. The three examples in Figure 4.11 exemplify this point. Two frontally
positioned birds have large, forward-staring eyes accentuated by drafted outlines
designating rounded eye sockets (Figs. 4.11a-b). There is little doubt in the manner of
representation that these images are intended to symbolize owls. In contrast, the bird
done in profile (appearing on the very same monument) has a flattened eye shape with
horizontally-emphasized brow and lower lid. These features are more consistent with the
eye structure of an eagle, which has an angled face that translates more readily to profile
viewing and brow feathers that accentuate a horizontal linearity (cf. Fig. 4.11c and 4.12).
At least two of the birds demonstrate attributes linked to the kuy owl: ear tuft/s,
fringed jaw, black-tipped and spotted feathers, and a feathery emanation above the beak.
Notwithstanding the variability of symbolism on “El Marcador,” all three of these avian
emblems denote the same nominal phrase (according to linguistic analysis), which is
represented by a spear-thrower and presumed owl (Stuart 2000:481-490).

The odd

trefoil-shaped eye of the owl in Figure 4.11c is repeated in a hieroglyph for the Maya
word ch’een (cave or spring) drafted in the form of a bird head with closed eyelid (Fig.
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4.9). It should be noted that the frontal head format seen in Figures 4.11a-b is relatively
rare in Maya art, which favors compositions done with a combined three-quarter body
and profile head.147 It is not surprising given this preference that a “foreign” symbol,
perhaps introduced in the frontal format, would eventually be reinterpreted by Maya
artists according to their favored aesthetic arrangement.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 4.11:

147

The Spear-Thrower Owl name on “El Marcador” monument, Tikal, circa
378 AD: a) Detail of Side A [3c] (after Martin and Grube 2000:31); b)
Detail of Side B [9e-f] (after Stuart 2000:481, fig. 15.14e); c) Detail of
central medallion (after Stuart 2000:481, fig. 15.14i). These are three of
nine distinct examples of the regent’s name discovered so far (Stuart
2000:481). Note the spotted feathering, fringed jaw, ear tufts, and extra
quill above the beak that correspond with the representation of owls in Maya
art. The profile eye of this bird lacks the accentuated roundness that can be
seen in the other two examples.

The frontal head format is more consistent with art from central Mexico.
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Fig. 4.12:

Harpy Eagle (Harpia harpyja) (after Howell and Webb 1995: plate 6.5).

If the profile bird on “El Marcador” is an intended owl, how then do we interpret
other conflated examples from this same timeframe and site? A case in point is the
imagery of Tikal Stela 31, which was created in part to commemorate a king’s familial
bond with the Spear-Thrower Owl character. Standing at the center of the composition,
Siyaj Chan K’awiil holds aloft what may be his grandfather’s headdress, identifiable
through a nominal emblem in the form of a bird (Fig. 4.13a-b).148 The Mexican-style
emblem pictures an armed raptor in profile view with shield and weaponry positioned on
its chest. Not surprisingly, there is disagreement as to whether this bird is an owl or
eagle, and thus whether it actually names the Tikal regent or serves as an alternative
148

The holding aloft of a grandfather’s headdress is a design seemingly revisited on Tikal Stela 40, which
illustrates the later descendant K’an Chitam enacting the very same action with what may be the headdress
of Yax Nuun Ahyiin (Borowicz 2003:229-230).
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military emblem.149 The differences in opinion regarding the medallion focus on the
presence of a spear (but no spear thrower), the crested head, the lined (rather than
spotted) shading on the end of tail feathers, and the object (heart?) held in the mouth of
the bird, all of which characterize eagles present in the art of Teotihuacan.
It may not be possible to resolve the status of this particular symbol in favor of
one or another bird. In my opinion, the portrayal of owls and eagles is sometimes too
tightly wound to separate. It is especially when foreign elements combine with Maya
traditions that the distinction between raptorial birds becomes obscure. One finds an
array of forms in Mesoamerican art in which imagery leans heavily towards the eagle or
alternately, towards the owl. But in between are countless examples that draw from the
attributes of both species. In the Early Classic era for example, two items of foreign
origin evidence a newly-developed interest in utilizing ceramic representations and/or
real owls/eagles for cache and burial deposits made within Maya territory. One image
comes from Becan, a site in the Río Bec region northeast of Calakmul (Fig. 4.14a). This
ceramic medallion was discovered in an undisturbed archaeological context as part of a
cache of goods thought to derive from Teotihuacan (Ball 1974:2-3).150 The owl insignia
was found amongst ten figurines placed within a larger, hollow statuette. All was held
inside a tripod cylindrical vessel that served as a dedicatory deposit under Structure XIV.
This frontally-positioned bird with emphatic eyes is consistent with the manner of
rendering owls in central Mexican art (Von Winning 1987, I:89). It closely resembles an
owl-emblazoned shield worn by a warrior figure from Teotihuacan, a correlation that
supports the contention that the cached items found at Becan originated in central Mexico
149

Martin and Grube (2000:34-35), Schele and Freidel (1990:155-57; 449-50), and Stuart (2000:481-90)
identify the avian emblem as an owl with shield and spears. Borowicz (2003:227-28), Paulinyi (2001:4),
and Taube (1998b) say instead, it is an eagle.
150 Though the discovery represents a new format for offerings, Braswell (2003:35) and Iglesias Ponce de
León (2003:192) note the limited nature of foreign interaction at Becan.
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and relate to the so-called arrival of foreigners (Ball 1974:6-7; Von Winning 1987, I: figs.
9a-c). But once again the feathery cresting at the top of the avian head is more consistent
with eagle morphology.

a)
Fig. 4.13:

b)
a) Detail of possible Spear-Thrower Owl headdress, Stela 31, Tikal (after
Jones and Satterthwaite 1982: fig. 51d); b) Detail of avian emblem with
rayed chest medallion and spear. This bird has a feather crest and object in
its mouth.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 4.14:

a) Figurine depicting a shield-bearing raptor from a cache at Becan, 500-600
AD, ceramic, less than 7 cm [h] (after Ball 1974:6); b) Detail drawing of
bottom of lidded ceramic vessel from Burial 10, Tikal, circa 250-550 AD
(after Culbert 1993: fig. 16). Note the avian headdress with an extra feather
above its beak and the “Tlaloc” goggles that are linked to Teotihuacan; c)
Tikal king Wak Chan K’awiil commissioned this painted ceramic
emblazoned with a putative Maya owl to celebrate his familial ties to the
foreigner named Spear-Thrower Owl, circa 554 AD, size unknown (after
Martin and Grube 2000:39, drawing by Simon Martin). Note the feathered
crest on this presumed owl and imported insignia worn as a chest medallion.
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Another conflated raptor is pictured twice on the lower half of an imported
Manik-period ceramic recovered from Tikal Burial 10, the tomb of Spear-Thrower Owl’s
son Yax Nuun Ahyiin (Fig. 4.14b; Culbert 1993: fig. 16).151 The vessel has a bird head
handle (not illustrated here) with prominent facial disks, a strong owl characteristic. The
detail drawing included in Figure 4.14b shows a frontal bird face with a peculiar dotted
element extending from above the beak. This feature mimics the extra spotted quill
attached to the kuy type of owl. However, the cresting at the top of the bird’s head points
towards an eagle classification. If the bird is an owl and not an eagle, perhaps the
cresting is incorporated to suggest the owl’s natural threat response, which involves the
ruffling up of feathers to frighten an approaching enemy (cf. Fig. 4.10). A possible
correlation to the design of this ceramic are the faunal offerings of Burial 10 (mentioned
earlier), which included three Pygmy Owls (W. Coe 1990, II: 485).152 The goggle-eyed
foreigner with his remarkable avian headdress also calls to mind the culturally distinct
but parallel imagery of the coevally-represented God L and his owl companion.
One extraordinary representation of a putative owl form relates strongly to the
contested avian emblem of Stela 31 (Fig. 4.14c). This emblazoned platter, dating to
circa 554 AD, names Wak Chan K’awiil, the twenty-first ruler of Tikal (Martin and
Grube 2000:39).

Owl symbolism was likely chosen to highlight the king’s royal

bloodline, which when traced back five generations, returns to the illustrious Spear-

151

Burial 10 included three ceramic vessels designed with foreign elements. For imagery see, Culbert
(1993: figs. 15-17).
152 Besides the Pygmy Owls, Burial 10 included remains of a crocodile, three jays, one probable tanager,
and a passerine (see also page 153 and W. Coe 1990, Vol. II: 479-487). Tikal Burial 10 is the tomb of
Spear-Thrower Owl’s descendent Yax Nuun Ahyiin. An interesting correlation to the topic of the eagleowl conflation at Tikal comes from the use of birds in coeval burials at Teotihuacan. Saburo Sugiyama
(2003; 2005:205) reports that Burial 2 [building phase 4] within the Pyramid of the Moon contained 9
eagles and 1 owl, while amongst the offerings of Burial 3 [building phase 5] was an incomplete owl skull.
Both tombs date circa 300-400 AD. If the “arrival of strangers” did involve a contingent from Teotihuacan,
perhaps the Mexican custom of offering eagles and owls in the burial context (in real or effigy format) was
introduced to the people of Tikal at this time.
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Thrower Owl.

Made to celebrate the K’atun ending of 9.6.0.0.0, the work of art

advertises the legitimacy of this king by dint of his presumably foreign roots (Martin and
Grube 2000:39). This bird shows many features associated with the kuy owl: blackspotted and tipped feathers, ear tufts, fringed lower mandible, and extra quill extending
above the beak. Other atypical attributes are an entwined snake, a feathered crest, and a
complex foreign medallion attached to its chest. The bird’s pectoral incorporates the socalled Mexican year sign with a rayed or floral shield motif that is likewise visible on the
imported Becan figurine (compare Figs. 4.14a and c). Both the bird of Stela 31 and kuylike owl of the ceramic platter display a dramatic feathery cresting, a lump on the top of
the beak, a rayed foreign-style pectoral, and an object (heart?) dangling from the mouth
(cf. Figs. 4.13b and 4.14c). Among the discrepancies are the extra feather quill above the
beak, the presence of a spear, and the lined versus spotted tail feathers. Given the range
of incongruities as well as resemblances, how do we classify these birds with certainty?
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Fig. 4.15:

Detail of Fig. C1, K1463 (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr).
A kingly figure wears an owl headdress and Mexican-style medallion
featuring “Tlaloc” eyes.

An example that falls more surely within the category of owls is the Maya
ceramic K1463, originating from the Ik’ site (Motul de San Jose-Bejucal). This vessel
demonstrates owl imagery employed within the courtly setting (Fig. 4.15 and Fig. C1).
Worn on the head as such and exhibiting a dark-tipped tail quill and feathery emanation
above the beak, this avian headdress imitates the kuy owl.

The painted narrative

illustrates a robust king greeting two in-coming vassals while another situated behind him
appears to hold a mirror. Perhaps the king wants to enjoy his own reflection while
wearing special regalia such as his owl headdress and foreign-style pectoral.

The

headdress of course resembles that of God L. The chest adornment, with its trapeze-andray design (also called the Mexican year sign) and Tlaloc goggles, unites two central
Mexican symbols. By wearing this costume, the ruler may be impersonating the deity or
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advertising his legitimacy through foreign symbolism. The piece is especially significant
because it unites in a single image the insignia of God L with symbols of foreign origin.
A Late Classic drinking cup, unprovenienced but likely made in the Peten region,
presents a truncated version of a probable Maya owl entwined with foreign symbolism
(Fig. 4.16a). Here the bird’s body is discarded and instead there is only a head attached
to a collar assembly with trapeze-and-ray motif. Referencing a military aspect, one part
of this neck adornment is possibly identified as a spear-thrower stick. Between the collar
and the Mexican year sign is a vertical form with a right-curved upper edge and a clothwrapped mid-section. The item is simplified and without a disembodied hand to clarify
its use. This motif plausibly represents a spear-thrower seen as part of an emblematic
military assemblage. A comparison with another Maya ceramic depicting a similarlyshaped object, clearly a spear-thrower device tied with cloth or feathers, illustrates the
visual connection (c.f. Fig. 4.16a-b; see also Fig. 4.11 and K1991 for additional spearthrower illustrations).
Grube and Schele (1994) note a strong correlation between owls in Maya art and
the symbolism of warfare. Some authors posit that this military connection derives from
the culture of Teotihuacan where numerous artifacts visually link the owl with
implements of war (Grube and Schele 1994; Martin 2001a:103; Von Winning 1948).
One example is the emblematic bird pictured on the lid of an unprovenienced ceramic
vessel presumed to originate from the great central Mexican city (Fig. 4.17). The piece
displays a frontal owl with rayed or floral combat shield and crossed atlatl spears.153
According to Taube (2000a:270-289), the Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan may
have served as the ritual center for a military cult that promoted motifs such as the war
serpent, Mexican year sign, atlatl and spears as well as “Tlaloc” paraphernalia.
153

In Nahuatl, a language of ancient Mexico, the word atlatl signifies “spear-thrower.”
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a)

b)
Fig. 4.16:

a) K8504, Peten region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical
vessel, 14 cm [h] x 11.5 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, ©
Justin Kerr). In this example, the owl’s body is discarded in order to
highlight foreign insignia. The item between the collar assembly and the
Mexican year sign may be a spear-thrower stick; b) Detail of K1391, [Peten
region?], circa 600-900 AD, incised ceramic cylindrical vessel, 19.5 cm [h]
x 14.7 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr).
Having just speared the serpent behind him, a figure holds a right-curved
spear-thrower that is adorned with cloth or feathers.
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Fig. 4.17:

Teotihuacan war owl on ceramic vessel lid, provenance unknown, 650-750
AD, fired clay, 26.4 cm [diameter] (after Martin 2001a:103, fig. 159). A
combat shield and crossed atlatl darts decorate the chest of an owl. The
shield displays a hand at center and is encircled by a rayed or floral motif.
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a)

Fig. 4.18:

b)

Owls included in the military regalia of Maya kings: a) Detail of Dos Pilas
Stela 9, circa 682 AD, limestone, size unknown (redrawn after drawing by
Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy Foundation for the Advancement of
Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org). King B’alaj Chan K’awiil
displays two owls in his elaborate military costume: one sits near the top of
his back rack and another is attached near the buttocks; b) Piedras Negras
Stela 9, circa 729-757 AD, limestone, 2.85 m [h] x 1.09 m [w] (redrawn
after Grube and Schele 1994:14, fig. 8, drawing by Linda Schele, © David
Schele, courtesy Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies,
Inc., www.famsi.org). With spear in hand and a captive seated below, this
kingly warrior dons a “balloon” headdress topped by a frontal owl wearing
the trapeze-and-ray insignia.
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Fig. 4.19:

Drawing of Naranjo Stela 32, circa 820 AD, limestone, 1.86 m [h] x 1.23 m
[w] (redrawn after Graham 1978[2]:85). A palanquin, decorated with six
owl heads, was used to carry a Naranjo king to the site of Ucanal.
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Works of art from the Late Classic era overtly connect owl imagery with
militarism and the regal status of kings. For example, Dos Pilas Stela 9 (circa 682 AD)
pictures B’alaj Chan K’awiil dressed in a stunning array of kingly paraphernalia along
with military gear (Fig. 4.18a). He carries a K’awiil scepter in his right hand and upon
his left arm is a combat shield. Two owls are included in the costuming: one stands on a
sky band motif near the top of his elaborate back rack and another is attached near the
buttocks, just underneath the jaguar throne the regent is carting behind him.154 Piedras
Negras Stela 9 (circa 729-757 AD) displays the image of Ruler 4 standing over a bound
captive (Fig. 4.18b). His warrior’s costume includes a flamboyant “balloon” headdress,
topped by a frontal owl head wearing the Mexican year sign (Grube and Schele 1994:14).
There are also linguistic references that associate the kuy owl with war (Grube
and Schele 1994:14-15). In Yucatecan Maya, the word kuyu’ refers to breast armor, a
meaning that recalls the pectorals worn by some owls in Maya art (c.f. Figs. 4.14a and c,
4.16a, 4.17; Grube and Schele 1994:15). It has also been suggested that, in the Yucatan
region, the phrase aj kuy stands for warrior (Grube and Schele 1994:14).
Of course, the interconnection of owls with militarism relates culturally to the
Spear-Thrower Owl affair and the graphic portrayal of a bellicose owl with a lethal tool
of war. However, the linkage of owls with warfare may reflect natural characteristics as
well. Owls have an innate predilection for aggression evidenced by their violent manner
of killing and eating prey.

The dominance of owls over other creatures, including

kindred birds, serves as a combat metaphor in which the sacrifice of weaker beings
nourishes those of greater power. Lastly, the increased activity of owls around dusk and
dawn coincides with the visible movements of Venus, a planet that was tracked by the
Maya for prognostication of military events in the indigenous Dresden Codex (Schele and
154

Alternately, the upper bird seated on the sky band may be an eagle, used here to symbolize the B’aktun
(Karl Taube, personal communication 2006).
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Grube 1997:97-138). Thus, the patterns of owl behavior in the wild plausibly bolstered
the development of beliefs that join military aspects of myth with owl imagery.
Related to the symbolism of foreigners and warfare is the idea of travel between
near and distant places. The purported “arrival of strangers” of the Early Classic period
is one example of how the concepts of foreigners, travel, and war combine in Maya
culture. An element of this conceptual relationship is the owl motif, which was used
within inscriptions to name the foreign patriarch whose lineage commanded Tikal for
over a century. Aside the connection to external symbolism, owls in Maya art and myth
integrate notions of journeying beyond the homeland and the relay of important messages
from afar. The rendering on Naranjo Stela 32 exemplifies the phenomenon in Classic-era
sculpture (Fig. 4.19). This monument celebrates the last Naranjo king, whose name was
Waxaklajun Ub’aah K’awiil (Eighteen Images of K’awiil).

Unfortunately, damage

obscures the king’s portrayal. But enough remains to detect the image of a palanquin, a
portable throne employed in the transportation of important persons from one location to
another. Erected in the year 820 AD, the stela recounts the recent journey of Waxaklajun
Ub’aah K’awiil to Ucanal, a location about 50 kilometers south of Naranjo. Once at the
distant village, the king received numerous items of tribute from his vassals.
A seemingly rare format for owl symbolism, the ceremonial litter is decorated
along the sides with no less than six, distinct owl heads.155 We cannot be certain at
present why the motif was included here, but it is plausibly because of cultural ideas
about security and control during voyages away from home. If Classic-era conceptions
paralleled those of the later Popol Vuh, owls may be used in this instance to signify
guidance along the roadway and counseling in military affairs (Christenson 2003, Vol. I:
119-121, 131-134; Tedlock 1996:93-94, 100-102, 131-132). Alternately, the owls of
155

As was mentioned regarding Dos Pilas Stela 9 (Fig. 4.18a), birds seated on sky bands may instead
represent eagles and symbolize the B’aktun time period (Karl Taube, personal communication 2006).
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Naranjo Stela 32 may be understood through the kuy moniker as relating to conceptions
about foreign travel and arrival. Besides naming a species of owl, the Diccionario Maya
Cordemex (Barerra Vásquez 1980:357) lists the following alternative denotations for the
word kuy: calcañar (heel), tobillo (ankle), talón (heel), and u kuy ok (its heel or
footprint). In the Preclassic era a human footprint communicated the verb hul (to arrive;
Fig. 4.20a). Later the footprint motif became the syllabic b’e or b’i, which can carry the
meaning “road,” a different but closely-related concept (Fig. 4.20b). Tied together in this
linguistic way, the owl may symbolize both the military aspect of this predatory bird as
well as an itinerant program for visiting vassal polities. An interesting parallel to the
referential foot is the manner in which owls subjugate prey in the natural environment:
victims are taken during excursions away from the nest, grasped tightly in clawed talons
and forcefully kneaded in order to crush the skeletal armature. Moreover, hunting of owl
prey frequently occurs in open spaces such as along cleared paths or roadways.

b)

a)
Fig. 4.20:

The Preclassic hieroglyph hul[ee]y [he/she arrived] (after Kuttunen and
Helmke 2004:62); b) Classic-period b’e or b’i [road] (glyph drawing after
Kuttunen and Helmke 2004:51; see Macri and Looper 2003:166, HTF for
the linguistic history of this sign).

We learn from ethnographic sources that the Yucatecan Maya were superstitious
about seeing owls during evening travel. But was the appearance of owls a beneficial or
detrimental omen? The Spanish chronicler Bishop Diego de Landa recorded colonial
Maya beliefs that may have developed from the observance of owl behavior:
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There are others, night birds, such as owls, red owls, and “blind hens,” so
that it is a matter of amusement to walk out at night, for they go long
distances on the road, flying before men. They worry the Indians a great
deal for they consider them an omen, and they do the same with other
birds (Tozzer 1941:202).
There seems to have been a cautionary respect for the bird, but one that was not
necessarily negative. Stories from the Popol Vuh describe owls as the messengers and
war counselors of One Death and Seven Death, the menacing lords who reign over the
underworld realm of Xibalba (Christenson 2003, Vol. I: 119-121, 131-134; Tedlock
1996:93-94, 100-102, 131-132). The owls were sent to the earthly realm to summon One
Hunahpu and Seven Hunahpu, to bring them to the home of Xibalba lords where they
would eventually be killed. Service to One Death and Seven Death projects a sinister
quality upon the owls. However, these birds were also crucial in the liberation of Lady
Blood, the daughter of another Xibalba lord who had, with no indiscretion, become
impregnated by the spittle of One Hunahpu. The owls agreed to assist her in escaping
certain death and guided her safely to the opening that led to the human realm. In her
earthly existence the maiden gave birth to the Hero Twins who would ultimately save
humanity by defeating the underworld lords. An advantageous outcome of another type
can be cited for the Classic epoch: the arrival of the group connected with Spear-Thrower
Owl brought decades of abundance to the polity of Tikal. At the same time, Tikal’s grasp
on power brought the decline of independence to smaller polities in the region. Thus, it
seems that owls in the mythical sense could elicit both benefit and detriment.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 4.21:

a) Detail drawing of Dresden Codex page 18b (redrawn after Schele and
Grube 1997:80). The text reads uxlajun kan u mut uh ixik u muk [thirteen
sky is the divination of the moon goddess, his/her burial or bad omen]
(Schele and Grube 1997:80); b) Detail drawing of K3395, [Peten region?],
circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 11 cm [h] x 27
cm [diameter], Museo Popol Vuh (after Grube and Nahm 1994:703). An
owl way [called kuy] has a human head in its mouth and sits on a throne
made of bones; c) Detail of K1559, Nakbe/Mirador region, circa 600-900
AD, Codex-style ceramic cylindrical vessel, 11 cm [h] x 27 cm [diameter]
(after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr). A sick or dying individual
is accompanied by birds, including an owl.
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While a positive outcome could result from an interaction with owls, there is a
strong undertone for negative prognostication. A representation of a kuy bird in the
Dresden Codex signifies an ominous forecast (Fig. 4.21a; Grube and Schele 1994:47-48,
79-80). Rendered on page 18b is a female with an owl. The reading associated with this
date tells of calamity or death (Schele and Grube 1997:80).

Maya artists also

characterized owls as way figures, supernatural creatures that may personify animal coessences (Fig. 4.21b; Grube and Nahm 1994:703-704).

Alternately, the dark and

animated wayob may signify human diseases or other negative afflictions that could be
precipitated onto others by Maya sorcerers (Stuart 2005b:160-161). Shown with a human
face resting in its mouth and sitting on a throne of bones, the owl way (here called kuy)
may predict a coming death.
The transient state of illness and/or mortality is a theme in Maya art and owls are
at times included in these presentations. One Codex-style ceramic serves to exemplify: it
shows an ill or dying individual surrounded by caregivers who seem to provide comfort
and prepare for the transition into death (Fig. 4.21c; cf. K1182 for a similar scene). An
owl is amongst four birds pictured below the sickened figure. Superstitions interlinking
owls with death continue to the present day in Mesoamerica. According to a Zinacantan
saying, “Cuando canta el tecolote, el indio muere” ([When an…owl calls, an Indian
dies] Laughlin 1976:19, quoted in M. Pohl 1983:84). The Quiché Maya likewise regard
owls as heralds of sickness and death; they say the bird is extremely unwelcome near
their homes (Christenson 2003, Vol. I, p. 119, see footnote 249).
Transitional states of being may have been conceptually interconnected with owls
because of their natural behavior. Some owls nest in cave openings and hollow trees,
places that were viewed by the ancient Maya as conduits for supernatural communication
and openings to the underworld. The heightened activity of owls during the hours of
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dawn and dusk places their visible existence within a transitory realm.

Frequently

viewed along open pathways due to the potential for successful predation in these areas,
owls are easily associated with the idea of travel. Their keen sight and hearing likely
factored into the development of mythological stories that cast them as messengers and
guides. Indeed, the owl’s ability to see when humans cannot could have been interpreted
as a supernatural ability. Occipital facial markings decorating the back side of certain
owls gives the eerie appearance of seeing in both directions at one. On moonlit nights, an
“unreal” effect is created by the light underside of an owl in flight seen against the dark
outline of black-tipped feathers. Humans who happen to witness the odd bobbing and
270˚-turning of an owl’s head (actions used to focus perceptivity) might well view these
unusual abilities as proof of the owl’s altered state of being.
Given their liminal nature, it is not surprising that owls would also be used to
decorate musical instruments like whistles and bells (Figs. 4.22-4.23).

Sounds are

inherently ephemeral, without any substantive mass but readily perceived through the
human senses. The Maya are known to have created and used many types of musical
instruments in their ceremonious activities of daily life. Whistles in owl form have been
found in locations such as Waká (El Peru), Naranjo, Nakum, and Piedras Negras.156
Gordon Willey (1978:17-18) discovered at least nine owl whistles at Seibal and notes
others found at Altar de Sacrificios. Two owl bells in various forms were excavated from
the bottom of the sacred cenote at Chichen Itza, apparently tossed into the water hole
during some kind of ritual event (Coggins and Shane 1984:93-94).

156

Information on Waká can be found at http://www.archaeology.org/interactive/waka. Butler (1935:47,
Plate XIV [no. 6]) notes the discovery of owl whistles at Piedras Negras, Nakum, and Naranjo. In addition
to these musical devices, an incomplete owl figurine made of clay is recorded at Piedras Negras (Butler
1935:62, Plate XIII [no. 17]. Gann (1925:88, 224) pictures an owl whistle found at Naranjo and discusses a
small figurine head with “Muan bird head-dress.” This may represent a God L figure or impersonator, but
since the object is difficult to make out in the photograph, I have not incorporated it within my Appendices.
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a)

b)

Fig. 4.22:

a) Owl whistle, found in Plaza 2 at Waká (El Peru), circa 600-900 AD,
ceramic, size unknown (after Waká website, accessed December 2, 2003 at
http://www.archaeology.org/interactive/waka/jpegs/owl.jpeg); b) Owl
whistle, Seibal, circa 600-900 AD, ceramic, 8 cm [h] (after Willey 1978:18).
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a)
Fig. 4.23:

Bell surmounted by owl, cast gold, found within the sacred cenote at
Chichen Itza, circa 900-1150 AD, 4.6 cm [h], Peabody Museum (after
Coggins and Shane 1984:94, fig. 97).

In summary, a review of owl imagery in Maya art highlights a frequent merging
of raptorial traits, which creates challenges to species identification. The intermingling of
attributes that is demonstrated by the various examples cited may be the consequence of a
relay of foreign traditions within Maya territory and subsequent reinterpretation.
Notwithstanding the broader question of how owls and eagles relate and/or separate in
Mesoamerican art and myth, the representations of presumed owls in the Maya realm
reference five interrelated notions: foreigners and foreign lineage; the kingly regalia of
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warfare; travel and messaging; positive/negative prognostication; and transient states of
being. These categories of imagery relate to the natural behavior of owls as well as the
cultural history of the Classic Maya era.
Connected through his prominent owl companion, the persona of God L may in
turn communicate similar ideas. As a regal figure, God L is an individual of high status,
an observation that coincides with the utilization of owls for kingly attire and the natural
dominance of this bird over prey in the wild.

The idea of foreign interaction,

communicated through the association of owls with Mexican insignia, is not highly
visible in the God L figure except through the owl itself. However, a footprint motif
employed in some representations interlinks this deity with notions of travel and arrival.
Of course the merchant pack of the Cacaxtla mural and other carried bundles (discussed
in Chapter 3) implicate both itinerancy and visitors from afar. The nighttime activity of
the avian marauder, hunting along open pathways, likewise coincides with the
development of myths relating owls with foreign travel.
The military aspect of owls in Maya art mirrors their natural predatory behavior.
Although the Classic-period God L is not strongly linked to war, the Late Postclassic
Dresden Codex does render the deity as an aggressive warrior. Beyond this indisputable
reference to militarism, one might see the raptorial owl as an emblem of aggression. In
this light, the broad-rimmed and feathered headdress sometimes worn by the God L
figure can perhaps be interpreted as imitating an owl in predatory flight or in its threat
posture with feathers ruffled and wings outspread (c.f. Fig. 4.10 and Fig. A22).
God L and his owl companion are creatures of transition. With the potential for
generating both positive and negative results, they move about the liminal spaces of
roadways, caves, and temple sanctuaries where otherworld communication was believed
possible. Ideas about owls as messengers and guides may have developed from the bird’s
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characteristic hunting along open paths and roadways. This mythical attribute could
bring the potential of good fortune for travelers in unknown territories. In keeping with
the more positive qualities of owl behavior, God L may offer some benevolence to
devotees, especially if appropriate respect were extended. The owl’s apparent love of
water, increased visibility during the rainy season, nesting in forest environments, and
beneficial predation of field mice could help to explain the water and foliage symbolism
that occurs in connection with God L. Finally, on the negative side, the deity’s advanced
age and weakened physicality explicate a close familiarity with the temporal progression
towards death. These characteristics effectively place God L at the threshold between the
living and the dead. The manner in which owls hunt similarly associates them with
mortality: they fly in silence and capture prey in darkness, carrying their victims to
certain death. Indeed, as a harbinger of illness and calamity, the owl companion of God L
accentuates the notion of passage into the mortuary realm and thus augments the deity’s
unfavorable underworld connections.
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PART III: THE PRECLASSIC ERA
God L first appears in Maya art of the Early Classic era. But the ideological
framework that sanctioned this artistic creation may have begun many centuries earlier.
In ancient Mesoamerica, complex culture developed during what is called the Preclassic
or Formative age, a broad span of time covering more than eighteen centuries that is
roughly broken down into three smaller episodes: Early Preclassic (circa 2000 BC to
1000 BC), Middle Preclassic (circa 1000 BC to 400 BC), and Late Preclassic (circa 400
BC to 250 AD).

It is within this expansive time frame when many prominent

characteristics that are frequently attributed to the Classic Maya first become evident: a
multi-tiered social stratification; the establishment of vast architectural complexes
featuring monumental pyramids and ceremonial ball courts; evidence of ritual human
sacrifice; a rich array of artistic forms based on the experience of nature; cosmological
ideas about the primacy of maize agriculture; careful observation of planetary motion; a
highly precise calendrical system; and the development of hieroglyphic writing. Given
the broad foundations manifest during the Preclassic era, it is plausible to conclude that
many Classic-period ideas derive at least in part from the achievements of antecedent
cultures.
As Homer G. Barnett (1953:9) notes in his treatise entitled Innovation: the Basis
of Cultural Change, “All innovations have antecedents. All are therefore derived from
others.” If these observations are accurate, how then do we distinguish a new idea from
those that have preceded it? According to Barnett (1953:9) every new idea “may be
considered an elaboration… In defining an innovation as something that is qualitatively
new, emphasis is placed upon reorganization rather than upon quantitative variation as
the criterion for novelty.

Innovation does not result from the [mere] addition or
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subtraction of parts. It takes place only when there is a recombination of them... The
essence of change lies in the restructuring of the parts so that a new pattern results….”
Barnett (1953:10-11) contends that one may understand the structure of innovation
through the cataloguing of additions, eliminations, substitutions and hybridizations of
precursory ideas. But to comprehend the process behind cultural change, “What is
needed are answers to the questions of why, which, when, and how—under what
conditions and within what limits are certain traits and not others added, or subtracted, or
fused with others” (Barnett 1953:11).
Thus, to more thoroughly comprehend the significance of a Classic-period deity
such as God L, it is essential to search for roots in the Preclassic era in order to establish a
basis for the recognition of a unique set of pictorial elements. One must determine the
threshold of artistic innovation: to discover which characteristics remain consistent with
previous models and which change in arrangement or meaning.

Ultimately the

challenges are to define the why behind the process of change through an investigation of
the social and political context, and to clarify the extent of variation across time and
space. Following Barnett’s observations, Chapter 5 examines the aesthetic preferences
and cultural biases present in the art of Preclassic Mesoamerica. These concepts form the
background from which Classic-period imagery emerges.
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Chapter 5: The Preclassic Roots of God L Imagery
ORIGINS OF MAYA CIVILIZATION AND AESTHETICS
To discover the artistic roots of Classic Maya art, one must turn first to the
manifestations of Preclassic culture in places like Cuello, Kaminaljuyu, Cerros, Nakbe,
San Bartolo and Tikal. These are the sites where archaeologists have found some of the
earliest Maya settlements and art. The aesthetic predilection of this era is represented by
architecture, sculpture, painted murals, and ceramics as well as artifacts of bone, shell
and jade. It is not sufficient however to limit one’s search to ancient communities
discovered within Maya territory since the artistic preferences of Maya culture derive
from a more profound tradition. One must ultimately investigate the remnants of other
Formative-period civilizations spread across Mesoamerica including numerous sites in
Mexico. The following account of early Mesoamerican civilization highlights some key
accomplishments and introduces sites and traditions that are pertinent to the development
of God L.
Especially important are the art and artifacts remaining from the so-called
“Olmec” people whose monumental constructions predate Maya settlements.157
Beginning around 1500 BC to 600 BC large ceremonial centers were built within the
Veracruz and Tabasco regions of Gulf coast Mexico indicating the existence of a
disciplined and ideologically unified social system. Artifacts of similar style and theme
to the exemplary “baby face” figures or the “were-jaguar” and “avian-serpent” motifs

157

We do not know the actual name of people who lived in southern Veracruz and western Tabasco circa
1500 to 600 BC. However, the word Olmec has become the nominal standard for this civilization. It
derives from the Aztec Olmeca, a name given to inhabitants of this region during the thirteenth through
sixteenth centuries AD (Diehl and Coe 1995:11). Contact between the Maya and Olmec cultures is
established as early as 900 BC by the unearthing of Olmec-style jades at the Maya site of Seibal and Maya
pottery found in the Olmec heartland at La Venta (Hammond 2001:45).
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found at San Lorenzo and La Venta have been discovered across Mesoamerica. Because
of this fact, the Olmec people are considered by some to have influenced subsequent
civilizations.158 It is unclear however whether any overarching political organization tied
the people of Gulf coast Mexico to other coeval settlements and thus the designation
Middle Formative Ceremonial Complex may more appropriately signify the distinct art
of the Olmec era without implying a cross-cultural hierarchy.159
Scholars point to the site of San Lorenzo as the place where the first complex
civilization developed in Mesoamerica (Diehl 2004; Diehl and Coe 1995; M. Miller
1996:19-24; Sharer 1994:54-61). Here archaeologists have found monumental ridges
constructed from dirt hauled into the area by human laborers as well as colossal basalt
sculptures in the form of human heads. Also discovered were large throne-like creations
and deity figures carved from stone. These remnants indicate a multi-class society where
certain individuals held sway over a large population of laborers. It has been suggested
that the social leaders of this age could focus resources on preferred endeavors, mold
religious ideology and manipulate symbols of power to ensure their dominant position
(Reilly 1995). At nearby El Manatí, a bog kept perpetually wet by a natural spring,
researchers dug up evidence of organized and ceremonious activities including offerings
of wooden figurines, rubber balls, jade and serpentine axes, animal and plant material,
and the bones of sacrificed children. Already in this early society we see ideological
elements that would carry over to the later Maya era: the Mesoamerican ballgame;
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Diehl and Coe (1995:11) discuss opposing views regarding the nature of Olmec society and its
influence on later Mesoamerican civilization. Clark (2004) argues the Olmec people represent a “Mother
Culture” for the Classic Maya. Comparing historic precedence, relative development, hegemony, heritage,
and artistic symbolism of the two cultures, he concludes that the Maya civilization is rooted in Olmec
tradition. For a comprehensive treatment of Olmec culture see Diehl (2004) and the essays by Coe, Diehl,
Freidel, Furst, Reilly, Schele, Tate, and Taube (1995) in the volume entitled The Olmec World: Ritual and
Rulership.
159 Reilly (1994:12; 1995) was the first to propose this neutral term for the artistic style of what is generally
called Olmec art.
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ritualized human sacrifice; an elevated valuation for certain types of stones, plants, and
animals; aggrandizement of community leaders; and a belief in reciprocity between the
human and spiritual worlds.
Moving forward in time, the Olmec era would produce a number of artifacts that
are pertinent to later Maya culture and especially the imagery reproduced in the Classicperiod God L. Exhibiting motifs related to the Middle Formative Ceremonial Complex is
art from the sites of La Venta in the Gulf Coast Tabasco region, Oxtotitlan Cave in
Guerrero, and Chalcatzingo in Morelos. These important works of art are the visual
manifestation of an ancient Mesoamerican belief system including ideas about social
ordering, the relationship between humans and the world around them in both the natural
and supernatural dimensions.

They exemplify certain themes and symbols that

preoccupied ancient artists, some of which would continue to be used for centuries.
Though Olmec artifacts are more rarely found in the Peten region than in other parts of
Mesoamerica, the Maya surely valued the memory of their predecessors (M. Coe
1999:50). Artistic motifs of the Olmec culture figure prominently in the earliest Maya art
found at Nakbe, San Bartolo, and Kaminaljuyu. Objects were likewise coveted and reused by later Maya kings. One example is a flanged pectoral with an Olmec face, made
circa 1000 to 600 BC, which was augmented during the Late Preclassic (100 BC to 100
AD) with a hieroglyphic inscription and portrayal of a Maya ruler (Figs. 5.1a-b).
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a)

b)

Fig. 5.1:

a) Olmec pectoral with “were-jaguar” facial motif, circa 1000-600 BC,
quartzite, 9 cm [h] x 26 cm [w] x 2.8 cm [d], Collection Dumbarton Oaks,
Washington, DC (after Schele and Miller 1986: plate 32); b) Incising on the
reverse of this object, done circa 100 BC-100 AD, pictures a Preclassic
Maya lord and early hieroglyphic writing (after M. Coe 1999:79, fig. 34,
drawing by Linda Schele).

Within Maya territory traces of human presence are known from as early as
10,000 years ago (Hammond 2001:35; Sharer 1994:50). At the highland site of Los
Tapiales, Guatemala, archaeologists have found obsidian and basalt tools among which
were a spearhead, burins and scrapers. But these prehistoric hunters and gatherers left
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little else to corroborate their existence. Proof of early farming activity in the Maya
region comes from Colha, Belize where pollen samples indicate maize cultivation by
2800 BC. The production of both cotton and chili peppers has been verified by 1700 BC
and manioc root before 1000 BC (Hammond 2001:35).
One of the oldest settlements within Maya territory is Cuello, which was occupied
from about 1200 BC. Here initial timber and thatch houses with earthen floors were later
improved by walls made of plaster-daub and packed clay flooring coated with a thin layer
of plaster (Hammond 2001:36; Sharer 1994:53). By 900 BC homes were often built
upon platforms of rubble and earth and set around a plaster-surfaced courtyard. The
practice of demolishing an earlier structure to rebuild anew upon the same location dates
to the Bladen phase (900-600 BC). Evidence of ritual destruction and re-dedication of
newer structures suggest the design of religious architecture, which utilizes pyramidal
mounds built around ceremonial plazas, may have developed from the domestic tradition
somewhere around 400 BC (Hammond 2001:36-38).
The data from Cuello show a preference for burying venerated relatives within the
domestic complex (Hammond 2001:38-40). For example, an elderly male deceased
around 600 BC was found interred at the center of a house courtyard while a female and
child were laid to rest near the north interior wall. Most of the skeletons unearthed at
Cuello were laid flat on the back and buried with a ceramic bowl placed over the head.
The range and quality of grave goods suggest that even at this early date, there was social
differentiation not based purely on age or sex, but perhaps due to a status ascribed by
birth or lineage (Hammond 2001:39). There was a preference for adorning the body of a
dignitary, whether elder or child, with prized and even exotic materials. Hundreds of
shell beads, some made exclusively of the reddish inner layer of the Spondylus oyster and
other pendants created from an imported blue jade, decorated some of the corpses
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(Hammond 2001:39). A number of mutilated burials, including one headless skeleton,
indicate the likelihood that ritual human sacrifice was performed by Maya people at this
time.
The Preclassic burials at Cuello already exemplify the sanctity of ancestral
figures. Indeed, the Maya lived with their ancestors quite literally through the burial of
familial members within the residential complex, a practice that maintained proximity
between the living and the dead (McAnany 1995). According to Patricia McAnany
(1995:1):
From 1000 B.C. to the early sixteenth century…Maya of the Yucatán
Peninsula and Guatemalan highlands…interred their ancestors under the
floors of their houses, in residential shrines, and within large funerary
pyramids right in the center of their cities and villages. Through a
complex series of rituals and sacralization of places, the dead were not
forgotten; rather, active lines of communication were maintained between
the living and the dead. The deathway of the Maya did not emphasize the
termination of life…[but] celebrated the continued and pervasive influence
of the ancestors in the lives of both rulers and farmers—the life that arises
from death….Communing with deceased progenitors was not a religious
experience divorced from political and economic realities…it was a
practice grounded in pragmatism that drew power from the past,
legitimized the current state of affairs (including all the inequities in rights
and privileges), and charted a course for the future.
Given the ideological and literal emphasis placed on the continued presence of ancestor
figures in the lives of living Maya, it is no surprise that artistic creations would represent
such notions.
The veneration of family elders described by Hammond (2001) and McAnany
(1995) plausibly relates to artistic representations of ancestral figures like the primordial
God L, whose persona is far beyond old and in a perpetual state of ever-present existence.
Through his amplified sensory abilities, God L sees through the obscurity of his mortuary
realm and is continually aware of the deeds and mishaps of human life. The deity is
rendered variously within a residential setting, cave, or temple. Do these places reflect an
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envisioned funerary home? His body is decorated with elite and exotic finery. Could
these items refer both to his continued wealth/status as well as the array of offerings that
would be placed within the burial context of a venerated relative?

As though his

sanctioning were needed to ensure a successful reign, historical kings (e.g. at Palenque)
evoked God L to legitimize rulership and highlight links with the distant past. These
various facets of his characterization suggest that in representing God L artists echoed
cultural ideas about the continued relevance of ancestor figures in the lives of ordinary
humans.
The smaller settlements of the early Preclassic eventually gave rise to more
complex communities. At Maya sites like Nakbe and El Mirador, archaeologists have
discovered an extensive Preclassic urbanization and data pointing to the formation of a
first political state (Hansen 2001). Monumental architecture in the Maya realm begins
here with the construction of pyramidal mounds up to 18 meters (59 feet) in height, one
of Mesoamerica’s oldest ball courts, and a number of elevated roadways connecting the
city of Nakbe to other regional centers. These grand community projects, which date
from 600 to 200 BC, demonstrate a well-developed capability for organizing local
populations and exerting control over economic resources.
Some of the earliest large-scale stone sculpture and oldest architectural decoration
are found in the Mirador Basin. The Late Preclassic Stela 1 from Nakbe pictures two
figures dressed in elaborate headdresses, belt assemblies with dangling celts, and tied
cloth around the ankles and wrists. Because of the jaguar pelage on the face of the left
hand figure, M. Miller (1996:61) suggests the pair may relate to the mythology of the
Maya Hero Twins (Fig. 5.2).

It is also plausible the regalia on display here

communicates the historical reality of rulership figures during this era (Julia Guernsey,
personal communication 2006; Karl Taube, personal communication 2006).
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One

distinctive part of the costuming is a Late Preclassic maize deity mask attached to the
headdress of the right hand figure (Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005:25-41; Karl Taube,
personal communication 2006). It carries the broad nose and fanged mouth of many
earlier Olmec creations, suggesting once again the coveting of heirloom pieces or perhaps
interaction with foreign settlements (Julia Guernsey, personal communication 2005;
Hansen 2001:56).

Fig. 5.2:

Stela 1, Nakbe, circa 100 BC (after M. Miller 1996:61). This monument
exhibits two highly-decorated figures that may be of mythological or
historical origin. The left side character displays jaguar spots on the cheek.
A Late Preclassic maize god mask is the main headdress element of the
figure on the right.
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The prominence of the mask, set apart visually by hand gesturing and its prime
location upon the headdress of the right side figure, further indicates the legacy of preexisting symbols within Maya art.

Evidence shows monuments such as this were

venerated by later peoples: rituals were performed in front of Stela 1 from 600 to 800
AD. The ceremonies included the burning of copal incense, the burial of individuals near
the monument, and the intentional deposit of hundreds of destroyed ceramic vessels
(Hansen 2001:57). On Structure 34 of El Mirador an enormous stucco mask with giant
ear spools and jaguar claws is attached to the front façade. This construction dates to the
Late Preclassic era in the Maya lowlands and exemplifies the kind of architectural
decoration that was preferred at this time. Structures with similar features have been
discovered at Uaxactun, Cerros, and Acanceh, to name a few examples. The monumental
proportions of the masks, which combine both human and aberrant features, bring a
greater visual force to these already impressive buildings.
Prototypical symbols of authority derive from the Late Preclassic era and sites in
the Mirador Basin. One case in point is a ceramic shard found at Nakbe which illustrates
the woven (pohp) design denoting administrative leadership (Fig. 5.3; Clark and Hansen
2001:15-16). As mentioned in Chapter 3, this element occurs in some God L renditions
in the form of a necklace pendant (Figs. A4, A8, A10). Also discovered at Nakbe is what
may have been an early hu’unal headdress element, again anticipating a regal emblem
used in the Classic era (see pages 130-131; Grube 2001d; Hansen 2001:54).

The

Preclassic phenomena mentioned above—the veneration of ancestors, residential burial
procedures, massive architectural constructions, coveting of exotic/ancient objects,
elaborate costuming of figures, and symbolic motifs of rulership—tell us the iconography
of power was established early in Mesoamerica. Through an inherent archaism, the
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artistic format for expressing divine authority likely gains in authenticity and impact as
time proceeds forward.

Fig. 5.3:

Fragment with woven (pohp) motif, Nakbe, Guatemala, circa 1000-400 BC,
baked clay (after Hansen 2001:54).

The recently-discovered murals at San Bartolo, Guatemala (located approximately
60 miles from El Mirador) are the oldest (mostly) intact wall paintings found to date in
the Maya realm (Figs. 5.4a-b; Kaufman 2003; Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005).
According to Taube (2004) the ornate imagery represents the earliest rendition of the
Maya origin myth. It features human infants emerging from what may be a cracked-open
gourd while costumed men and women pay homage to a prototypical maize deity, whose
face (reminiscent of Nakbe Stela 1) imitates an Olmec-style mask (Saturno, Taube and
Stuart 2005). Another part of the mural program depicts the accession of what may be a
real historical king (Fig. 5.15; Saturno 2006; David Stuart, personal communication
2005). Some quintessential Maya symbols like the toothy, open maw of the living
mountain (witz), and the cross-in-circle motif (a k’an sign meaning “precious/yellow”)
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standing for the eye of the mountain are already present in this finely-realized
composition (Saturno, Taube and Stuart 2005). The dynamic action and loaded spatial
design, with its elegant figures rendered in combined profile and three-quarter views, are
characteristic of Classic Maya art.

The paintings also include some of the first

hieroglyphic writing. This mural series is especially important to the study of Maya
mythology as it demonstrates that religious ideas were already well-developed in the Late
Preclassic timeframe.

a)
Fig. 5.4:

b)

Two details of the North wall mural, San
Bartolo, created circa 100 BC-100 AD
[after Kaufman 2003:74, renderings of the
mural by Heather Hurst]: a) A gourd
birthing scene appears at the left, and on
the right is the open maw of a living
mountain (witz); b) The face of a maize
deity is the focal point of this mural. His
full figure (not pictured here) is rendered to
the right of the section shown above.
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Fig. 5.5:

Izapa Stela 25, circa 100 BC-250 AD (after V. G. Smith 1984: fig. 56c). An
early representation of the Principal Bird Deity occurs on this Izapa
monument.

Not to be ignored in this brief examination of Preclassic civilization and
iconography are the sophisticated artistic expressions originating from the Pacific slope
region. The physical site, timeframe of florescence, and richness of the visual repertoire
make the culture of Izapa critical to the history of art in Mesoamerica (Guernsey
Kappelman 1997; Norman 1973, 1976; Parsons 1986; Quirarte 1976; Smith 1984). Set
on the trail of an ancient trade route moving from Gulf Coast Mexico across the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec and along the Pacific piedmont, many cultural ideas were likely
transmitted through this site. Within the stone carvings created by Izapa artists are
images of Late Preclassic Maya gods like Chaak (see Izapa Stela 1) and the Principal
Bird Deity (Fig. 5.5). Evident is the symbolism of rulership, ritual sacrifice, and divine
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authority (Guernsey Kappelman 1997; 2001). The sanctity of timekeeping is also
apparent in the spatial arrangement of monuments and structures aligned to planetary
positioning.160 Poised at the threshold between the Formative and Classic periods and the
intersection of the Mexican and Maya viewpoints, the relics of Izapa and sites within a
greater Late Preclassic, Pacific-slope communication corridor (including Kaminaljuyu
and Takalik Abaj), provide an essential point of comparison for my research.

THE EXPRESSION OF DIVINITY THROUGH HYBRID FORM
The earliest Mesoamerican artists developed a variety of symbols drawn from the
knowledge of plant and animal life to characterize their worldly reality. Especially
pertinent was the appeal of portraying the interaction of humans with other living
creatures, the hierarchy of coexistent beings, and the things that were required or desired
in life. Certain flora and fauna are more visible in the iconographic system that evolved.
This phenomenon could relate to many experiential processes: the alimentary/medicinal
value of things in nature, natural beauty, rarity of occurrence, seasonal changes, the
behavioral patterns and distinguishing temperaments of animals, and the significance of
things in relation to human existence.
This aesthetic is one of hybridization, with animal and human characteristics
combined in a myriad of ways.

Using composite imagery to capture the idea of

supernatural existence was not a Classic Maya invention, but a tradition begun by
Formative-period artists.161 During the centuries that passed prior to the emergence of

160

Malmström (1997) posits this site as a possible source for the development of the Maya calendar.
Norman (1980) was the first to address the topic of celestial alignments at Izapa. Laughton (1997) finds
that the builders of Izapa emphasized the positioning of the sun and other celestial bodies when placing
pyramids, plazas, and monumental sculptures.
161 Joralemon (1976:33) notes this feature as a primary concern of Olmec religious art.
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God L, a visual language was established for the expression of sacred beings and
ritualistic protocol. Both rulers and deities, from the earliest visual record onward, are
aligned with the most powerful, dangerous, beautiful and elusive creatures that ancient
man encountered.

Perhaps because of their superior strength, unusual guile or

extraordinary beauty, the jaguar, caiman, serpent, quetzal, and macaw as well as raptorial
birds like eagles, hawks and owls, were rendered in the expression of a sacrosanct world.
Given this longstanding practice, it is no surprise that Classic Maya artists would
continue to incorporate animal forms into their expressions of divine power.

Fig. 5.6:

Rendering of polychrome Mural 1 at Oxtotitlan Cave, Guerrero, circa 1000400 BC, 2.5 m [h] x 3.8 [w] (after Diehl 2004:136, fig. X). A performer
wears an owl mask and feathered tunic, visually uniting human and avian
qualities.
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a)
Fig. 5.7:

b)
a) Detail of incising on verso of Olmec pectoral, circa 100 BC-100 AD. The
name of Preclassic Maya lord, shown near the figure’s shoulder, combines a
sky sign with the head of a bird (redrawn after M. Coe 1999:79, fig. 34,
drawing by Linda Schele); b) A Classic-era king of Yaxchilan [Bird Jaguar
III, reigning dates 629 to at least 669 AD] is named with a hieroglyph
picturing a jaguar and bird (after Martin and Grube 2000:122).

Hybrid imagery is exemplified in the human world through costumes that
combine handmade cotton cloth (a humanly-altered material) with precious jade,
seashells, bird feathers and the heads, paws, skin and tails of animals (largely unaltered
natural materials).162

Costuming can also go beyond the incorporation of wildlife

materials to mimic more profoundly the appearance of certain animals. In Figure 5.6, for
example, a human figure of Preclassic Mexico is rendered wearing a full owl mask and
feathered tunic.

Here the two entities are connected visually, and it would seem

spiritually as well, through ritualistic performance. In a similar fashion, Classic Maya
kings integrated wildlife accessories into their regalia in order to usurp some aspect of
these non-human essences (Figs. 3.13 and 5.20). Both personality traits and social status
could be communicated in the naming phrases of kings through reference to special flora
162

R. Joyce (2000:65-68) posits the prominent use of culturally-altered materials in the garb of Maya
women versus the more frequent inclusion of largely unaltered, native materials (derived from forest
creatures and the natural environment) as representative of a male-gendered costuming.
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and fauna. An example is the Preclassic Maya inscription on the verso of the Olmec
heirloom mentioned earlier, which names the seated figure using a sky sign and bird.
The phrase communicates this human being’s familiarity with the celestial realm of avian
creatures (Fig. 5.7a). From the Classic Maya era, the beautifully rendered (but not yet
deciphered) nominal of Bird Jaguar III presumably links its Yaxchilan namesake to the
spheres of both forest and sky (Fig. 5.7b). Animal imagery functionally served in the
decoration of architectural spaces built for community life, especially the palaces and
throne rooms of important leaders. Not only were animals the subject of nominal custom
and artistic representation, they were fundamental inclusions in cache offerings for
human interment and the ritual dedication of newly-constructed architecture.163

Fig. 5.8:

Two details of the North wall mural, San Bartolo, created circa 100 BC-100
AD [after Kaufman 2003:74, renderings of the mural by Heather Hurst]:
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See for example the many creatures that were deliberately placed within the burials and cache deposits
of the North Acropolis at Tikal (W. Coe 1990). Mary Pohl (1983) describes many faunal deposits
recovered in archaeological projects undertaken in the Maya lowlands.
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To capture the mystery and supremacy of divine authority required more than the
observation of nature; it necessitated the unnatural amalgamation of the finest, most
desirable, and fearsome of things. The standing figure participating in the birthing event
of the San Bartolo mural serves to illustrate this point (Fig. 5.8). This anthropomorphic
deity has human arms, legs and torso, but its head has serpentine/avian qualities and its
body is augmented by a feline tail.164 Judging from the wide array of fantastical creatures
that populate the scenes on painted ceramics of the Classic period (see e.g. Figs. A24A26), Maya artists found zoomorphism and anthropomorphism to be quite useful in their
visualizations of the spiritual dimension. Though sometimes bizarre and even horrific in
appearance, the many creatures that come to life in Maya art demonstrate an extensive
knowledge of nature with its cycles of life and death. The interweaving of plant and
animal forms with the physical characteristics of humans and the paraphernalia of human
society produced expressions that went beyond the natural environment to address the
awesome quality of otherworldly existence.
With his combined human, jaguar, and avian traits, the Classic-period God L
conforms to this ancient standard.

No certain God L imagery is known from the

Formative era, however, some works of art and artifacts relate thematically to aspects of
this deity’s character. These Preclassic creations, spanning the centuries from about 1200
BC to 250 AD, are the products of diverse cultures from Mexico’s inland and Gulf coast
areas, sites along the Pacific rim of Mesoamerica, and the first settlements in the Central
Maya Area. The next section of this chapter outlines more specifically three overarching
themes that form a baseline for the later development of God L: the authority of kings
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Hybrid forms of a similar type appear on Kaminaljuyu Stela 10 and Chocola Monument 1 (Julia
Guernsey, personal communication 2005). See also the references to Kaminaljuyu Stela 10 in Saturno,
Taube and Stuart (2005:13-14).
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and ancestors; the human-jaguar hybrid; and the portrayal of owls and other birds in
Preclassic Mesoamerica.

THE AUTHORITY OF KINGS AND ANCESTORS
Gender, age, bodily adornment, sphere of activity, godly interactions, and regal
accouterments suggest the mythical God L personifies a divine king and primordial
ancestor. Like other aspects of Classic Maya art, the visual language defining social and
supernatural hierarchy draws upon the symbolic vocabulary of past civilizations.
Expressions of social dominance, whether illuminating humanity or the supernatural
domain, necessitated the codification of certain symbols in order to effectively
communicate the roles of superiors and their underlings. The manifestation of the most
formidable powers lay beyond simple naturalism and required an amalgamated
iconography that could define exclusive activities, extraordinary capabilities, and
uncommon possessions. Demonstrations of close familiarity with this visual language
conveyed unquestionable legitimacy and authority over others.
Classic Maya society had a complex and multilayered organization (Chase and
Chase 1992; Fox, Cook, Chase and Chase 1996; Marcus 1993; Masson and Freidel
2002). Social stratification appears to have been based on lineage, gender, age, and the
acquisition/control of resources. Kings along with their advisors and families enjoyed the
benefits of the uppermost tier. Courtiers, scribes, artisans, and merchants belonged to a
well off but slightly lesser category, while a majority of the population was likely
represented by common laborers with their own familial hierarchies. These observations
come from the evidence of Classic Maya civilization, but the task of analysis is more
difficult for the Preclassic era.
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With little written history until after the first centuries AD, scholars can only
speculate on the mechanisms of social order using archaeological remains and extant
imagery. It is no surprise given the limited evidence available that there is disagreement
with regard to the sociopolitical organization of the Olmec world. Contesting hypotheses
have incorporated elements from a wide range of possibilities: empire, theocracy,
chiefdom, early state and fully-developed state (Reilly 1995:11; see also Diehl and Coe
1995:22-24; Drucker 1981:29-48). Researchers do seem to agree however that many of
the artifacts produced by the Olmec people represent individuals who held power in this
prehistoric era, an idea first suggested by Matthew W. Stirling in 1955 (Grove 1981:61;
see also Diehl 2004; Diehl and Coe 1995; Freidel 1995; M. Miller 1996:17-37; Reilly
1995).
Beginning with the Olmec era, authority was symbolized in art by special
costuming features, liminal settings, and theatrical displays that visually accentuate an
interconnection between human, natural, and supernatural elements. Authority figures
performed certain activities to prove claims of power. The system of divine kingship
involved rituals of cosmic centering as well as the public taking of leadership titles and
regalia (Fields and Reents-Budet 2005:21-26). Among other elite performances were the
sacramental offering of blood, the display of captives, and the presentation of rare
possessions. It was important that leaders exhibit special kinds of knowledge and a
comfortable familiarity with dangerous/restricted locations.

Employed from the

Formative period onwards, the visual metaphors for power that carried over into the
Classic era derived an added potency from centuries of utility.
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Fig. 5.9:

Colossal Head 5, San Lorenzo, 1500-900 BC, approx. 2.4 m [h] (after M.
Miller 2001:21).

The intention is sometimes difficult to ascertain in some Formative-period
examples: is the purpose to portray an actual human individual, the correct reciprocity
between the human and supernatural worlds, or the elevated status of rulership itself as a
mark of social hierarchy? Perhaps all three aspects were intended. Much emphasis is
placed on the sheer mass of stone used to create the colossal heads of the Olmec era (Fig.
5.9). Although there are indeed details of personal identity, the format of presentation
seems to take precedence over individuality. The basalt stones were mined in the Tuxtla
Mountains of Mexico located at least 50 miles from the ceremonial centers where they
were placed in ancient times. Some of the seventeen stones discovered in various Gulf
Coast locations measure over 9 feet in height and weigh many tons (M. Coe 1994:66-68;
Diehl 2004; Evans 2004: 142-144; M. Miller 1996:19-32). The facial features do change
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somewhat, but are relatively uniform overall and lack strong visual distinctions. Most
repeat the same compositional format of a broad, flat nose, thick-lipped mouth, and
forward-starring eyes. Instead of creating individual portraiture, the carvers of these
early Formative monuments seem to have focused on regal costuming, especially the
helmets worn by the humans represented, which differ considerably from piece to piece.
These colossal Olmec monuments establish an early precedent for the appropriate
manner of representing identity and power in ancient Mesoamerica: headdress
communicates status.165 The helmet-like headdresses of these carvings push beyond the
humans pictured to impress upon viewers the authority of family lineages, a concept
possibly tied to the uniqueness of each design. Social dominance is likewise evidenced
in the ability to organize community projects. Scholars suggest the individuals pictured
are rulers (M. Coe 1994:68; Diehl 2004: Diehl and Coe 1995:14, fig. 4; Evans 2004:142;
Grove 1981; M. Miller 1996:20-21, 26). This is perhaps assumed because of the work
hours that would be required to locate, transport and sculpt the massive boulders. Placed
within the ceremonial districts of ancient Olmec sites, the sculptures visually express the
great leadership that brings forth material abundance and the social responsibility
required by participants of this group.
Briefly introduced earlier in this chapter, Mural 1 at Oxtotitlan Cave evidences
the exclusive activities, capabilities and possessions of rulership figures (Fig. 5.6; Grove
1970; Guernsey Kappelman and Reilly 2001:44-16; Reilly 1995:39-41). Like the carved
head of San Lorenzo, the Oxtotitlan mural shows the import of cranium décor, here
defined by a full-face avian mask. This work of art also exemplifies the significance of
displaying special actions/knowledge through the costumed performance of a species
crossover, a symbolic unification of the sensory perception of a bird and human. The
165

According to Grove (1981:65), both he and M. Coe noticed the variation in helmet design and
speculated that the motifs could serve as naming devices.
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elite and authoritative nature of this activity is made clear through the possession of regal
paraphernalia such as the jaguar throne, upon which the figure sits. The setting is a
conceptually dangerous place, a grotto that opens from the face of a mountain cliff
(Grove 1970:6-8), a site likely chosen for its value as a portal where communication with
the spiritual world might occur.

The cavernous setting and costumed performance

highlight this individual’s command of both liminal places and states of being.

Fig. 5.10:

Relief 1, Chalcatzingo, Morelos, Mexico, 3.2 m [h], 900-400 BC (after Coe
and Koontz 2002:80).
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Similar to that of the Oxtotitlan mural, a cave is figuratively duplicated in Relief 1
from Chalcatzingo, Morelos (Fig. 5.10). Presumably based on the skirted costuming and
long hair portrayed, the seated person in this sculpted mural is identified as a female ruler
(Coe and Koontz 2002:80, 89; Taube 2004b:90, 2004c:45).166 Both the throne and
ceremonial bar are composed of a backwards ‘S’ sign that is said to reference sky and
water (Reilly 1994:100-114; Taube 2004b:90). The stylized portal in this image features
rain clouds, water drops and vegetative growth. Emerging from the opening are curls of
flowery smoke, steam or breath. According to Diehl (2004:177), companion carvings
below this scene depict saurian creatures seated on scrolls and looking up towards more
clouds and raindrops.

No vantage point allows a viewer to partake in the entire set of

imagery, causing Diehl (2004:177) to speculate the carvings were stations on a
processional path ending at Relief 1. The apparent themes of this grouping are rain and
fertility.

But a message is also conveyed regarding the import of regal figures in

summoning the rain. Just as in the later Maya era, the image shows how artists integrated
earthly settings and phenomena into their concept of a divine cosmology, while
characterizing certain, special humans as having the capability to control natural events.
A manmade portal is the source of authority in the imagery of La Venta Altar 4
(Fig. 5.11). This monumental sculpture is said to depict a ruler emerging from the
supernatural realm to take over his divinely-sanctioned command (Reilly 1995:41-43).
The male figure sits cross-legged within a niche decorated by what may be sprouting
vegetation or smoking incense burners. The recess is surrounded by a ropelike motif that
runs under the ruler’s knee and through his right hand to the side of the monument where
it entraps another figure, possibly a captive or ancestor (Grove 1970; Guernsey
Kappelman and Reilly 2001:41; Reilly 1995:41). The twisted cord has been interpreted
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Diehl (2004:177) remains neutral on the gender issue.
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as a visual representation of a flowery umbilicus used to signify communication with the
realm of ancestors, from whom divine authority originates (Guernsey Kappelman and
Reilly 2001:41; Looper and Guernsey Kappelman 2001). Like his Oxtotitlan counterpart,
this performer wears an avian headdress, but here the attributes suggest a harpy eagle
(Harpia haryja) rather than an owl (Reilly 1995:41). Above the niche is carved the
visage of a feline combined with sky band imagery, motifs that strongly recall the altarlike seat of the avian performer at Oxtotitlan Cave (Grove 1970).

Overall, the

composition of this Olmec sculpture relays a critical societal belief: rulers have the
capacity to understand and manipulate altered states of being and therefore can function
as intermediaries between the human and spiritual worlds.

Fig. 5.11:

Drawing of Altar 4 [front], La Venta, 900-400 BC, 160 cm [h] (after Reilly
1995:40, fig. 30).
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a)
Fig. 5.12:

b)
a) Drawing of Stela 3 from Complex A at La Venta, 900-400 BC (after
Diehl 2004:75, fig. 38). Two high-ranking men face each with what may be
ancestors or supernaturals floating above; b) Drawing of Stela 5 from south
side of Pyramid C at La Venta, 900-400 BC (after Diehl 2004:65, fig. 30A).
Two figures in confrontation are watched by possible ancestors positioned
behind and above the scene. The aged figure standing behind the action
bears some resemblance to the God L figure of later Maya art, but may be
more closely-related to the old fire gods of ancient Mexico (Karl Taube,
personal communication 2006).

Supplementing the command of seated kings in ancient Mesoamerica, ancestral
figures wielded authority over the activities of humans (McAnany 1995). The presence
of ancestors is possibly rendered in monumental art through the inclusion of individuals
floating above a scene. On the ground line of Stela 3 from the Olmec site of La Venta are
positioned two costumed males of similar stature but seemingly unequal rank (Fig.
5.12a). The figure on the right stands in front of a portal-like motif. He displays what
may be an avian headdress, beaded nose decoration, and chest medallion in the form of a
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severed head. On the left, a second individual shows distinction from his companion
through a more elaborate headdress assembly, arm bands, chest adornment and belt. This
left-side figure carries a club, possibly a weapon, though it is held in a relaxed mode.
Above the scene (touching and otherwise focused on the left-hand character) are smaller,
weightless beings. Some hold batons or weaponry and all are gesturing towards this lefthand individual. The scene suggests an interaction between the human and supernatural
worlds (Diehl 200:75). Either of the two larger individuals near the bottom of the
composition may be responsible for beckoning the ancestral figures. Regardless, they
seem to function as a source of legitimacy for whatever is occurring here.
In a different thematic setting, La Venta Stela 5 may once again exhibit the
ancestral sanctioning of a king’s activities (Fig. 5.12b). Here the scene is more clearly
confrontational with focal individuals staring face-to-face and engaged in bodily contact.
Floating above the scene, a smaller entity watches over the event.

The sculpted

monument includes an unusual being poised behind the two combatants. The hunched
and aged figure, wearing a cape or netted bundle on his back, seems to get involved both
verbally and physically. This chapfallen elder bears some resemblance to God L of later
Maya lore but may be more closely-related to the old fire gods of ancient Mexico (Karl
Taube, personal communication 2006; Taube 2004c:98). Unfortunately, damage to this
monument obscures details of the headdress that world help in determining the veracity
of these comparisons. Even while the meaning is uncertain, the composition seems to
highlight the conceptual importance of ancestral figures in Olmec civilization.
The veneration of ancestors continued during the Classic Maya age and beyond
(McAnany 1995). Like their Olmec predecessors, Maya artists rendered floating figures
that partake in portrayed events.167 They also utilized the inscriptional mam to invoke the
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One example is Tikal Stela 31, which shows the disembodied head of ancestor Nuun Yax Ahyiin
sanctioning the accession of his descendent Siyaj Chan K’awiil.
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idea of “ancestor” and the relationship between grandfathers and grandsons (Stuart,
Houston, and Robertson 1999:47).

The mam designation can be interpreted as a

“venerable person of a reasonably established age” or depending on context, more
generally as “dead people” (Grube and Martin 2001:88).

b)

a)

Fig. 5.13:

a) Head from a figure, Veracruz, 900-600 BC, jadeite, 4 cm [h] (after Coe et
al. 1995:299, fig. 214); b) Seated figure, Veracruz, 900-600 BC, serpentine,
4.45 cm [h] (after Coe et al. 1995:155, fig. 28).

In addition to the weightless figures of monumental Olmec art, ancestors may be
represented in portable form. Two examples from the Veracruz region of Mexico are
small stone carvings that could be carried or worn (Figs. 5.13a-b). One piece is a head
broken from a larger figure; it features dimmed eyes, a recessed jowl, toothless mouth,
and bearded chin. The other example highlights the hunched back and cadaverous cheeks
of a seated and cross-legged elder. It is plausible the intention of these objects was to
celebrate primordial entities whose presence would be guaranteed through the possession
of these objects. But without contextual information, the meaning will remain obscure.
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Fig. 5.14:

Drawing of Stela 17, Kaminaljuyu, circa 500 BC-100 AD, 116 cm [h] x 62
cm [w] (drawing courtesy of Federico Fahsen).

Moving to a Preclassic site within the Maya region, we similarly find the
representation of a probable ancestor. Stela 17 of Kaminaljuyu pictures an apparent
male, bent with age and leaning upon a stick while taking a forward step (Fig. 5.14).168
The piece may allude to the idea of dance or travel. A characterization of traveling fits
with archaeological evidence indicating the existence of an extensive trade network
involving Kaminaljuyu during the first centuries BC, but it is hard to imagine this person
getting too far in a real life scenario (Sharer 1994:93-95, 452-463). A more plausible

168

Lee Allen Parsons (1986:28 and figs. 50-51) assigns a relatively early date to this monument (500-200
BC), but M. Coe and Taube (see Taube 1992a:97-98) designate a Late Preclassic origin (circa 100-200
AD).
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explanation is the idea of supernatural travel (or dance) experienced in the afterlife realm
of ancestors. The inclusion of a sky band in the scene marks the location as sacred and
celestial. Because of aged, male attributes, the Stela 17 figure shows affinity with the
later-emergent God L.

However, the absence of an owl companion negates the

possibility of assigning this image to the God L corpus. Taube (1992a:97-98) places the
entity amongst the early portrayals of God N (Pawajtuun) because of the head covering
made of rolled cloth and the netted headdress design. This assessment too is uncertain
since, as Taube acknowledges, it is rare to find God N carrying a staff. It seems that in
the Preclassic era, the identities of some deities (e.g. Chaak and K’awiil) were combined
and only later became more distinct (Julia Guernsey, personal communication 2006).
The recent work of Simon Martin (2006) interconnects the representations of the aged
Gods L and N with Itzamnaaj (God D), an idea that helps to explain our inability to
definitively isolate these characters in art.
The authority of sanctioned rulership is the theme of one portion of the mural at
San Bartolo, which shows a presentation ceremony within the context of a king’s
accession (Fig. 5.15).

The king sits upon a raised throne held up by a scaffold

construction. Before him stands a figure clothed in a long-feathered avian headdress and
woven cape who is quite large in stature, reaching nearly the same pictorial height as the
seated king. Perhaps a subordinate to the king or more likely, a being of higher (divine?)
authority, the standing figure holds aloft a regal headpiece marked with the three-pronged
hu’unal emblem. The costuming and context of this scene call to mind depictions of the
later-emergent God L, who likewise takes part in regal presentations and is characterized
by an avian headdress and finely-woven cape.

The fringed cape with its stepped

patterning may be a special type worn only by certain persons or during special
ceremonies (David Stuart, personal communication 2006). While the physique of the
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standing presenter is not gerontic and the raptorial bird of his headdress lacks the dotted
coloration of the kuy owl, this mural seems to anticipate certain aspects of the Classic era
God L.

Fig. 5.15:

Detail drawing of the West wall mural, San Bartolo, created circa 100 BC100 AD (rendering by Heather Hurst). A subordinate figure presents a
headdress to a seated king. With his avian headdress and woven cape, this
figure calls to mind the later-emergent God L, who likewise is depicted as
occasionally taking part in regal presentation scenes.

The preceding narrative outlines a number of motifs used from the Formative era
onward to illustrate the authority of kings and ancestors. These works of art demonstrate
the concept of divine power, a force that was sought by the leaders of ancient
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communities. In Mesoamerican works of art, divine essence is symbolically realized
through the possession of special regalia, the performance of exclusive activities, and the
display of extraordinary abilities. To further validate an elevated societal position it was
important to establish access to liminal spaces, an ability to control natural forces, and
close familiarity with altered states of being.

Divine kings were assisted in their

endeavors by primordial ancestors, who could be summoned to witness events and
thereby legitimize human enterprises. These features of Preclassic art continued into the
Classic era, serving as a baseline for the representation of divinity in Maya art and
bringing an augmented degree of potency by dint of this longstanding visual tradition.

HUMAN-JAGUAR HYBRIDS IN PRECLASSIC MESOAMERICA
Another significant theme of Preclassic Mesoamerica is the interaction of humans
and jaguars (Benson 1972; Benson 1998; Saunders 1998). Feline imagery expresses
respect for the animal and a desire to possess aspects of its being. Extensive use is made
of the symbol to assert the legitimacy of rulers and characterize the mystical realm of
supernatural existence.

Representations of the jaguar occur throughout Preclassic

Mesoamerica and continue forward into Classic-era art and beyond. With composite
characteristics derived from humans, owls, and jaguars, the Maya God L conforms to this
centuries-old practice.
The import of feline symbolism is revealed during the colonial epoch by a
Spanish observer of indigenous culture. Reportedly, Aztec conjurers
…went about carrying its hide – the hide of its forehead and of its chest,
and its tail, its nose, and its claws, and its heart, and its fangs, and its
snout. It is said that they went about their tasks with them—that with
them they did daring deeds, that because of them they were feared
(Sahagún 1963, Book II [No. 14, Part XII]:3; also quoted in Miller and
Taube 1993:102).
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Nicholas Saunders (1998:12) writes, “Felines are one of the most frequently encountered
images in Pre-Columbian art and mythology,” appearing in naturalized, stylized and
hybridized forms. There is a considerable time depth to the human-feline relationship
with at least 10,000 years assigned to the web of interaction within the American
continents (Saunders 1998:16). Five different wild cats inhabit the Americas. However,
works of art most frequently portray the predominant species: the jaguar or Panthera
onca. As is apparent through the use of owls in Maya art, representations of jaguars
reflect aspects of natural behavior as well as the real and mythical associations that
humans project upon the animal. The efficacy of jaguar symbolism comes not from the
feline itself, but from the cultural appraisal of this being as a creature of impressive force
and stature.
For as long as humans have populated the ancient Americas, jaguars have been
prominent and dangerous competitors (Saunders 1998:16). This feline once ranged freely
throughout most of Mesoamerica, populating the woodlands, scrublands, and desert but
preferring the lush vegetation and abundant wildlife near water sources of the tropical
rainforest (Emmons 1990:153; Reid 1997:274-275).

The largest cat in the western

hemisphere, a male jaguar can weigh more than 300 pounds and measure over eight feet
in length from the head to the end of the tail (Emmons 1990:153; Reid 1997:274-275).
Jaguars are stalk and ambush hunters, carnivores that feed on armadillo, capybara, coati,
peccary, deer, crocodilians, birds, turtles, and fish (Emmons 1990:153; Reid 1997:274275). Because of great bodily size and ultimately the maximum gape of the predator’s
mouth, jaguars can take a wide range of game; but they tend to hunt the largest available
prey in order to maximize energetic returns (Saunders 1998:21).
Beyond its predatory nature and impressive size, the jaguar’s behavior transcends
many natural (and humanly-perceived) boundaries. It is a land-roaming animal that
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climbs into trees to sleep or await unsuspecting prey, and enters the water without
restraint to bath or capture a meal (Emmons 1990:153; Reid 1997:274-275). It eats all
kinds of creatures: land-bound, arboreal, aquatic, carnivore, and herbivore (Saunders
1998:21). Ultimately, jaguars are a cannibalistic predator of predators known even to
occasionally devour their own cubs (Saunders 1998:21). They are mainly nocturnal
hunters, especially in the hours around dusk and dawn (Reid 1997:274). However,
daylight does not deter predation when the chance of a good meal arises (Emmons
1990:153; Reid 1997:274-275). This pattern of behavior straddles the threshold between
sunlight and darkness (Furst 1995:75), leaving the risk of an encounter ever present in the
mind of a human traveling through the feline’s territory.
In former times, man and jaguar were contenders in their communal environment
for lesser food chain creatures. Indeed, Saunders (1998:21-22) argues that “the jaguar’s
distinctive predatory qualities are shared, in part, by humans, who also have no consistent
animal predators, and who hunt, kill, and eat all manner of other animals, including, on
occasion, each other.” Although jaguars do not stalk humans as they do other forest
animals, they can certainly kill and eat one who, willingly or not, crosses their path. On
the other hand, humans do hunt jaguars, not so much for alimentary sustenance (although
this does occur) but for the highly-prized pelts that attest through possession to one’s
bravery and skillful hunting. Humans are known to have eaten various body parts and
drank the blood of jaguars in an effort to absorb desirable qualities (Saunders 1998:28).169
The behavioral traits shared by humans and jaguars make them co-equivalent rivals, a
fact that may have contributed to the clustering of these two entities in art and myth
(Saunders 1998:22). In ancient Mesoamerica, jaguars and humans unite in the symbolic
169

Pohl (1990) speculates that ancient Mesoamericans may have drank jaguar blood, eaten its meat or
consumed ground up jaguar claws in preparation for hunting excursions or war. Maya hunters are reported
to have done this as recently as the twentieth century.
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expression of strength, fierceness, supernatural protection, and preeminent social status
(Saunders 1998:25).

Fig. 5.16:

Kneeling figure, serpentine with red pigment, 900-600 BC, Mexico, 19 cm
[h] x 9.7 cm [w] x 10.7 cm [d], Dumbarton Oaks Research Library
Collections, Washington, DC (after Furst 1995:73, fig. 8).

Especially relevant to my discussion of God L is the supernatural human-jaguar
hybrid. In both the Preclassic and Classic eras, these images point to a deeply-engrained
belief about the intertwining of jaguar-human spirits in expressions of divine essence and
exalted human life. An exemplary Olmec figure, carved from serpentine and highlighted
with red pigment, pictures the fusion of man and jaguar (Fig. 5.16).

The piece is

reportedly from the Puebla region of Mexico, one of at least four models that address this
theme (Furst 1995:72-74). The kneeling body is clearly human, but the head is mainly
jaguar with details like the outline of human ears added. Just as Reilly (1995:39-40) has
proposed with regard to the owl-costumed figure of Oxtotitlan Cave, Peter Furst
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(1995:73-74) posits this human-jaguar hybrid is a shamanic transformation.

Furst

discusses Olmec artifacts illustrating a range of features from the almost purely jaguar to
the overwhelmingly human form. The figurines certainly evidence an attempt to capture
liminality, a state of being beyond the natural existence of either jaguar or human.
Equally important is the integration of jaguar elements with elite costuming and
naming.

Congruent with the longstanding bias for feline symbolism in ancient

Mesoamerica, two monumental Olmec heads feature jaguar paws in the headdress design
(Evans 2004:142-143; M. Miller 1996:20-21). For example, Colossal Head 5 from San
Lorenzo shows the poised claws of a jaguar draped over the ruler’s forehead as though
the animal were ready to strike at the wearer’s request (Fig. 5.9). The inclusion of jaguar
attributes within the headdress format may reference the name of an Olmec family
lineage. Showing a similar respect for the animal, many Classic Maya kings included the
jaguar (b’ahlam) emblem in regal naming phrases (Fig. 5.7b; see also the kingly names
listed in Martin and Grube 2000). In hieroglyphic inscriptions, the tail of a jaguar forms
part of a symbol used to designate male lineage statements (Macri and Looper 2003:83,
ATB; Taube 1992a:55, fig. 24a).
Looking again at Oxtotitlan Cave, we find a notable demonstration of the
significance placed on the human-jaguar relationship. Painting 1-d, located in the North
grotto area near the owl and “head-in-flower” symbol (discussed earlier), depicts an
upright man with erect penis gesturing to a jaguar in front of him (Fig 5.17). The feline
stands on its rear legs with its tail curled up and back, touching the genital area of the
man behind him. An orifice is pictured at the base of the jaguar’s tail as though the next
action would be the sexual union of the two beings. The scene is said to illustrate a
mythical story promulgated by the Olmec people, who may have considered themselves
the progeny of a human and jaguar union (Coe 1965:105; Diehl and Coe 1995:20;
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Stirling 1955:19). While it is plausible the image corresponds to an origin myth, other
explanations are equally possible. Perhaps the intent was to communicate the ability of a
human king to dominate the rival jaguar. The upraised arm, stern facial expression, and
unnatural union allude to authority: the superior social position an individual would hold
should the dangerous forest predator be proven subordinate.170

Fig. 5.17:

Mural painting 1-d at Oxtotitlan Cave, Guerrero, circa 800-300 BC, 1.5 m
[h] x 1.5 m [w] (after Diehl 2004:172).

170

The close alignment of a jaguar tail with the male genitalia in this mural makes an interesting parallel to
the later Maya practice of referencing “child of father” notations through a disembodied feline tail.
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Fig. 5.18:

Detail drawing of Stela 12, Izapa, circa 100 BC- 250 AD (after Guernsey
Kappelman and Reilly 2001:38, drawing by Ayax Moreno).

Fig. 5.19:

Detail of painted mural, North wall, San Bartolo, circa 100 BC-100 AD
(redrawn after Kaufman 2003:74, rendering of mural by Heather Hurst).
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In both naturalistic and anthropomorphic renditions, jaguar imagery was utilized
for centuries and across the diverse cultures of ancient Mesoamerica. Actual felines were
employed ritually for burial offerings and other dedicatory deposits (Pohl 1983:71-74).
At Kaminaljuyu for example archaeologists discovered the cached skull of a jaguar with
pyrite inserted into the eye sockets, perhaps to replicate the luminous glow of the living
cat’s eyes at night (Miller and Taube 1993:102). From the Izapa region of the Pacific
coastland, the scultped Stela 12 may picture a jaguar sacrifice (Fig. 5.18). The animal is
shown suspended above a central fire while blood, flames or water pour out of its mouth.
This jaguar is regal as is indicated through the woven pohp symbolism appearing on the
jaguar’s belly and the crest decorating its head, which resembles the Maya ajaw sign of
divinity and noble bloodline (Smith 1984:16, 32; Taube 1992a:54-55, fig. 24c). Twisted
cords entwine the feline body and may infer a celestial connection to places within the
cosmos where the rains originate (Guernsey Kappelman and Reilly 2001:38). A bloodymouthed jaguar is also part of the oldest extant Maya mural discovered at San Bartolo
(Figs. 5.19; see also Fig. 5.4a). The animal forms a visual counterpart to a bleeding
serpent, which like the jaguar, is entangled within the vegetation rising from the maw of
the animated Flower Mountain (Saturno, Taube and Stuart 2005). Perhaps the animal has
just finished a meal of birds seen nesting in the hanging pouch above the jaguar’s head
(Saturno, Taube and Stuart 2005:16).
Human-jaguar hybrids decorate the façades of Preclassic Maya pyramids and
occur in monumental stelae. For example, the left hand figure on Stela 1 from Nakbe has
jaguar markings on his cheek (Fig. 5.2). The Late Preclassic Structure 34 at El Mirador
is embellished with a giant jaguar mask and claws, a visual device thought to name the
building’s patron (Hansen 2001:50-51). The exterior of Pyramid E-VII-sub at Uaxactun,
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built during the Chikanel phase (circa 200 BC), also exhibits a jaguar-human adornment
(Fig. 3.14a; Schele and Freidel 1990:138).
The works of art discussed in the paragraphs above derive from the centuries prior
to the first known occurrence of God L. Of course, the longstanding and widespread
interest in the symbolic jaguar continued throughout the Classic Maya age. The artistic
portrayals of Maya rulers highlight an inherent familiarity with feline spirit and show
dominance over the jaguar through royal attire and other accouterments that enhance
regal locations (Fig. 5.20). The importance of interconnecting kings and jaguars was
palpably realized at Copan where fifteen jaguars were sacrificed in 776 AD by ruler Yax
Pahsaj as part of the subterranean cache used to dedicate Altar Q; one jaguar was interred
for each of the previous rulers of this site (Fash 2001:170; Fash 2002:13).

When

manifesting the realm of supernatural power, Maya artists incorporated jaguar attributes
into their vision of deity figures. A little-understood entity termed the Jaguar God of the
Underworld, for example, was evoked during fire rituals and used in the pageantry of
rulership as is epitomized by Stela 31 of Tikal (see Figs. 3.22, 3.23, and 4.2). Anomalous
beings were also developed like the so-called Baby Jaguar, which is the focal figure in a
number of Codex-style ceramics illustrating a complex sacrificial scene (Fig. 5.21a;
Martin 2002; Taube 1994).171 Not surprisingly, there are also jaguarian wayob figures.
These crossover beings personify spiritual co-essences and/or the negative afflictions that
could befall human beings by chance or by sorcery (Fig. 5.21b; Grube and Nahm 1994;
Stuart 2005b:160-161).
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Fig. 5.20:

Detail drawing of Lintel 2, Temple III, Tikal, circa 810 AD (after Harrison
1999:177). A Tikal ruler, possibly called Dark Sun, wears a full-body
jaguar costume in a ritual pageant.

171

The so-called Baby Jaguar is also the topic of an upcoming doctoral dissertation by Penny Steinbach
(personal communication 2006).
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a)

b)

Fig. 5.21:

a) Detail of K521, Codex-style ceramic, Nakbe/Mirador region, 600-800
AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 16.8 cm [h] x 17.5 cm
[diameter], The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Michael C. Rockefeller
Collection (after Schele and Miller 1986: plate 117). A human-jaguar baby
is the focus of a supernatural ritual on a number of Codex-style ceramics; b)
Drawing of a human-jaguar way called muyal hix or “cloud jaguar” (after
Grube and Nahm 1994:691, fig. 8).

As discussed in Chapter 3, the God L persona incorporates a number of jaguarian
traits. His feline characteristics are communicated through capes, loincloths, mittens and
booties made of jaguar skin. The inclusion of a felid ear and pelage around the mouth
visually communicates the ability of God L to hear, speak, and perhaps eat in the manner
of this aggressive forest predator. Overall, the centuries-old precedent for utilizing jaguar
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symbolism augments exponentially the characterization of this deity. God L is a divine
and liminal spirit; his symbolic jaguar attributes metaphorically express preeminent social
status, extraordinary physical strength, potential for deadly fierceness, and a special
divine knowledge derived from intimate familiarity with creatures of the wild.

OWLS AND OTHER BIRDS IN PRECLASSIC MESOAMERICA
In the Preclassic era, avian symbolism was already a preferred motif for
representing supernatural phenomenon and kingly authority (M. Coe 1994; M. Coe et al.
1995; M. Miller 1996; Townsend 1998; Von Winning 1987). For example, an avianserpent hybrid is traceable from the Early Preclassic onward (Fig. 5.22; Taube 1995).
The imagery combines in an abstract fashion the feathered wing/crest of an undefined
bird with a reptilian body. This often repeated combination is thought to symbolize the
heavens and may derive from the visualization of joining the wind and rain (Taube
1995:84-86). In the less-than-natural merging of two distinct creatures, the design may
be intended to personify a force beyond human control such as the powerful weather
systems that directly impacted the livelihood of early agrarian populations in
Mesoamerica. Although the first examples derive from central Mexico, the avian-serpent
motif continued to be utilized in the Late Preclassic era at the sites of Izapa and Takalik
Abaj, and within Maya territory at Cerros and San Bartolo (Taube 1995:92; Saturno,
Taube and Stuart 2005).
One of the most important birds of Preclassic era is the so-called Principal Bird
Deity, a zoomorphic entity that appears in the artistic record of sites across Mesoamerica.
From within the Maya region is one example originating at Nakbe, created in stucco on a
monumental scale to decorate the façade of Structure 1 (Fig. 5.23; Hansen 1992).
Another, perhaps slightly later in date, appears on Altar 10 from Kaminaljuyu (Parsons
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1986: fig. 141). Outside of the Maya region, the motif is found on La Mojarra Stela 1
from the Gulf coast region of Mexico, and Stela 25 from the Pacific coastal site of Izapa
(Fig. 5.5). The Principal Bird Deity is a major actor in Maya creation mythology and is
sometimes characterized as the spiritual counterpart of Itzamnaaj, the supreme creator
god of Maya lore (Bardawil 1976:209; Guernsey Kappelman 1997:17, 63-71; Guernsey
Kappelman 2001:91-93; Miller and Taube 1993:137-38; Taube 1992:36). The creature
displays some physical elements reminiscent of the king vulture (Miller and Taube
1993:137) or alternatively, may be related to the tropical macaw (Guernsey Kappelman
2001:95-97). This bird is frequently pictured sitting atop the cosmogonic world tree or
integrated into the headdress of apparent kings. Guernsey Kappelman (1997:57-60;
2001:91) argues that early rulers personified the creature in ritual performances intended
to bring legitimacy to their regal status. Judging from the numerous occurrences on
architectural facades, stone stelae and ceramic vessels made from the Preclassic era
onward, it is clear this supernatural creature was an essential part of Maya religion and a
symbol linked to the rise of dynastic rule.

Fig. 5.22:

Avian-serpent motif, Tlatilco, circa 1400-1200 BC (after Taube 1995, p. 84,
fig. 1a).
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Fig. 5.23:

Giant stucco mask, Structure 1, Nakbe, Guatemala, circa 300 BC (after M.
D. Coe 1999:77).

The Principal Bird Deity may be the predominant bird in ancient Maya art, but
more pertinent to my research on God L is the representation of owls (and related
raptors). The owl motif first appears in the artistic record of civilizations from Gulf coast
and western Mexico, rather than the Maya realm. Unfortunately, a lack of contextual
data precludes a strong assessment of utility and meaning.

A number of artifacts

highlight native raptors like the harpy eagle, hawk and owl, and demonstrate that birds of
prey were held in high esteem by the artists of ancient Mexico. This predilection can be
seen in the details of monumental sculpture, fetishistic objects, and painted murals, all of
which imitate the physical characteristics of predatory fowl.

Exemplifying the

phenomena is a Formative-era pendant sculpted of blue-green jadeite in the shape of a
raptorial bird, perhaps a hawk or eagle (Fig. 5.24; M. Coe et al. 1995:259). Emphasis is
placed on the curved beak and sharp talons, a design feature suggesting the aggressive
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nature of carnivorous birds. The drilled holes indicate its probable utility as a costuming
element. This piece of unknown provenance is attributed to the Olmec culture, which
was centered in the southern Veracruz and Tabasco regions of Gulf Coast Mexico.

Fig. 5.24:

Bird pendant, blue-green jadeite, 1150-550 BC, Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, gift of Lavinia D. Clay (after Coe et al. 1995:259, fig. 168).

Attributed to the Olmec culture but found in Costa Rica is a jade artifact estimated
to date from 800-500 BC (Fig. 5.25). This is another costume element, judging from the
drilled hole from which it could be suspended (M. Coe et al. 1995:260). The front
surface is incised with the large round eyes and feather tufts of a horned owl. An Olmec
“were-jaguar” face on the back emerges from a truncated design that is upside down in
relation to the bird (M. Coe et al. 1995:260). The feature rising from the center of the
forehead resembles the feather extension found in Classic-period examples of the kuy
type owl.172 That the celt is modeled in precious jade indicates this was likely an object
of some special significance, perhaps owned by a high status individual. The meaning of
172

The feather element could alternately be an attempt to portray the tuft of a harpy eagle, a motif favored
by the later Aztec culture of central Mexico.
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this artifact cannot be securely determined without further contextual data. However, the
existence of these two aforementioned artifacts points to the antiquity of perceptions
seeming to favor the raptorial motif in costume presentations.

b)

a)

Fig. 5.25:

a) Incised celt, 800-500 BC, jade, 20 cm [h] x 4.2 cm [w] x 1.3 cm [d] (after
Coe et al. 1995:260, fig. 169); b) Drawing of celt (after Durgin 1982:124).

If we return once again to Mural 1 at Oxtotitlan Cave, the assertion gains
viability. This composition is perhaps the most significant rendition of owl imagery from
the entire Preclassic era (Fig. 5.6). The reconstructed rendering depicts a man dressed in
an elaborate avian costume with a portion of the human face exposed beneath a beaked
mask.

Although the image is primarily green in color, most reviewers suggest the

costume was meant to represent an owl (M. Coe 1994:79-80; Diehl 2004:170; Grove
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1970:8-12; Reilly 1995:39).173 The raptorial beak, feather horns at the crest of the head,
and prominent ring encircling the large, round eyeball characterize owl morphology. The
iris of the bird was anciently hollowed out; it is thought to have contained a piece of jade
or polished stone that would have emphasized the forward-staring eye (Grove 1970:9;
Miller 1996:37; Reilly 1995:39-40). The bird headdress extends downward to form a
feathered cloak that covers the performer’s back (Grove 1970:9). The costumed human
wears a loincloth indicating his probable male gender (Joyce 2000:28-30) and a greencolored nose bead, symbolic of elite status and sacred, flowery breath (Houston and
Taube 2000:270). Crossed bands and eye motifs at the base of the jaguar throne may be
present to designate access to cosmic powers believed to be available in such liminal
places (Guernsey Kappelman and Reilly 2001:43-46; Reilly 1995:39).
Some scholars interpret the image as evidence of a shamanic cosmology and the
costumed figure as a metaphysical traveler experiencing the sensation of flight, which
could have been induced through ritualistic performance and/or the ingestion of
psychotropic drugs (M. Miller 1996:36-37 and 2001:36; Reilly 1995:39-41 43).174
Whether or not the intention was to represent shamanic flight, the wearer of this costume
becomes more than merely human in the action depicted. By donning the guise of an owl
and sitting on a jaguar throne, the performer comes to represent a conglomerate of all
three creatures. The combined expression communicates a knowledge and force beyond
any single living entity, and thus rises to the level of divinity.

173

This work of art

Grove (1970:9) writes, “The bird represented in this mask is undoubtedly an owl, with very large eyes
and feathered ‘horns’.” Alternately, Cortez (2005:44) interprets this painting as an example of the Principal
Bird Deity. It could also represent a harpy eagle or simply the idea of “predatory bird.”
174 Shamanic flight is one interpretation of the scene however some authors contest the validity of this
hypothesis (Klein, Guzmán, Mandell, and Stanfield-Mazzi 2002). In particular, critics argue that the
terminology of shamanism currently in use is too imprecise. A more refined approach would define and
distinguish both culturally and temporally the different roles a shaman might play in a given society.
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exemplifies the considerable import of both owl and jaguar symbolism within the
construct of ancient art and religion.
Although these artistic representations are separated by culture, timeframe, and
region, some degree of overlap is visible between the owl-costumed performer of
Oxtotitlan Cave and the later God L of Maya art.

Perhaps the most important

resemblance is the portrayal of liminality through composite human, owl, and jaguar
form. The sphere of activity in both cases is transitory and authoritative. While, the
correspondences suggest a deeper relationship between these analogous images, certain
features distinguish the two portrayals. One major distinction is agedness. This factor
explicates the difference between the status of a human performer and the ancestral
persona of God L. Another point of contrast includes the lack of typical paraphernalia
like a smoking tube, tied bundle, and weaponry, all of which are attributes that fluctuate
in God L renderings and point to the concerns of locality in Classic Maya culture.
Regardless of variation, the similarity of format and theme proves that some aspects of
the God L model correspond to ideas first employed in the Olmec era.
A naturalistic owl is also included in the murals of Oxtotitlan Cave (Fig. 5.26a).
Painting 1-e from the North grotto renders an avian body in profile with head in frontal
view. This bird is presented with feather horns, but it does not carry the additional quill
extending above the forehead as is apparent in the jade celt from Costa Rica. The
paintings grouped together included a feathered serpent motif and some indistinguishable
designs along with a man standing over a jaguar, a scene discussed earlier in this chapter
(Grove 1970:13-18). Curiously, the owl was painted in close proximity (on the left and
slightly below) to a “head-in-flower” motif that Grove (1970:14) posits could be a
prototype for the Maya k’in (sun, day) hieroglyph (Fig. 5.26b). Alternatively, the floral
motif of Oxtotitlan Cave may anticipate the nich symbol (T646; flower) or conjoin with
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an owl to form the later janab’ hieroglyph of Classic Maya script (Julia Guernsey,
personal communication 2005).175

These images clustered together represent a

“purposeful grouping” according to Grove (1970:15).

He speculates the overall

presentation, with its feathered serpent motif and jaguar-human interaction, may have
communicated ideas about rain, fertility, and the mythical origins of Olmec culture
(Grove 1970:18).

a)

b)

Fig. 5.26:

a) Owl figure, Painting1-e, Oxtotitlan Cave; b) “Head-in flower” motif,
Painting 1-a, Oxtotitlan Cave (after Grove 1970:15, fig. 9 and 13, fig. 7,
rendered by Felipe Dávalos). Both images date circa 100-400 BC.

In the 1943 excavations at La Venta, archaeologists Matthew Stirling and Philip
Drucker discovered Altar 7 in the area between Complexes A and B (Drucker 1952:175).
The monument is heavily damaged and much of the visual evidence has been lost.
Originally sculpted all around, “It must have been one of the most elaborate ‘altars’ at the
site,” according to Drucker’s assessment (1952:182). One part of the rock carries a

175

Macri and Looper (2004:196, XQ2 and p. 197, XQ3) illustrate both the nich and k’in hieroglyphs of the
Classic Maya script. The nich symbol can also be seen decorating House E at Palenque (Julia Guernsey,
personal communication 2006). The janab’ hieroglyph is illustrated in Figure 5.29b.
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deeply incised niche with a human face (not pictured here, see Drucker 1952: plate 65b).
Most of the details are obliterated but there are remnants of a broad jowl and ears
decorated with suspended ornaments. Drucker (1952:183) reports that the face may have
donned a beard or some sort of mask over the chin. Another smaller but full-bodied
human is poised to the right of the niche in a combined frontal and three quarter view.
This standing and possibly bearded figure, wearing ear ornaments and a wide belt
assembly, clutches some kind of object. Three rectangular glyph-like shapes emerge
from the mouth and trail upwards (Drucker 1952:184).

b)

a)

Fig. 5.27:

a) La Venta, Altar 7, created circa 900-400 BC (after Drucker 1952, plate
65a). b) Drawing of La Venta, Altar 7 (by author after Drucker 1952, plate
65a).

Along the side of La Venta Altar 7 were carved two round and puffy faces with
circular frontal eyes (Fig. 5.27). Although the forms are very hard to see from the
photograph, Drucker (1952:184) reports that one and maybe both are horned owls with
feather tufts, hooked beaks, and outstretched wings. Another probable owl is noted and
at least three more human figures are sculpted around the stone, some in close association
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with each other (Drucker 1952:184). While little can be said about overall meaning, the
composition seems to have combined the symbolism of owls with that of leadership
figures. Unfortunately, deterioration and a lack of good imagery prevent any further
assessment.

Fig. 5.28:

Monument H [or L?], Tres Zapotes, Mexico, circa 400-100 BC, gray basalt,
size of extant section: 74 cm [h] x 43 cm [w] (after Stirling 1943: plate 11a).

From the same region but later in date comes a gray basalt sculpture featuring an
isolated owl form (Fig. 5.28). Discovered at the site of Tres Zapotes, Monument H [or
L?] exhibits a large frontal owl. Its face has ovoid eyes that slant upward from the base
of the beak (Stirling 1943:23).176

This stone was located near the base of the

176

The labeling of descriptive text coordinated with this monument seems to have been confused. Plate 11
lists the owl form as Monument L. However, the text written by Stirling (1943:23) to accompany the
image occurs under the heading of Monument H.
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southernmost Burnt Mounds group (Stirling 1943:23). The body of the bird is rendered
as a double concavity, while the back side is flat, and the bottom is broken away (Stirling
1943:23). Once again, we see a cultural interest in the representation of owls. But with
so few visual details and very little contextual information, no firm analysis can be made
regarding the utility and significance of this object.
Owl imagery appears to have been an essential part of the artistic repertoire of
ancient Mexican culture, but few examples of this particular bird can be traced to the
Preclassic residents of the Central Maya Area. Avian heads occasionally appear within
hieroglyph script, but decipherment has not clarified the specific type of bird represented
in these textual examples. One instance is the re-used Olmec pendant mentioned earlier
(Figs. 5.1b and 5.7a).177 The Maya carving on this piece illustrates a richly-garbed ruler,
seated and facing four columns of incised hieroglyphs. Positioned behind the human
figure is a sky symbol paired with a bird head that is repeated in two altering forms
within the columnar text. M. Coe (1999:79) has suggested that the inscription represents
the ruler’s name, which may be read Chan Muwaan or according to his translation: “Sky
Owl.” At least a few problems exist with this interpretation since the reading is not fully
vetted within Maya epigraphy. These hieroglyphs represent some of the earliest known
Maya writing. At present it remains unclear which bird (e.g. owl, hawk, or eagle?) was
intended in this example. Moreover, the word muwaan is said to signify a Mesoamerican
hawk rather than an owl (Grube and Schele 1994). If tenable this reading would make
Coe’s suggestion inaccurate.

177

There is also a bird head within the inscription of Kaminaljuyu Stela 10 [G2], which could be a turkey
vulture, hawk or owl. Grube and Martin (2001:76, fig. 63) illustrate this text.
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a)

b)

Fig. 5.29:

a) Detail of San Bartolo Mural, North Center, created circa 100 BC
(redrawn after Kaufman 2003:74, artwork by Heather Hurst); b) Classicperiod hieroglyph for word janab’ (after Macri and Looper 2003:98).

A possible Preclassic Maya owl may be included in the North mural of San
Bartolo. This example takes the form of a bird-faced symbol attached to the headdress of
the corn goddess (Fig. 5.29a). The bird has an extra quill rising above its forehead as is
seen in the kuy owl form. The meaning of this motif is uncertain at present, however, it
does resemble a Classic-period hieroglyph that stands for the word janab’ (flower),
which combines an owl with a floral motif (Fig. 5.29b; Macri and Looper 2003:98;
Montgomery 2002:106-107).
In summary, owls and other birds are indeed important in the art of Formativeperiod Mesoamerica. Avian motifs stand alone in naturalistic compositions rendered on
both portable and monumental objects. Bird characteristics are also combined with other
artistic motifs in expressions of supernatural phenomenon, liminal states of being, and the
demonstration of kingly authority.

Owls are especially visible in Olmec-era art

originating from Mexican sites in the Gulf coast and western regions. However, the
Preclassic Maya of the Peten region and Izapa culture of the Pacific slope show little
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interest in this motif. The lack of owl imagery recovered from sites within the Central
Maya Area may be due to the limited data that is currently available or an inability to
distinguish owls from other avian species. But it is also plausible the owl motif, as a
distinct subset of the category of predatory birds, had not yet developed a strong
significance within the parameters of Preclassic Maya art. A review of extant imagery
points with hesitation towards an introduction of the owl symbol during the Early Classic
period. The exchange may have occurred when increased interaction of this era entwined
lowland Maya people with residents of distant Mexican settlements, places where
raptorial birds like the owl had long been part of the visual inventory of art.
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PART IV: THE CLASSIC ERA
Having worked through discussions regarding the state of research on God L,
current knowledge of Maya religion, details of costuming and identity, and the Preclassic
roots of Maya symbolism, I now turn my investigation to the Classic-era representation
of God L. Chapter 5 of this section addresses the earliest known portrayal. It places the
production of this image within the socio-political context of the Early Classic timeframe.
Following this is Chapter 6, which highlights the dissemination and variation of God L
during the Late Class period. My commentary focuses on key examples created at the
sites of Palenque, Naranjo, and Calakmul.
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Chapter 6: Early Classic Politics and the Emergence of God L
THE SOCIOPOLITICAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE CLASSIC ERA
The year 250 AD marks an approximate date for the changeover from the
Preclassic to the Classic era.178 However, the transition between these time periods is not
sudden or fixed as is implied by this solitary calendrical notation.

Classic Maya

civilization is the product of an intricate, multi-causal process set within a broad temporal
and spatial framework (Sharer 1994:72).

Similarly, the aesthetic and iconographic

preferences of the Maya people must be viewed as an assortment of continually-evolving
ideas, growing out of past conventions but incorporating the contemporary concerns of a
changeable social order. The rate and manner of transition differs according to site, and
thus it is more accurate to characterize the shift from Preclassic to Classic as gradual and
varied. With regard to the Central Maya Area, complex culture began during the Late
Formative period and continued to develop towards a vigorous florescence from the third
through the eighth centuries AD.
A number of key characteristics define the Classic Maya epoch: large populations
concentrated in and around ceremonial centers; state level governance and dynastic rule;
the frequent occurrence of elaborate masonry architecture used for palatial residences and
the burial of high-ranking persons; a multi-tiered class structure including occupational
specialists in the administrative and craft sectors; a flourishing economy and long
distance trade network; the advancement and dissemination of hieroglyphic writing; the
emergence of polychrome ceramics; the expanded use of monumental stelae to record

178

As the archaeological excavation of Preclassic Maya sites like San Bartolo and El Mirador proceeds,
the temporal framework for the transition between eras will require reassessment. Nonetheless, the date
reported here reflects the current standard for defining the epochal divisions of ancient Maya culture.
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historical information and propagandize the exploits of kings; and the escalation of
warfare to acquire resources and territory (M. Coe 1999:57-101; Sharer 1994:138-210).
One of the most dramatic changes from the Preclassic to the Classic is the
increasingly exalted status of rulers. This phenomenon is evidenced by the wealth and
privilege apparent through the artistic representation of ornately garbed leaders, the
richness of tomb furnishings, and the special location of burial crypts within the
ceremonial precincts of ancient Maya cities (Sharer 1994:140).

Judging from the

supernatural associations evident in works of art and written language, Maya kings and
queens claimed a divine right to rule over his/her resident territory. There was not one
unified state but rather many political sectors within the Central Maya Area (Fox, Cook,
Chase, and Chase 1996). As a consequence many “god-kings/queens” existed reigning
over numerous closely-related but separate political zones (Sharer 1994:140). Authority
in these territorial subdivisions derived from the control of resources, membership in
royal lineages, and religious beliefs that sanctioned the supernatural legitamation of kings
(Masson and Freidel 2002; Sharer 1994:138-139). The display of regal power frequently
took form in monumental sculpture that flamboyantly explicated the deeds of rulers and
grand construction projects like the temple-pyramids and palaces comprising most
archaeological sites.

Dynastic succession generally followed a patrilineal sequence

assuring that royal power would continue to favor the king’s descendants, especially
those of male gender.
As time progressed forward, populations swelled in and around settlement areas
requiring the maintenance of exterior territories for agricultural production and tribute
collection (Martin and Grube 2000:17-21). The various political entities of the Classic
Maya epoch are known through the discovery of emblem hieroglyphs, accomplished in
1958 by Heinrich Berlin (Martin and Grube 2000:17; Sharer 1994:139-143). These
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territorial markers define the dominant population center and additionally encompass
other nearby settlements, agricultural lands, and water/mineral resources controlled by a
ruling family. The emblem hieroglyphs take a standard form consisting of signs that call
the ruler a k’uhul ajaw or “holy lord” of a specific political entity which is denoted by a
changeable main sign. Examples of emblem hieroglyphs from the Central Maya Area
and the population centers named are shown in Figure 6.1.

Fig. 6.1:

Emblem glyphs of the Central Maya Area (redrawn after Grube 2001a:120).
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Fig. 6.2:

a) K635, [Naranjo region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, 23.5 cm [h] x 14.5 cm [diameter] (after Grube 2001a:259,
). Evidencing the growing status of artists/scribes, Aj Maxam included his
own name on this ceramic; b) Nominal hieroglyph of Aj Maxam from
bottom-rim text of K635.

Although the process certainly began in the Preclassic era (Hansen 2000; Schele
and Freidel 1990:96-129), it was during the Classic period when the well-defined class
structure of Maya civilization exhibited a variety of occupational specialists such as
scribes, sculptors, ceramists, merchant traders, architectural builders, and agricultural
experts. Evidence of this change comes from the expanded and more prominent role
given to the scribal and visual arts, which became an integral tool in the public
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reinforcement and sanctioning of dynastic rule.

Scribes, painters and carvers are

occasionally named within a work of art evidencing their growing status in Maya society.
One case in point is a painter called Aj Maxam, who added his own name to the text
decorating a Late Classic polychrome ceramic (Fig. 6.2a-b). Titles developed for various
rankings (Sajal, Ajaw, K’uhul Ajaw, Kaloomte’) within the political hierarchy and for
occupational experts (Ts’ib, Yuxul, Its’at), who produced works of art (Coe and Kerr
1997:89-101; Jackson and Stuart 2001; Martin and Grube 2000:17-19). Specialized
knowledge of agricultural production is demonstrated through the remains of terraced and
raised-bed garden plots enriched with swamp mud transported from shallow lakes and
lowlands (Harrison 2001a). Architectural building also advanced through the larger and
more regimented cutting of limestone blocks that were employed in the massive building
projects undertaken at this time in Tikal and elsewhere (Harrison 2001b). An extensive
trade network allowed for the exchange of goods and knowledge between Maya territory
and various sites in Mexico (Masson and Freidel 2002).
The traditions manifest in the art and artifacts of the Classic period Maya draw
heavily on the cultural past, even while reflecting contemporary changes in the
sociopolitical order. As summarized in the previous chapter, symbols of authority in the
Preclassic era included the giant stucco masks attached to architectural facades, carvings
placed on the surface of large upright stones and delicately incised imagery made on
portable objects like precious jade and seashells. But in whichever format used, the
imagery tended to highlight a vast and integral cosmic order. Natural phenomena like
clouds and rain, flora and fauna, mountains and caves were interrelated in artistic
compositions with the activities of humans. In the representation of otherworldliness,
these same motifs were combined in non-naturalistic ways producing artistic visions of
an interconnected reality that encompassed both humans and gods. Perhaps reflecting a
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growing perception of human importance within the cosmic order (and especially that of
kings), natural forces like the sun and rain were increasingly expressed in the visual arts
as being responsive to human actions. This notion is evidenced by the accentuated
anthropomorphism of Classic-age deities such as K’inich Ajaw and Chaak. The gods of
greatest local import were impersonated by richly-costumed kings, who in reverent
celebrations equated themselves with the divine power of a favored supernatural.
As is exemplified by the colossal heads of the Early Formative era, Olmec rulers
were envisioned in a fairly impersonal manner except for attributes such as headdresses
that may have delineated familial bloodlines. In contrast, Classic Maya artists chose to
highlight the unique identity of important persons through the representation of distinct
facial/bodily features as is apparent in the distinguishable portrait-like sculptures of Late
Classic Palenque.179 Individuality was likewise communicated through long naming
phrases that drew attention to aspects of personality, rank, and religion. One example is
the Naranjo king called K’ahk’ Tiliw Chan Chaak Sak Chuen (or roughly translated as
“Fire-burning Sky Rain God Pure Artisan”).180

Perhaps a consequence of greater

mobility and the rising stature of individual kings/queens, certain symbols once
emphatically produced in monumental size for display on the exterior of public
architecture were transformed for private regal surroundings.

One instance of this

phenomenon can be seen in the transition of the Principal Bird Deity from the gigantic
format of façade sculpture at Preclassic Nakbe to the more intimate placement of this
motif above the regal throne on Tikal Lintel 3 from Temple IV (c.f. Figs. 5.23 and 6.3).

179
180

Kaylee Spencer (personal communication 2006) is nearing completion of a dissertation on this topic.
This title appears on K927, K1398, and K2085.
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Fig. 6.3:

Detail drawing of Lintel 3, Temple IV, Tikal, circa 743 AD, carved
sapodilla wood, approx. 220 cm [h] x 110 cm [w] (redrawn after Harrison
1999:153). Rendered in monumental size during the Preclassic era, the
Principal Bird Deity here decorates a lintel made for the private sanctuary of
king Yik’in Chan K’awiil.

Classic-period art emphasized individuals and celebrated the pedigree of royal
lineage. Events were recorded in an increasingly complex form of hieroglyphic writing
and real life history was inserted into the expression of a re-interpreted cosmic order.
The sacred calendrical system devised in the Preclassic era was greatly elaborated
through the development of the linear Long Count chronology that would fix a primordial
creation date and allow Classic-era kings to envision their own personal history within a
divine temporal scheme (David Stuart, personal communication 2005). Many of the
symbols used to portray supernatural authority in the Preclassic era were retained in the
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Classic period (the sacred Flower Mountain, the maize deity, the rain deity Chaak, the
Principal Bird Deity, and the hu’unal headdress, among others). Each of these symbols
grew increasingly important in the public display and sanctioning of elite rulers as
intermediaries between the human and divine dimensions of the Maya world.
Considered alive and sacred, hieroglyphic writing was understood and practiced
within exclusive social circles. Enormous efforts were made to record the most important
details of a king’s life in both written and visual form. Blending history and myth, text
and imagery were artistically applied to a myriad of objects. The banner stone or stela
format was especially useful for the grand public display of a king’s achievements (Stuart
1996). However, smaller-sized polychrome ceramics, which were produced for personal
use, elite gifting, and burial offerings, became an important medium for illustrating
complex accounts of social and religious beliefs (Reents-Budet 1994). Portable barkpaper codices, detailing the imagery of gods, calendrical information and auguries, were
probably another advancement of the Classic period, although none have survived the
ravages of time or destruction by Spanish conquerors.181 Fortunately, there are four
extant Maya books, which date to the late Post Classic and colonial epochs (M. Coe
1973; Thompson 1972; Villacorta and Villacorta 1976).
Populated since the Middle Preclassic, the first cities of the Central Maya Area
are found in the Mirador Basin, which is located in the northernmost region of the
Guatemalan Peten and the southernmost area of Campeche, Mexico (Hansen 2000).
Archaeologists began to deeply explore the area only in the past few decades, but it
already clear that the settlers of the Mirador Basin played a critical role in the
development of the later Classic culture (Hansen 2000; Hansen, Bishop, and Fahsen
181

While no extant books date to the Classic era, codices are pictured in works of art: see for example the
rabbit scribe writing in a book near the baseline of the image in Figures A13-A14, and the closed book
resting below the seated ruler in Figure 3.10d.
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1991; M. Coe 1999:76-77). Chief among the early settlements is El Mirador, a sprawling
ceremonial center with sacb’eob (raised causeways) running to neighboring sites and
massive pyramidal platforms like “El Tigre” that outsize the largest at Tikal six times
over (Hansen 2000). According to recent discoveries, the Mirador-Nakbe area was likely
the source of the finely made Codex-style ceramics that portray vivid mythological
narratives in a scribal format resembling Maya books (Hansen 2000:64; Hansen, Bishop,
and Fahsen 1991; Reents-Budet, Martin, Hansen, and Bishop 2000; Robicsek and Hales
1981). With its ancient past and apparent supremacy over nearby settlements, the city of
El Mirador may have been considered an especially sacred place, perhaps a kind of Maya
Tollan or place of cosmogonic emergence (Freidel 1999). Yet, for reasons still unknown
to archaeologists, the Mirador area was depopulated during the Early Classic period at the
same time Tikal gained dominance over the region (Hansen 2000). Because of the
extensive research that has been done at Tikal, much of what is known about the Early
Classic period derives from this city’s archaeological, epigraphic, and art historical
record.

TIKAL AND TEOTIHUACAN: FOREIGN MOTIFS IN MAYA ART
Tikal became a powerful force in the Early Classic era and maintained dominion
in the central lowlands from about 250 to 500 AD (Harrison 1999; Sharer 1994:148-210).
During this period elite Tikal rulers apparently held sway over smaller cities in the region
and were even involved in the political affairs of faraway cities like Yaxchilan and Copan
(Harrison 1999; Martin and Grube 2001:24-53; Sharer 1994:185-91). While much is still
unknown regarding Early Classic settlements, the preeminence of Tikal may be due in
part to location. In the Classic era, Tikal was called Mutul (or Mutal), a word that
references the tied top-knot of hair pictured in the emblem hieroglyph of this site (Grube
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and Martin 2000b:14-16; Martin and Grube 2000:30).182 It is located on the divide
between the drainage systems of the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, a key portage
site for ancient traders. The area possesses a system of bajos (swamps and shallow lakes)
that connects Tikal with the major rivers of the region and thereby to a vast portion of
lowland Guatemala, coastal Belize and the Usumacinta River basin (Harrison 1999;
Sharer 1994:205-10). The bajos are thought to have provided extremely fertile soil that
in the Classic era was exploited through raised bed and other intensive farming
techniques (Harrison 2001a:76-79). This agricultural process bolsters food production
and allows for great yields in a limited space, an essential mechanism for feeding the
large population of Tikal. The region is also rich in limestone that could be have been
excavated for construction projects and flint used for tool making (Sharer 1994:205-10).
Finally, the location of Tikal made it relatively easy to defend; its weakest approach was
perhaps from the western outlands which may have been the focus of a long, defensive
rampart constructed within the Classic period (Martin and Grube 2000:42; Sharer
1994:205-10).
During the first decades of the Early Classic era much effort at Tikal was placed
upon the re-construction of “El Mundo Perdido” (the Lost World Complex); this area was
occupied from the initial settlement of Tikal and later developed into an E-Group
observatory, presumably used to track celestial events (Harrison 2000:53-57; Laporte and
Fialko 1995).

El Mundo Perdido vied with the North Acropolis as the focus of

ceremonial events, and according to Martin and Grube (2000:28-29), may have even
eclipsed the North Acropolis as the primary burial ground for Tikal royalty during the
years from 250 to 378 AD. Given the importance of the Lost World Complex for
ritualistic activities and astronomical observations, it is significant that “El Marcador”, a
182

David Stuart and Christian Prager are attributed with independently deciphering the Tikal emblem
hieroglyph (Grube and Martin 2000a:II-74-75; Grube and Martin 2000b:14-16).
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sculpted monument referencing the influx of outsiders, was found in a palatial
construction just south of the giant Lost World Pyramid (Harrison 2000:80-81). The
buildings of the palace exhibit a talud-tablero construction like that found at Teotihuacan
and elsewhere in Mesoamerica (Laporte 2003). Some have suggested the area around the
Lost World Pyramid may have served as the residential area for a foreign entourage
living at Tikal (Martin and Grube 2000:31).
One of the most important events of the Early Classic period is the purported
“arrival of strangers” in the Central Maya Area (Braswell 2003; Coggins 1993; Martin
and Grube 2000:28-31; Schele and Freidel 1990:130-64; Stuart 2000).

Although

summarized briefly in Chapter 4, this critical occurrence, which seems to have broadly
affected Maya politics and history, demands further elaboration here. The arrival began
when a dignitary named Siyaj K’ak’ (Born of Fire) allegedly passed through the site of El
Perú on his way to Tikal in the late fourth century. Monuments record the coming of
Siyaj K’ak’ to Tikal on 16 January 378 AD and at El Perú just eight days prior. Tikal
ruler Chak Tok Ich’aak (Great Burning Jaguar Paw) apparently died one day after the
arrival, presumably at the hand of the incoming group. Following the king’s death a new
dynastic lineage was installed to oversee administration at Tikal.
As noted earlier, many questions remain surrounding the “arrival of strangers”
and the consequent changes at Tikal. Regardless, evidence suggests a high degree of
importance was placed upon this inter-cultural affair and the agent named Spear-Thrower
Owl. No less than nine artifacts (and possibly as many as twelve) from the environs of
Tikal refer directly to aspects or perpetrators of this event (Stuart 2000). The 11 Eb’ date
is inscribed on Tikal Stela 31, “El Marcador”, and Uaxactun Stelae 5 and 22. The textual
inscriptions of other monuments mention the name of Siyaj K’ak’ (Tikal Stela 4, El Perú
Stela 15, a Bejucal monument, and Stela 6 of La Sufricaya [Estrada-Belli 2002; Nikolai
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Grube, personal communication 2002]).183 In addition, there are multiple examples of
the Spear-Thrower Owl phrase on various sculpted monuments and other Early Classic
artifacts (Stuart 2000:481, figs. 15.14 b and f). It is also possible the members of this
lineage are named on a group of bone hairpins excavated from Tikal Burial 116 by
Christopher Jones (1987 and see reference in Stuart 2000:481 and p. 508, footnote 9).
The large number and distribution of objects that discuss the foreign lineage reflect the
great significance of this affair within the timeframe of Early Classic culture and the
context of the regionally-dominant Tikal polity.

a)
Fig. 6.4:

b)
a) Detail drawing of Stela 4, Tikal, circa 379 AD (redrawn after Jones and
Satterthwaite 1982: fig. 5). Wearing a feathered jaguar costume, Ruler Yax
Nuun Ahyiin is portrayed in an unusual frontal composition that resembles
the format of mural painting done at Teotihuacan. An image of K’awiil
appears as a floating head near the top of this stela; b) Mural 7, Zacuala
Palace, Portico 2, Teotihuacan (after A. Miller 1973:111, fig. 204).
Composed in a frontal format, a figure from Teotihuacan wears a feathered,
jaguarian headdress and shell collar.

183

Estrada-Belli (2003:4,5,14,19,51) also reports the discovery of an Early Classic mural at La Sufricaya
with symbolism derived from Central Mexico.
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Aside from the inscriptional recording of events and persons associated with the
“arrival of strangers,” new designs and symbols derived from central Mexico were
incorporated into works of art made at Tikal and elsewhere during the Early Classic
era.184

One startling but temporary change visible in monumental sculpture after the

arrival of 378 AD is the shift from a profile to frontal compositional format. The novel
sculptural style is characterized by Stela 4, which dates to circa 378 AD (Fig. 6.4a;
Borowicz (2003:219-226).

Frontal orientation was a preferred style in the art of

Teotihuacan but short-lived at Tikal. Costume features such as the feline helmet with
feathery panache and Pecten shell necklace worn by ruler Yax Nuun Ahyiin are
duplicated in the mural programs of Teotihuacan (Borowicz 2003:223). An example
from the Zacuala Palace compound is illustrated in Figure 6.4b. The chronology of
murals located in the various apartment compounds at Teotihuacan have been difficult to
ascertain and thus the example from Zacuala Palace may not predate Tikal Stela 4, but
feline imagery such as this was created in Teotihuacan beginning in the Tlamimilolpa
phase (230-370 AD; Borowicz 2003:223).

184

Some of the new symbols that enter the artistic repertoire of Maya art at this time are later discarded
while others are fully appropriated and altered according to Maya aesthetics and conceptions. Borowicz
(2003) discusses the phenomenon of appropriation within the iconographic program of Early Classic Tikal.
The Tikal stelae of this era exhibit a change in format after the “arrival of strangers” and later, return to a
traditional compositional structure. As reported in Chapter 4 of this dissertation, foreign iconography is
also associated with owls in Maya art.
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Fig. 6.5:

Composite drawing of Stela 31, Tikal, circa 440-450 AD (after Martin and
Grube 2000:35, drawing by W. R. Coe). Foreign symbols included here are
the spear throwers, square shields (one of which displays a goggle-eyed
“Tlaloc” decoration), the shell mosaic headdress, mirror attachments at the
hip, high-backed sandals, furry knee bands, and coyote tails.

Early Classic art at Tikal also demonstrates an increasing enthusiasm for the
exploitation of foreign military symbols. Stela 31 of Tikal is the most frequently cited
proof of this assertion (Fig. 6.5).

The sculpture shows Siyaj Chan K’awiil at his

accession in 411 AD flanked by two images of his father. The youthful and adult
portrayals of the father Yax Nuun Ahyiin highlight the integration of Mexican symbolism
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in Maya art. In particular, the figures carry spear throwers and square shields, one of
which displays a goggle-eyed “Tlaloc” decoration. Other foreign costume elements
including the shell mosaic headdress, mirror attachments at the hip, high-backed sandals,
furry knee bands, and coyote tails imitate the paraphernalia of warfare developed in
Teotihuacan (Martin 2001a; Schele and Freidel 1990:130-215; Stone 1989; Taube
1992c). While the costuming of flanking figures derives from a foreign tradition, the
stylistic rendering of this work and the reinstated profile format are consistent with the
Maya aesthetic (Borowicz 2003:228).
Beyond the visual evidence of foreign military regalia, the inscriptional text of
Stela 31 includes references to the mysterious Spear-Thrower Owl character and other
personalities involved in the arrival event (Stuart 2000). The hieroglyphic script above
the two flanking figures denotes the royal family lineage: Spear-Thrower Owl is noted as
the father of Yax Nuun Ahyiin, who is in turn the father of the now-acceding king, Siyaj
Chan K’awiil. Stela 31 uses the newly-employed term Kaloomte’ to communicate the
exalted status of Spear-Thrower Owl, the patriarch of this dynastic lineage, and it even
provides a reference to his death (Stuart 2000:472-490).185 Standing at the center of the
composition, Siyaj Chan K’awiil holds aloft what may be his grandfather’s headdress,
identifiable through a nominal emblem in the form of a bird (Figs. 4.13 and 6.5).
On the partially destroyed Tikal Stela 32, stylistically dated to the Early Classic
era, we again see a foreign motif: a Mexican dignitary wearing the tasseled headdress and
goggle-eyes of the Storm God Tlaloc (Fig. 6.6a; Martin and Grube 2000:31; Stuart
2000:469).

But central Mexican symbols were integrated by artists from Maya sites

beyond Tikal. At Copan for example, a ceramic censor lid fashioned as an effigy of ruler
185

The term Kaloomte’ is not fully understood, but it is considered a royal title of the highest rank and one
that is used in connection with persons rather than with offices or groups (Nikolai Grube, personal
communication 2003; Stuart 2000). The death of Spear-Thrower Owl occurred in 439 AD (Martin and
Grube 2000:31).
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K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ (The Great Sun, Green Quetzal Macaw) also wears Tlaloc
goggles over the eyes (Fig. 6.6b; Fash 2001:107, 111). K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ was the
founder of the Copan dynasty, reigning over this polity from 426 to circa 437 AD (Fash
2001:78-88; Martin and Grube 2000:192-194). The censor lid was found amongst eleven
others placed in the tomb of Ruler 12 circa 695 AD before his burial crypt in the Chorcha
structure was sealed.

a)
Fig. 6.6:

b)
a) Stela 32, Tikal, Early Classic era, approx. 70cm [h] (after Jones and
Satterthwaite 1982: fig. 55a). A dignitary is pictured with a Mexican-style
tasseled headdress and goggled-eyes of the Storm God Tlaloc; b) Censor lid
effigy of ruler K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ with bird wings and tail in the
headdress and highland Mexican Tlaloc goggles over the eyes, 70 cm [h]
(after Fash 2001:107).
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The aforementioned examples demonstrate the incorporation of Mexican
symbolism in Maya art. They also illustrate, at an elemental level, the importance of the
Early Classic contact between people of the Maya realm and central Mexico. The
significance of this intercultural exchange with regard to my investigation of God L is to
establish that in this era ideas were transferred from one culture to another.

The

transferal of knowledge led to innovations in Maya art, some of which may be reflected
in the symbolism of God L. As Borowicz (2003:217) notes, the use of foreign motifs in
Maya art represents an appropriation (not an imposition) of ideas. Foreign symbolism
was both cited without alteration and modified according to lowland idioms. When
foreign motifs were utilized it was done in ways that met the needs of localized Maya
communities. At the same time, the autochthonous elements of Maya art continued to
evolve. It should also be noted here that the exchange of ideas between the Maya and
central Mexico went in both directions. In addition to the evidence of Mexican people
visiting the Maya area, researchers have found traces of Maya culture at Teotihuacan
(Sugiyama 2003; Taube 2003c). In particular, mural paintings within the residential area
of Tetitla (Teotihuacan) exhibit artistic motifs that are distinctly Maya in style (Taube
2003c).

THE EMERGENCE OF GOD L: K3801
Many artistic traditions were already well established in Mesoamerica by the time
the Maya culture moved into the Early Classic epoch.

Regalia of divine kingship

communicated the supra-human status of royal leaders. Certain animal forms, like the
jaguar and owl, were utilized in conjunction with human and deity figures in expressions
of enhanced knowledge and liminal states of being. Ancestors, visualized in a suspended
existence, could participate in ceremonious activities and sanction the actions of kings.
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Noted in Chapter 5, these ideas developed in the Preclassic era and continued to form a
baseline for the creation of Classic era art. However, growing populations and shifting
political spheres ensured that the Maya social system was not entrenched or stagnant.
The symbolic expressions of art, which were critical to the communication of appropriate
social ordering, evolved according to contemporary concerns.

As a result, artistic

innovations were both possible and necessary.
The phenomenon of God L may be an innovation of the Early Classic era. The
oldest-dated image of this Maya deity currently known to exist derives from circa 250450 AD (K3801, Figs. A1-A6).186 Stylistic features and clay type suggest this ceramic
box was created in the Peten region of northern Guatemala, although the archaeological
context and provenience are unknown (Dorie Reents-Budet, personal communication
2003). While certain aspects of this deity’s persona reflect past artistic traditions, the
particular combination of elements and the manner of integration seem to represent a
novel idea. In the Preclassic art of Mesoamerica, we see ancestral figures of advanced
age and costuming that combine both feline and avian characteristics. But the unique
persona of an elder deity created in a Classic Maya style whose symbolism
communicates regal status, alludes to the ideas of travel and warfare, and interweaves
feline traits with a distinct raptorial bird worn on the head, is fundamentally new in the
artistic record. Unfortunately, within my “probable” category, K3801 is the only extant
image of God L dating to this timeframe. As archaeological projects move forward
within the Central Maya Area, the possibility of course remains that antecedent examples
of this deity may one day surface and additional portrayals of similar date may be

186

This ceramic was analyzed by Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon (1988:86-89) as part of the Wally and
Brenda Zollman Collection on loan to the Indianapolis Museum of Art, although the piece is no longer part
of that collection. While the authors speculated on the precedence of the full-figured K’awiil pictured on
this work of art, Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon (1988:86-89) did not specify this image as the earliest
God L.
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discovered. In the meantime, my analysis begins with this critically important image and
the tentative hypothesis of emergence during the Early Classic era.
If the innovation of God L proves to lie within the Early Classic epoch, one must
question why/how the figure was envisioned at this place and point in time. The fullfigure representation of God L on K3801 is incised on a burnished ceramic box classified
as an example of Tzakol phase, Balanza Black Urita ware (Dorie Reents-Budet, personal
communication 2003).187 Only the bottom half of the pottery box remains. In its original
state the vessel probably had a cover that fit over the flanged rim of the lower portion.
The complete piece may have been quite large, measuring up to 50 cm (approx. 20
inches) in height if one estimates the size of missing long count markers that likely
adorned the top half of the box (Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon 1988:86). The lid may
have been designed without a handle and made in a rectangular format mirroring the size
and shape of the lower half or alternately, shaped in a pyramidal format.188 This large,
covered vessel may have been created to “house” a supernatural entity, to contain sacred
objects used in ritual ceremony or to hold buried cache offerings. Unfortunately, without
archaeological context, the function of this ceramic is purely speculation.
The image of God L on K3801 exhibits the essential characteristics outlined in
Chapters 3 and 4: signs of agedness and masculinity; the accouterments of elite status; an
avian headdress; and costuming of feline pelage. In this early example, God L also holds
a smoking tube or tobacco roll and carries a spear, possibly made from obsidian. The
hair is bound and pulled forward into a top knot above the forehead. God L wears a
beard in this example, a relatively rare feature within the corpus. His eye is closed,
possibly indicative of sleep or death. Facial markings on the cheek include a line and dot
187

See Gifford (1976) for information on the classification of Maya ceramics.
M. Coe (1973: figs. 78-79) published two smaller Late Classic pottery boxes with pyramidal lids from
the northern Maya region that measure no more than 30 cm in height. Instead, it is likely K3801
resembled a lidded rectangular container illustrated by Robicsek (1978:185-186, plate 264).
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motif, which may imitate the day sign Kimi (or Cimi) that Schele and Miller (1986:5354) relate to death symbolism.189 God L wears shell/jade jewelry on his ear. He is
dressed in a platelet collar marked with curving lines that likely specify the reflective
surface of this adornment, which is perhaps fashioned of polished stone. His lengthy,
beaded necklace interlinks with a decorative cord that incorporates a woven (pohp) motif
and ends in a boney knob. A fairly simple belt assembly with an extended front section
encircles the hips and accentuates the groin. Scrolling heat or breath emissions exit from
around the body. Two footprints decorate a swath of cloth hanging down the back. The
prints move towards the torso in a manner suggesting a forward movement and/or the
traveling of God L to this mythical place.
The avian headdress of God L looks to be created from rolled and tied cloth,
which forms a flattened seat for the bird alighted upon it. The raptorial bird has the
signature elements of the kuy type: spotted tail feathers, a horned profile, fringe under the
jaw, and an emanation extending from above the beak. The spiraling eyeball of the bird
suggests an altered sense of sight, but otherwise the creature seems largely inanimate
except for a breath/smoke scroll that designates expiration. Although the bird itself is not
vested with strong signs of life, it is decorated with an extra array of feathers on top, a
chan (sky) symbol that may communicate its celestial realm of existence, and a cascading
growth of maize foliation. Both the bird and deity figure exhibit contradictory symbols
that call to mind the dichotomy of life and death.
The rectangular cache vessel is decorated with six figural forms on three sides as
well as an inscription at the center front that provides an “impossible” date since the long
count and calendar round information do not coincide (Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon
1998:86-89). The front panel illustrates God L standing on the right side and facing
189

The symbol in question has two dots with a line in between, like a modern-day “percentage” sign.
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K’awiil across the glyphic text. The rear of the box is unadorned. The left side features
the coupled images of the Principal Bird Deity and a little understood entity dubbed the
“Triple Bow Tie/Triangular Nose Plaque” character (Hellmuth 1987a:353-354). The
right panel includes K’inich Ajaw (a sun god also called GIII) alongside a possible GI, a
still unnamed deity whose attributes include a spiral eye, fish barbell on the cheek, and a
pointed tooth extending from the mouth.190 GI is shown here with a k’in (sun, day)
offering plate on his head filled with a bundle of feathers, a stingray spine, and a cut shell
or obsidian lancet (Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon 1988:89). These two deities (GI and
GIII) are also known as divine patrons of the Palenque site (Parsons, Carlson, and
Joralemon 1988:89; Schele and Mathews 1998: 409, 411; Schele and Miller 1986:48-51).
The rendering of God L and K’awiil as though they are guardians of the inscribed
text between them implies equivalence and cooperation. K’awiil, the embodiment of
divine force and a symbol of royal legitimacy, is portrayed as similar to God L in size,
standing opposite him in a face-to-face format, and thus as equivalent in rank. This
suggests God L’s familiarity with authoritative power and communicates his kingly
status. Curiously, God L appears more human than godlike in this example since he
lacks the characteristics that would clarify his divinity: there are no reflective markings
denoting a state of liminality; absent are the cord-like eye decoration and spiraling pupil
that symbolize an altered perceptivity; and he has no jaguarian markings on the face,
mouth or ear. These signs are indeed utilized to distinguish the other members of the
deity convention pictured on K3801. Even though not augmented by the markings of
divinity noted above, the eminence of God L is made clear by his placement on the front
and most intricately-carved surface of the box, the right-side positioning, his full
190

Luís Lopes (2005) notes the appearance of a shark’s tooth in Maya iconography and script. He suggests
the dental element may be read as “at” and belong to a category of bodily protrusions that dart out and
leave an effect.
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corporeal form, equivalence with K’awiil, and the audience of supernaturals that populate
the lateral panels.
The central hieroglyphic inscription includes a partial Long Count date along with
additional Calendar Round and Supplementary Series information. This extended text,
which gives more specifics about the positioning of the moon and other forces present on
this day, projects the importance of the event pictured. According to the analysis of
Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon (1988:86), the hieroglyphic panel would have begun on
the missing lid with an introductory glyph and entries for the Bak’tun, K’atun and Tun.
The inscription on the extant half starts with two large hieroglyphic blocks marking 12
Winal and 18 K’in. It continues with smaller glyphic pairs reading from top to bottom
and left to right as follows: 8 Imix, Lord of the Night G9, Glyph F, 19 Sotz’, 18 Glyph C
of Lunar Series, and Xaman (North). Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon (1988:86) were
not able to pinpoint an exact date from the information given since the Calendar Round
and Long Count dates do not coincide with each other. However, they suggest two
possibilities that fall within three days of the given count: one is the primordial day 27
January 3296 BC (12.10.14.13.1); the second is 6 July 446 AD (9.0.10.13.1), a date
within the Early Classic timeframe of this object’s actual creation. The mismatched
Tzolk’in and Haab notations could be a scribal error or more likely, a deliberate invention
used to communicate mythical time (Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon 1988:86).
The decoration on this box may portray a ceremonious event involving the arrival
of God L at a supernatural place. As mentioned in passing above, footprints decorate the
rear extension of God L’s loincloth (Fig. 6.7b). The two prints progress from the lower
right corner up and towards the deity, moving in the same direction God L faces; it is as
though he has taken two steps and stopped. Beyond the visual implication, the footprint
motif is utilized in hieroglyphic inscriptions of the Early Classic era to convey the verb
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hul (to come, arrive) and later for the noun b’ih (path, road).191 The cosmological
location of this gathering of deities is a place called Wuk-Ik’-K’an (Seven Black Yellow),
which is incised near the outstretched hand of K’awiil in the left front panel of K3801
and again on the left side, where it is held by the Triangular Nose Plaque character (Fig.
6.7a).

a)
Fig. 6.7:

b)
Detail drawings of K’awiil and God L from K3801-side 1 (redrawn after
Robicsek 1978:118): a) The name of a cosmological location called WukIk’-K’an (Seven Black Yellow) is written above the outstretched hand of
K’awiil. This hand gesture represents the verb k’al (to enclose, fasten,
bind); b) A footprint motif is drawn in the band behind God L’s legs.

191

For examples of these hieroglyphs see Fig. 4.20 and Macri and Looper (2003:116, HTE and HTF).
Stuart, Houston, and Robertson (1999:102-104) are attributed with the hul decipherment.
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The Wuk-Ik’-K’an notation is found on a number of monuments created in
various lowland sites and frequently coupled with other place names.192 At present, the
location referred to by this hieroglyphic composite is thought to represent a point of
emergence on the horizon that may be associated with solstice demarcations (Nikolai
Grube, personal communication 2004; David Stuart, personal communication 2005).
This supernatural locality also relates to Period Ending ceremonies that are witnessed by
deceased ancestors (David Stuart, personal communication 2005).193

Although the

“impossible” Calendar Round inscribed on the front of the box is not linked to a Period
Ending date, the left hand of K’awiil resembles the k’al hieroglyph that expresses the
idea of completion through the verbal metaphors of “enclosing, fastening and binding”
(Fig. 6.7a).194

The k’al verb is utilized in text describing both Period Ending and

accession ceremonies. Although there is no formal text providing a description of the
action, we may speculate from the inclusion of the Wuk-Ik’-K’an and k’al notations that
a special ritual is taking place, perhaps the induction of a king (God L?) into the realm of
divinity.195
The array of characters rendered on K3801 appears to represent various
oppositional aspects of the pantheistic Maya universe. The left side of the box joins the
Principal Bird Deity with the Triangular Nose Plaque being (K3801-2; Figs. A2, A5).
The PBD sits above a plate marked with crossed bands and a bowl exhibiting reflectivity

192

Kubler (1977a) was the first to investigate this hieroglyphic notation. Stuart and Houston (1994:82, 84)
speculated that the phrase (then spelled UUK-Black- K’AN) might be a locative denoting an area or
building within a given site but now consider it to be a cosmological location (David Stuart, personal
communication 2005).
193 The glyphic compound couples with K’ahk’ Witz (Smoke Mountain) in a section of text on Tikal Stela
31 (E16-E20) that records a Period Ending ritual celebrated by Yax Nuun Ahyiin on 8.18.0.0.0 (8 July 396
AD).
194 For the history of the k’al decipherment see Marci and Looper (2003:120-121). David Stuart is credited
with the current reading.
195 Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon (1988) draw correlations between K3801 and the accession ceremony
shown on a stone panel in the sanctuary of the Temple of the Cross at Palenque.
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signs. The bowl holds a shell or lancet and a possible ear spool or bar-and-dot motif
standing for the number six (Parsons, Carlson, and Joralemon 1988:88). In front of the
bird’s torso is a sign that resembles the li hieroglyph (a mirror or reflectivity symbol)
sitting on top of two beads. The referencing of mirror surfaces may indicate this bird’s
penchant for shiny things or denote a celestial place of existence that is accessed through
the reflection of sunrays.
The bird contrasts with a human figure seated on two po signs (pohp). This lordly
figure has a “god” marking on his arm and a crossed-band hip yoke. His hair is bound is
a top knot that is pulled forward and his headdress carries a winik (person, human being)
hieroglyph. The purpose and identity of this figure is uncertain: Hellmuth (1987a:353354) considers “Triple Bow Tie/Triangular Nose Plaque” to be closely linked to GI and
blood sacrifice; Freidel, Schele, and Parker (1993:420-421 footnote 28) say the figure is a
version of the rain deity Chaak; and Justin Kerr (personal communication 2005) suggests
this may be an early form of the maize deity. The “hunting” hat,196 which is worn in a
tilted fashion on the head of this god-king, mimics the pas (sunrise) symbol, perhaps an
allusion to the visual experience of watching the sun rise from an earthly location.
Coupled in this way the Principal Bird Deity and Triangular Nose Plaque entity may
signify the bordering space of earth and sky as opposed to the more distant, outer reaches
of the celestial realm or ocean depths.
The right side panel of K3801 includes K’inich Ajaw (the sun god or GIII) paired
with GI (K3801-3; Figs. A3, A6). The portrayal of K’inich Ajaw infuses motifs from
different sectors of the external cosmos: the squint-eyed face and k’in (sun, day) marking
on the cheek signify the intensity of bright sunlight; a crossed-band sky motif near the ear
flare denotes the celestial sphere; a stingray spine, shells, and the long-nosed saurian
196

Taube (1992:60-63; 1997; 2003:472-475) discusses the depiction of hunters in Maya art and the Classic
Maya god of game animals called Ah Wuk Yol Zip (He of Seven Heart Zip).
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heads that are incorporated into the design call to mind the underwater world; the
combined k’in-b’ih (day-road) symbolism of the ear flare suggests the passage of the sun
along its daily East-to-West ecliptic; and the spotted feline pelage on the face alludes to
the darkness of the sun’s passage through the nighttime underworld. GI has a spiraling
eye that denotes an alternative field of vision, symbolism of a watery existence (water
bird, shells and shark’s tooth), and a feline pelage indicative of a familiarity with
nighttime and forest creatures.

GI also carries essential implements of tribute and

sacrifice (feathers, a stingray spine, and a shell or piece of obsidian) nested inside a k’in
offering bowl. Together the two deities seem to reference the daily passage of the sun
from East to West and its nighttime disappearance below the visible horizon. The
offering plate stands as a reminder of the responsibilities required within the covenant of
Maya religion.
On the front panel, K’awiil and God L reflect proper social ordering within the
interconnected layers of cosmological space, especially the legitimacy and privilege of
dynastic kings. K’awiil seems to welcome the arrival of God L at Wuk-Ik’-K’an, which
is especially significant given his symbolic role as the embodiment of regal authority and
indeed power itself. It is as though K’awiil expects to bestow some of his knowledge or
force upon the new arrival. Shown here as a respected elder and king, God L’s presence
may be needed to fulfill the requirements of this ceremonious occasion. Of course,
lacking the top half of the vessel precludes knowing whether other significant characters
were also present and judging whether God L’s role is primary at this event or not.
If the footprint motif is accurately interpreted as denoting travel, we can assume
God L has passed through mythical field and forest before arriving at Wuk-Ik’-K’an
(Taube 2003a). The verdant maize foliage cascading from his headdress may designate
transit through open milpas of growing maize, and the symbolism of wild animals (the
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owl headdress and feline cape) references the more treacherous forest environment
(Taube 2003). When moving through dangerous borderline places, God L might protect
himself with weaponry like the spear carried in the K3801 rendering, but his travels are
also aided by his burning roll of tobacco.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, native

Mesoamerican tobaccos can stimulate energy, induce visionary experiences, dull the
appetite, and reduce bodily pain (De Smet 1985; Robicsek 1978; Roys 1931:259;
Schultes and Hofmann 1992:17, 29; Wilbert 1972).
Interestingly, the symbolic tobacco roll carried by God L has other cultural
meanings that may apply here. According to Francis Robicsek (1978:11-58), tobacco
was used among American Indians as a fumigant, sacrament, and offering.

It was

considered especially important in curing and sacrificial rites, for establishing
friendships, sealing treaties, beginning wars, cementing peace, and for legitimizing all
manner of covenants between humans as well as those undertaken with the supernatural
world. In a later age, the Aztecs used tobacco for casting spells and for protection against
wild animals (Robicsek 1978:30). With tobacco in your hand or mouth, a traveler would
be safe from poisonous animals when camping out in the open (Robicsek 1978:30). The
Totonacs believed it could insulate one from the danger of snakes and spirits of the dead
(Robicsek 1978:30). Amongst the Tzotzil Maya, tobacco was considered an important
defensive substance that could ward off evil in general (Robiscek 1978:33).
A folkloric correlation also exists between tobacco use and the military protocol
of ancient Mesoamerica. The Tlaxcalans, for example, are reported to have offered
tobacco to their god of war, Camaxtli (Robiscek 1978:29-30). The Spanish chronicler
Fray Bernardino de Sahagún (1959:34) describes the importance of tobacco in the
feasting rituals of Aztec merchants and warriors:
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In this manner was it done in days of old, in order that a banquet be held.
First they selected those who were wise, able, prudent; the agile, not the
halt; the very honorable, the well-spoken, the strong, the gracious hosts;
those of good bearing [and] appearance, not cowardly, nor bewildered, nor
shy; those of stalwart gaze. These were the ones chosen; the lesser ones
were not required there; only the seasoned warriors, the brave warriors,
the men of war, who distributed [and] with their hands disposed of the
flowers, the tobacco, the food, the chocolate, and were the welcomers,
attendants, receptionists, ushers.
The tobacco server, to perform his task, bore the tobacco [tube] in his right
hand; thus he held it: there where it was sealed off; not by the tube [end].
And he went bearing the bowl for the tobacco tubes in his left hand. First
he offered one the tobacco tube. He said: “My beloved noble, here is thy
cane of tobacco.” Then [the guest] took it up; he placed it between his
fingers to smoke it. This denoted the spear thrower or the spear; war
equipment; valor. And the bowl for tobacco tubes stood for the shield,
wherefore he bore it in his left hand. He went holding it only by its rim, to
carry it. He laid it before perhaps the commanding general, or the general;
…all the lords, and the eagle warrior guides, or the noblemen: indeed all
who were invited.
The citations noted in the paragraphs above reflect beliefs held by various groups of
indigenous Mesoamericans. If a comparable ideology existed during the Early Classic
epoch when the ceramic K3801 was modeled, one might speculate that the inclusion of a
tobacco roll in this rendition of God L symbolizes an accoutrement necessary for safe
voyage across dangerous territory. At the same time it may highlight the deity’s vital life
force and role as warrior, ambassador, and dignitary.
While I have not been able to determine whether the Classic-era Maya held
notions equal to the Aztec account, the substance is certainly pictured in Maya art and
well represented in their language (Houston, Stuart, and Taube 2006:105, 114-116).
Maya art and writing references cigar smoking, enema concoctions, snuffs, and powdery
blends made from tobacco and other substances. Judging from the evidence of language,
tobacco concoctions were employed for medicinal purposes, divination, personal
enjoyment, sacramental cleansings, offerings, and sacrifices (Houston, Stuart, and Taube
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2006:105, 114-116). It is also apparent that feasting was undertaken in the Classic era by
royal patrons interested in building alliances with other kingdoms (LeCount 2001).

GOD L AND SPEAR-THROWER OWL: IS THERE A CONNECTION?
The contemporaneous occurrences of the Spear-Thrower Owl affair and the
apparent innovation of God L within the closely-knit northern Peten region present a
conundrum: why at this particular time in Maya history was a deity conceived that would
be marked with symbolism that parallels aspects of the conspicuous “foreigner” whose
descendants ruled Tikal? The proximity of chronology and locality leads one to question
whether the two could be connected, and in deeper examination, to discover a number of
significant relationships. These correlations at the very least suggest a circumstantial
association if not a more substantive one.

Fig. 6.8:

Parentage statements from Tikal Stela 31 naming Spear-Thrower Owl as the
father of Yax Nuun Ahyiin (after Stuart 2000:475, fig. 15.10).

Firstly, a correspondence of physical characteristics unites God L with what is
known about the Spear-Thrower Owl persona: both were aged and male. Parentage
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statements on Stela 31 claim that Spear-Thrower Owl fathered the Tikal king, Yax Nuun
Ahyiin, who attained kingship shortly after the death of Chak Tok Ich’aak in 378 AD
(Fig. 6.8; Stuart 2000:473-81). While the exact age of Spear-Thrower Owl is not known,
inscriptions do record a regal period of 65 years, so it is conceivable he reached at least
70 to 80 years of age (Grube and Martin 2000b:138).197 Of course, God L is an aged,
male deity as discussed in Chapter 3.

a)

b)

Fig. 6:9:

a) Spear-Thrower Owl’s death, which occurred circa June 10, 439 AD, is
recorded on Tikal Stela 31 (after Stuart 2000:483, fig. 15.15); b) Detail
drawing of K3801 (redrawn after Robicsek 1978:118). The closed eye of
God L and possible Kimi sign on his cheek may symbolize his recent death
or a suspended state of afterlife.

Secondly, both God L and Spear-Thrower Owl represent ancestral figures either
literally or metaphorically. Inscriptional texts explicate the family of Spear-Thrower
Owl, who is the patriarch of an important line of Tikal kings (Harrison 1999:65-146;
Martin and Grube 2000:24-53; Stuart 2000:467-490). But this illustrious regent seems
197

The accession of Spear-Thrower Owl is recorded on “El Marcador” as 4 May 374 AD. His death date,
10 June 439 AD, appears on Stela 31 (Martin and Grube 2000:31).
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never to have actually visited the city of Tikal or the Peten region, and may instead have
reigned in a far away place like Teotihuacan (Stuart 2000:481-490).

Around the

approximate timeframe the K3801 image of God L was created, Spear-Thrower Owl is
said to have “entered the road,” a poetic phrase used in Maya inscriptions to signify
death. The liminal journey of Spear-Thrower Owl occurred in 439 AD (Fig. 6.9a). The
gerontic qualities of God L and his participation in aspects of Maya cosmogony indicate
he was considered to be a primordial ancestor of profound importance. Shown as he is in
the K3801 example with a closed eye as though eternally sleeping and with markings on
the cheek that resemble the Kimi (death) sign, it is plausible God L was conceived as
having passed through the transition of death before achieving a divine state of being
(Fig. 6.9b).

Fig. 6:10:

The “El Marcador” inscription, E3 to F4 (redrawn after Stuart 2000:485, fig.
15.17). The text reads: Spear-Thrower/Owl/ho’ witz (toponym?)/Kaloomte’.

A third equivalence is the high regal status of both figures.

The totemic

monument called “El Marcador” describes the accession of Spear-Thrower Owl, although
it does not tell us the location of his kingdom (Fig. 6.10; Martin and Grube 2000:31;
Stuart 2000:481-90). More than a mere king however, Spear-Thrower Owl was called
Kaloomte’, a word that is thought to convey a supreme rank within the Maya political
hierarchy (Martin and Grube 2000:31, Stuart 2000:486-87). While God L is not supreme
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in every narrative that pictures him, his superiority is communicated in many examples
by lavish costuming and other royal accouterments.

He takes part in accession

ceremonies, is catered to by an array of servants, and supervises activities that precipitate
creation. God L travels within the highest echelon of beings, a divine state attributed to
the greatest of kings and gods.
The cultural presentation of these two agents as “stranger kings” is a fourth
linkage. Both Spear-Thrower Owl and God L have origins in distant places and arrive in
a local setting to take control. According to Marshall Sahlins (1985:73-103), the arrival
of a foreign person or group into the realm of a closed local society can generate
excitement and fear because the stranger is thought to possess special and perhaps
superior knowledge. Sahlins found in his research on the island people of Hawaii, Fiji,
and New Zealand, that foreigners can achieve a mythical presence in the mind of a
subjugated population.

“Initially a stranger and something of a terror, the king is

absorbed and domesticated by the indigenous people, a process that passes by way of his
symbolic death and consequent rebirth as a local god” (Sahlins 1985:73).

In their

selection of the verb hul (to come, arrive) for recorded inscriptions celebrating the 11 Eb’
event, Maya scribes created the perception that Siyaj K’ak’ and Yax Nuun Ahyiin were
outsiders.198 Similarly, monuments like Tikal’s “El Marcador” and Stela 31 advertise the
special otherness of the new dynasts by integrating foreign words (like the SpearThrower Owl naming phrase) and highlighting iconography such as Mexican weaponry
and costuming (c.f. Figs. 6.4-6.6; Stuart 2000:467-490).199 As the patriarch of the new
ruling family and the regent in whose name these political changes were undertaken,

198

See Stuart (2000:477-478) for analysis of arrival texts.
“El Marcador” was found in the palatial complex south of El Mundo Perdido (Harrison 1999:80-81)
and Stela 31 likely stood in front of the central Structure 5D-33-2nd in the North Acropolis (Jones and
Satterthwaite 1982:64).
199
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Spear-Thrower Owl was the preeminent outsider and perhaps the most respected or
feared member of the new “foreign” lineage.

Fig. 6:11:

Detail drawing of Stela 31, Tikal (after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982: fig.
51c). At the top of this scene, an ancestor figure (deceased father Yax Nuun
Ahyiin) materializes in the form of K’inich Ajaw.

There is no clear evidence to suggest that the Maya believed in the apotheosis of
Spear-Thrower Owl specifically, as is hypothetically possible according to the process
described by Sahlins. But as Houston and Stuart document (1996:296), an important
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ancestral leader might take on the guise of a deity after his/her death. For example, Yax
Nuun Ahyiin, the son of Spear-Thrower Owl and first ruler to accede at Tikal after the 11
Eb’ transition, is portrayed on Stela 31 as the squint-eyed K’inich Ajaw (Fig. 6.11). His
disembodied head floats above the central scene bearing witness to and legitimizing the
activities of his descendant Siyaj Chan K’awiil. Yax Nuun Ahyiin was probably not
alive in 411 AD to attend his son’s accession or in 445 AD when this stela was erected in
celebration of the half K’atun ending of 9.0.10.0.0.200 However, given the apparent
transformation of Yax Nuun Ahyiin into a sun god, it is plausible to surmise that
discourse regarding the supreme Kaloomte’ (Spear-Thrower Owl) might intentionally
aggrandize the accomplishments of this dynastic figurehead. Especially after 439 AD,
when news of the patriarch’s death might spread across the region, characterizations of
his persona and the magnitude of his power could reach mythic proportions.
God L is surely a Maya king who possesses supernatural power, but it is more
difficult to recognize any foreign qualities in the representation of this figure. Indeed, the
form of his body and the style of his costuming look at first glance wholeheartedly Maya.
Yet certain motifs subtly imply an outsider status. Like the discourse surrounding the
lineage of Spear-Thrower Owl, footprints conjoined to the God L figure suggest his
recent arrival at the Wuk-Ik’-K’an location. Whether or not the motif is intended to
denote a specific, timed arrival or a broader sense of ancestral travel within the liminal
afterlife dimension, the symbolism conveys a message of transition. His non-sedentary
existence metonymically characterizes God L as a stranger since his traveling would
preclude any deeply ingrained community presence. As discussed in Chapter 4, the owl
companion of God L also intimates a transitory state of being through mythic
associations with long distance messaging and guidance along the roadways.
200

The actual death date of Yax Nuun Ahyiin remains in question, but Martin and Grube (2000:32-33)
place it around 404 to 406 AD.
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Fig. 6:12:

Bearded captive on Tikal Stela 39, circa 376 AD (after Laporte and Fialko
1995, p. 64).

Another point of distinction is the beard worn by God L in the K3801 example.
This motif is fairly unusual in the God L corpus occurring in just three renditions from
Appendix A. The beard motif is used in Classic Maya art to highlight difference rather
than coherence with cultural norms. It is a mechanism for portraying otherness, someone
special or separated from the common or local Maya. The idea of using a beard for
distinction may be based on a natural phenomenon like the hair growth that divides
youths from adults or adults from gerontic people, whose hair grows in especially
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unusual ways from the chin, ears, and neck.

Regardless, beards communicate

peculiarities beyond age; they can denote persons of foreign origin, those whose
bloodlines differ from that of locals.
In representations of the kings and regal activities that are the main subject of
Maya art, bearded human faces are relatively infrequent.201

It is a motif apparently

reserved for cases of special importance and one that is not entirely understood at present.
In artistic practice, the bearded face can suggest advanced age, which may be the
intended message with regard to God L. But the motif also occurs on seemingly vibrant
males of non-local allegiance. One example from the region and era in question is Tikal
Stela 39, a sculpted monument (dating circa 376 AD) that pictures Chak Tok Ich’aak
standing on top of a bearded captive (Fig. 6.12; Laporte and Fialko 1995:64). Prisoners
such as this are assumed to represent warriors or elite members of a rival polity rather
than persons from within the local population, and in a number of cases, the recorded
names and titles of captives support this idea (Schele and Freidel 1990: see e.g. p. 148
[fig. 4.17] and p. 190 [fig. 5.15]). Overt bondage and humiliation of an adversary mark
this person in the most public way as having been antagonistic to local interests. As an
artistic device, using a beard to embellish the face of a captive or king draws further
attention to the special otherness of this person.
Sources from the colonial period indicate that in former times the Maya actually
disliked beards. Referring to what he had been told by contemporary Maya about their
past, Bishop Diego de Landa writes:
They did not grow beards, and they said that their mothers burned their
faces in their childhood with hot cloths, so as to keep the beard from
201

Tozzer (1941:88) claimed that the Maya infrequently pictured men with a bearded face; however,
examples of the artistic motif are more common than this statement implies. My cursory look at the corpus
of Maya art revealed bearded men on a small number of painted ceramics and monuments from Tikal,
Copan, Quirigua, Seibal, Naranjo, Piedras Negras (Stela 12), and the Palenque area. More research is
certainly needed to determine the frequency and meaning of beards in ancient Maya culture.
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growing; but now they grow beards, but very rough like horsehair (Tozzer
1941:88).
Similarly, in the Crónica de la Nueva España, a work by Cervantes de Salazar written
circa 1560, we learn that the Maya “were accustomed to pluck it [their beard] out with
some things like pincers, as women do their eyebrows” (Tozzer 1941: Appendix D, p.
235). Facial hair precipitated more than a simple dislike for the pre-Conquest Maya; they
equated a bearded face with foreigners who had the power to conquer and rule Maya
territory. According to a year-1545 re-telling of the history of Chichen Itza, there was a
Mexican conqueror that came to the city from the West who was called Cocolcan.202 He
wore a long beard and so did the men who traveled with him (Francisco Hernandez in
Tozzer 1941:22 and footnote 124). Likewise, another colonial-period account of a preConquest Maya oracle discusses the bearded face of a Mexican deity named Quetzalcoatl
who was the legendary founder of Tollan, an ancient place of creation (Tozzer 1941:43
footnote 214).203 Although this topic deserves more study, Classic era works of art and
later ethnographic sources elucidate some of the mythic associations of facial hair. These
culturally-invented relationships communicate the idea of otherness, a strangeness of
being that was perceived in figures of extraordinary age (ancestors) as well as people
from other places (foreigners).

202

This is an alternate spelling of the name Kukulkan, a probable reference to Quetzalcoatl.
In an interesting parallel to the notion of a distant past that began at a cosmogonic place (like the
Mexican Tollan), two portrayals of God L made during the Late Classic period indicate the Maya believed
this deity had some role in primordial activities (Figs. A21, A23). Although he does not wear a beard in
these representations, he is distinguished by feline markings on the face. His mythical existence at the time
of creation exemplifies a broad temporal division between God L and the Maya who revered him.
203
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Fig. 6:13:

a) Drawing of imported cylindrical tripod vessel from Tikal PD 50 (after
Culbert 1993: fig. 128a). The vessel is thought to portray a meeting
between a Maya lord and visitors from central Mexico.

Perhaps the most important connection between God L and Spear-Thrower Owl is
the avian headdress display. Owls in Maya mythology are integrated with ideas about
foreigners and militarism (Chapter 4; cf. Figs. 4.14c, 4.16a, 4.18b). The foreigners
portrayed on Early Classic artifacts such as the black tripod vessel found in Problematical
Deposit 50 at Tikal wear a variety of headdresses, which are elaborately adorned with
tassels and feathers, and sometimes the body of a bird (Fig. 6.13; Culbert 1993: fig. 128).
This broad-rimmed headdress in particular is uncommon in Maya art of the Early Classic
timeframe, although the style has greater visibility during the Late Classic era.204 A
closer look at God L’s headdress on K3801 reveals its similarity to the head coverings of
the warriors pictured on the PD 50 vessel: both are constructed of rolled and bound cloth
that is augmented by a bird (cf. Figs. 6.14a, c). As time passed, artists continued to

204

Ringle, Gallareta Negrón, and Bey (1998:196) say the broad-rimmed hat is part of a costume linked to a
cult of Quetzalcoatl, and a design that probably grew out of Teotihuacan haberdashery.
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include the owl on God L’s hat, but in addition they often chose to emphasize the brim
further by extending it horizontally outward (Fig. 6.14d). This extended brim visually
combines aspects of two Mexican headdress types: it places the warrior’s bird on top of a
more rigid and broad hat like that worn by an elite foreigner on Tikal Stela 32 (c.f. Figs.
6.14a, b, d).

a)

c)
Fig. 6:14:

b)

d)
a) Detail of an imported vessel from Tikal PD 50 (redrawn after Culbert
1993: fig. 128); b) Detail of Tikal Stela 32 (redrawn after Jones and
Satterthwaite 1982: fig. 55a); c) Detail of K3801, an Early Classic God L
(redrawn after Robicsek 1978:118); d) Detail of K2796, a Late Classic God
L (redrawn after Schele and Miller 1986:54, drawing by Linda Schele, ©
David Schele, courtesy Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican
Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org). The headdress of God L on K3801
resembles the type worn by foreigners rendered on the PD 50 vessel. In
Late Classic imagery, a broad-rimmed God L headdress mimics aspects of
the wide, horizontal style of a central Mexican headdress.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 6:15:

d)

Owl imagery of the Early Classic era featuring an emanation above the beak
like that of the God L bird: a) Detail drawing of “El Marcador” monument
from Tikal with name of Spear-Thrower Owl (after Stuart 2000:481, fig.
15.14i) ; b) Detail drawing of imported vessel found in Tikal Burial 10 with
goggle-eyed foreigner (after Culbert 1993: fig. 16b, no. 5); c) Detail of God
L’s avian headdress on K3801-side 1 (redrawn after Robicsek 1978:118); d)
Detail of the name of Spear-Thrower Owl on K7528, an unprovenienced,
ceramic tripod vessel (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr).

Another interesting correlation is the odd emanation that occurs in representations
of God L’s owl and examples of the Spear-Thrower Owl naming phrase (Figs. 6.15). The
emanation is shown to be a like an extra feather extending upward from the beak and
passing between the eyes of the bird. The feature is not consistent with the anatomical
characteristics of actual owls or eagles but seems to have been a favored device for the
artistic rendering of certain birds.205 Because of the rarity of owl imagery during the
205

Rather than being attached to the beak as shown, some owls have feather horns extending from the
sides of the head while certain hawk-eagles have a long feathery crest emanating from the top of the head.
Either of these real anatomical elements of birds in nature (or something entirely different) could arguably
be represented by the extra feather motif.
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Early Classic epoch as well as the conspicuous repetition of this non-natural appendage,
it seems plausible to speculate that a symbolic connection exists between the birds that
carry this odd feature. Perhaps the creator of the K3801 vessel with its Early Classic
portrayal of God L had seen the manner in which artists at Tikal rendered the nominal
phrase of Spear-Thrower Owl or other “foreigner” representations and deliberately
copied aspects of this imagery.
A number of important correlations link God L to Spear-Thrower Owl: the Early
Classic timeframe of art production; age and gender; ancestral standing; elevated social
status; the “stranger-king” persona; a broad-rimmed headdress design; affiliation with an
owl. But is there a substantive connection between God L and the figurehead of the
renowned Tikal dynasty? While the associations noted above are intriguing, there does
not seem to be an absolute, one-to-one correspondence between God L and SpearThrower Owl. Nor does it appear that God L was the initial product of Tikal artists, who
were likely responsible for sculpting the monuments referencing this foreign regent.
Rather, the persona of God L imitates aspects of the foreigner legend while retaining a
fully Maya identity. The basic innovation that produced God L is the visual merging of
an owl symbol with the representation of an aged jaguar god; this combination is further
enhanced and particularized by the smoking of tobacco, references to kingly status, and
symbolism of a non-local otherness.

The unification of the novel owl motif with

traditional jaguar symbolism speaks more of the codified projection of divine ancestry
than of a close familiarity with the physical characteristics of any actual “foreign” person.
The God L persona seems to result both from appropriation of newly-significant symbols
(that reference distant places and persons) and the evolution of autochthonic elements of
traditional Maya art.
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One critical element is the blatant use of a spear thrower in the nominal of Tikal’s
elder and the absence of this emblem in representations of God L. It is plausible to
surmise that artists making an intentional portrayal of Spear-Thrower Owl would present
both the owl and atlatl in the regalia of this alleged person. Although the costuming of
God L occasionally includes weaponry such as a spear (as in K3801), it typically lacks
the atlatl.206 In fact, the Mexican spear thrower and other resounding types of armaments
are largely absent from the God L corpus, excepting the depiction of God L on the Flood
and Venus pages of the Late Postclassic Dresden Codex (Figs. A71, A78). The Flood
page shows the deity with spear thrower and owl joined within his headdress while the
Venus page portrays God L as an aggressive warrior with atlatl in hand.
In contrast to the Dresden imagery, the military aspect of God L’s persona is
generally hidden within a more complex and obscure symbolism during the Classic era.
For example, the deity possesses an unusual curved staff in a number of Late Classic
renditions (Figs. A17, A19, A32, A34, A67).

This arched implement is not a

conventional weapon, but the curling spires of burning fire and/or sharpened obsidian
embedded in the staff insinuate the supernatural power latent in the object. There is also
a potential (though not secure) association between the smoking of tobacco, a fairly
regular feature of God L, and deadly war implements such as the atlatl or spear. As
recorded by Sahagún (1959:34) and noted earlier, tobacco rolls given in the context of
feasting “denoted the spear thrower or the spear; war equipment; valor.” If Maya artists
of the Classic era were indeed imitating the Spear-Thrower Owl legend, perhaps they
opted for a more diplomatic rendering in which weaponry was metaphorically present,
but couched within the customs of dignified gatherings.
206

It is perhaps significant to note that the Early Classic image of a standing God L (Kerr 3801), in which
he holds an obsidian spear, mimics the new stela format instituted under Spear-Thrower Owl descendent
K’an Chitam. See Tikal Stelae 9 and 13 (produced circa 458 to 517 AD) and Borowicz (2003:230-232) for
a discussion of Tikal’s “Third Iconographic Program.”
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Interestingly, God L is not a major figure at Tikal; in fact no certain images of the
deity derive from this polity even though it is one of the most extensively excavated
Maya sites. Instead we see God L being favored by kings who had an adversarial
relationship with Tikal, such as Naranjo and Calakmul, the polity that during the Late
Classic era apparently controlled the El Mirador basin where Codex vessels were
produced (Grube 2004; Hansen, Bishop, and Fahsen 1991; Reents-Budet, Martin,
Hansen, and Bishop 2000). It is also possible that God L was embraced by kings with
little animosity towards Tikal, but ones that wanted to imply connections with distant
lands in a sought-after rejuvenation following a period of downturn. This may be the
case of Palenque under Kan B’ahlam, the son of K’inich Janaab’ Pakal.
The absence of God L at Tikal is certainly a peculiarity. Was the deity recognized
and/or embraced at this site? If God L were not a favored divinity at Tikal, does this
imply a reactionary and external relationship between the creators of God L imagery and
the socio-political environment of Tikal itself? Plausibly, Tikal kings would not need an
imitation of Spear-Thrower Owl because they already claimed a lineage descent from the
actual bloodline of this “foreigner” and possessed the works of art within which his spirit
might be embodied. If Early Classic artists at Tikal were not the innovators of God L,
could the deity represent another kingdom’s response to the overwhelming success of
Tikal and its regional domination? Perhaps the creator/s of God L had experienced the
remarkable power of this political giant either through military defeat and/or subjugation
of a native settlement, and having attributed this success to the viability of Tikal’s
“foreign” dynasty, sought a mechanism to generate prosperity within his/her own polity.
Perhaps the opportunity to appropriate some of the supernatural force perceived as
connected to Spear-Thrower Owl came with the news of his death, a time when the soul
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might be accessible through some special ritualistic process like the creation of a god
effigy.
The scenario outlined above is admittedly hypothetical and based on limited
evidence, though it is not necessarily implausible. We know that the Maya believed they
could conjure gods and that death might bring some level of deification for especially
important kings. We also know the Maya believed they could capture the patron gods of
their adversaries, which could then be activated in the service of a new owner. Finally,
we know that myth begins with the experience of real life; it is through the time-evolving
telling and re-telling of a story that an ordinary person or experience becomes something
greater, something legendary. If I have correctly identified the mythical God L as at least
a partial imitation of Spear-Thrower Owl, the meaning of God L must then be derived to
some degree from the historical reality of the Early Classic period. Because SpearThrower Owl figureheads the political ascendancy of Tikal, the intention of creating a
God L entity may have been to symbolize one of the most powerful dynastic ancestors of
ancient Maya culture. The many and diverse representations of God L from the Late
Classic era may well tie into this initial conception and form a narrative regarding how
the force of a legendary ancestor might be manipulated in order to advantage one king
over another.
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Chapter 7: Dissemination and Variation in the Late Classic Epoch
More than 250 years passed between the single Early Classic representation of
God L and numerous depictions created in the Late Classic epoch. Over this time many
changes are likely to have occurred with regard to the meaning and use of God L
symbolism. Some of the finest Late Classic examples date from about 690 to 800 AD.
These were created within the environs of Palenque and Naranjo, and in the Codex-style
format of the El Mirador Basin, presumably generated under the supervision of rulers
from Calakmul (Grube 2004; Hansen, Bishop, and Fahsen 1991; Reents-Budet, Martin,
Hansen, and Bishop 2000). The following discussions focus on works of art made in the
sites mentioned above as well as other items related through style and theme.
Commentaries on the various objects summarize significant earlier research and attempt
to extend scholarship by investigating the socio-political context of production. To test
the notions advanced in Chapter 6, my analyses also question whether Late Classic Maya
artists conjoined the imagery of God L with symbolism relating back to the foreign
people and places that were prominent in Early Classic history.

GOD L AT PALENQUE
Two of the earliest known renderings of God L from the Late Classic era derive
from Palenque.

Both are monumental sculptures made for presentation on temple-

pyramids built circa 692 AD.

Palenque is located in the western part of the Central

Area, quite a distance from the Guatemalan Peten dominated in the Classic era by the city
of Tikal and its rival Calakmul. The Palenque territory lies at the northern edge of the
Chiapas highlands in Mexico some 30 miles west of the meandering Usumacinta River.
Rising from an underground spring and cutting through the heart of the settlement is a
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stream now called the Otolum, which cascades down the hilly ridge towards the lower
plains below. This water source was probably considered sacred in ancient times and
may have been called Lakam Ha’ (Big Waters; Martin and Grube 2000:157; Stuart
2006:92). The kingdom of Palenque, once named B’aakal (Bone), is represented by a
boney element inserted within the standard Emblem Glyph format (Fig. 6.1). Although
the early historical record is slight and known only from retrospective texts produced in
the eighth century, dynastic kings are recorded from circa 430 AD onward. The apparent
founder is K’uk’ B’ahlam I (431-435 AD regnant) whose short leadership coincides with
the timeframe of Tikal’s Siyaj Chan K’awiil, the second generation descendent of
foreigner Spear-Thrower Owl. Historic rulers are noted in various inscriptions from this
point forward although information regarding many of the earlier ones is slight. The
artists of Palenque created few of the monumental stelae popular in other Maya sites,
preferring instead to make architectural sculptures from limestone and stucco plaster. As
in other locales, the inscriptions at Palenque focus on the defeats and successes of royal
family members and associate real history with myth. During the Classic era, Palenque
seems to have had peaceful interactions Copan, while conflict dominated its relations
with Calakmul, Tonina, and Piedras Negras (Martin and Grube 2000:21, 155).
Military encounters are recorded in the Early Classic timeframe in the years 599,
604, and 611 AD.

Calakmul appears to have been the victor in these skirmishes

involving the “throwing down” of Palenque’s triad of patron deities and precipitating a
time of disarray when certain key rituals were unable to be performed (Martin and Grube
2000:159-161). Fortunately, prosperity eventually returned to Palenque during the reign
of K’inich Janaab’ Pakal I (regnant 615 to 683 AD), whose extraordinary Temple of the
Inscriptions tomb showcases this king’s quintessential political importance. While Pakal
is attributed with re-establishing the proper order of gods and kings at Palenque, it was
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his son K’inich Kan B’ahlam (reigning from 684 to 702 AD) who was responsible for
overseeing the completion of his father’s burial crypt and charged with continuing the
kingdom’s renewed affluence.

Kan B’ahlam inherited the throne at the relatively

advanced age of 48 years and it seems he wasted no time in establishing his own legacy
by ordering the construction of a new group of pyramids across the Otolum to the west of
Pakal’s tomb. This new building program, called the Group of the Cross, includes three
inter-related pyramids, each of which highlights the rituals performed by Kan B’ahlam in
recognition of sacred gods and ancestors. The inscriptions of Palenque provide some of
the most elaborate accounts of the cosmogonic events understood as occurring in the
deep mythological past.
The Cross Group of pyramids has long been a topic of interest for Maya scholars.
The triadic arrangement of these structures was consciously done as all three were built in
the same era on an artificial terrace overlooking the Temple of the Inscriptions. The
dedication of the buildings occurred in 692 AD, probably in anticipation of the great
K’atun ending of 9.13.0.0.0 8 Ajaw 8 Woh (Stuart 2006:89). God L is represented within
the sculptural program of two pyramids in this group: the so-called Temple of the Cross
and the Temple of the Sun.

Many researchers have explored the meaning of the

extensive inscriptions and sculpted panels.207 Even as epigraphers have gained insight
into the reading of textual passages, the symbolic importance of God L in these artistic
portrayals has remained obscure. Initially, some believed God L was named by the
portrait hieroglyph appearing in the text panel above his image, although it is the deity GI
instead who is referenced here (Robertson 1991:35).208 God L’s presence in the symbolic
207

See Stuart (2006:191-194) for a selected bibliography and the most recent interpretation of the Cross
Group iconography and inscriptions.
208 Stuart (2006:110) notes his disagreement with those who have believed the Temple of the Cross shrine
included a lengthy text on the wooden lintel above the doorway that connected the texts on the two side
panels. Stuart sees the stone inscriptions as succinct and complete, in and of themselves.
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array is explained in early literature as being representative of an underworld existence,
whose forces would have to be overcome by a living Maya king (Robertson 1991:35;
Schele and Freidel 1990:240-241, 471-472, footnote 31; Schele and Miller 1986:114115). This idea is drawn from the Popol Vuh story of the Hero Twins, who reigned on
the earth after defeating the lords of Xibalba.

Other researchers, approaching the

structures at Palenque from the perspective of archaeoastronomy, discuss the connections
between God L and Venus and thus, there is a possibility the symbolism has some
correlation to astronomical configurations occurring around the 692 AD dedication date
(Closs 1979).
The functioning of God L in the artistic program of the Group of the Cross is
surely more complex than is demonstrated by the explanations above.

The deity’s

presence may indeed correspond to important celestial events and communicate notions
about a human-underworld competition. However, the representation of God L in this
particular setting is also intermeshed with ideas about primordial ancestry, cosmogonic
events and journeys, warfare, and the rituals devised for childhood transitions and kingly
succession. The mythology of God L at Palenque is especially bonded to the storylines
of GI and GIII through the iconographic programs of the Temples of the Cross and Sun.
The prominent inclusion of the deity in scenes of a celebratory nature downplays the
negative connotations implied by a strict, underworld rhetoric. It seems more likely the
presence of God L was required for another purpose, perhaps to legitimize events through
his oversight, to transport a necessary item to the happenings pictured, and/or to provide
some other aspect of ancestral support for the contemporary king.
Stuart (2006) presented his most recent interpretation of the text and imagery of
the Cross Group at the 2006 Texas Meetings in Austin. In the sourcebook for this
conference God L is only briefly mentioned as a deity linked to trade goods, tribute and
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scenes of presentation (Stuart 2006:112).

However, Stuart’s research allows new

speculation on the relationship between God L and public displays of accession and
legitimacy. The mythology of this site is known through the inscriptions decorating
various buildings, the most important of which are the Temple XIV tablet, a painted band
from House E, the Temple XIX platform, and the tablets and alfardas of the Cross Group
(Stuart 2006). These writings lay out a deep timeline of primordial activities undertaken
by the gods and describe some of the responsibilities ascribed to their human guardians.
Each of the three pyramids of the Cross Group is dedicated to one member of the
supernatural triad and represents a different hierarchical level of the Maya cosmos
(Baudez 1996; Stuart 2006:88). The Triad gods are said to be the precious ones of Kan
B’ahlam, who as the reigning king, would be responsible for the care and recognition of
these beings. Indeed, the Group of the Cross may have been built in anticipation of
needing to appropriately house the three deities (or deity effigies), each in their own
individual temple-pyramid (Stuart 2006:98).
The Temple of the Cross (TC) is specifically dedicated to GI, the eldest member
of Palenque’s deity triad and the uppermost realm of the Maya cosmos. GI is a celestial
god with aquatic attributes, associations with the rising sun, and a mythical narrative
based on the theme of royal ancestry (Stuart 2006:87). Situated at the northern end of the
terrace, the TC is the tallest of the three Cross Group buildings. The placement, size, and
artistic program of this structure communicate its symbolic importance as representative
of the uppermost realm of the Maya cosmos (Stuart 2006:87-88).209 A monumental
image of God L appears on a sculpted limestone panel decorating the right (East) door
jamb of a small enclosure built within the temple sanctuary (Figs. 7.1 and A7-A8). The
inclusion of God L in the celestial environment of GI’s metaphorical Palenque home
209

In the Maya view, North is strongly associated with the zenith point of the sun’s ecliptic rather than the
cardinal direction (Hanks 1990:295-349; Stuart 2006:103).
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suggests the ability of God L to move beyond the borders of an underworld realm and
into the larger sphere of divine existence. Perhaps at Palenque, God L was envisioned
more like the solar entity K’inich Ajaw, whose various manifestations narrate the deity’s
passage through the darkened night as well as the brightness of daytime. Of course
attributes that link God L to Venus, a planet that follows it own celestial ecliptic and
takes a position nearby the sun during its morning and evening star phase, support this
more complex notion.
The inscriptions of the TC discuss the birth of the Triad gods as a touching of
earth and/or arrival at a mythical origin place called Matwiil (Stuart 2006:90). The text
implies these deities were already extant before the current storyline begins, so that these
touching of earth and/or arrival incidents actually represent the “rebirth” or perhaps more
accurately, re-conceptualization of the gods into a new order of being, one that was
directly oriented towards the needs of Palenque’s dynasty (Stuart 2006:90). The mythic
events described on the Tablet of the Cross begin with the birth of a mysterious Triad
progenitor just before the turning of 13 Bak’tuns, and continue shortly thereafter to
record an important childhood ritual called k’almay (hoof-binding), an event undertaken
by GI before he descends to/from the sky to establish a temple in the north (Stuart
2006:103). According to Stuart (2006:103, 109-111), the TC with its six escalated
landings is an explicit reproduction of this mythical, northern locale called Wak ? Chan
(Six ? Sky). The important Calendar Round 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u, which is interpreted as
the day when the three celestial hearth stones were set into place, is mentioned in the text
though not given much prominence; instead it is treated as a rhetorical anchor for events
that follow (Freidel, Schele and Parker 1993:67-69; Stuart 2006:102). Considering the
linkage that occurs between this date and God L on the “Vase of Seven Gods” (K2796),
one might speculate the deity’s inclusion at the TC was necessary to validate the
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cosmogonic timeline that would result in the empowerment of GI as well as the TC
pyramid itself.

Fig. 7.1:

Shrine inside the sanctuary at the top of the Temple of the Cross (drawing
by Tatiana Proskouriakoff). God L appears on the right (East) door jamb.
Although pictured in this rendition, the wooden lintel directly above the
doorway probably had no textual passages (Stuart 2006:110).

The rebirth of the Triad gods (GI, Unen K’awiil [GII], and GIII) was generated by
rituals enacted in accordance with the construction of the three Cross Group pyramids.
Houston (1996) suggests one of these rituals may have involved burning within the
temple sanctuary (pib’naah or “underground house”) in recognition of its status as a
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metaphorical temascal (sweat bath). Stuart (2006:96-98) interprets the data in a slightly
different manner: perhaps what took place was the shaping and firing of ceramic effigies,
made to contain the force of each of the three, newly born gods. The idea of burning
within the temple sanctuary is mentioned in the script of the main Tablet of the Cross,210
and visually reinforced by the conspicuous smoking of God L. His large tobacco roll,
with its billowing volutes of smoke, takes up a significant part of the right stone panel.
As I have discussed in earlier chapters, cigar smoking may have symbolized various
cultural notions: the life force of breathe, the feeding of gods and cleansing of space
through fragrant aroma, the medicinal and invigorating effects of nicotine, the utility of a
lit cigar as a portable incendiary device, and the symbolizing of weaponry laid down
during feasting (see pages 133-135, 301-302). In the context of the TC, tobacco smoking
may be highlighted to suggest the necessary cleansing of the sanctuary space during the
enactment of rituals, the energizing use of tobacco during long journeys prior to arrival at
Palenque (such as those presumably made by God L and said to be undertaken by the
Triad gods), the transport from elsewhere of a sacred fire employed to ignite the deity
kilns or other ceremonial fires, and/or the temporary relinquishing of arms in order to
fulfill dedicatory rites at the Group of the Cross. It is important to note that God L need
not carry the tobacco roll to be recognized—no cigar is included in the Temple of the Sun
rendition, for example. Thus, this prominent inclusion must have an important symbolic
value in relation to the visual display created for the Temple of the Cross.
The cigar-smoking God L rendered on the right side of the inner sanctuary stands
across from an equal-sized representation of the ruler Kan B’ahlam. Here Kan B’ahlam
is portrayed in the guise of a very ancient ancestor thought to carry the name U Kokan(?)
Chan (or “U K’ix Chan” in previous literature; Stuart 2006:112-113). Both face inward
210

The passage can be found in the Secondary Texts from U5 to U8 (Stuart 2006:96, 130).
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as though they are witnessing the activities pictured on the Main Tablet, and perhaps are
about to enter the sanctuary itself in order to engage in the action. The central tablet
depicts two images of the king Kan B’ahlam (as both a youth and adult) standing on
either side of a jeweled cruciform tree emerging from a sacrificial bowl. The young Kan
B’ahlam touches the personified tools of sacrifice and is garmented in an array of twisted
fabric that lies heavily around his neck and shoulders. This costume, worn by the
youthful Kan B’ahlam on all three Cross Group panels, may relate to the performance of
childhood rituals in preparation for future warfare (Wald and Carrasco 2004). The older
Kan B’ahlam holds a full-figured personification of the emblematic hu’unal headdress,
which was presumably tied around his head during the 684 AD accession ceremony. The
jeweled tree may be incorporated within the scene to reference the god GI, evoke the
celestial location of events, and the highlight the theme of ancestral resurrection (Stuart
2006:116).
The text of this panel reiterates the birth of GI as well as his creation of a northern
house (Stuart 2006:116).

It also introduces nine generations of rulers who have

witnessed the seminal events that form the religious foundation of Palenque’s ancient
culture. Seven of the nine generations are historical kings at Palenque while two are
mythical ancestors (the Triad progenitor called “? Ixim ? Muwaan Mat” and the
legendary forefather impersonated by Kan B’ahlam named “U Kokan? Chan”). The
textual presentation of nine generations forms an interesting parallel to the particularized
costuming of God L in this scene: an extensive swath of cloth snakes out from his loins in
both directions ending in long-nosed, boney, jewel-laden heads. The cloth is decorated
with nine footprints that also progress outwards from the groin of God L. One might
suspect from this suggestive display that God L is one of, if not, the original forefather of
this group. But as there is no apparent mention in the text of his place within the familial
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ordering, this idea is not supported. Carrying notions of travel and arrival, perhaps these
footprints instead symbolize the journeys undertaken by these generational rulers who
represent the Palenque dynasty or alternatively, the passage of God L through the realms
of each reigning king. In his role as the supreme deity overseeing the creation events of 4
Ajaw 8 Kumk’u, the rendering of God L may be intended to communicate his role as a
progenitor of time itself and the footprints to suggest the notion of a continuing temporal
passage (Gillespie and Joyce 1998:286-291). The nine footprints or b’olon ook (-oob’?)
have also been linked to the war-related deity called B’olon Yookte’ K’uh, who appears
to have some integral relationship with God L (Gillespie and Joyce 1998:287-288). This
correlation may add military significance to the presence of God L in the TC
presentation. Though oddly correspondent and evocative, the footprints unfortunately
remain without a clear significance.
It is important to note that the rendering of God L in the TC panel is closely
patterned after that of the Early Classic box (K3801), which was made somewhere in the
northern Peten. These are the only two examples in my corpus that feature the footprinted swath of cloth. Other analogous details are the dramatically stated smoking of
tobacco, the prominent display of the pohp symbol around the neck of the deity, the
emphatic inclusion of cascading foliage emanating from the avian headdress, and the
election of a feline pelt rather than a woven fabric cape. These particular attributes are
either omitted or played down in the portrayals of God L done under the patronage of
Naranjo and Calakmul as well as in many other examples from Appendix A. The
inference from this observation may be that Palenque artists were aware of the K3801
portrayal or familiar with similar examples originating from the northern Peten.
The second image of God L at Palenque is exhibited on the central panel made for
the pyramid called the Temple of the Sun (TS; Figs. A9-A10). This pyramid represents
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the third in the structural Cross Group triad and the lowest level of cosmic ordering
(Baudez 1996; Stuart 2006:88).

The building was conceived as a man-made witz

(mountain) and the temple sanctuary as a cave within the mountain, and thus this
iconography is tied to conceptions about the underworld (Stuart 2006:158, 161). The
focal theme of the TS is warfare, which was apparently conceived as associated with
nocturnal, underworld forces (Schele and Freidel 1990: 243-244; Stuart 2006:161). The
texts incorporated into the side panels of the TS refer to a celebrated victory of this era:
the defeat of Tonina by Palenque in 687 AD (Stuart 2006:157).
God L and a supernatural companion are seated above an earth band running
along the base of the central stone panel. Together they support a serpent bar decorated
with the open-mouthed, bleeding head of a jaguar. This bar, which is variously identified
as a throne or subterranean roof element, supports a display of weaponry including two
spears and a mosaic shield that is animated by the face of the Jaguar God of the
Underworld or nighttime sun (Gillespie and Joyce 198:286; Schele and Freidel 1990:243244). Taken together, the three Cross Group pyramids emphasize essential aspects of
Maya culture and religion: successful and enduring dynastic power derived from deep
generational ancestry (as communicated by the artistic program of the Temple of the
Cross), the essential continuation of the earth’s fertility (represented by the Temple of the
Foliated Cross), and the duty of conducting war as is exemplified by the sculptural
program at the Temple of the Sun (Stuart 2006:161).
Within the underworld setting of the TS, God L is presented along with his
companion (possibly an entity called B’olon Yookte’ K’uh; Nikolai Grube, personal
communication 2000) as under girding the mechanisms of war. The roles of these deities
may be complementary, each in accordance with some alternative aspect of military
endeavors. As with the other Cross Group structures, the inscriptional passages of the TS
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discuss the birth of Palenque’s Triad of gods. But the text also highlights a youthful
ritual undertaken by Kan B’ahlam in which he is said to be “bound” as a “support” or
ook-te’ (Stuart 2006:161-171).211 The ook-te’ phrase is tied to the nominal of the war
deity mentioned above and carries the additional denotation of “stick” or “staff” (and
perhaps weapon?). Within other Classic era inscriptions, B’olon Yookte’ K’uh is said to
witness the taking of important war implements suggesting this deity’s involvement in
the oversight of military paraphernalia.212
God L’s purpose in this martial context may accord with the necessity for
collecting extravagant tribute, which would seemingly require the domination of others
who could provide plentiful resources. Of course, the militaristic aspect of God L is
apparent from the earliest known portrayal, and it is a characteristic that is tightly wound
together with notions about foreigners and the predation of owls (Schele and Grube 1994;
and see my Chapter 4). As a warrior-king in his own right, the ancestral God L provides
a model for the behavior of living kings. Rather than serving as a Classic-era parallel to
the Popol Vuh account of the Hero Twins defeat of underworld lords, as was suggested
by Schele and Freidel (1990:243), the TS imagery seems to recognize the importance of
God L in successful warfare. He is not necessarily an enemy to be overcome, but a force
that can support and legitimize military efforts as well as the generational succession of
rulers. In his representation within the underworld sector, God L takes part in the proper
ordering of the cosmos, a social hierarchy that recognizes the value of sacrifice and
willingly incorporates the dark and deadly business of war.

211

One wonders whether the “binding” of Kan B’ahlam refers to the extensive, twisted cloth that
encompasses the torso of his youthful personification.
212 In the inscriptions of the “Rabbit Vase” (K1398), B’olon Yookte’ K’uh is said to witness the taking of
God L’s owl headdress (Wald and Carrasco 2004). As recorded on the Temple XIV tablet from Palenque,
the deity oversees the taking of a chahpat entity (Stuart 2006:99). See also my following discussion of God
L at Naranjo.
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Fig. 7.2:

Detail drawing of the “Jonuta Panel,” a relief sculpture stylistically assigned
to the Palenque region, circa 700 AD (redrawn after Mayer 1989: plate 75).
A youthful figure wears a God L-style headdress and holds an offering plate
with a goggle-eyed mask or effigy figure.

There is little to suggest any Mexican connections regarding the representation of
God L within the artistic program of Palenque’s Group of the Cross.

However, a

sculpted panel that is stylistically related to this timeframe and site, pictures Kan B’ahlam
in the context of foreign symbolism and the impersonation of God L (Fig. 7.2 and Figs.
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C5-C6; Miller and Martin 2004:84-85). This work of art incorporates three panels with
no clear provenience, but they are attributed to a provincial satellite of Palenque (Miller
and Martin 2004:85). The triptych was likely created to be shown within a temple
sanctuary or palace chamber (Miller and Martin 2004:84-85). The three fragments, now
separated, are reconstructed in the drawing of Figure C5.
Kan B’ahlam adorns the right side panel where he is possibly shown dressed in
the guise of the deity K’uk’ulkan, the Maya version of the Mexican god Quetzalcoatl
(Miller and Martin 2004:85). The central portion, which is missing the entire upper half,
portrays a frontally-standing figure dressed in Mexican-style garb. On the left is a
youthful impersonator of God L wearing the characteristic feather-rimmed and owladorned headdress. This impersonator holds an offering plate with a goggle-eyed mask
or effigy figure. The long curling nose of this object is like an insect proboscis and may
symbolize the so-called butterfly warriors of Central Mexico (Miller and Martin
2004:85). Behind the God L impersonator is a swath of cloth or painted wall panel
exhibiting the puj (cattail reed) symbol, another emblem associated with Teotihuacan
(Stuart 2000:503-505).

That a human impersonation of God L would involve the

ceremonious display of a Central Mexican mask or effigy is significant. This symbolism
suggests that within the context of Late Classic Palenque a conceptual relationship
existed between the mythical God L and rituals/persons of foreign origin. Unfortunately,
without more substantive data, the exact nature of this affiliation will once again remain
obscure.
GOD L AT NARANJO
Three of the finest and most cited representations of God L were created at the
site of Naranjo in the eighth century AD. The two later depictions, made circa 755 to 800
AD, portray the deity as regent in charge of an array of supernaturals involved in a
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cosmogonic episode (K2796, K7750; Figs. A21-A27).

The images on these two

polychrome ceramic vessels relate to one another both thematically and compositionally.
However, the earliest of the three Naranjo examples presents a completely different,
indeed contrary, personification (K1398, Figs. A18-A20). Instead of communicating the
deity’s supreme and primordial status (as do the later ones), the first image from Naranjo
displays a God L who is stripped of personal regalia and humbled by his superiors. The
dramatic change in the rendering of God L’s character takes place over a brief 50- to 80year time period. The apparent shift of thought evidenced by the portrayal of God L at
Naranjo exemplifies the fluid nature of Maya art and myth. It likewise demonstrates the
appropriation and evolution of cultural symbols utilized in accordance with local needs.
Situated about 40 kilometers southeast of Tikal, the kingdom of Naranjo arose in
the shadow of its powerful neighbor. Tikal had grown from its Preclassic roots to
become one the largest and most resilient kingdoms of ancient Maya culture (Harrison
1999; Martin and Grube 2000:24-53). Because of its prominence during the Classic era,
numerous lowland sites were associated with Tikal through military conflict, diplomatic
alliances, and familial ties (Martin and Grube 2000: see chart p. 21). With a probable
first-century-AD origin for its founding lineage group and more than 800 years of regal
history, Tikal was certainly one of the earliest known Maya sites to embrace dynastic rule
and one of the most enduring (Martin and Grube 2000:26). Naranjo never achieved the
grandiose size or regional domination of its giant neighbor Tikal, but as a nearby polity, it
must have operated within a similar cultural milieu. Perhaps in imitation of Tikal,
Naranjo rulers boasted of dynastic links reaching far into the distant past through its
founding patron, the so-called Square-Nosed Beastie (Martin 1996: 226; Martin and
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Grube 2000:70).213

In reality, the settlement at Naranjo did not achieve much

significance until the late fifth and early sixth centuries AD when extant inscriptions
begin to record an historical narrative naming the actual kings who presided over this
Maya enclave (Closs 1982; Martin and Grube 2000:70-71).

Fig. 7.3:

Style-dated Early Classic stela from Yaxha (after Schele and Grube
1994a:91, drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy Foundation
for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org). The
goggled-eyed warrior displays costuming that is characteristic of
Teotihuacan.

213

In a similar mode, the creation text of Temple VI celebrates a longstanding dynastic legitimacy at Tikal
(Harrison 1999:158-162). The Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque records that site’s mythical
importance in both the ancient past and far-advancing future (Schele and Mathews 1998:101-108).
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It is certainly possible that Naranjo rulers knew of the “foreign” interaction that
precipitated dynastic change at Tikal in 378 AD (Martin and Grube 2000:29-37). A
style-dated Early Classic monument from nearby Yaxha, an extensive site with familial
ties to Tikal, pictures a warrior wearing the goggle-eyed costume associated with
Teotihuacan (Fig. 7.3; Martin and Grube 2000:21, 30; Schele and Grube 1994a:91).
Naranjo is less than a day’s walk from Yaxha and during the Classic era, the neighboring
sites had both political liaisons and military conflicts (Martin and Grube 2000:21, 72, 76).
Epigraphic research indicates the two kingdoms may have shared the Wuk Tzuk (Seven
Partition) title seen on Late Classic artifacts (Martin and Grube 2000:50, 79). A more
direct interaction between Tikal and Naranjo may have occurred during the reign of Aj
Wosal (546 to circa 615 AD regnant), the first Naranjo king with a substantial historical
narrative. A vessel bearing the name of Aj Wosal was found in the Ik’ phase Burial 72 of
Group 5G-1, located near the eastern boundary of the Tikal settlement (circa 500-700
AD; Becker 1999:129; Culbert 1993: fig. 42c; Schele and Freidel 1990:176-177). It is
not clear however whether the ceramic came to Tikal through direct channels such as
elite gifting/trade or in a more circuitous manner through some outside party or
mechanism.
The history of Naranjo is inextricably tied from the Early Classic onward to the
military struggles of Tikal against its longstanding adversary Calakmul. Through its onand-off again partnership with Calakmul, Naranjo was likely viewed as both an adversary
and ally of Tikal. A political alliance between Naranjo and Calakmul is apparent from
the beginning of Aj Wosal’s reign: his 546 AD accession is said to have taken place
under the supervision of a Calakmul lord named Tuun K’ab’ Hix (Altar 1 text; Martin
and Grube 2000:72, 104).

Antagonistic relations between Calakmul and Tikal had

already begun at this point, since within 20 years (562 AD), the combined forces of
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Calakmul and Caracol brought a stinging defeat and precipitated a decline in the Tikal
power base (Martin and Grube 2000:104). A special animosity and competitive spirit
may have occurred in the Late Classic era between Naranjo and Tikal, when a fledging
Naranjo was bolstered through an alliance with Dos Pilas, a polity believed to have been
established by a breakaway Tikal lineage (Martin and Grube 2000:56-57). In 682 AD,
Lady Six Sky, a noble woman and daughter of the founding Dos Pilas king (named B’alaj
Chan K’awiil), arrived in Naranjo to rejuvenate its royal family (Martin and Grube
2000:74-76). The efforts of Lady Six Sky proved successful.

During the next twenty

years her son K’ahk’ Tiliw Chan Chaak boasted wartime victories over many regional
kingdoms including a claim of success against Tikal (Martin and Grube 2000:72-77).
The most contentious period in Naranjo history coincides with the reign of K’ahk’
Tiliw Chan Chaak. Born 3 January 688 AD and taking the throne at the age of five, the
sovereign’s rise to kingship occurred under the supervision of his mother (Martin and
Grube 2000:74-75). Though it is rare to find a Maya woman acting as regent of a Maya
polity, Lady Six Sky led Naranjo into a new phase of prosperity through the rededication
of sacred architecture and the elevation of her son as the dynastic figurehead. While
Lady Six Sky may have been responsible for the planning of Naranjo’s successful war
effort, it was in the name of K’ahk’ Tiliw that history would record important events.
This brief overview of Naranjo history extending to circa 700 AD provides
background for the production of the earliest image of God L created at this site. Viewed
within the context of Naranjo history, the mythical narrative of the “Rabbit Vase”
exhibits many interesting correspondences to the people, places, and occurrences of
Classic-period society.214

K1398 combines history and myth by mentioning a real

Naranjo king in the Dedicatory Formula while picturing an imaginary action involving
214

Reents-Budet (1994:234-236) notes the combined expression of history and myth in the pictorial
themes of Classic-era pottery made across the Maya region.
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two deity figures and an anthropomorphic rabbit. The “Rabbit Vase” was likely made
sometime between 693 and 728 AD during the reign of K’ahk’ Tiliw, who is named in
the inscriptional text as the owner of this cup used for drinking sacred kakaw (cacao).
The ceramic vessel pictures a cowering God L, apparently subjugated by the power of
K’inich Ajaw and his rabbit companion as was described previously in Chapter 3 (pages
137-139). While my analysis of hierarchical structuring provides an introduction to the
“Rabbit Vase” narrative, the beautiful text and imagery rendered on this work relay a
much more intricate storyline that to-this-day remains cloaked in mystery. A number of
scholars have attempted to decipher the inscriptional phrases and visual forms of K1398,
approaching the task using epigraphic, astronomical, and iconological evidence (Dütting
and Johnson 1993; Gillespie and Joyce 1998:289-290; Milbrath 1999:214; Stuart 1993;
Stuart, Houston, and Robertson 1999:47; Wald and Carrasco 2004). However, because
of the deterioration of the painted surface and the complexity of both text and image,
none of these readings has proved entirely sufficient.
Dieter Dütting and Richard Johnson (1993) were the first to do an extensive
analysis on the “Rabbit Vase.” The theme is called a “humiliation of an Old God,” a
narrative related by the authors to a Codex-style vessel showing the maize god, a dwarf,
and hunchback interacting with (once again) a nearly naked God L (K1560, Figs. A16A17; Dütting and Johnson 1993:167). Painted on a cylindrical vessel that could be
turned in the hands while viewing, the two scenes of K1398 progress from the initial
image of a defiant rabbit holding the regalia of God L to the second vignette showing
God L kneeling before K’inich Ajaw (Figs. A19-A20). The possessions of God L that
are taken away include an avian headdress, a long beaded necklace, and a curved stafflike object identified as a Xiuhcoatl (fire- or war-serpent) insignia (Dütting and Johnson
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1993:170; Taube 1992c).215 Dütting and Johnson (1993:170-171) speculate the rabbit
may be a possible way entity and say the pairing of this animal and K’inich Ajaw relates
to the Popol Vuh antics of the Hero Twins.

They also suggest the animal-god

combination is employed to represent the celestial movements of the sun and Venus
(Dütting and Johnson 1993:170-171 and see my summary in Chapter 1, p. 24). The
authors note the use of a Pawajtuun hieroglyph in reference to God L and wonder
whether the loss of God L’s clothing may signal a lowering of rank to the status of God N
(Dütting and Johnson 1993:171). Other observations made by Dütting and Johnson
include a characterization of God L as the chief underworld denizen, a suggestion that the
deity is wed to the moon goddess, the noting of an association between God L and
foreign locations, and an extensive interpretation of the inscriptional texts that explicate
both mythical and historical information. The Calendar Round of 13 Ok 18 Wo, which is
recorded on this vessel at the top of the left inside column of text, is transformed into a
possible Long Count date within the lifespan of K’ahk’ Tiliw approximately correlating
with March of 700 AD (Dütting and Johnson 1993:182-183).
Like Dütting and Johnson, Susan Milbrath (1999:214) views the “Rabbit Vase”
symbolism as referencing the actions of astronomical bodies, specifically the sun, moon
and Venus on the date of 21 March 700 AD (Gregorian). Venus was a morning star on
this date, but more interesting is the fact that there was a conjunction between Venus and
the waning moon (Milbrath 1999:214).

Milbrath (1999:214) hypothesizes that the

reversal of physical attributes represents the conjoined characteristics of the two
astronomical bodies: the rabbit holds God L’s regalia with a human hand while God L
appears to have a rabbit paw. The second episode (God L kneeling before the sun god)
took place 33 days later on 7 Ak’b’al, a date when the moon would conjoin with the sun
215

The cloth draped over the shoulder of the rabbit may be the loincloth of God L (Stuart 2003).
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in the morning sky (Milbrath 1999:214). According to Milbrath, this could explain why
the lunar rabbit is seen hiding just behind the sun god’s knee.
Around the same time that Dütting and Johnson published their Baessler-Archiv
article, Stuart (1993) interpreted the “Rabbit Vase” narrative as a mythical mugging: a
trickster rabbit steels the tribute that was borne by God L for presentation to the sun god.
Some years later Stuart joined by Houston and Robertson (1999:47-48) deciphered more
of the words spoken in the unusual first-person conversations inscribed within the two
narrative vignettes. An especially interesting discovery is the reverential use of mam in
this text, a Maya word signifying “ancestor” and “the relationship between grandparent
and grandson” (Stuart, Houston, and Robertson 1999:47-48).
Gillespie and Joyce (1998:287-291) refer to the “Rabbit Vase” in their essay on
the deity relationships of God L. In particular, they highlight the linkage between God L
and B’olon Yookte’ K’uh in works of art like K1398 and the sculpted panels of the Cross
Group at Palenque among others. These objects include regular citations of the Calendar
Round 13 Ok 18 Wo, a date the authors suggest may reference a sacred sector of Maya
timekeeping or a mythical event recognized in various lowland sites, perhaps an episode
of cosmogonic importance.
Robert Wald and Michael Carrasco (2004) are the most recent interpreters of
K1398. Their presentation at the Maya Meetings of Texas included a thorough and
updated account of the hieroglyphic reading as well as new commentary on the actions
portrayed.216 Wald and Carrasco view the “Rabbit Vase” as both mythical and historical
216

Since the 2004 presentation of Wald and Carrasco is unpublished, I include their reading of the K1398
inscriptions here. Dedicatory Formula: alay/t’ab’ay/utz’ibal or utz’ibail/ujay/yuk’ib’/ti yutal/kakaw/k’ak’
t’iliw/chan chaak/k’uh sa’ ajaw/sak chuwen/aj tzuk (this one/got burnished/[it is]its painting/his vase/his
drinking cup/for its fruit/cacao/fire starting/sky lightning/Naranjo Lord/white monkey/he of the border).
Conversational text, Scene One, spoken by rabbit: pulu/ajol/utz’u/awil [or awitz?]/k’ulis or k’usil/ at (dip in
water [burn or throw]/your head/smell [wrinkle, fold or understand]/your root [food or sweat?]/penis [holy,
divine or gossiping]/genital part [or Pawajtuun name]. Conversational text, Scene One, spoken by God L:
ilik?/ta/?/nimam/b’ay/nib’uhk/saj/tok’?-?/nib’ate’ (see [or look?]/at/[glyph refers to God L]/my
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in nature. In particular, the action of taking the owl headdress of God L may represent
part of the initiation rites or military training required of young men in ancient Maya
culture (Wald and Carrasco 2004). Wald and Carrasco re-interpret the curved staff
(called a Xiuhcoatl by Dütting and Johnson) as a display pole like those worn by the
maize god in Holmul dancer scenes (see K4989 and K5976). The cloth thrown over the
shoulder of the rabbit is not viewed as the loin cloth of God L, but as a knotted
adornment specific to military costuming.

While conveyed through the antics of

supernatural beings, Wald and Carrasco see the narrative as an articulation of an okte’
ceremony taking place on 13 Ok 18 Wo and witnessed by the deity B’olon Yookte’ K’uh.
This ritual would have occurred in the year 700 AD when the young regent K’ahk’ Tiliw
was just 12 years old in order to lay the foundation for his successful prosecution of a real
future battle. Although Wald and Carrasco are not aware of any other inscriptions that
mention a confrontation between Naranjo and a place called Pipha’, this location is
described in association with belligerent language in the columnar text of the second
scene.

grandfather/where [so or thus]/my clothes/fear/flint?-?/my wood strikes [my b’ate’ title]. Conversational
text, Scene Two, spoken by God L: [ta-li?] ajaw?/? ajaw/t’u’l? [or tuhl?]/uch’amaw/niye’te’/nib’uhk/nipat
(?-lord?/?-lord/rabbit/he took/my display pole/my clothes/my back rack [or tribute]. Conversational text,
Scene Two, spoken by K’inich Ajaw: machaj/?-ajaw/t’u’l [or tuhl?]/tahiin/nimam/huliiy/nichnal?
/tzuknal/xaman/naj? ([he is] not/Lord?/rabbit/with [or by] me/my grandfather/he arrived then [or long
ago?]/flower place/region [or border place]/north/house?). Columnar text Scene One: oxlajuun ok/
waxaklajuun ik’kát/k’in?/nich’amaw/nikuyte’?/yit/b’olon okte’/k’uh/uhtiiy/sak ‘aj-?/nal/ho nik [or nichte’]
/b’olaynal/hiin/?/jul/matal/?-mi/?/chaak? (13 Ok/18 Wo/[is the] day/I took [or received]/my owl?
headdress/his accompaniment/nine [or many pillars or handles?]/god/it happened/[at the] white?/place/the
five flower/ocelot place/I [independent pronoun]/?/speared/God? [or place?]/Zero God? [or place?]/?
[spotted and coiled snake?]/God?).
Columnar text, Scene Two: wuk ak’b’al/uhtiiy/k’in/u/witzil/pipha’?/chan ch’een/hiin/ pat-/b’uniiy/b’alam tz’am/te’ b’a(j)/tok’ b’a(j)/wi’il lay/aan/ucham
tok’/yib’/k’ech/utz’apil te’/utz’apil tuun (7 Ak’b’al/it happened/[on that] day/[at] its/mountain/pipa’ or
pipha’ [a place?]/sky cave/I/…/turned it face down/jaguar throne/wood strikes/flint strikes/after that/there
was/the taking [or holding] of the flint/at the base of/palanquin/the setting in ground of wood/the setting in
ground of stone).
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a)
Fig. 7.4:

b)
Stela 22, Naranjo (redrawn after Graham 1975: [2]55-56). a) The front of
Stela 22 pictures ruler K’ahk’ Tiliw Chan Chaak and a captive from Ucanal
in a compositional format similar to the “Rabbit Vase” (Scene Two, Fig. A
20). The king holds a serpent bar with deity heads emerging from either
end; b) Text blocks G1-H4 record the jub’uy (bringing down) and chukaj
(capture) of a dignitary from Tikal named Siyaj K’awiil (K’awiil is born).

Most of the visible text on K1398 can be preliminarily read, however interpreting
the meaning of these words and the conjoined imagery remains difficult (Wald and
Carrasco 2004). While I cannot add any worthwhile suggestions with regard to the
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hieroglyphic decipherment, the iconographic program does lend itself to alternative
explanations. Indeed, complex imagery such as this plausibly communicates a vision that
may incorporate many different layers of interpretation.

One facet of my research

regarding the “Rabbit Vase” has been to consider whether the symbolism might divulge
any further connectivity between God L and Spear-Thrower Owl. Though certainly
speculative, there is some evidence to suggest that even in the Late Classic era the
conceptualization of God L was mythically related to the renowned Tikal ancestor.
As noted by Wald and Carrasco, the inscriptional passages of the “Rabbit Vase”
possibly cite military rituals and events.

The narrative may also be interpreted as

conceptually linked to the Spear-Thrower Owl saga through its still obscure iconography
and its expression of a bellicose event involving the aid of mythical ancestors and/or
patron gods. Although this alternative explication may be considered overly complex
and perhaps even convoluted, the scenario is developed below for the sake of argument.
My interpretation draws on the Maya belief in the importance of supernatural aid for
achieving triumph in military undertakings. It also questions whether the “Rabbit Vase”
might illustrate the purported defeat of Tikal by Naranjo through the mythical story of
ancestral competition.
The reign of K’ahk’ Tiliw Chan Chaak was celebrated through monumental
sculptures that demonstrate in word and image his wartime prowess. This success,
coming after decades of decline, must have been especially meaningful to the residents
and leaders of Naranjo as it ushered in a new era of prestige for this previously struggling
site. Carved stone stelae erected at Naranjo claim a number of victories, among which is
one against powerful Tikal (Martin and Grube 2000:76). The antagonistic event took
place circa 29 January 695 AD at a place called Yellow Rabbit (Martin and Grube
2000:76; Schele and Grube 1994:141; Stuart and Houston 1994:21-24). Stela 22 records
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the Tikal defeat within a list of several military successes (Martin and Grube 2000:7477). The rendering on the front of this stone shows K’ahk’ Tiliw seated in a format that
is similar to Scene Two of the “Rabbit Vase” (cf. Fig. 7.4 and Fig. A20). Two gods of
Naranjo emerge from the ends of the serpent bar held by the king to witness the
supplication of a captive from Ucanal.

Fig. 7.5:

Stela 40, Naranjo (redrawn after Graham 1978: [2]101). This partially
destroyed sculpture may record a bellicose event at the Yellow Rabbit place;
a Naranjo Emblem Glyph is held in the crook of each of the rabbit’s arms
(Schele and Grube 1994a:141; 1994b:177-78).

Among other triumphs, the inscription claims that Naranjo warriors brought down
(jub’uy) and captured (chukaj) a dignitary from Tikal named Siyaj K’awiil (Martin and
Grube 2000:76; Stela 22: G1-H4). The name of the captured Tikal affiliate is significant
because of its resemblance to the nominal of Spear-Thrower Owl descendent Siyaj Chan
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K’awiil. While the prisoner taken at Yellow Rabbit is a near namesake of the Early
Classic regent, it is unlikely Siyaj K’awiil was a direct descendant of the foreign lineage
since this familial information seems not to have been recorded. However, his Naranjo
captors probably understood the importance of this name and its connection to the Tikal
dynasty spawned by Spear-Thrower Owl (Nikolai Grube, personal communication 2004).
The event was meaningful enough to be included within the inscriptions of Stela 22 and
even perhaps to be commemorated in its own right. Naranjo Stela 40, although broken
and missing its upper portion, portrays the image of a ruler standing on top of a rabbit,
which cradles a Naranjo Emblem Glyph in each arm (the cross-banded Sa’/Sal symbol;
cf. Naranjo Emblem Glyph in Fig. 6.1). Stela 40 is thought by some scholars to portray
this venerated Naranjo success (Fig. 7.5 and Schele and Grube 1994a:141; 1994b:17778).217
Regardless of the name of the affiliate captured by Naranjo, any blow to Tikal
would ultimately reflect upon the contemporary king regnant Jasaw Chan K’awiil
(K’awiil that Clears? the Sky?). While the extended lineage of Jasaw Chan K’awiil is
somewhat uncertain, this Tikal king surely tied himself to the Mexican figurehead
through the sculptural program of Temple I. Wooden Lintel 2 of this structure portrays
the regent holding shield and spears whilst bedecked in a mosaic war helmet with shell
goggle. Above the king is pictured the huge mosaic War Serpent called waxaklajuun
ub’aah chan (18 images of the snake) that derives from Teotihuacan (Martin and Grube
2000:45; Taube 1992c; Taube 2000a:273-274).

In addition, Lintel 3 of Temple I

celebrates the 260th anniversary of Spear-Thrower Owl’s death as part of a recorded 695

217

Naranjo Stela 40 was found on the south side of Structure D-1. It was apparently set directly in front of
Stela 39, a circa 593 AD monument that portrays Aj Wosal who ruled Naranjo prior to its seventh century
downturn (Graham 1978: Vol. 2, part II, p. 101; Martin and Grube 2000:70-73). Stela 22 is one of three
Naranjo stelae (21, 22, and 23) that were installed in a row on the south side of Structure C-6 (Graham
1975: Vol. 2, part I, pp. 53-61).
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AD victory over Calakmul (Martin and Grube 2000:45). Thus, the sculptural program of
Late Classic Tikal demonstrates a continuing and concurrent dialog referencing the
foreign persons who are so prominent in Early Classic art.
At least circumstantially, the rabbit motif of K1398 links this pictorial narrative to
Naranjo Stela 40 and possibly to the celebrated defeat of Tikal. As mentioned earlier,
Stela 22 notes that this conquest occurred at a locality called Yellow Rabbit, an unknown
site thought to belong to the Naranjo political sphere (Schele and Grube 1994a:141;
1994b:177-78). One cannot help but wonder whether the mythical rabbit of the ceramic
vase might be intentionally reflective of this episode. The balloon-eared rabbit of K1398
is poised upon the head of a witz, as though commanding the activities that unfold at this
hilly location.
Witz symbolism is employed on numerous works of art to suggest places of action
(see Fig. 2.1; Schele and Freidel 1990:137-138; Stuart 1993; Stuart 1997). Within the
corpus of God L, for example, two later Naranjo ceramics illustrate the deity sitting
inside of a witz; the motif in these cases locates the pictorial scene within an interior cave
or ch’een (Figs. A21, A23 and see page 120; Stuart, Houston, and Robertson 1999:162164). The iconographic system of the ancient Maya allowed for variation of the witz
motif in order to project a more specific rendering of the place in question (Stuart and
Houston 1994:9-11, 81-82). For example, on Bonampak Stela 1, a maize god emerges
from the cleft forehead of a hilly form, defining this place as a Yax Hal Witz or Green
Rain Mountain (also called Sustenance Mountain; Lacadena n.d.; Schele and Mathews
1998:42-43). Similarly, Stela B of Copan pictures ruler Waxaklajuun Ub’aah K’awiil
surrounded by a Mo’ Witz (or Macaw Mountain), which is identified by the giant macaw
heads sculpted at the corners of the vertically stacked mountain faces (see Maudsley
1974, Vols. 1-2, plates 36-37; Schele and Mathews 1998:42, 162-163). Aside from the
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pictorial imagery of art, the word witz appears in the textual format, frequently occurring
in script as part of deity naming phrases associated with certain mythological locations; it
is also used literally in describing a site on a hill, escarpment or mountain that may
actually exist in nature and to explicate manmade, mountain-like pyramids (Stuart and
Houston 1994:9-11, 81-82; Stuart 1997).

b)

a)
Fig. 7.6:

a) Detail drawing of K1398, Scene One: the rabbit stands upon a squarenosed witz (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr); b) Detail
drawing of K2358, the name of the supernatural founder of Naranjo or socalled Square-nosed Beastie (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin
Kerr).

It is important to note that Stela 22 does not use the word witz in its description of
the Yellow Rabbit site where Tikal was defeated. However, given the inter-related
functioning of pictorial symbols with the naming of places, it is plausible the pairing of
witz and rabbit could have been consciously done to reference this location in some
manner.218 The zoomorphic witz pictured in Scene One of K1398 is somewhat unusual
because of the exceptionally long and upward-curving nose element (Fig. 7.6a). Perhaps

218

Naranjo Stela 40 was discovered in 1971 buried face down on the south side of Naranjo Structure D-1,
where it is thought to have been anciently erected. Structure D-1 is situated on a hilltop at the northern
edge of the site, some 38 meters above Group A, the western-most Naranjo construction (Graham 1975:
Vol. 2, part I, pp. 5-9; Graham 1978: Vol. 2, part II, p. 101). If Stela 40 and K1398 illustrate aspects of the
same event, the witz symbolism may refer in some way to the hilly location and/or pyramidal form of
Structure D-1.
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this extended nose was utilized to signify lands guarded by the patron founder of
Naranjo, the so-called Square-Nosed Beastie, who is characterized by a similar large and
back-curving nose (Fig. 7.6b detail of K2358). If this idea should prove valid, it might
mean that the stealing of God L’s regalia was understood to have occurred
metaphorically both within the realm of Naranjo and in some mythical location.
In contrast, Scene Two of the “Rabbit Vase” takes place at a different location,
one that is defined by a deer head or chij extending from the nose of the witz.219 This
new locale is further distinguished by the jaguar throne whereupon is seated the sun god.
According to Maya epigraphers (Grube 2004; Grube and Martin 2001:21), the Chij-Witz
(or Chij-Throne) place is commonly associated with ancient founders and the earliest
Maya kings. Lintel 21 from Yaxchilan exemplifies the phenomenon with its use of the
phrase in recording the name of Yoaat’ B’ahlam, the founder of Yaxchilan (Grube and
Martin 2001:21). The Chij-Witz phrase also occurs on Tikal Stela 31 in a section naming
an Early Classic king who is symbolized by a foliated jaguar (Grube and Martin 2001:2223). Highlighting the notion of ancestry, the creator/s of K1398 elected to use the word
mam in the first person conversations that take place between the actors in this narrative.
As mentioned in Chapter 3 (p. 93), this word roughly translates as grandson or
grandfather and in general serves as a respectful title for important lineage progenitors
(Stuart, Houston, and Robertson 1999:47, 205). Grube and Martin (2001:88) say the
mam designation can also be used in reference to deceased ancestors and sometimes to
living persons, who have reached a venerable old age.

219

Both witz creatures on Kerr 1398 include a snake emerging from the lower front of the muzzle
indicating some additional connection to a place called Kan Witz or Snake Mountain, a mythical place of
creation (Schele and Guernsey Kappelman 2001).
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a)
Fig. 7.7:

b)
a) Detail of K1398 (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr). The
head of K’inich Ajaw is decorated with a chapaht (centipede) and
disembodied death eyes. A burning torch may be pictured rising from the
deity’s forehead; b) The name of Naranjo king K’inich Tajal Chaak.

The visual evocation of a Chij-Witz place suggests the activity pictured in Scene
Two of the “Rabbit Vase” involves the meeting of ancestors. Of course, the main figure
besides God L in Scene Two is a solar deity (Fig. 7.7a). If there is a correlation between
this personification and an ancestral Naranjo king, perhaps it is the mysterious person
called K’inich Tajal Chaak, who is known only from a Dedicatory Formula on a
polychrome ceramic that is style-dated to circa 500 AD (Fig. 7.7b; Martin and Grube
2000:70-71). On K1398, k’in (sun) signs decorate the shoulders and legs of the squinteyed K’inich Ajaw, while on his head is a long-muzzled chapaht (centipede) whose head
emits a smoke volute (Taube 2003b). Both the chapaht itself and the disembodied death
eyes attached to its head indicate this solar god is currently seated within the dark
underworld realm. Near the forehead of the deity is what could be a burning torch made
from bundled sticks, although the image is very difficult to read with any certainty.220
220

A crossed band symbol also appears with this object, perhaps to indicate the bundling of things
underneath it or to symbolize the word jal (Montgomery 2002:106) or ha’l/häl (Macri and Looper
2003:228), which may contribute to the spelling of tajal (torch) or stand for the creation verb translated as
“to manifest.”
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The torch-like bundle may reference the word tajal, but there is unfortunately no visual
connection to the Chaak portion of the K’inich Tajal Chaak nominal. The solar deity
may alternatively be a representation of the little understood B’olon Yookte’ K’uh, a god
with military associations who is mentioned in the text as having witnessed the taking of
God L’s headdress, and according to Zender and Guenter (2003:107-111), wears the
same chapaht headdress as an entity of this name rendered on the “Vase of Seven Gods.”
This later assignment is further supported by a textual passage from the Temple XIV
tablet at Palenque that discusses a similar activity: B’olon Yookte’ K’uh receives a
chapaht entity during the oversight of an event on 13 Ok 18 Woh.
If the “Rabbit Vase” were created in part to visualize a competition between
important ancestors of Tikal and Naranjo, God L as the being who is denigrated here,
would need to represent an ancient Tikal patron such as the illustrious Spear-Thrower
Owl. But one major inconsistency between the characterizations of Spear-Thrower Owl
and God L is the spear-thrower itself, which is not clearly present in the God L repertoire
until the imagery of the late Postclassic Dresden Codex. The dramatic taking of God L’s
regalia in Scene One of the “Rabbit Vase” focuses attention on an unusual staff that is
amongst the deity’s possessions here and in at least four other portrayals (Figs. 7.8a; cf.
A16, A32, A33, A67). What is this square-nosed serpentine device? Wald and Carrasco
(2004) propose the object is a display pole for ceremonial regalia while Dütting and
Johnson (1993:170) view the crooked staff as a Xiuhcoatl (a fire- or war-serpent) insignia
(Fig. 7.8b). Though the staff does resemble the display pole worn by the maize deity in
Holmul dancer scenes (as noted by Wald and Carrasco), God L is never shown to adorn
himself with such elaborate back rack presentations. Indeed his most complex back rack,
which appears in the Cacaxtla example, is characteristic of the common trader’s milieu
rather than of the ostentatious displays of gods/kings (cf. Fig. A11, K4989, K5976).
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a)
Fig. 7.8:

b)
a) Detail drawing of K1398 (redrawn after Taube 1992a:87, fig. 43b). The
staff/pole of God L carries a number of important design elements including
the knobby forehead and eye of a serpentine/saurian creature, a back curving
nose element, and sharply pointed attachments that may signify embedded
obsidian or burning flames. b) Huitzilopochtli wielding the Xiuhcoatl fire
serpent, Codex Borbonicus (p. 34), 16th century Aztec (after Miller and
Taube 1993:95).
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a)

b)

Fig. 7.9:

a) Square-nosed serpents with attached K’an signs, wall decoration from
shrine of the Temple of the Foliated Cross, Palenque, circa 692 AD
(redrawn after Stuart 2006:135); b) Two square-nosed serpents used as
bordering elements of a loin apron with facial element (tzuk or partition),
Stela 28, Naranjo, circa 700-728 AD (redrawn after Graham 1978: [2]75).

The square-nosed serpent motif served multiple functions within Maya culture
including as a wall decoration for the sanctuary of the Temple of the Foliated Cross, and
as a bordering device for symbolic aprons worn in front of the loins (Fig. 7.9). These two
contexts suggest the connotation of fertility: for example, the rich agricultural lands
celebrated at the Temple of the Foliated Cross or the virility of a king as implied by loin
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embellishment. But the square-nosed serpent also resembles ceremonial weaponry like
the Xiuhcoatl of later Aztec culture as well as ritualistic forms of the spear-thrower
illustrated in Maya art, symbolically entwining the notion of warfare as a means of
insuring terrestrial and familial abundance (Taube 1992c; 2000a). The staff of God L
carries a number of important design elements that associate it with the Xiuhcoatl motif
including the knobby forehead and eye of a serpentine/saurian creature, a back-curving
nose element, and sharply pointed attachments that may signify embedded obsidian or
burning flames. At the top of the pole is attached what may be a te’ (wood, tree)
hieroglyph and foliation, possibly indicating the object is made of plant material.221 The
living components of this object make it clear this is no ordinary staff or pole. It is
instead is an object of ceremonial value and one that is charged with divine energy.
The reptilian features and hooked shape of God L’s staff suggest its possible
functioning as a ceremonial form of spear-thrower. In her extensive essay on the atlatl of
ancient Mexico, Zelia Nuttall (1891) catalogued a number of textual references given in
the Spanish chronicles as well as many illustrative examples of the weapon from the
Postclassic Mesoamerican codices. According to Nuttall (1891:7[175], 23[191]), spearthrowers were not only critical for hunting and warfare, but elaborate and sometimes
eccentric ones were used in the pomp of royal life. Nuttall (1891:8[176], 20-24[188192]) argues the Xiuhcoatl of the Aztec war god Huitzilopochtli is a ritual spear-thrower
that makes the deity invincible (Fig. 7.8b).222 Ceremonial spear-throwers like the one
pictured in the sixteenth-century image of Huitzilopochtli were still in use at the time of
the Spanish Conquest (Nuttall 1891:21-22[189-190]).
221

For example, the Spanish

For examples of te’ (plant, tree, wood) symbol see Macri and Looper (2003:283).
The Aztec myth recounts that Huitzilopochtli was reborn from the decapitated body of his mother at a
place called Coatepec. The Aztec war god came into being as a fully-grown adult and dressed in his
warrior’s regalia, complete with shield, darts and his Xiuhcoatl. After emerging from his slain mother’s
body, Huitzilopochtli immediately went into action, single-handedly killing close to 400 men in retribution
for his mother’s death (Miller and Taube 1993:93-96).

222
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chronicler Bernardino de Sahagún described an object that had belonged to the legendary
Quetzalcoatl, which was given to Hernán Cortés by Montecuhzoma: it was “a sceptre like
a bishop’s crosier, all inlaid with mosaic composed of turquoises; the upper curve
consisted of a serpent’s head bent or twisted over” (Nuttall 1891:21-22[189-190]). A
number of extant spear-throwers, some of which date to the Late Classic and Postclassic
eras, also integrate serpentine characteristics into the overall design (Coggins and Shane
1984:103-104, 108, figs. 111-112; Saville 1925: plates VII, XIII, XVII, XVIII).
Looking at data from the Classic era, Taube (1992c:59-68, fig. 6d; 2000a: 296301) draws a parallel between Huitzilopochtli’s late Postclassic Xiuhcoatl and Classic
period renditions of the Mexican War Serpent, which appears in multiple variations such
as a mosaic headdress, a decorative emblem on a warrior’s shield, and in the form of a
spear-thrower.

All of these variants are inextricably related to the war imagery of

Teotihuacan, which was appropriated by the Classic-period Maya and continued to be
part of a broader Mesoamerican ideology well into the Aztec era (Taube 1992c; Taube
2000a: 270-301).223 Taube (1992c; 2000a: 270-301) argues that a cult of sacred war
began at Teotihuacan in the third century AD with the construction of the Temple of
Quetzalcoatl; symbols of this cult include a mosaic War Serpent headdress, white shell
goggles, bundled torches with fiery volutes, spears/spear-throwers, and the so-called
Mexican year sign.

223

See Ringle, Gallareta Negrón, and Bey (1998) for an alternate discussion of the Epiclassic expansion of
a world religion based on militarism and the myth of Quetzalcoatl.
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a)

d)
Fig. 7.10:

b)

c)

e)
Classic era spear-throwers and War Serpent insignia (after Taube
2000a:282, fig. 10.8a and p. 298, figs. 10.17b-e): a) Spear-thrower
ornamented with stars, Teotihuacan; b) Spear-thrower with stars from
naming phrase of Spear-Thrower Owl, “El Marcador” monument, Tikal; c)
Spear-thrower with stars, detail of text from Stela 31; d) Maya ruler holding
burning War Serpent spear-thrower, Stela 1, Bonampak; e) Warrior figure
atop War Serpent and holding another War Serpent (spear-thrower or
staff?), Codex-style bowl.
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a)
Fig. 7.11:

b)
a) Stela 2, Naranjo, circa 713 AD (redrawn after Graham and Von Euw
1975: [2]15). Ruler K’ahk’ Tiliw Chan Chaak holds a shield with War
Serpent emblem as part of his warrior costuming; b) Detail drawing of Stela
7, Piedras Negras, Late Classic (after Taube 2000a:283, fig. 10.9c). Maya
ruler wears mosaic War Serpent headdress with up-turned snout.

In Maya art, spear-throwers take many forms: as a fairly plain curved stick
decorated with cloth/feathers (Fig. 4.16b); as ornamented with stars indicative of their
power to hurl a stinging spear (Figs. 7.10a-c); and incorporating a War Serpent head and
with smoky emanations (Figs. 7.10c-d). The representation of stars or meteors on spearthrowers (shown as dots attached to the curved tip) derives from the widespread
Mesoamerican belief that obsidian, from which the strongest and sharpest dart points
could be made, was the product of stars or lightning that fell to the ground (Taube
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(2000a: 296-301). It is not difficult to imagine how the War Serpent would come to be
merged with the swift thrower of a fatal dart given the aforementioned links to the cult of
war at Teotihuacan and the creature’s longstanding association with aspects of the
celestial realm like the lightning bolts hurled by Mesoamerican rain gods (Miller and
Taube 1993:150; Nuttall 1891:21).
But is the odd possession of God L really a spear-thrower? This assignment is
possible given its curved shape, War Serpent characteristics, and fiery, embedded
obsidian. Symbolism of the Teotihuacan War Serpent was known at Naranjo and used
coevally on Stela 2 to decorate a shield held by K’ahk’ Tiliw Chan Chaak (Fig. 7.11a).
The Stela 2 image, made circa 713 AD, demonstrates the reptilian eye and snout of the
War Serpent shown in profile view with round, starry attachments and smoke emanating
from the top of the head.

But there are also important dissimilarities, especially the

slightly down-turning nose pictured on the war shield of Stela 2 versus the strongly upcurving one of K1398. The portrayal of an extreme backward curving nose is apparently
not unusual in later renditions of War Serpent imagery: Taube (2000a:271, 285, figs.
10.2, 10.10) notes that the slightly upturned muzzle of the original War Serpent sculpted
on the façade of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl became considerably more distinct and
sharply back-turned in the art of the Late Classic Maya. The evolution of this motif can
be seen in a comparison between the War Serpent helmet worn by Yax Nuun Ahyiin on
Tikal Stela 31 (with its relatively horizontal snout) and one adorning the warrior-king of
Piedras Negras Stela 7, which exhibits bundled material as antenna-like projections
emerging from the dramatically upturned nostrils of the serpentine form (cf. Fig. 6.5 [left
side figure] and 7.11b; Taube 2000a: 283, fig. 10.9c).224 Unfortunately, God L’s crooked
stick has no finger holes that would cement its utility as a functional spear-thrower, and it
224

See also the various examples from differing regions and time periods, which are pictured in Taube
(2000a: figs. 10.8, 10.9, and 10.10).
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diverges from examples of the Xiuhcoatl because, instead of carrying a snake head at the
tip of a curving stick, the body of the pole itself is animated by the brow and eye of a
reptilian creature.
Of course, if the possessions of God L were understood to include both an owl
and a spear-thrower, this would bolster my cautious assertion regarding the connection to
Tikal figurehead Spear-Thrower Owl. It would also allow new consideration of the
meaning conveyed by the “Rabbit Vase” narrative as a playful metaphor for a wartime
triumph. In this hypothetical scenario, the conflict occurring at the Yellow Rabbit place
might be visually rendered as the mythical humiliation of the Tikal forefather at the hands
of Naranjo’s supernatural protectors. In an embarrassing blow precipitated by cleverness
and trickery, the regalia of God L are stolen by a mischievous rabbit in cahoots with a sun
god figure (possibly Naranjo ancestor K’inich Tajal Chaak or B’olon Yookte’ K’uh?).
Having lost his power-injected insignia, God L is able to be subjugated at the hands of his
enemies. This idea is in sync with ancient Maya beliefs about the importance of divine
sanctioning in both regal and military undertakings as well as the ribald humor of Classic
Maya religion (Taube 1989). In a similar paralleling of history and myth, allusions to
supernatural happenings, such as the burning of an aged jaguar deity, are employed in the
later art of Naranjo to explicate an historical confrontation with the city of Yaxha (Martin
and Grube 2000:82).
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a)
Fig. 7.12:

b)
a) Drawing of Stela 24, Naranjo, circa 702 AD (after Graham and Von Euw
1975: [2]63). Lady Six Sky stands atop a bound captive from K’inichil
Kab’. She is portrayed dressed in the netted, jade-laden skirt often worn by
the moon goddess and holding a bowl of holy things; b) Detail drawing of
an incised ceramic vessel, circa 550-800 AD (after Taube 1992a:67, fig.
31e; cf. Schele and Miller 1986:308, plate 120). The moon goddess sits in a
lunar crescent. She wears a netted, jade skirt and holds a rabbit in her arms.

Inter-twinned with this speculative scenario may be a buried reference to Lady
Six Sky, the overseer of her seven-year-old son-king and the real administrator of
Naranjo affairs in 695 AD when the Tikal defeat took place (Martin and Grube 2000:7477). Her tenure as behind-the-scenes commander of Naranjo was unusual in the strongly
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patriarchal society of Classic Maya culture and might have been especially notable to her
contemporaries given the military successes of this era. As a daughter of king B’alaj
Chan K’awiil of Dos Pilas (whose breakaway kingdom claimed the same Emblem Glyph
as Tikal and thus its territorial legitimacy), Lady Six Sky may have represented a special
animosity towards contemporary Tikal rulers (Martin and Grube 2000:56-57, 74-75).
The queen regnant, dressed in the netted, jade-laden skirt that is characteristic of the
moon goddess, demonstrates her military prowess through the bellicose imagery of at
least two monumental sculptures that render her trampling a bound captive (Fig. 7.12a).
The unfortunate prisoner shown on Stela 24 was a resident of K’inichil Kab’, a site
“brought down” by Naranjo in both 693 and 698 AD. Not only an effective wartime
queen, Lady Six Sky shows her reverence for supernatural patronage: she poses with an
offering bowl filled with the sacred objects of her god/s.
Artists of the Classic epoch envisioned the moon goddess seated with a lunar
crescent and holding a rabbit in her arms (Fig. 7.12b; cf. Figs. A30, A32, A33, B11,
B12). The association may have developed through myths about the darkened surface of
the moon, which can be viewed as the profile of a full-bodied rabbit (López Austin
1996:1-7). Lunar symbolism, exemplified by the moon goddess and her rabbit, reflects
cultural ideas about excessive drinking, sexuality, menses, pregnancy, and waggish
humor (López Austin 1996:1-7; Miller and Taube 1993:142). Within the cultural milieu
of Naranjo it was probably important to portray military successes, in the public arena, as
precipitated by the correct efforts of the child-king K’ahk’ Tiliw. However, a cloaked
account of the queen’s expertise could perhaps be appropriately couched in the visual
imagery of humor and myth rendered in the format of a personal drinking vessel. Though
pure conjecture, this reading of K1398 might explain the coeval rise of mythic art in
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nearby sites describing more explicitly the chastening of God L by the moon goddess and
her rabbit companion (cf. Figs. A30, A32, A33, B11, B12).225
The two subsequent representations of God L made at Naranjo are similar to each
other but dramatically different from the tenor of the “Rabbit Vase” (cf. Figs. A18-A27).
These later renditions demonstrate a change in the characterization of God L: instead of
highlighting degradation, the “Box of Eleven Gods” (K7750) and “Vase of Seven Gods”
(K2796) present a more favorable image of the deity as a supreme participant in
cosmogonic events. This shift in viewpoint suggests the perception of God L moved
from a negative status during the reign of K’ak’ Tiliw Chan Chaak (perhaps as a
supernatural enemy of Naranjo) to that of a primordial ancestor whose superior force was
recognized and indeed celebrated by later Naranjo rulers. It is plausible, given the nature
of Maya religion, that the altered perception of God L came about through the
spiritual/political needs of Naranjo kings: perhaps a local appropriation was made
possible through an initial act of defiance against the human guardians of God L and in
subsequent decades, the deity was transformed into or “re-born” as a patron of Naranjo
itself.226 In the manner of texts viewed as spoken language, the narratives painted on
ceramic vessels served not only to replicate mythical events but perhaps to allow the
participation of kings in the activities displayed, as though one were actually present to
witness the unfolding of action (David Stuart, personal communication 2006).
The “Vase of Seven Gods” and “Box of Eleven Gods” basically depict the same
scenario: a collection of supernatural entities seated in conference and presenting tribute
commodities before the reigning God L. The similarity of rendering suggests both were
made by the same workshop if not the same artist, however one is done in black-on225

Examples of this theme appear to have originated in other sites of the Peten region like Xultun and
Motul de San Jose-Bejucal.
226 According to Stuart (2006:90), certain Maya gods understood as already in existence could be “re-born”
through ritual, a process that might orient the perceived force of these agents towards some local interest.
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cream with remnants of blue stucco and the other in shades of red, orange, brown, and
black (M. Miller 1999:203). The black-colored K2796 uses the cylindrical format of
kakaw drinking vessels while K7750 takes the form of a rectangular box, probably
missing its lid (M. Miller 1999:203-204). Karl Taube (1994:652) suggests boxes with
this quadrangular format may have supported a vaulted cover that would replicate a Maya
house. Inside may have been stored costuming or other paraphernalia that would allow
impersonation of God L (M. Miller 1999:204). The painter of K2796 and at least two
other Naranjo vases (K633 and K635) was an artist known as Aj Maxam or “he of
Maxam,” a place within the Naranjo sphere (M. Miller 1999:201-204; Reents-Budet
1994:234-237, 318-319; Reents-Budet 2001:258-259; Stuart 1989:157). Called an itz’aat
(sage, wise man), the inclusion of Aj Maxam’s name within the text of these painted
ceramics evidences the import of art and artists during the Classic era (Stuart 1989:157).
Aj Maxam was the son of a Naranjo king and a woman from Yaxha, and likely lived
amongst the royal family and literati of the Naranjo polity (M. Miller 1999:201-204;
Reents-Budet 1994:318-319; Reents-Budet 2001:258-259; Stuart 1989:157).
The scenario rendered on K2796 has been referenced countless times, but it was
Michael Coe (1973:106-109 and see my page 22) who first analyzed the vessel in detail
in his Grolier Club publication. The black background color has long been interpreted as
indicating the darkened milieu of this narrative, perhaps taking place at nighttime, within
the underworld realm or at a moment before light was brought to the world (M. Coe
1973:107; Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993:67-69). As mentioned earlier, the Calendar
Round of 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u places the narrative in primordial time at the beginning of
the current temporal cycle (see my page 67). God L is seated in a primary position at the
right and on top of a jaguar throne that is separated from the other characters by a vertical
line of hieroglyphs. His throne is positioned within a ch’een, a cavernous environment
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decorated with crossed bones and disembodied eyes (see page 120). Behind him is an
ikaatz, a symbolic bundle of wealth (see my pages 106-108). It is interesting to note that
the painters of these two later vases show God L smoking a lit tobacco roll rather than
carrying the crooked staff so prevalent in the imagery of K1398. Perhaps the tobacco roll
is meant to substitute for the ceremonial weapon that is set aside in times of peace, as was
the custom for the later Aztecs. Another plausible explanation is that the stolen weapon
was never returned to the deity, who was thereby forced to forego his belligerence for a
more passive lifestyle.
The subordinate figures are seated in two vertical rows, facing God L. According
to Zender and Guenter (2003:102-117), the attributes of these characters roughly
correspond to the god names listed in the hieroglyphic inscription: from left to right in the
lower register are B’olon Yookte’ K’uh, a god referred to by the still undeciphered
“Palenque Triad” moniker, and Jawan-Te’-Chij (Deer with Mouth Agape). Using the
process of elimination, Zender and Guenter (2003:102-117) suggest those in the upper
register may be Kab’al-K’uh (Earthly-God), Te’ (Tree) [possibly the Pax god], and
B’ahlam (Jaguar or JGU), from left to right.

In front of both rows of figures are tied

bundles marked with hieroglyphic script reading b’olon ek’ kab’ (nine star earth),
although the meaning of this symbol remains obscure. Another stack of wrapped goods
in the lower register probably represents collections of jade, cloth, feathers and/or other
desirable commodities (Karl Taube, personal communication 2005). The verbal root
used to describe the event is tz’ak (to file, align, or arrange). However, there is dispute
amongst epigraphers regarding the exact form used here, which may carry a passive, antipassive or nominalizing suffix (Robert Wald, personal communication 2004). As a
consequence, it is debated whether the convention of gods as pictured represents the
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appropriate order of the cosmos or if these supernatural entities are convened to put some
other aspect/thing into a correct arrangement.
The rectangular box (K7750) that exhibits a similar narrative is augmented by
four additional characters whose names are unknown. These four are placed in the
bottom register behind Jawan-Te’-Chij whilst B’olon Yookte’ K’uh and the “Palenque
Triad” god have been moved to the back of the line in the upper level. The alternating
red and black backgrounds of this four-sided vessel add complexity to the narrative: it is
as though these beings exist in a varying quality of light (dusk/dawn versus deep night) or
cosmic dimension (e.g. one of various layers of the Maya universe). Another important
distinction between the two vessels is the sky band that occurs on K2796 but not K7750.
The K2796 sky band has an unusual pairing of celestial symbols (K’an cross signs,
crossed bands, star motifs, etc.) rather than the more typical arrangement of a repetitive
sequence of a single motif alongside a different one (Carlson and Landis 1980). The
inclusion of this celestial symbolism on the “Vase of Seven Gods” may reference cosmic
elements that are yet to be divided or placed in an appropriate arrangement. Most of the
deities on K7750 do not have the breath elements that are symbolized by jade and fabric
attachments at the nose while all do on K2796. Both works of art show God L with a
very broad hat, trimmed in spotted feathers and topped by his characteristic bird. An
interesting variable that is not understood at present is the number linked to the chan sign
headdress of the owl: the “Box of Eleven Gods” carries a number thirteen whereas a nine
occurs on the “Vase of Seven Gods.” On K7750, the deity wears a long, woven cape
decorated with a relatively distinctive patterning.

In the representation on K2796,

however, we see a visibly thinner God L donning a simpler, shorter, and more common
mantle.
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Another significant variation is the inclusion of personal, historic information
within the narrative tableau of K7750 (side two).

Although the main inscriptional

sequence on this face of the box enumerates the same Calendar Round date, the
“ordering” verb, and a similar set of deity monikers, supplemental lines of text describe
important familial ties of the vessel’s owner. K7750 was possessed by K’ahk’ Ukalaw
Chan Chaak, the king regnant of Naranjo from 755 to 780 AD and son of K’ahk’ Tiliw
Chan Chaak.

Mary Miller (1999:201-204) considers the “Box of Eleven Gods” to

precede the “Vase of Seven Gods” in date: she speculates the K7750 was done between
755 and 765 AD while K2796 may derive from the last two decades of the eighth
century. The “Vase of Seven Gods” does not mention a known Naranjo king in the
Dedicatory Formula but rather speaks of an obscure owner named K’inich Nun B’ahlam
[Y]ajawte’ (Sun-like [Nun?] Jaguar Lord).227
In the symbolism of the “Vase of the Seven Gods” and the “Box of Eleven Gods”
I see no innuendo referencing an affiliation with Early Classic politics or foreign
ideology. Instead, it appears God L has been fully embraced as a patron of Naranjo and
important ancestral progenitor.

The humiliation pictured in the earlier tableau is

apparently without utility in this later era of Naranjo history.

THE DEPICTION OF GOD L ON CODEX-STYLE CERAMICS
From the currently known group of Codex-style ceramics come two extraordinary
portrayals of God L, both of which date to the Late Classic era (Figs. A13-A17).
Although a Calendar Round of 8 Kab’an 5 Keh is given on the “Princeton Vase” (K511),

227

Grube and Martin (2001:90-92) suggested titles including the numerical classifier –te’ (such as
Ajawte’) may communicate information about familial groupings that is differentiated from dynastic
counts.
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there is no Long Count anchor that would confirm a historical date for the creation of this
object. The painted scenes of both vessels are mythological in nature and without a clear
correspondence to any known king. These works of art can be dated through stylistic
features and paste sampling to the time span of circa 650 to 900 AD (Dorie Reents-Budet,
personal communication 2003).

Codex-style ceramics such as these were produced

during a relatively short era at a few sites within the El Mirador Basin; they are
associated politically with the Kaan dynasty of Calakmul (Grube 2004; Hansen, Bishop
and Fahsen 1991; Reents-Budet, Martin, Hansen, and Bishop, 2000).
The earliest development of the Calakmul site and dynasty remains a mystery at
present. Certainly there was a long history of settlement in the El Mirador region and at
Calakmul itself dating back to the Preclassic era (Folan et al. 1995; Hansen 2001). It is
during the Classic period, however, when inscriptional evidence links the Kaan polity
with the city of Nakbe and the Codex-style vessels made in that area (Grube 2004; Martin
and Grube 2000:100-115). Eleven painted vases done in this style describe the accession
of Kaan rulers (Martin 1997; Martin and Grube 2000:102). The group of so-called
“Dynasty Vases” narrates a long succession of nineteen Calakmul kings beginning with
one called “Skyraiser” (Martin and Grube 2000:102). Unfortunately, a firm listing of
kingship cannot be achieved as there are many inconsistencies between the names/dates
listed on the pots and the history known from other sources. Some of the kings whose
names are recorded on the vessels are indeed historical while others are clearly
mythological. As was apparently the case at Palenque, the kings of Calakmul believed in
the importance of legitimizing contemporary rulers by projecting their familial roots far
into the distant and mythic past.
Throughout much of its Classic-era history, Calakmul competed against Tikal for
control of lowland territory and resources. In 546 AD, a Kaan ruler named Tuun K’ab’
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Hix (Stone Hand Jaguar) presided over the accession of Aj Wosal of Naranjo, an event
that demonstrates the advance of Calakmul’s forces into the southern neighborhood of
Tikal (Martin and Grube 2000:104). It was during this epoch that the Kaan dynasty
(under an obscure king named “Sky Witness”) joined forces with Caracol to deliver an
important defeat of their arch enemy, a “star war” attack in 562 AD that resulted in the
sacrifice of Wak Chan K’awiil, the contemporary Tikal ruler and descendant of SpearThrower Owl (Martin and Grube 2000:39, 104).

The death of Wak Chan K’awiil

plunged Tikal into a long period of instability. In the later part of the Early Classic, the
military forces of Calakmul, apparently strengthened by its victory over Tikal, were
focused on the far western Maya region where belligerence in 599 and 611 AD
precipitated a major decline in the fortunes of Palenque (Martin and Grube 2000:105).
Afterwards, the attention of Kaan kings shifted back to the eastern Peten and ultimately
to a star war event against Naranjo in 631 AD.
The historical narrative of Calakmul moves closer to the estimated production
time for the two God L vessels as we continue further into the Late Classic and the
important reign of Yuknoom Ch’een II (regnant 636 to 686 AD). This era, called the
“golden age” of Calakmul, was apparently a time of great prosperity as is evidenced by
major building programs and the production of numerous stelae (Martin and Grube
2000:108-109). The epoch also coincides with renewed militarism in the Peten region
including the purported split of the Tikal dynasty and the establishment of Dos Pilas circa
648 AD. It is apparent that Yuknoom Ch’een was involved in some way in this conflict
since B’alaj Chan K’awiil, the founder of Dos Pilas and father of Lady Six Sky,
proclaimed himself a vassal of Calakmul. Shortly thereafter in 657 AD, the Kaan kings
in conjunction with allies launched another “star war” attack against Tikal, which was
recorded in the inscriptions of Dos Pilas. The political strength of Yuknoom Ch’een
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reached far and wide at this juncture as affiliations are noted with the settlements of
Cancuen, El Peru, and Piedras Negras among others (Martin and Grube 2000:109). The
son of Yuknoom Ch’een, named Yuknoom Yich’aak K’ahk’ (? Fiery Jaguar Claw, 686 to
695 AD regnant), was surely also involved in wide-reaching alliances and the continued
aggression against Tikal: his enthronement was recorded at both Dos Pilas and El Peru,
and Naranjo acknowledges him as overlord of K’ahk’ Tiliw Chan Chaak (Martin and
Grube 2000:110). Unfortunately for Calakmul, their golden era ended circa 695 AD,
when the “flint and shield” of Yich’aak K’ahk’ were “brought down” by Tikal warriors
(Martin and Grube 2000:111).228 After a six year period of uncertain rule, Calakmul
gained back some prosperity under Yuknoom Took’ K’awiil (reigning circa 702 to 731
AD), who maintained supervisory ties with El Peru, Dos Pilas and Naranjo, and
commissioned a large new group of sculptured stelae (Martin and Grube 2000:112-113).
If the Calendar Round given on the “Princeton Vase” is intended to communicate
an actual historical date that necessarily falls within the approximate timeframe of Codex
pottery production, the best possibilities are 9.11.12.01.17 (8 October 664 AD) and
9.14.4.15.17, a date near the autumnal equinox of 716 AD (Schlak 1996:197). The first
date places the creation of K511 within the reign of Yuknoom Ch’een and the second,
Yuknoom Took’ K’awiil. While either date seems plausible, the second of the two is
roughly correspondent with the creation of the “Rabbit Vase,” though perhaps slightly
later. K1560 is thought to have been painted by the same hand as K511 and thus can be
attributed to a similar timeframe (Justin Kerr, personal communication 2002). Both of
these eras were relatively prosperous for Calakmul, however, the earlier date falls within
the heyday of this polity’s fortunes.

228

A recently discovered tomb at Calakmul is thought to belong to Yuknoom Yich’aak K’ahk’ (Carrasco
Vargas et al. 1999).
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The particularized elements of costuming and narrative connect the portrayal of
God L by Calakmul patrons more closely with representations made under the kings of
Naranjo than with those of Palenque. For example, the costuming of God L on K511 and
K1560 is correspondent to that of the Naranjo-made “Box of Eleven Gods” (K7750): all
three portray the deity as possessing a starkly-patterned, long woven cape (cf. Figs. A13,
A16, A23). In contrast, the Palenque images incorporate a feline mantel (cf. Figs. A8,
A10). There is also repetition of the crooked pole/staff, which appears in the “Rabbit
Vase” image and again in K1560, though here in a longer format (cf. Figs. A16, A18). In
the still obscure inscriptions of K511 and K1560, God L is named by the “penis”
hieroglyph (a possible Pawajtuun reference) as is done in the “Rabbit Vase” text (Fig.
7.13). Yet, in the scripts of the Cross Group at Palenque, this moniker is not utilized to
explain the rendering of God L. A correlation may also be understood through the
dichotomous narratives presented under the patronage of Naranjo and Calakmul: works
from both sources picture a visibly weakened God L in one instance and in another, the
fully-commanding deity. Of course there are many diversionary details as well, but the
commonalities imply that artists from the frequently allied polities of Naranjo and
Calakmul shared a roughly parallel conceptualization of the God L entity.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the “Princeton Vase” was first published by Michael
Coe (1973:91-93) in the Grolier Club publication. The mythical saga is depicted in two
episodes joined together by the subtle gesturing of the left most female. This figure taps
on the foot of her nearby companion while turning her head towards the violent action of
the second scene. Coe’s interpretation of the narrative is based on an association to the
Popol Vuh story of the Hero Twins and in particular to the decapitation of One and Seven
Hunahpu (the first set of twins) by underworld lords. God L is viewed as the chief
underworld denizen. Coe suggests the five young women are his wives or concubines
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and may be a Maya cognate to a story of the Aztec Cihuateteo, five goddesses who died
in childbirth. Coe also notes correlations to astronomical phenomena that could be
represented here in metaphorical terms. Robicsek and Hales (1981:107) largely concur
with Coe’s analysis but provide a variant explanation for the decapitation scene: it
represents the second set of Popol Vuh twins not the first. This alternative version of
K511 was initially suggested by Karl Taube and later embraced by other scholars as can
be seen in the following paragraph.
Schele and Miller (1986:286-287) provide an analysis of K511 in The Blood of
Kings catalogue. They say the throne of God L is situated within a temple structure that
is named on the roof comb by two “Water-lily Jaguars” and a “Xocfish Monster.”
Enjoying the good life in his curtain-swathed room, God L ties on the bracelet of one
lovely woman, while others attend to his needs. According to Schele and Miller, these
women are goddesses of the number two. The twin-like characters in the companion
scene are once again interpreted through the Popol Vuh, but unlike Coe, Schele and
Miller propose the scenario is not the sacrifice of the father and uncle.

Instead it

represents the return to Xibalba of the second set of Hero Twins who are now in disguise.
Through the performance of killings and subsequent revivals, they trick the Lords of
Death into succumbing to their own defeat.
The interpretation set forth by Schele and Miller is basically restated by Miller
and Martin (2004:58-62, 76-77) in a more recent publication. However, Miller and
Martin (2004:76) note the possibility that the women portrayed on K511 may be the
daughters rather than wives of God L.

They add evidence to the aforementioned

interpretation through comparison with another painted vessel that may also picture the
Hero Twins. Now having shed their disguises, the two are in the process of humiliating
God L and defeating the Lords of Death (K5359, Fig. A33). While certain aspects of the
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mythological narrative painted on these two vessels do seem to equate with the Hero
Twin story, researchers have been unable to confirm the identity of a specific God L
character within the colonial-era epic.

Neither are the names of the Popol Vuh Hero

Twins (Hunahpu and Xbalanque) confirmed in Classic era text.

As a result,

interpretations based on the Popol Vuh remain problematic.
The difficult (and unfortunately over-painted) text of the “Princeton Vase” is
largely undeciphered.

Along the rim is an abbreviated Dedicatory Formula that

references no currently-known king.229 Near the roof edge of God L’s temple is a block
of hieroglyphs that are his spoken words, but these are largely unreadable. Coupled with
the Calendar Round are two hieroglyphs: a verb seemingly comprised of the syllables ajta-wi and the “penis” glyph, presumably communicating the word Pawajtuun, which is
perhaps a reference to God L. Possibilities for the verb in this phrase are ati (to bathe) or
tajwi (to go after or encounter), although neither adds much clarity to the overall meaning
(Michael Carrasco, personal communication 2003).

Fig. 7.13:

Inscriptional phrases from K1560 with possible verb mach (to grasp or
seize) and the so-called “penis” hieroglyph (after Kerr 1989 [MVB1]:98).

229

The king may be Ruler 10 of the “Dynasty Vases,” whose moniker includes a bird (owl?) head with
feline spots (cf. Martin 1997:858, and Robicsek and Hales 1981:35).
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The rendering of K1560, the second God L vessel belonging to the Calakmul
sphere, presents similar issues with regard to interpretation. The inscription provides no
calendrical information and the shortened Dedicatory Formula lacks the name of a known
Calakmul ruler. In 1986, Richard Johnson suggested the verbal root mach (to grasp,
seize) might be employed in a number of the secondary phrases, which is consistent with
the pictured grasping of headdresses that occurs in this tableau (Fig. 7.13; Kerr 1989
[MVB1]:98). The “penis” glyph, rendered numerous times within the interior script, is
probably used to discuss and address the elderly male figures and/or dwarves who take
part in the action. The secondary texts have other recognizable syllables but these
fragments currently resist a meaningful translation. Consequently, analysis is based
almost solely on visual symbolism. Robicsek and Hales (1981:35-37, 107) are the only
researchers to describe K1560 in any depth. They view the narrative as a humiliation of
God L. In this case, a young lord and two dwarves achieve this denigration through
removing God L’s regalia and forcing him to the ground. The authors speculate that all
three aged male figures are representations of God L and suggest the overall theme of this
vessel may be one of sacrifice.
Without a better understanding of the textual passages, I can only offer a few
observations with regard to K511 and K1560. Firstly, it must be assumed that for the
Kaan-polity creators of this imagery, there was a dualism with regard to the envisioning
of God L. Unlike the examples at Naranjo, which are separated by some 50 years in date,
the two Codex-style vessels appear to have been made in roughly the same epoch and
were perhaps even painted by the same hand. Thus, the Codex-style tableaus must
represent two simultaneous aspects of deity personality or storyline rather than an early
conceptualization that was followed by a later re-conceptualization. This is an important
point with regard to our understanding of Classic Maya gods: they could be conceived
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simultaneously as being both supreme and vulnerable depending upon the circumstances
of a given moment. This is of course the manner in which deities are presented in the late
Postclassic Dresden Codex, which explicates supernatural entities within a cyclical
momentum that unendingly passes through times of strength to weakness to renewed
strength. Within the mindset of ancient Maya culture, it would have been critically
important therefore to understand these machinations in order to advance one’s
prerogatives at an appropriately favorable time.
It is perhaps the cyclical ascent and descent of gods that is pictured on K1560. In
the first segment of this narrative, identified by the placement of the introductory
hieroglyph in the shortened Dedicatory Formula along the rim, we see a male deity lying
down below the maize god (Fig. A16, left side). This deity may be one of the so-called
Paddler Gods identified by the bone inserted through his nose (Nikolai Grube, personal
communication 2002). A dwarf assists in the removal of the headdress while the maize
god is shown with his foot pressed upon the chest of the aged deity. The prone figure
exhibits “god markings” on his body though due to deterioration of the painting, the exact
form of these markings is unclear. The symbol may be one of darkness or reflectivity
indicating a liminal state of being or perhaps implying the deity’s resting place within an
obscure and/or watery location.
The second saga in this narrative may be the one appearing on the right side of
this roll our view. This vignette features another aged deity who is seated with legs
crossed while holding his nose and looking to his left. This second deity is distinct from
the first but carries similar god markings. Perhaps this symbolic tagging is done to show
that figure two exists within the same mythic space or liminal state as the prone figure of
scene one. Figure two is in the action of holding his nose, a curious addition to the
narrative.

Could this indicate the presence of a foul odor?
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Or might this gesture

communicate the figure’s rise out of a watery environment where retention of breath was
required? Unlike the prone figure of the first scene, the seated god of this episode has a
different kind of eye, a bald head, a feline pelage on the face and an attached jaguar ear.
These attributes are repeated in the portrayal of the central standing figure and thus, both
the central and right side characters may represent God L. In a prodding action, the
maize god who appears behind the seated deity grabs the arm of the seated figure and
pushes against him with his foot. In the maize deity’s hand is the (deactivated?) upsidedown headdress taken in the earlier segment.
The final action in this narrative includes the standing figure of God L. Now
positioned between a second dwarf and the maize deity, God L is goaded through the
hand and knee action of the youthful corn god. God L holds a length of fabric at his
groin as though he is either tying it in place or removing the garment. Viewing this scene
as a humiliation, Robicsek and Hales (1981:35-37, 107) interpret the action as a forced
disrobing of God L. But couldn’t it also represent a dressing scenario where God L is
summoned and outfitted for his ascent to power, here at the insistence and perhaps the
bidding of the maize deity? In support of this proposal, the dwarf holding God L’s
regalia does not demonstrate the emphatic removal of this gear as is visualized and
described in the text and image of the “Rabbit Vase.” Instead there is an atmosphere of
pressured assistance. The regalia are placed deliberately close in space and below God L
as though his contact with these effects is required. Consistent with this idea is the
apparent portrayal of God L first seated and standing, perhaps in order to communicate
the process of awakening and rising to action. In the transitional phase, when he is still
seated and being roused, God L carries the god markings denoting a dark and perhaps
watery resting place. But this symbolism is discarded once the deity is fully standing. If
related to the activities of living Kaan kings, this tableau may acknowledge a belief in the
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cyclical rise and fall of supernatural entities. Perhaps the rendering of K1560 illustrates
the concept of forced provocation: God L is made to rise up from ancestral slumber in
order to be of service to the maize deity and to the kings of Calakmul.

b)

a)
Fig. 7.14:

c)

The jaguar claw in Maya iconography: a) Jaguar claw mask worn by figure
on K511 (redrawn after M. Coe 1973:92); b) Jaguar claw (highlighted in
pink) worn as a nose element in the nominal phrase of Chak Tok Ich’aak I
of Tikal (360-378 AD regnant; redrawn after Grube and Martin 2000b:124);
c) Jaguar claw nose element in the nominal phrase of Chak Tok Ich’aak II of
Tikal (486-508 AD regnant; after Martin and Grube 2000:32).

In keeping with my exploration of data that might link Late Classic portrayals of
God L to the persons and events of the Spear-Thrower Owl dynasty, consideration has
been given to if/how the narratives of K511 and K1560 might reflect this notion. As with
the examples at Palenque and Naranjo, there is relatively little evidence and nothing fully
convincing. However, some interesting correlations allow for my continued, though
guarded, speculation on this matter. Though the narrative of the “Princeton Vase” looks
to be mythological in origin, Schele and Miller (1986:286-287) mention the unusual
zoomorphic mask worn by one of the ax-holding aggressors in one part of this narrative.
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This mask features a muzzle that transforms into a jaguar claw (Fig. 7.14a).230 The
jaguar claw motif is somewhat unique in Maya art, utilized mainly to name certain Early
Classic kings of Tikal (Figs. 7.14b-c and cf. Fig. 6.12). These nominal hieroglyphs
employ the feline claw as a muzzle for a boney-headed and swirl-eyed head.
Drawing from this odd correspondence, one can imagine an explanation for the
painted narrative of K511 that incorporates aspects of history and myth. If the activities
portrayed on this Late Classic Kaan polity vessel are related to the kings of Tikal, it may
have been in remembrance of some important interaction between the two rivals. The
most likely scenario involves the second Tikal king named Chak Tok Ich’aak II (Great
Fiery Jaguar Claw; 486-508 AD regnant; Martin and Grube 2000:37). The reign of Chak
Tok Ich’aak II was not a particularly successful era for Tikal and rather, it begins a time
of turbulence and downfall apparently involving belligerent interactions with far away
places such as Yaxchilan and Tonina (Martin and Grube 2000:37). These troubled
Middle Classic years came to a culmination in the defeat of Wak Chan K’awiil (537 to
562 AD regnant), the son of Chak Tok Ich’aak and a descendant of Spear-Thrower Owl
who had retaken the throne of Tikal after some 25 years of uncertain familial rule (Martin
and Grube 2000:37-39). The trouncing of Wak Chan K’awiil appears to have come at the
hands of a Calakmul king named “Sky Witness” joined by the forces of Caracol (Martin
and Grube 2000:104). The “star war” action of 562 AD plunged Tikal into a long 130year period of silence and resulted in the ritual killing of Wak Chan K’awiil, who is not
heard from again after this date (Martin and Grube 2000:39; 89-90, 104). It is speculated
the killing of Wak Chan K’awiil is recorded on the giant Altar 21 of Caracol (Martin and
Grube 2000: 39, 89-80, 104). The incident released Caracol from the subjugation of

230

The mask of the ax-bearer is also a shield (Karl Taube, personal communication 2006).
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Tikal and launched Calakmul to regional “superpower” status (Martin and Grube 2000:
39, 89-80, 104).
If interpreted as relating to the rivalry between Calakmul and Tikal, K511
presents an amusing blend of history and myth. This tableau has no initial sign in the
partial Dedicatory Formula to indicate the sequence of scenes. The deliberate exclusion
of this hieroglyph may proclaim the coeval rather than sequential occurrence of events.
On one half of the cylindrical vessel is the scene with God L, happily distracted by the
comforts of his palatial residence and out of view of the activities taking place beyond the
platform stairs. Only one of the female consorts notices what is happening. Gently, but
without success, she tries to inform the others. In the concurrent scene, two youthful
males are shown armed with obsidian axes. One undertakes the decapitation of a captive
while the other only watches. The right hand figure may perhaps be identified as a
personification of Chak Tok Ich’aak through his jaguar-paw mask. Suggestive of a
familial bloodline, the possible Chak Tok Ich’aak is connected to the unfortunate victim
by a serpentine, umbilical-like cord extending between their loins.

If the character

masked with a jaguar-paw is indeed a representation of Chak Tok Ich’aak, then the
victim of this sacrifice would be his son Wak Chan K’awiil. The older, predeceased
father witnesses the ritual killing but is unable to stop the activity. In this speculative
scenario, the long-lipped executioner would be associated with the forces Calakmul.
It is interesting to note that both the executioner and his victim wear the Ak’bal
markings of darkness while all the others do not. It is as though the killer and the soonto-be-killed exist in a place or manner that is distinct from God L, his female attendants,
and the possible Chak Tok Ich’aak character. This distinction might be explained by the
darkened, earthy locale of the historical sacrifice event (a night time ritual?) or the
underworld associations of deathly warfare. In contrast, the others may be existent in a
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celestial and certainly mythical environment populated by ancestors and gods. The rabbit
scribe is apparently busy recording the saga for future generations. In this speculative
scenario, the disengagement of God L (if included as a patron god/ancestor of Tikal) may
be viewed as a lapse on the part of this polity to perform appropriately in battle.
Alternately, one might imagine the incorporation of God L into the panoply of beings
charged with protecting the Kaan dynasty, a phenomenon that might have been achieved
at some point in time through a significant Calakmul victory.
Admittedly speculative, this interpretation is at least plausible given the context of
Classic era politics and the nature of Maya religion. A celebrated event such as the
defeat and sacrifice of Tikal king Wak Chan K’awiil would provide an appropriate theme
for works of art made in commemoration of this important historical victory. Made for
one of the ruling Kaan kings of the Late Classic era, this painted tableau would serve as
an important reminder of a critical turn of fortune for the patrons of Calakmul.
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PART V: CONCLUSION
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Chapter 8: Some Final Thoughts on the Representation of God L
When coming to the end of a large research project such as this, it is appropriate
to reflect on initial objectives and final accomplishments. I can certainly attest to having
benefited personally from this long and arduous process. Both my knowledge of the field
of Maya art and understanding of the specific topic in question have grown exponentially
over these past years of study.

In selecting the Maya God L as the topic of this

dissertation, one of my goals was to explore the meaning of k’uh through the
representation of a single, sacred entity. I hoped to come to a better understanding of the
concept of divinity in a general sense as well as to define the nature of God L in more
specific and concrete terms. One result of my work is to have pushed forward the
scholarship on Maya religion towards a place of greater clarity, especially with respect to
God L. I have broadened the perspective from which to consider the representation of
this deity and the visual narratives in which he performs. While there is always more to
be accomplished in nearly any area of research, my dissertation provides an expanded
corpus of imagery and a more detailed explanation of the symbolic components that are
employed in the personification of God L. This investigation has resulted in a model of
study that could be utilized in the exploration of other deities. In addition, I have exposed
to a greater extent the tightly-woven conceptualizations of human history and divine
myth.
Representative of that which is k’uh, the meaning of God L goes beyond the
simplistic notions that are often repeated in the discourses of Maya scholarship. That
said I have found the current state of the field to provide a solid base of knowledge from
which to expand in various directions.

The individual and collaborative works of

Michael Coe, Stephen Houston, John Monaghan, Linda Schele, David Stuart, and Karl
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Taube are particularly informative for researchers interested in studying Maya religion.
Certainly, one essential need for the future is the comprehensive investigation of various
deity figures that appear in Maya art. This would complement my study of God L,
provide a mechanism for cross-referencing proposed hypotheses, and continue scholarly
advancement. New research on any Maya deity must incorporate up-to-date knowledge
of hieroglyphic writing and consider the expanded understanding of Maya history as it
was contemporarily recorded. The representation of deity figures should be investigated
in relation to the socio-political context of each site and timeframe when this is possible.
Ancient Maya religion is dense and multifaceted. Known to us mainly through
the manifestations of elite culture, it is based on a pantheistic notion of the cosmos that
envisions life force contained within numerous kinds of persons and matter. This view is
sometimes termed monism to highlight the connectedness of every aspect of the Maya
cosmos, a conception of reality in which a single, unifying principle joins all animate and
inanimate things together in a fluid interdependency. The ancient Maya apparently
believed in a deep and enduring covenant of mutual obligation where both humans and
gods held responsibility for maintaining the appropriate cosmic order. The notion of a
dichotomous universe founded on a premise of good versus evil does not fit well within
the parameters of ancient Maya thought.

Nevertheless, the religious beliefs of this

community did provide a structure for understanding appropriate human behavior, the
necessity of hierarchical social ordering, and the array of experiences one might have in
life and death. The Maya did not compartmentalize or distinctly separate religious rites
from other life activities. Instead, religious conceptions permeated daily undertakings
from the planting of corn to the elevation of community leaders to the burial of the dead.
It may be because of this broad religiosity that history and myth are so tightly woven.
The colonial era Popol Vuh stands as an important and intriguing compilation that should
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be considered in any study of Maya religion. But one must not assume a complete
correspondence with earlier beliefs. Indeed there are many inconsistencies between the
Popol Vuh narrative and the religious ideas that are manifest in Classic-era text and
imagery.
Personifications of deities like God L are consciously drawn with an array of
visual elements that are essential to overall meaning. Each component may carry a
symbolic value even if we do not currently understand that value.

Whether

communicating a direct and particularized message or some broader import, the signs
contained within the physical body and costuming of Maya gods is indicative of the
natural world familiar to the Maya, knowledge gained through well-respected and
visually-presented notions of sensory perception, and cultural experience generated at
local and inter-regional levels. Iconographic elements frequently deny specific or narrow
identifications and instead belong to larger categories of imagery. The bird companion of
God L exemplifies this idea. Although the entity is understood to represent an owl in
most cases, the attributes provided in artistic portrayals are rarely definitive. As a result
the image may be more appropriately understood as connoting raptorial birds in a general
sense regardless of the habit of diurnal or nocturnal predation.

Because there is a

crossover of characteristics amongst the aged entities of the Maya pantheon, the bird
familiar of God L is essential to his identity at least within our current state of
knowledge. The conception of God L changed over time and was correlated to locality
even while certain consistencies allow for a broad recognition of the deity. His persona
carries fundamental associations with the underworld, but God L is also linked to the
celestial sphere of activity. His presence in art can signal both malicious and beneficial
aspects, depending on the circumstances of portrayal. The representation of this deity
carries an array of culturally-applied ideas about deep time, primordial ancestry, life and
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death, weaponry and warfare, long distance travel, foreign interaction, merchant trade,
and the presentation of tribute in regal ceremonies.
The ideological framework that allowed for the innovation of God L reaches into
the Preclassic past when many visual traditions were originally established. In particular,
God L presents an amalgamation of human, jaguar, and owl. The hybridization of human
and animal is a practice begun in the Formative era to convey divine status and
supernatural capability. Feline and avian attributes provide a connection to field/forest
and the heightened perceptivity of animals. The authority of his human persona is
expressed through excessive agedness, the accoutrements of kingship, the possession of
highly sought commodities, and the placement of activity within a palatial setting and/or
the liminal space of underworld caves. Derived from the longstanding conventions of
Mesoamerica art, the symbolic devices employed in the characterization of God L add
force and validity to his portrayal.
The representation of God L may be an innovation of the Early Classic era, one
that possibly relates to the foreign affairs and people that are prevalent in this epoch.
Although these notions remain unproven, it appears the unique combination of attributes
announcing the God L entity solidified sometime after 378 AD.

The use of owl

symbolism in particular is tied to the influx of ideas from central Mexico. Portrayals of
the divine God L and the foreign king named Spear-Thrower Owl, both of which are
known from the text and imagery of Maya art, correspond through age and gender,
ancestral standing, elevated social status, the “stranger king” persona, and the utilization
of an owl as a sign of identity. It is not clear however whether these correlations were
deliberately intended since the image of God L results from the appropriation of foreign
ideas as well as autochthonic elements of Maya art. The tobacco roll, a prominent feature
of the God L character, carries many connotations. Tobacco was a substance likely used
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for ritualized cleansing of spaces, offerings of tribute, medicinal and stimulant purposes,
transportation of fire, the cementing of diplomatic agreements, and possibly as a symbol
of weaponry laid down during times of peace. Overall, the first known image of God L
communicates ideas about deep time ancestry, regal status, foreign travel, and warfare.
In art made during the Late Classic era, the representation of God L varies
according to the site of production and the narrative context. At Palenque, God L is
rendered within the sanctuaries of two Cross Group temples in a manner that closely
replicates the single Early Classic example.

The portrayal of the deity here

communicates ideas about primordial ancestry, cosmogonic events, the undertaking of
journeys, rituals of childhood transition, kingly succession, and the necessary but deadly
business of war. Some very limited evidence suggests a conceptualization of the deity
that continues to reference foreign persons and things. A monument that is stylistically
related to the Palenque sphere shows a God L impersonator taking part in the
ceremonious display of insignia derived from central Mexico.
From the site of Naranjo come three remarkable ceramic vessels showing
depictions of God L on the exterior surfaces.

This imagery presents contradictory

personifications, one of a derogatory and the other of a celebratory nature. It is apparent
from these examples that the conception of God L fluctuated over time or was able at
once to encompass changeable notions about the nature of divinity. The square-nosed
staff that is featured amongst the belongings of God L in this and other Classic-era
representations is a topic of special interest since an understanding of the object’s utility
and meaning would likewise bring more clarity to God L.

If this implement were

intended to represent a spear-thrower, one could argue for a stronger relationship between
God L and the Early Classic regent named Spear-Thrower Owl. However, it remains
uncertain whether this object is a ceremonial form of weaponry (such as a spear-thrower)
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or a display pole for a back rack assembly. As in portrayals originating from Palenque,
the imagery of God L made by artists linked to Naranjo project beliefs about primordial
ancestry, cosmogonic events, warfare, and the role of kings.
The imagery of God L produced for the people of Calakmul is visually and
thematically similar to that of Naranjo. Both groups reproduce portrayals in which God
L reigns supreme as well as appears in a compromised state. Some meager evidence
suggests the creators of Codex-style vessels intentionally related God L to the foreign
dynasty of Tikal. This connection might be understood through the odd jaguar-paw mask
of K511 and the square-nosed implement (a spear-thrower?) shown amongst God L’s
possessions in the central scene of K1560. While I have drawn a parallel between the
political interactions of Tikal and Calakmul to explain the symbolism of K511, the ideas
presented are quite speculative. The two representations done in the Codex-style of
earthenware may have been made by the same hand and/or during a short, coeval time
frame. This phenomenon suggests the ancient conceptualization of God L encompassed
the notion of transition: the power of a deity rising and falling according to some
temporal framework or as a result of ritualized inducement. K’uh beings like God L
belong to a larger cosmic vision that incorporates the activities, thoughts, and perceptions
of humans within the circumstances of nature. These entities maintain a status that is
distinct from while at the same time integrated with the everyday life of Maya people.
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Appendix A: Probable Images of God L∗

∗

See Chapter 1, pages 47-51 for a description of the criteria used to categorize imagery.
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Fig. A1:

K3801-side 1, northern Peten, circa 250-450 AD, brown earthenware box,
burnished and incised, 27.3 cm [h] x 45.1 cm [l] x 34.8 cm [w], © Justin
Kerr.
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Fig. A2:

K3801-side 2, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A3:

K3801-side 3, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A4:

K3801- side 1, composite drawing (after Robicsek 1978:118 with text added
by author). Left figure is K’awiil; right figure is God L.
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Principal Bird Deity

Fig. A5:

Triple Bow Tie/Triangular Nose Plaque deity

K3801-side 2 (drawing by author).
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GI deity

Fig. A6:

GIII (sun god or K’inich Ajaw)

K3801-side 3 (drawing after Hellmuth 1987a:286).
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Fig. A7:

Composite drawing of Temple of the Cross, sanctuary panels, Palenque,
dedication 692 AD, limestone, center panel: approx. 180 cm [h] x 325 cm
[w], side panels: approx. 195 cm [h] x 85 cm [w] (after Schele and Miller
1986:115, drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy Foundation
for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org).
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Fig. A8:

Detail drawing of God L, Temple of the Cross, sanctuary panel, east door
jamb, Palenque (drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy
Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc.,
www.famsi.org).
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Fig. A9:

Composite drawing of Temple of the Sun, sanctuary panels, Palenque,
dedication 692 AD, limestone, center panel: approx. 185 cm [h] x 255 cm
[w], side panels: approx. 210 cm [h] x 88 cm [w] (drawing by Linda Schele,
© David Schele, courtesy Foundation for the Advancement of
Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org).
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God L
Fig. A10:

Detail of Temple of the Sun, central sanctuary panel, Palenque (drawing by
Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy Foundation for the Advancement of
Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org).
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Fig. A11:

Mural from staircase of the Red Temple, east wall, Cacaxtla, circa 700 AD,
unknown size, painted stucco (after de la Fuente 1999: color plate 66).
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Fig. A12:

Drawing of mural from staircase of the Red Temple, Cacaxtla (after de la
Fuente 1999:129, fig. 59).
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Fig. A13:

K511 (“Princeton Vase”), Nakbe/Mirador region, circa 600-900 AD,
polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, Codex-style, 21.5 cm [h] x 16.6 cm
[diameter], Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A14:

Detail drawing, right side of K511 (redrawn by author after M. Coe
1973:92). God L sits in a curtained palace surrounded by attendants. The
wide swaths of cloth that cover their bodies mark these as female beings.
The crescent design on the costume of the woman closest to God L
associates this individual with the moon or the moon goddess.
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Fig. A15:

Detail drawing, left side of K511 (redrawn by author after M. Coe 1973:92).
God L is not present in this detail.
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Fig. A16:

K1560, Nakbe/Mirador region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, Codex-style, 16.3 cm [h] x 15 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya
Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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God L
Fig. A17:

Detail drawing of K1560 (after Taube 1992a:82, fig. 39a).
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Fig. A18:

K1398 (“Rabbit Vase”), Naranjo region, circa 700-730 AD, polychrome
ceramic cylindrical vessel, 26 cm [h] x 13.8 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.
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God L

Fig. A19:

Detail drawing of K1398 (after Taube 1992a:87, fig. 43b).
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God L
Fig. A20:

sun god (K’inich Ajaw)

Detail drawing of K1398 (by author).
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Fig. A21:

K2796 (“Vase of Seven Gods”), Naranjo region, circa 755-780 AD,
polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 27.3 cm [h] x 11.5 cm [diameter],
Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A22:

Detail drawing of God L on K2796 (after M. Coe 1973:109).
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Fig. A23:

K7750-side 1 (“Box of Eleven Gods”), Naranjo region, circa 755-780 AD,
polychrome ceramic vessel, 24.5 cm [h] x 15.5 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya
Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A24:

K7750-side 2, Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A25:

K7750-side 3, Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A26:

K7750-side 4, Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A27:

Detail drawing of God L on K7750-side 1 (by author).
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Fig. A28:

K631, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical
vessel with tripod base, 30 cm [h] x 12 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A29:

Drawing of K631 (after Miller and Martin 2004:62, fig. 26, drawing by
Simon Martin). A probable God L and K’awiil appear on left side of scene.
The bird head on the regal figure’s headdress may be an owl, linking the
image to God L. Alternatively, the bird may be an eagle, leaving open the
possibility the representation is intended to be some entity other than God L.
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Fig. A30:

K5166, Xultun region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical
vessel, 25.5 cm [h] x 10.7 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase Database, ©
Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A31:

Drawing of K5166 (by author). God L kneels before the Moon goddess and
her rabbit. Note the crescent forms worn by the female deity and her
entourage of assistants.
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Fig. A32:

Untitled, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome [?] ceramic
cylindrical vessel, unknown size (drawing provided by David Stuart). A
smoking God L addresses the Moon goddess.
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Fig. A33:

K5359, [Peten region/Motul de San Jose Bejucal?], circa 650-900 AD,
polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, 21 cm [h] x 11.5 cm [diameter],
Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.
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Fig. A34:

Drawing of K5359 (after Miller and Martin 2004:59, fig. 21, drawing by
Simon Martin). God L appears at far left. His hat, staff, and cape are flung
in the air before him. The hieroglyphs above the God L figure may indicate
the personal name (uxlajuun muy chan) of God L (Miller and Martin
2004:58-59, footnote 17) or the date 13 ‘Ok (David Stuart, personal
communication 2006).
419

Fig. A35:

K8075, western Peten/El Pasión region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome
ceramic cylindrical vessel, 25 cm [h] x 13.3 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

420

Fig. A36:

Drawing of K8075 (by author). The inside figure seated below the stairs
on the left is a probable God L

421

Fig. A37:

K702, Chamá region, circa 700-800 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical
vessel, 17.0 cm [h] x 12.4 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase Database, ©
Justin Kerr.

422

Fig. A38:

Drawing of K702 (after Robicsek 1978:187). God L appears on the left
with the maize deity at center, and K’awiil on the right.

423

Fig. A39:

Drawing of K3044, Chamá region, circa 700-800 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, unknown size, Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr
(drawing by Lin Crocker).

424

Fig. A40:

Detail drawing of God L on K3044 (after Hellmuth 1976:36, drawing by Lin
Crocker).

425

Fig. A41:

Black God L, [Etzna, Campeche?], circa 700-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
plate, unknown size (after Robicsek 1978:144, fig. 159).

426

Fig. A42:

Drawing of untitled work, unknown provenance, circa 600-900 AD,
[polychrome?] ceramic plate, unknown size (after Hellmuth 1987:298, fig.
661).

427

a)

Fig. A43:

b)

a) Untitled work, found at Labná [possibly made near Becan], circa 680-980
AD [Florescent period], polychrome ceramic vessel, unknown size (after
Brainerd 1958:115, Fig. b3). b) Detail drawing of the God L figure (by
author after Brainerd 1958:115, Fig. b3).

428

Fig. A44:

K154, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin, Oxkintok,
Maxcanu or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved brown earthenware
vessel, Chocholá style, 14 cm [h] (after Robicsek 1978: plate 154). Note:
Figs. A44-A55 and Figs. B15-B18 are exemplary of Chocholá-style
ceramics. According to Arden (1996), God L was a favorite theme for
pottery vessels created in the Yucatan region. Some twenty distinct
examples represent God L alone, and another seven feature God L paired
with God K (K’awiil).

429

Fig. A45:

Drawing of K154 (after Robicsek 1978:122, fig. 137). A smoking God L
holds the head of K’awiil.

430

Fig. A46:

Bowl of God K [K’awiil] and God L, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region
[possibly Xcalumkin, Oxkintok, Maxcanu or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD,
carved brown earthenware vessel, Chocholá style, 14.3 cm [h] x 14.3 cm
[w] (after Robicsek 1978: plate 215).
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Fig. A47:

Bowl of God K [K’awiil] and God L, alternate views (after Robicsek 1978:
plates 216-217).

432

Fig. A48:

Bowl of God K [K’awiil] and God L (redrawn after Robicsek 1978:173, fig.
189). The head of K’awiil rests on the back of God L.

433

Fig. A49:

K514, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin, Oxkintok,
Maxcanu or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved brown earthenware vessel
with black “trickle” painting, Chocholá style, unknown size, Kerr Maya
Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.

434

Fig. A50:

Detail drawing of God L [left side] on K514 (by author).

435

a)

b)

Fig. A51:

a) God L with tied bundle topped with long-tailed bird, Northern
Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin, Oxkintok, Maxcanu or
Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved brown earthenware vessel, Chocholá
style, approx. 10-15 cm [h] (after Tate 1985:129, fig. 10).
b) Alternate views of same vessel (after Tate 1985:129, fig. 10).

436

Fig. A52:

K4924, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin,
Oxkintok, Maxcanu or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved brown
earthenware vessel, Chocholá style, 10 cm [h] x 11.5 cm [diameter], Kerr
Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.

437

Fig. A53:

Detail drawing of God L on K4924 (by author).

438

Fig. A54:

K5190, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin,
Oxkintok, Maxcanu or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved brown
earthenware vessel, Chocholá style, unknown size, Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

439

Fig. A55:

Detail drawing of God L on K5190 (by author).

440

Fig. A56:

Seated God L with staff and tied bundle topped by bird, [Campeche/Yucatan
region?], circa 600-900 AD, earthenware cylindrical vessel, unknown size
(after Taube 1992a:83, fig. 40d).

441

Fig. A57:

K1507, [Peten/Campeche region?], circa 600-900 AD, earthenware vessel,
unknown size, Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.

442

K’awiil

Fig. A58:

God L

Detail drawing of K1507 (by author).

443

Fig. A59:

K8856, [Campeche/Yucatan region?], circa 600-900 AD, earthenware
cylindrical vessel, 27.7 cm [h] x 14.8 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

444

K’awiil

Fig. A60:

God L

Detail drawings of figures on K8856 (by author).

445

Fig. A61:

K5810, [Copan/southern lowland region?], circa 600-900 AD, earthenware
flask, unknown size, Kerr: A Precolumbian Portfolio, © Justin Kerr. [Note:
this design is duplicated on a number of flasks of differing sizes. The
central text and imagery are largely repetitive but the side text changes.
Some flasks have one and others, two columns of text. See e.g. A62-A64]

446

a)
Fig. A62:

b)
a) Flask of K’awiil and God L, frontal view, found near El Progresso,
Honduras, circa 600-900 AD, earthenware, 7.5 cm [h] (after Robicsek 1978:
plate 238).
b) Flask of K’awiil and God L, side view (after Robicsek 1978: plate 237).

447

Fig. A63:

Drawing of flask with K’awiil seated on left and God L on right (after
Robicsek 1978:187, fig. 210).

448

Fig. A64:

Various ceramic bottles with the seated figures of K’awiil and God L,
Private Collection.

449

Fig. A65:

K2696, excavated in Seibal, circa 800-930, Pabellon Fine Orange, moldmade earthenware vessel, 16.5 cm [h] x 9 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr. [Note: This design is duplicated on K4635, found
at Copan, as well as K4966 and K6575, unknown provenance. Ceramic
shards with the design were also found at Altar de Sacrificios.]

450

Fig. A66:

Drawing of K2696 (after Sabloff 1975:200, fig. 384). A probable God L
appears on both the left and right sides of each scene. The center figure may
be the doubled head of K’awiil.

451

Fig. A67:

God L with rattle staff and K’awiil on his back, Santa Rosa Xtampak, circa
900 AD, limestone, approx. 157 cm [h] x 60 cm [w] (after Taube 1992a: 84,
fig. 41a).

452

Fig. A68:

Detail of wall mural from east half of North wall, Mound 1, Santa Rita
Corozal, circa 1300-1400, painted stucco, unknown size (after Gann 1900:
plate XXIX). God L appears on the left and K’awiil on the right.
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Fig. A69:

Detail of probable God L, Mound 1, Santa Rita Corozal (after Gann 1900:
plate XXIX).

454

Fig. A70:

Flood Scene, Dresden Codex page 74, unknown provenance, circa 12001500 AD, screen-folded, fig-bark paper covered with painted stucco, 20.4
cm [h] x 9 cm [w] (after J. E. S. Thompson 1972).

455

Fig. A71:

Drawing of Flood Scene, Dresden Codex page 74 (after Villacorta and
Villacorta 1930, reproduction 1999:148). God L [below] carries weapons
while Goddess O empties a water jug above.

456

Fig. A72:

Portrait hieroglyph of God L, Dresden Codex page 14b (after Taube
1992a:80, fig. 38a).

Fig. A73:

Detail of seated God L, Dresden Codex page 14c (after Taube 1992a:80, fig.
38b).

457

God L
Fig. A74:

God Q

God D

Detail of Dresden Codex page 14b (after Villacorta and Villacorta 1930,
reproduction 1999:28).

Goddess I and God L
Fig. A75:

Detail of Dresden Codex page 14c (after Villacorta and Villacorta 1930,
reproduction 1999:28).

458

Fig. A76:

God L name, Dresden Codex page 21b (after Villacorta and Villacorta 1930,
reproduction 1999:42).

Fig. A77:

God L name, detail of Dresden Codex page 24 (after Villacorta and
Villacorta 1930, reproduction 1999:48).
459

Fig. A78:

Detail of Dresden Codex page 46 (after Villacorta and Villacorta 1930,
reproduction 1999:92). Note: God L stands above a K’awiil figure.
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Appendix B: Possible Images of God L∗

∗

See Chapter 1, pages 47-51 for a description of the criteria used to categorize imagery.
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Fig. B1:

Tulix complex earthenware censor with head of possible God L, Tikal,
found in PD 180, Structure 5D-32, circa 600-700 AD (after Ferree 1972: fig.
16).
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Fig. B2:

Drawing of incised bone with possible God L figure holding up a (hu’unal
or sak huun) headdress [unknown provenance], circa 600-850 AD, unknown
size (drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy Foundation for the
Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc., www.famsi.org). This figure
has no bird headdress but is included here because of similarities in the
physical body, jaguar loincloth, and cape. The context of this presentation
scene is also characteristic of God L.

463

Fig. B3:

K758, [Xultun region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical
vessel, Codex-style, 17 cm [h] x 11.6 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

464

Fig. B4:

Detail of K758 (redrawn after Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr).
Possible God L emerges from open mouth of owl. Note the possible
K’awiil face on the back of this owl. The snake around the bird’s neck is
called kan, a word phonetically linked to chan (sky).

465

Fig. B5:

K3007, [western Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, unknown size, Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr.

466

Possible God L
Fig. B6:

Detail drawing of K3007 (redrawn after Robicsek 1987:154). An owl rests
below a chan sign in the sky band above.

467

Fig. B7:

Untitled, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, 21.6 cm [h] x 19.6 cm [diameter] (after Robicsek and
Hales 1981:108, fig. 9b).

468

A possible God L with head of owl or eagle above
Fig. B8:

Drawing of untitled vessel (by author).

469

Fig. B9:

K6994, Chichoy/Chamá region, circa 600-900 AD, fluted polychrome
ceramic vessel, 15 cm [h] x 14 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase Database, ©
Justin Kerr.

470

a)

b)

Fig. B10:

a) Drawing of K6994 (redrawn by author after M. Coe 1973:52).
b) Detail drawing of possible God L on K6994 (redrawn by author after M.
Coe 1973:52).

471

a)

b)

Fig. B11:

a) Untitled, [found in northern Belize], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome
ceramic plate with tripod base, unknown size (after T. Joyce 1927:103).
b) Drawing of untitled ceramic (after Taube 1992a:87, fig. 43c). Moon
goddess, with rabbit tucked under her arm, holds God L headdress. A
possible God L appears on the left.
472

a)

b)
Possible God L or Itzamnaaj

Fig. B12:

Moon goddess

rabbit

a) Untitled, [northern Peten?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, size unknown (after Robicsek and Hales 1981:144, fig.
48c).
b) Drawing of untitled (after Taube 1992a:87, fig. 43d).

473

Fig. B13:

Detail drawing of untitled vessel, [unknown provenance], circa 600-900
AD, size unknown (after Hellmuth 1987, Vol. II: fig. 190a).

474

Fig. B14:

Two views of bowl with possible God L and God K (K’awiil), Northern
Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin, Oxkintok, Maxcanu or
Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved brown earthenware vessel, Chocholá
style, size unknown (after Robicsek 1978: plates 205-206).
475

Fig. B15:

Drawing of bowl with possible God L and God K (after Robicsek 1978:172,
fig. 188).

476

Fig. B16:

K6447, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin,
Oxkintok, Maxcanu or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved earthenware
vessel, Chocholá style, 13.2 cm [h] x 12.2 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

477

Fig. B17:

Drawing of untitled vessel, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly
Xcalumkin, Oxkintok, Maxcanu or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved
earthenware vessel, Chocholá style, approx. 10-15 cm [h] (after Tate
1985:129, fig. 11).

478

Fig. B18:

Mirror (with holes for wearing/mounting), Uayma, Yucatan, circa 600-900
AD, stone with pyrite mosaic, 10-12 cm [diameter] (after R. Thompson
1962:244). Possible God L stands behind figure with tumpline and pack.

479

a)
Fig. B19:

b)
a) God L with staff standing upon tied bundle, [Yucatan region?], circa 7001000 AD, unknown size, Private Collection.
b) Drawing of a similar bas-relief monument in Hopelchen, reportedly from
Dzehkatun, circa 700-1000 AD, unknown size (after Taube 1992a:84, fig.
41b).

480

Fig. B20:

K4932, [southern Mesoamerica?], circa 700-1000 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, 21.8 cm [h] x 13.6 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

481

Fig. B21:

Detail of possible God L on mold-made vessel, Rio Blanco region,
Veracruz, circa 600-900 AD, unknown size (after Taube 1992a:86, fig. 42c).

482

Fig. B22:

Monument 2, Cerro de las Mesas, Veracruz, circa 500-700 AD, stone,
approx. 175 cm [h] x 102 cm [w] x 76 cm [d] (after Stirling 1943:38, fig.
12d).

483

a)

b)

Fig. B23:

a) Drawing of head of deity figure, Paris Codex page XXI, circa 1400-1500
AD, unknown provenance, fig-bark paper covered with painted stucco,
unknown size (after Villacorta and Villacorta 1976:216).
b) Drawing of deity figure, Madrid Codex page XXXIIa, circa 1400-1500
AD, unknown provenance, fig-bark paper covered with painted stucco,
unknown size (after Villacorta and Villacorta 1976:288).
484

Appendix C:
Other Figures Wearing Possible God L Attire∗

∗

See Chapter 1, pages 47-51 for a description of the criteria used to categorize imagery.
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Fig. C1:

K1463, Motul de San Jose-Bejucal, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, 10.5 cm [h] x 10 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

486

Fig. C2:

Detail of K1463. A kingly figure wears an owl headdress and a “Tlaloc”
pectoral.

487

Fig. C3:

Drawing of stone panel (4/5?), Bonampak, circa 600-850 AD, size unknown
(field drawing by Ian Graham). A subordinate figure in an accession
ceremony wears a God L headdress.
488

Fig. C4:

Detail drawing of stone panel (4/5?), Bonampak, circa 600-850 AD, size
unknown (field drawing by Ian Graham). A subordinate figure in an
accession ceremony wears a God L headdress.

489

Fig. C5:

Composite drawing of relief sculpture, unknown provenance [Usumacinta
River region?], circa 700-800 AD, limestone (after Mayer 1989: plate 75,
drawing by Donald Hales).

490

Fig. C6:

Detail drawing of relief sculpture, left panel: 99 cm [h] x 65.4 cm [w] x 4.4
cm [d] (after Mayer 1989: plate 75, drawing by Donald Hales). A youthful
person wears a God L-style headdress and holds an offering plate with a
goggle-eyed mask or effigy figure.

491

Fig. C7:

Reconstruction drawing of two ballgame panels, Site Q [La Corona?], circa
600-800 AD, limestone, 27.6 cm [h] x 38.1 cm [w] x 2 cm [d] (after Schele
and Miller 1986:258, fig. VI.12, drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele,
courtesy Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc.,
www.famsi.org):
a. Panel from the Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation
b. Panel from a Private Collection.

492

Fig. C8:

Detail drawing of right side panel (redrawn after Schele and Miller
1986:258, fig. VI.12, drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy
Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc.,
www.famsi.org). Note the avian headdress worn by this ballplayer figure.

493

Fig. C9:

Ceremonial mace ring with figure in ballplayer pose, Mexico/Guatemala,
circa 250-900 AD, white limestone or marble, 15.5 cm [diameter] (after
Parsons et al. 1988:128-29, fig. 88). This headdress features a Maya owl.

494

Fig. C10:

K5390, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical
vessel, 21.2 cm [h] x 13 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin
Kerr.

495

Fig. C11:

Detail drawing of possible God L impersonator on K5390 (by author).
Dressed for warfare, this figure carries a spear and shield and wears a broadrimmed and feathered hat topped by a bird.

496

Fig. C12:

Vase of [possible] God L impersonator with attendant and lady, central
Peten, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic cylindrical vessel, unknown
size (after Robicsek 1978: plate 256).
497

Fig. C13:

Drawing of vase of [possible] God L impersonator with attendant and lady
(after Robicsek 1978:198, fig. 230).

498

Fig. C14:

K8740, Northern Campeche/Yucatan region [possibly Xcalumkin, Maxcanu
or Chocholá], circa 600-900 AD, carved brown earthenware vessel,
Chocholá style, 16.6 cm [h] x 14.5 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr.

499

Fig. C15:

Detail of K8740. This figure wears a broad-rimmed and feathered hat, and
the owl-like eyes suggest a possible connection to God L and/or “Tlaloc.”
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Appendix D: Alleged Images of God L∗

∗

See Chapter 1, pages 47-51 for a description of the criteria used to categorize imagery, and Chapter 3,
pages 153-158 for more in-depth commentary.
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Fig. D1:

Detail of K5001, [Peten region?] circa 300-600 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, 13.3 cm [h] x 13.5 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr). This aged figure wears bird wings and has his
hair tied into a top knot, but lacks an owl headdress.

502

Fig. D2:

K4598, Nakbe/Mirador region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, Codex-style, 23.5 cm [h] x 13.5 cm [diameter], Kerr
Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr. A supernatural figure in this scene is
bound and seared by another figure holding two lit torches. The captive god
has features that are characteristic of God L such as a bulbous nose, corded
eye, and jaguar attributes. However, the sharing of attributes with beings
like the so-called Jaguar God of the Underworld and the lack of a
distinguishing owl preclude a firm identification.

503

Fig. D3:

K5164, Nakbe/Mirador region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, Codex-style, 17.3 cm [h] x 14 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya
Vase Database, © Justin Kerr. Although K’awiil, a frequent participant in
scenes with God L, is present here, the aged figure emerging from the mouth
of a serpent wears no owl headdress. A number of scenes related in theme
to this example portray a woman, who is caught in the coils of a snake and
involved with an elderly male in a still obscure activity.
504

Fig. D4:

K1227, Nakbe/Mirador region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, Codex-style, 14.8 cm [h] x 10.7 cm [diameter], Kerr
Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr. An armadillo reaches towards a female
figure in a manner reminiscent of God L (c.f. vessel K511, A13). A
connection between God L and the armadillo has been suggested (Kerr and
Kerr 2006), but is not yet securely established.

505

Fig. D5:

Detail of K3332, Chamá region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
vessel, 15.8 cm [h] x 18 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase Database, ©
Justin Kerr). This scene is said to be a procession of way figures led by God
L in armadillo form.

506

Fig. D6:

K593, Chamá region, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic vessel, 23.5
cm [h] x 14.5 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase Database, © Justin Kerr. The
standing figure near the center of this roll-out image is said to combine the
attributes of Gods L and N (M. Coe 1978: fig. 9).

507

Fig. D7:

Detail of K1377, [Peten region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, 25 cm [d] x 15.3 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr). The standing, aged male in this scene has no owl
companion.

508

Fig. D8:

Polychrome plate, Yucatan region, circa 600-900 AD, 37 cm [diameter]
(after M. Coe 1982: figure 37). This black-painted figure wears a jaguar
costume and carries weaponry. Although three black-tipped feathers
decorate the headdress, the figure is not overtly aged and carries no clearly
defined owl.

509

Fig. D9:

Detail of K1774, [Chichoy/Chamá region?], circa 600-900 AD, polychrome
ceramic vessel, 19 cm [h] x 15.1 cm [diameter] (after Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr). A feathered shield and bird are present in the
scene but not definitively attached to the aged male on the left who
resembles God L.

510

.
Fig. D10:

K4934, unknown provenance, circa 600-900 AD, polychrome ceramic
cylindrical vessel, 25.5 cm [h] x 13.1 cm [diameter], Kerr Maya Vase
Database, © Justin Kerr. These aged, male figures have jaguar attributes but
lack owl companions.
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Fig. D11:

K5780, Amorous couple, Jaina Island, circa 600-900 AD, ceramic figurine,
15.2 cm [h], Kerr: A Precolumbian Portfolio, © Justin Kerr. The aged, male
figure here wears no owl headdress. The fondling of women is not a clear
characteristic of God L.
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Appendix E:
Comparative Study of Probable God L Headdresses
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. E1:

The avian headdress of God L [northern Peten and Palenque regions]:
a) Detail of Fig. A4, K3801 (redrawn after Robicsek 1978:118).
b) Detail of Fig. A7, Temple of the Cross, Palenque (after Robertson 1991:
fig. 44, drawing by Merle Greene Robertson).
c) Detail of Fig. A10, Temple of the Sun, Palenque (redrawn after drawing
by Linda Schele).

514

a)

b)

Fig. E2:

c)

The avian headdress of God L [Cacaxtla and Nakbe/Mirador regions]:
a) Detail of Fig. A12, Mural at the Red Temple, Cacaxtla (redrawn after de
la Fuente 1999:129, fig. 59).
b) Detail of Fig. A14, K511 (redrawn after M. Coe 1973:92).
c) Detail of Fig. A17, K1560 (redrawn after Taube 1992a:82, fig. 39a).

515

a)

b)

Fig. E3:

c)

The avian headdress of God L [Naranjo region]:
a) Detail of Fig. A19, K1398 (redrawn after Taube 1992a:87, fig. 43b).
b) Detail drawing of Fig. A21, K2796 (redrawn after Schele and Miller
1986:54, drawing by Linda Schele, © David Schele, courtesy FAMSI).
c) Detail drawing of A23, K7750-side 1 (by author).
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a)

b)

Fig. E4:

The avian headdress of God L [Peten region?]:
a) Detail of Fig. A29, K631 (redrawn after Miller and Martin 2004:62, fig.
26, drawing by Simon Martin).
b) Detail drawing of Fig. A31, K5166 (by author).
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a)

b)

Fig. E5:

The avian headdress of God L [Peten region?]:
a) Detail of Fig. A32, untitled vessel (drawing provided by David Stuart).
b) Detail of Fig. A34, K5359 (redrawn after Miller and Martin 2004:59, fig.
21, drawing by Simon Martin).
518

a)

b)

c)

Fig. E6:

The avian headdress of God L [Peten? and Chamá regions]:
a) Detail drawing of Fig. A36, K8075 (by author).
b) Detail drawing of Fig. A37, K702 (by author).
c) Detail drawing of Fig. A39, K3044 (redrawn after Hellmuth 1976:36,
drawing by Lin Crocker).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. E7:

The avian headdress of God L [Peten/Campeche/Yucatan regions?]:
a) Detail of Fig. A41, black God L (redrawn after Taube 1992a:83, fig. 40e).
b) Detail drawing of Fig. A43a, untitled work found at Labná (by author).
c) Detail of Fig. A42, untitled work (redrawn after Hellmuth 1987:298, fig.
661).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. E8:

The avian headdress of God L [possibly Xcalumkin, Oxkintok, Maxcanu or
Chocholá]:
a) Detail of Fig. A45, K154 (redrawn after Robicsek 1978:122, fig. 137).
b) Detail of Fig. A48, bowl of God K [K’awiil] and God L (redrawn after
Robicsek 1978:173, fig. 189).
c) Detail drawing of Fig. A49, K514 (by author).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. E9:

The avian headdress of God L [possibly Xcalumkin, Oxkintok,Maxcanu or
Chocholá]:
a) Detail of Fig. A51, God L with tied bundle topped by long tailed bird
(redrawn after Tate 1985:129, fig. 10).
b) Detail drawing of Fig. A52, K4924 (by author).
c) Detail drawing of Fig. A54, K5190 (by author).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. E10:

The avian headdress of God L [Peten/Campeche/Yucatan region?]:
a) Detail of Fig. A56, seated God L (redrawn after Taube 1992a:83, fig.
40d).
b) Detail drawing of Fig. A57, K1507 (by author).
c) Detail drawing of Fig. A59, K8856 (by author).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. E11:

d)

The avian headdress of God L:
a) Detail of Fig. A63, flask with K’awiil and God L, multiple copies found
(redrawn after Robicsek 1978:187, fig. 210).
b) Detail of Fig. A66, K2696, multiple copies found (redrawn after Sabloff
1975:200, fig. 384).
c) Detail of Fig. A67, God L at Santa Rosa Xtampak (redrawn after Taube
1992a:84, fig. 41a).
d) Detail of Fig. A68, Santa Rita Corozal (redrawn after Gann 1900: plate
XXIX).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. E12:

The avian headdress of God L [unknown provenance]:
a) Detail of Fig. A71, Dresden Codex page 74 (redrawn after Villacorta and
Villacorta 1930, reproduction 1999:148).
b) Detail of Fig. A73, Dresden Codex page 14c (redrawn after Taube
1992a:80, fig. 38b).
c) Detail of Fig. A78, Dresden Codex page 46 (redrawn after Villacorta and
Villacorta 1930, reproduction 1999:92).
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